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• Scaled for -±- 10V DC output
MI Operates from -±- 15V supplies
▪ No external adjustments

•Transformers

II Hermetically sealed
II Output short circuit protected

Analog
Computing
Applications

• Units can be altered to operate with
different L- L Voltages or frequency

Specifications
Accuracy:

I% over temperature range

Input: 11.8V, 400HZ line to line 3 wire
synchro voltage
Output impedance: less than 10 Ohms

•Trigonometric
Manipulations
•Multiplying
•Dividing
•Squaring
•Modulating

Input impedance: 10K minimum line to line
Reference: 26V -± 10% 400HZ ( Unit can be
altered to accommodate 115V if available
at no extra cost)
Operating temperature range: — 25 °C to
+85 °C
Storage temperature range: — 55 °C to
+100°C
DC power: -±- 15V -± 1% @ 75ma (approx.)
Case material: High permeability Nickel Alloy
Weight: 6 Ozs.
Size: 3.6" x2.5" x0.6"
There is No Substitute
for Reliability

GENERAL MAGNETICS, INC.
135 Bloomfield Avenue
Bloomfield. New Jersey 07003
(201) 743-2700

Analog
Multiplier
DC xAC = AC Output

• Radiation Hardened
Analog Multipliers
and Modulators
•Linear DC to
Synch ro Converter
•Sine-Cosine to 3Wire
Converter
•3 Wire to Linear
DC Converter
• 3Wire to Sine-Cosine
Converter
•Sine-Cosine
Generators
•Precision
Modulators
•Precision Analog
Multipliers
eSquaring/Square
Root Modules
• Precision Analog
Divider
• Precision A.C.
Regulators
• Demodulators

# MAC 1422-1

4 Quadrant Magnetic

•Automatic Gain
Control
•Demodulation
•RMS Computation
•Phase Measurement
•AC Amplitude
Regulation and
Modulation
•Linearizing
•Square Rooting
•Power Measurement
•Ratio Measurement

Circle 900 on reader service card

Product Accuracy
is ± 112% of all
readings Over Full
Temperature Range
of
II

- 55 °C

to + 125 °C

Product accuracy is specified in %
of reading for all output analog
voltage product points over the full
military temperature range instead
of % of full scale error giving
superior results for small values.

II Linearity, product accuracy, and
zero point virtually unaffected by
temperature changes.
II All units are hermetically sealed and
completely shielded from external
electric or magnetic fields.

Specifications Include:
Transfer equation: E = XY/ 3
X & Y input signal ranges: 0 to -±- 3V Peak
Maximum static and dynamic product
error: 1
2 % of point or 2 MVRMS,
/
whichever is greater, over entire
temperature range
input impedance: X = 10K; Y -= 10K
Full scale output: 3 VRMS
Minimum load resistance for
full scale output: 2000 ohms
Output impedance: Less than 50 ohms
X input bandwidth:
-±0.5db, 0 to 200 hertz
Y input bandwidth:
±-0.5db, 20 hertz to 1000 hertz
DC power: ±- 15V unless otherwise
required @ 20 ma
Size: 1.8" x 1.1" x0.5"
There is No Substitute
for Reliability

GENERAL MAGNETICS, INC.
135 Bloomfield Avenue
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003
(201) 743-2700
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Communications and
Information Handling

Meet the talented CAST* from PRD
Our Computerized Automatic Systems Testers are fully integrated
hardware software systems. They test everything well:
E analog, El radio frequency, E digital systems, 11 sub- assemblies,
E modules and E circuit boards. They also provide ID Go/No-go
end to end testing, o fault diagnosis, 0 data processing and trend
analysis. In short, they're born performers.
Cost-effective performers. CAST systems are modulary designed
to permit addition or deletion of individual stimulus or measuring units,
according to your needs. Not only are they talented and
economical, they're cooperative. They offer simplified E English
language programming, E self check, E CRT or hard copy
readout, E training and service.

Automation In Measurement

PRD

ELECTRONICS, INC.

aHARRIS
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Meet our CAST in afree booklet. Write: PRD Electronics, Inc.,
CAST Applications Group, 1200 Prospect Ave., Westbury, N.Y. 11590.
Or, better still, arrange an audition. Talk with one of our system
specialists at ( 516) 334-7810.
*Computerized Automatic Systems Tester
Circle 1 on reader service card
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eonsider Aeopian's Narrow Profile Power Supplies if
QualitY /Ind Form Factor Are Of Primary Imrk)rtane,

-5V @ 4 amp or ±
- 15V @ s90 ma...in 1.68"
The Model A5NT400 delivers 5V @ 4A with regulation of
±
-2 my and ripple of 0.25 my. Price, $ 150.
The FD15-50 provides tracking ±15V (tri) 500 ma.
Regulation ±0.1%; rpplle, 1.5 mv; price, $ 115.
Standard input, 105-125 VAC, 50-400 Hz.
Other single output models to 150 volts;
±12 and ±15 volt duals to 1amp. All only 1.68" thick.
Three day shipment guaranteed.
Acopian Corp., Easton, Pa. 18042. Telephone: ( 215) 258-5441.
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Highlights
The cover: Displays showing now, 91

From planar gas- discharge types to liquid
crystals, the variety of displays available today is greater than ever before. Each has
rather different application parameters. On
the cover, counterclockwise from bottom
right, are shown: RCA's Numitrons, H- P's
light-emitting diodes, and three directly
viewed filament devices from Pinlites.
The battle of the 4,096-bit RAMs, 75

Over a half- dozen manufacturers of metaloxide semiconductors must soon finalize
designs for random-access memories of the
highest bit- density yet. A large market in
computer main memories will open up to
those who make the right design decisions.
Hardwired NC controllers give way to software, 109

Minicomputers have always been the most
flexible means of running numerically controlled machine tools. Now their declining
prices also make them far more economical
than using a different hard- wired controller
for each task. This is the second article in
the series, " Minicomputers in action."
Polysilicon-filled notch smooths bipolar chip, 117

Etching a notcn around the active elements
on a bipolar memory isolates them with little
waste space. Restoring the chip's smooth
surface by filling in the notch then restores
simplicity of metalization.
And in the next issue . . .

Special report on discrete semiconductors...product development profile: the Intel
1103...how to select adisplay.
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Publisher's letter
D isplays-and how to make the

best use of the new varieties—are
the subject of the special report that
begins on page 91. There, you'll find
a lot of details on pinpointing the
display that best fits an application's
over-all requirements. Be it planar
gas-discharge, directly viewed filament, vacuum fluorescent, lightemitting diode, or liquid crystal, the
pros and cons of each display type—
and the tradeoffs between them—are
presented.
Mike Riezenman, our Instrumentation Editor, put together the report after visiting many device
makers around the country. "One
curious thing about the display field
right now," Riezenman says, "is the
sense of hard-driving competition
you get when you talk to the manufacturers of these new displays. It's a
classic case of 'ours is best, theirs is
no good.'"
"But what makes the cutthroat
competition so curious," he adds, "is
that it's a sellers' market. Some
companies have already sold out
their full capacity for the rest of the
year, backlogs in some devices are
six months long, and for one of the
displays quantity sales in the U.S.
won't start till fall."
"Behind it all is aremarkable enthusiasm, brought about largely by
the seemingly insatiable demands of
the electronic calculator market.
And with the watch and clock market beginning to open, it's no wonder they are enthusiastic."

and vendors alike: ashortage of devices ranging from discrete parts to
transistor-transistor logic. In some
cases, delivery delays of ayear have
been reported—a stretchout that
would have been incredible a mere
six months ago.
In case anyone still doubts that
time whizzes by in electronics, consider the case of one executive who
remembers wistfully when his company could deliver an order for a
million resistors in 48 hours. To
him, those were the good old days.
How long ago were they? Why, last
summer.

I
thas become a tradition with us
each year during IEEE week in
New York to invite product planners from Texas Instruments to update our staff on Ti's latest views of
the semiconductor market. The
story that resulted from this year's
"technology update" appears on
page 82 and represents the combined efforts of several staffers to
pick out the trends TI is tracking
most closely.
Eight planners made presentations this year on topics ranging
from a general market overview to
specific product lines, such as ics,
power semiconductors, small-signal
discrete products, and optoelectronics.
We believe that this interpretation by an industry leader will
help crystalize for you, as it did for
us, what's happening in an exploding semiconductor growth period.

speaking of backlogs, sometimes
what isn't is just as big astory as
what is. Take, for example, the
Probing the News story on page 79.
It examines what has become anew
problem for electronics suppliers

elee,
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If you want to maintain
astabilized current into an
unstabilized load, look into

KEIDCO
T
OPS

operational power supplies,
a very special class of power
supply for your very special need.
There are ten different groups of
os ranging from 10 watts
to akilowatt; low voltage modules
to 5000 volt supplies
OPS IV Si.V

models will stabilize currents

from 0-10 amperes into a 6-volt load, or 0-1

•

ampere into a 100-volt load. Moreover, they'll recover in microseconds to the current you've set!
If you want to set a new current — or avoltage —
the OPS will do that in microseconds, too. They've

OPS Groups IV & V

got no big output capacitor to slow things down

comprise 14 different

or to dump energy unexpectedly into your sensi-

and 100W power classes,

tive circuits, yet ripple and noise is under 0.01%.

models in the 50W
automatic crossover, voltage
and current stabilization.

Ask your Kepco man for details about the speclal Kepco OPS. if you don't know who he is,
call ( 212) 461-7000 collect or write Dept. EQ-14 and we will be glad to direct you to the
most exciting power supplies on the scene.

KEPCO®
KEPCO, INC. • 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352 • (212) 461-7000 • TWX # 710-582-2631 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK
Electronics/April 12,1973
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When You Buy aPower Supply,
Why Not Get the Best?
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28 VDC to DC

28 VDC to 400 4%,

400 eb. to DC

(55,463 His.)

(61,387 Hrs.)

(56,148 Hrs.)

Model C93D

Model S3D

Model W5D

Abbott's New Hi- Performance Modules
are designed to operate in the stringent environment required by aerospace systems — ( per MIL-E-5400K
or MIL-E-5272C) and MIL- STD461 for electromagnetic interference.
RELIABILITY — MTBF (
mean time
between failures) as calculated in
the MIL-HDBK-217 handbook can
be expected in excess of 50,000
hours at 100°C for all of these
power modules. The hours listed
under the photos above are the
MTBF figures for each of the
models shown. Additional information on typical MTBF's for our
other models can be obtained by
phoning or writing to its at the
address below.
QUALITY CONTROL — High relia-

bility can only be obtained through
high quality control. Only the highest quality components are used in
the construction of the Abbott
power module. Each unit is tested
no less than 47 times as it liasses
through our factory during fabrication — tests which include the scruPlease see

tinizing of the power module and
all of its component parts by our
experienced inspectors.
NEW CATALOG— Useful data is contained in the new Abbott Catalog.
It includes a discussion of thermal
considerations using heat sinks and
air convection, a description of
optional features, a discussion of
environmental testing, electromagnetic inter_rerenee and operating
hints.
WIDE RANGE OF OUTPUTS — The

Abbott line of power modules
includes output voltages from 5M
volts DC to 3,650 volts DC with
output currents from 2milliamperes
to 20 amperes. Over 3000 models
are listed with prices in the new
Abbott Catalog with various inputs:
60Ac to DC, Regulated
4004%, to DC, Regulated
28 VDC to DC, Regulated
28 VDC to 400%, 1 or 3
24 VDC to 60, 1

pages 930 to 949 of your 1970-71 EEM ( ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog)
for complete information on Abbott modules.

Send for our new 68 page FREE catalog.

abbott

transistor

LABORATORIES.
5200 W. Jefferson Blvd. ' Los Angeles 90016
(213) 936-8185
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Cable ABTLABS
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INCORPORATED
1224 Anderson Ave

Pushdown stack rises again
To the Editor: The article by Rod
Burns and Don Savitt, " Microprograming, stack architecture ease
minicomputer programer's burden,"
[Feb. 15, p. 95] contains acustomary
but inappropriate sample of logic in
a conventional single- register machine ( Fig. 4).
If the example were rewritten as

e st ee

MFG

Readers comment

Fort lee, N.J. 07024

LOAD
ADD

D

STORE

TEMPORARY

LOAD

A

SUBTRACT
DIVIDE

TEMPORARY

STORE

X

then the advantage of stack logic
seems to disappear. Most programers and many compilers would
implement the example in this way.
The rewritten example is still about
8% longer than for the stack machine; the execution time advantage
may lie with the conventional machine, depending on the depth of
electronic registers at the top of the
stack.
Stack logic is indeed often highly
advantageous, but Idon't believe I
have ever seen it clearly illustrated
in apopular technical magazine.
L. C. Corey
Mitre Corp.
Bedford, Mass.
• The authors reply: Mr. Corey is
correct. The examples were stacked
in favor of the stack computer by utilizing a simple left-to-right expression compiler. More complex compilers could produce better code. Mr.
Corey has shown how object code for
a division operation might be more
effectively rearranged.
But if the variables A, B, C, and D
were themselves expressions, the compiler would become more complex.
While compilers for large computers
do perform complex optimizations,
most compilers on small computers
do not. One of the beauties of the
stack architecture is the elimination
of the need for some classes of optimization.
Also, while the stack computer excels in generalized expression-processing, it is also advantageous in
other functions that are more difficult
to illustrate. With regard to the execution-time advantage, Mr. Corey's

(201) 224-6900
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Save 37 weeks
on your next microwave
amplifier designwith MICroAMPs
Send for this Read it. You'll be convinced.

°M1Se elee0V412Ne-tt 2Mtvs:vs,t.v.,
..›....?
Wet oAMP
0"
*Sandvive to 5 4, ---,

s et A SteES

*Eruitter Bbasted
*POW er outputs to I.8 Watts
*G01_13 Metahed FOR l.e.
* 600 Megahertz to 3.1 Gigabertz
OAT A AND APPOCA11014S
,

•.;e.

goe• \
s•-•••

^

OK, convince me. Send your data and application:: booklet on
TRW MICroAMPs. Show me how input matching can help my
broadband design go from paper to hardware in just 2 weeks.

Title

Name

Company

Address

City

State

Zip

Clipcoupon and mail toSalesManager,TRW Semicoiductors,an
Electronic Component Division of TRW Inc.,14520 Aviation Blvd.,
Lawndale, Ca. 90260. If you can't wait, phone: ( 213) 679-4561.

_J

TRW SEMICONDUCTORS
Electronics/April 12,1973
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MULTI-CIRCUIT SWITCH
FOR

Eidelkfiffi
PFICII/REME!

Readers comment
example requires seven memory accesses for data, while the stack-computer example requires only five.
More on the stack
Io the Editor: We concur with the
authors' contention that stack hardware does ease minicomputer programing; however, the example
chosen was unfortunate. The real
advantage of stack architecture is in
interrupt handling and nested subroutines.
Ronald E. West
Arun Sheth
Honeywell Inc.
Denver, Colo.
Acronyms accumulate
to the Editor: The recent addition
of CCD (
charge-coupled devices) to
the growing list of acronyms for
electronic systems and products
leads me to inquire if it isn't time to
halt this growth of abbreviations. If
the proliferation continues at the
rate now prevailing, we may soon be
lost in awilderness of letters exceeding that of Government agencies.
Julian Loebenstein
General Instrument Corp.
Hicksville, N. Y.
Bandwidths changed

14 CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENTS!
Series 6900 TBars Pluggable
"Switching Modules" for wire-wrap.
24, 36, 48, 52, 60, 72 circuit
combinations, for data or power
level ratings. More reliable, yet
competitive with solid state and
reed relay line switches. Less than
$2 per line switched.

Mates with standard card edge
connectors in 51
4 "high card cages.
/
Proven in automatic test,
instrumentation, data-processing
and communications systems.
Write or phone today for complete
literature and prices.

Switching
Components
DIVISION
INCORPORATED
SWITCHING TECHNOLOGY

141 Danbury Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897
Telephone: 203/762-8351
8
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To the Editor: A couple of minor
typographical errors crept into my
Engineer's notebook, "Filter bandwidth nomograph gives sweep-rate
limits," [ March 1, p.102]. The sweep
width for both examples should
have been 70 kHz instead of 7 kHz,
as stated for the 41-Hz sweep rate.
The entire numerator of the righthand side of the bandwidth equation should have been under a
square-root sign.
Roger T. Stevens
The Mitre Corp.
McLean, Va.
Correction
In " Minicomputers go into action in
a myriad of applications," [March
29, p. 73], sales of minicomputerbased data-processing systems
priced below $ 50,000 should have
been projected at $418 million for
this year, compared with $333 million in 1972. In 1976, sales in this
category are projected at $ 802 million a year. The corresponding figures printed were erroneous.
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Powertec's open case D.C. power supplies can save you
money. Plus you get Powertec's quality performance at full
ratings, lowest cost and 24 hour delivery from stock.
Powertec continues to increase its lead in the design and
production of open case OEM D.C. power supplies. We offer
10 case sizes, 128 output voltage combinations in single or

multiple output configurations. Ideally suited for computer,
peripheral, instrument and test equipment applications.
Our production quantity buys of computer and military grade
components, used throughout our OEM series, insure top
quality and reliable performance at the lowest possible
prices in the industry. We build with proven " no frills" designs, solid engineering and production competence backed
up by proven warranty and customer satisfaction.
Spec Powertec. Powertec delivers... More

power to you!

SINGLE OUTPUT MODELS

2B-

Depth

Width

4.00

4.87

-(24)

-(15)

-(5)

Model
Number

Height

5V

6V

12V

1.62

3A

2.5A

1.5A
3.0A

Unit **

18V

20V

24V

1.3A

1.0A

1.0A

1.0A

2.8A

2.0A

15V

Price

$

29.00

$

79•00

sisip.00

2C-

4.87

5.62

2.50

6A

5A

2.3A

2.3A

2D-

4.87

9.00

2.75

12A

10A

6.5A

6.0A

4.5A

5.0A

5.0A

2E -

4.87

16.75

4.87

25A

23A

15A

14A

10A

12A

11A

2F-

10.00

16.75

4.87

50A

46A

30A

28A

20A

24A

22A

$

229•00

2G-

15.38

16.75

4.87

75A

68A

45A

42A

30A

36A

33A

$

299•00

•
•
•
•

• REGULATION: Line ± . 1%
Load -± . 1%
• INPUT: 115 VAC ± 10V,47-63Hz
• RIPPLE: lmv RMS ( 5 & 15V), 3my RMS ( 24V)

139.00

O.L. PROTECTION: Current limit/foldback
RESPONSE: 50,usec typical
TEMPERATURE: 0°C to 40°C derated to 71°C
OPTIONAL OVP: All Models

• ALL MODELS ARE U.L. LISTED •

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MODELS
OUTPUT POWER

MODEL
NUMBER
2K
DUAL
OUTPUT

2K15D-1.3
•2K5D-3.0
Depth: 2.50
Width: 7.87 • 2 K5, 15 D
Height: 4.00 • 2K5.240

2L

2L15D-2.8

DUAL

Depth: 2.75 * 2 L5 D-6.0
Width: 9.38 • 2L5, 15D
OUTPUT Height: 4.88 • 2L5, 24D
2R

2R- 70T

TRIPLE
Depth: 2.87 • 2R-727
OUTPUT Width: 11.00 • 2R -74 T
Height: 4.88 • 2R-767
2S

2S-1407

TRIPLE
Depth: 4.00 • 2S- 142T
OUTPUT Width: 15.00 • 2S-1447
Height: 4.88 • 2S-1467

OUTPUT

el

OUTPUT

e2

OUTPUT

or + 15V, 1.3A
or
6V, 2.5A
or
6V, 2.5A
or
6V, 2.5A

-12V, 1.5A or - 15V, 1.3A
5V, 3.0A or
6V, 2.5A
12V, 1.5A or
15V, 1.3A
18V, 1.0A or 20V, 1.0A or 24V, 1.0A

NA
NA
NA
NA

+12V, 3.0A or + 15V, 2.8A

-12V, 3.0A or - 15V, 2.8A
5V, 6.0A or
6V, 5.0A
12V, 3.0A or
15V, 2.8A
18V, 2.0A or 20V, 2.3A or 24V, 2.3A

NA
NA
NA
NA

+12V,
5V,
5V,
5V,

5V,

1.5A
3.0A
3.0A
3.0A

6.0A

or

5V, 6.0A or
5V, 6.0A or

6V,

5.0A

6V, 5.0A
6V, 5.0A

UNIT"
PRICE

e3

$

$

+12V,
5V,
5V,
12V,

1.5A
3.0A
3.0A
1.5A

or + 15V,
or
6V,
or
6V,
or
15V,

1.3A
2.5A
2.5A
1.3A

-12V, 1.5A or - 15V, 1.3A
12V, 1.5A or
15V, 1.3A
18V, 1.0A or 20V, 1.0A or 24V, 1.0A
18V, 1.0A or 20V, 1.0A or 24V, 1.0A

5V,
5V,
5V,
5V,

6.0A
6.0A
6.0A
6.0A

or
or
or
or

6V,
6V,
6V,
6V,

5.0A
5.0A
5.0A
5.0A

+12V,
5V,
5V,
12V,

3.0A
6.0A
6.0A
3.0A

or + 15V,
or
6V.
or
6V,
or
15V,

2.8A
5.0A
5.0A
2.8A

-12V. 3.0A or - 15V, 2.8A
12V, 3.0A or
15V, 2.8A
18V, 2.0A or 20V, 2.3A or 24V, 2.3A
18V, 2.0A or 20V, 2.3A or 24V, 2.3A

5V,
5V,
5V,
5V,

12A
12A
12A
12A

or
or
or
or

6V,
6V,
6V,
6V,

8.0A
8.0A
8.0A
8.0A

49000

79000

$89.00

$

149

•00

All outputs can be connected in any common configuration. Other voltages and currents available, consult factory for price and delivery.
• Non- stocked. • • Contact factory for quantity discounts at 25, 50, 100 units and others.

If you don't see the exact model on the chart, we'll build an
OEM from stocked sub assemblies in any voltage/current
combination. Let us know and we'll quote within 24 hours
Stay within the same size and power rating and the price
won't change.
POWERTEC INC.

Write for Powertec's new 44 page catalog and you'll find
a lot more than 128 ways to save money and solve all your
power supply problems.

an Airtronics Subsidiary

9168 DeSoto Ave., Chatsworth, California 91311 • ( 213) 882-0004 • TWX ( 910) 494-2092
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How do you become atop military
RF power transistor supplier?

It takes guts.
With us, it means outdoing yourself. Providing the ultimate in power at HF,
VHF and UHF. Just last year our
BM80-28 monolithic chip delivered
aguaranteed 80 Watts at 200
MHz. Now we have developed the S150-28 over
two times larger with
twice the power
of its predecessor. And it
dissipates over
400 Watts.
All of our VHF and
UHFdevices are designed
and characterized for easy
broadbanding. With applications assistance and circuit
schematics available in every frequency range. We make them
easy to use.
Since day one, we have
kept ahead of the power
transistor state of the art.
It's vital when you're
powering ECM, telemetry and point-topoint systems for the military. Or satisfying the hunger
of the biggest aircraft radios.
All CTC products are capable of working into severe
load mismatches. Aid all our high power transistors
are emitter ballasted they can be operated in Class
A, B, or C. Which helps to make them easier to design
around.
Reliability? Our exclusive, long- life petal system and
glass passivation set the norms for reliability in our field.
Hermetically sealed of course. For in military, it's not
only guts, but guts you can count on.
You're ahead wher you specify CTC. For complete information and product now, write or call.

1

225 — 400 MHz

CM20-28

CM1175-28

CM40-28

1W

Communications Transistor Corporation, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070 (415) 591-8921
Circle 13

on

reader service card

INDUSTRY'S
BEST
DELIVERY!
MINIATURE
ROTARY
SWITCHES
Any catalog item
ONE WEEK ( ARO)
(up to 1,000
pieces!)

WIRE-WOUND
RESISTORS
PRECISION
WIRE- WOUND
RESISTORS
Tolerances through
.01%
3 WEEK DELIVERY!
(up to 1,000
pieces per line
item!)

POWER
WIRE-WOUND
RESISTORS
6-8 WEEKS DELIVERY ( up to
10,000 pieces
per line item!)
WRITE. WIRE OR PHONE
FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

ELECTRONICS, INC.
700 South 21st Street
Irvington, New Jersey 07111
Telephone.
(201) 374-3311
TWX:
(71C) 999-5511

14
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People
Burns takes the long view
of Burr- Brown's technologies
"In the '60s," says Jim Burns, new
vice president and general manager
of Burr- Brown Research Corp.,
"you could run an electronics company like a grocery store, making
things and putting them on the
shelf. But in the '70s and '80s, you
won't survive unless you take a
longer-range view."
Burns is now bringing that kind
of longer-range view to the Tucson,
Ariz., company, which has been best
known as an operational-amplifier
company, but which is now changing rapidly as it adds new products,
goes after new markets, and revamps its manufacturing structure.
Burns will seek product opportunities that meld the company's new
and varied technologies—thin- and
thick- film hybrids and monolothic
ics—with its traditional discrete
product line.
Burns, 43, joined the firm two
years ago after managing Motorola's linear-circuits marketing. His
first job, as director of new business
development, was to extend BurrBrown's relatively limited technological base. One result was the
acquisition of Sloan Microelectronics, adding thin-film and
monolithic capability.
What's to come? Next, as director
of marketing. Burns identified the
markets and products Burr-Brown
should pursue, with emphasis on the
industrial and process-control fields.
For the future, he has his eye on
subsystems with their higher complexity, as well as increased downward integration into components.
For example, the firm will introduce
acomplete, inexpensive, monolithic
8-bit digital-to-analog converter before the end of the year and will introduce its first subsystem in May.
As general manager, Burns is now
also out to improve productivity.
Burr-Brown has concentrated on
high-priced, low-volume parts, but
now is introducing products with
higher-volume potential. "If we're
to fuel a 25% growth rate— our
goal—we have to have a lower cost
structure."

To survive. Jim Burns says electronics firms
must expand their technological base to survive in the 70s and 80s.
He points out that in a year the
company has redirected its plans so
that almost all products being developed use monolithic or hybrid technology.
All this leaves Burns little time for
outside interests, but he does get in
a little hiking and fishing and jogs
every morning to stay in shape.
With his wife and four boys, he lives
in an area of Tucson rugged enough
to force him to commute to work via
one of the four-wheel-drive pickups.

Hartke expects KSW to profit
from defunct KEV's errors
Rarely does asurvivor from abankrupt firm get an opportunity to reenter the same field, but Jerome L.
Hartke is the exception. As president of the infant KSW Electronics
Inc., he is once more marketing ionimplanted diodes, but this time, he
pledges to avoid the errors of his
former employer, KEV Electronics.
Hartke should be able to run his
own show. He managed KEV'S semiconductor division and earlier led
semiconductor research at the
Xerox Corp. At High Voltage Engineering, he performed some of the
earliest ion-implantation work. He
even studied for his doctorate under
Nobel laureate John Bardeen, one
of the inventors of the transistor.
Now defunct, KEV was formed
just before the recession of the early
1970s. But, KEY spread itself too
thin, says Hartke. Expenses ate into
cash as the company successively
developed lines of implanted microwave and electrooptical semiconductors, and then invested more in
ion-implantation equipment. But
even during the darkest periods,
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We've developed
more than 50 custom ICs
in the last 18 months
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More than 50 times in the last 18 months, customers have
brought us IC problems that couldn't be solved with standard circuits. In every case we've developed acustom circuit
that filled the bill. Our circuits are now in TV sets, watches
and clocks, electronic organs, calculators, automobiles, office copiers and ahost of other applications. We've delivered
samples in as little as 8 weeks ARO; few problems have
required more than 20 weeks to solution. Shouldn't a semiconductor company with arecord like that get a shot at your
custom circuit requirement?
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says Hartke, his semiconductor
manufacturing division broke even
or made money. Hence his resolve
to get back into the business.
After finding financial backing,
Hartke purchased the assets of Ion
Physics, three implanting accelerators, large amounts of semiconductor research and plant equip-

FKS 3
FKC 3

ru,,FKS

2min
MKS4

MKB 7

MKC5
MKB7

10,uF
400 VIon Implanter. Jerry Hartke, head of KSW
looks to technical skill, awareness of customer needs, and smart marketing.

Capacitors
for electronic equipment
and for stringent
requirements
Metallized- Miniature typesPolyester/polycarbonate
dielectric.
The newly developed capacitors are the answer
to improving the reliability of your equipment.
Please send for the latest technical catalogue
WILHELM WESTERMANN spezialfabrik

fur Kondensatoren
Augusta -Anlage 56 • P. 0 Box 2345 D-68 Mannheim 1
Fed. Rep. of Germany • Tel ( 621) 40 80 12
16
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ment, and 11 of the earliest patents
issued on ion implantation.
Moving in. "Instead of moving
the assets out, we moved into the assets," says Hartke, referring to his
new company's location in former
Ion Physics plant space in Burlington, Mass. Hartke says that
KSW's range of custom implantation
skills may be among the widest in
the industry. Its three machines offer a voltage range from 100 kiloelectronvolts to 2 megaelectronvolts
at currents from 1microampere to
several milliamperes. Also KSW can
implant more than 20 "exotic" ions.
KSW will move in response to
client needs. Hartke says, "we have
several hundred standard products
already gained through purchase of
KEV's masks, but we aren't moving
further until we have identified paying products and customers."
The same conservatism is reflected in Ksw's pricing. "There will
be no loss leaders or missionary
product lines here," says Hartke.
"We will be geared to customer
needs."
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Turn on to HP's new
switching power supplies
ew RF spectrum analyzer

New low-cost way to

generate basic waveforms
Square. triangle or sine waves— new signal
source provides all three

Don't be fooled by small size or
low price— the 3311A function
generator has sine, square, triangle
and positive pulse outputs, plus
many features not generally found
in low-cost instruments. A TTLcompatible pulse output provides
current sinking for up to 20 loads,
and an external VCO input is
provided for phase- locked loop FM
and swept- frequency applications.
Merely push abutton to select
the frequency, from 0.1 Hz to
1MHz. Dial accuracy is ± 5% of full
scale. A variable attenuator adjusts
the output over > 30 dB range.
Pulse risetime is better than 25 ns,
so the 3311A can be used to clock
logic breadboards or to synchronize
signals.
To learn more, check Eon the HP
Reply Card.
HEWLETT hell PACKA RD MEASUREMENT NEWS

Graphic plotter enhances
your time-share terminal

New OEM recorder offers
more than 50 options

/11
A graph is often more
useful, easier to
understand and easier
to interpret than long
lists of numbers.

Using data directly from atimesharing terminal, the HP 7200A
graphic plotter draws points,
irregular curves, circles, straight
lines, ellipses, contours, bar graphs
and pie charts. Now, you can quickly
review agraphical solution to your
problem instead of interpreting long
lists of numbers or wrestling with
bulky printouts. And no special
software is required; you can use
either BASIC or FORTRAN source
language.
The plotter accepts standard EIA
ASCII inputs from the teleprinter
and draws vectors between the
points to form smooth curves.
Graphs may be any size up to 11 by

17 inches ( 28 by 43 cm). Static
accuracy is ±0.015 in. (±0.38 cm),
and resolution is 1in 10,000. HP
utility routines are available to
handle scaling, axis and curve
generation, curve synthesis,
formatting, coordinate transformation, and contour mapping ( including
three-dimensional plotting).
A picture may well be worth a
thousand numbers. If you already
have atime-share system and
terminals, the cost of adding plotter
capability is minimal .
For more information on the 7200A
plotter, check N on the HP Reply
Card.

Send for this useful
microwave catalog

COAXIAL AND WAVEGUIDE
MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES

A new 64- page catalog features
our extensive selection of precision
coaxial and waveguide instrumentation. Complete specifications are
presented for such items as:
• Directional couplers
• Slotted- line equipment
• Attenuators
• Frequency meters
• Detectors
• Mixers
• Filters
• Modulators
• Terminations
This book lists all the hardware you
might need to make accurate
microwave measurements.
For your copy, check Q on the HP
Reply Card.

You can customize this strip- chart recorder
by choosing the speed, frequency, span,
etc. that are right for your application.

Now, there's atwo- pen strip-chart
recorder truly designed for OEMs.
It starts with adurable mainframe,
10-inch ( 25 cm) writing width,
modular construction with plug-in
PC boards for easy servicing, and a
trouble- free servo system that
doesn't use gears or clutches.
Instead, the pens are driven by a
plastic belt that's quieter and more
reliable than conventional servo
systems. Recorder response time is
< 0.5 sec., and accuracy is ±0.2% of
full scale.
You take over from there and
select what you need from over 50
options. Choose one of six chart
speeds from 6 in. ( 15 cm) per
minute to 1in. ( 2.5 cm) per hour.
And you're not limited to just one
speed; choose two, four or eight.
Both 50 Hz and 60 Hz recorders are
available. One of six input spans
from 1mV to 100 V on each channel
may be specified. Other options
include remote controls, chart
on-off, pen lift, retransmitting
potentiometer, limit switches, and
arear control connector.

To learn more, check M on the HP
Reply Card.
HEWLETTr

PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

New RF spectrum analyzer
is low cost, easy to use
Economy is now coupled with
high performance in the new
HP 8558B spectrum analyzer— an
oscilloscope plug-in that makes
accurate measurements over a0.1
to 1500 MHz frequency range. It's
extremely easy to operate; most
measurements are made using only
these three controls:
• Tuning— Set the center or
"start-of-sweep" frequency which is
displayed on the 31
/
2digit LED readout.
• Frequency Span— Examine
frequency sweeps as wide as
1000 MHz and as narrow as 50 kHz.
The analyzer automatically selects
optimum sweep time and resolution
bandwidth. If required, you can
easily override the automatic
function to select any combination
of sweep time and resolution. With
bandwidths from 1kHz to 3MHz,
you can resolve close signals,
analyze pulsed RF, and recover
complex modulation.
• Reference Level (
amplitude
control)— Measure the absolute
power level of displayed signals from
-115 dBm to +30 dBm. The control
also indicates maximum and
optimum input signal levels for 70 dB
spurious-free display. This minimizes
the chance of erroneous
measurements or overload damage.
You can use the 8558B spectrum
analyzer with any HP 180 series
oscilloscope. The 182A scope, with
alarge 10 by 13 cm. CRT display, is
ideally suited for bench use; while
the 181A scope, with variable
persistence and storage CRT, is
useful for high- resolution analyses
and signal comparisons.
For more information, check Pon
the HP Reply Card.
Make wide range frequency-domain
measurements with the new 8558B RF
spectrum analyzer.

HEWLETT!" PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

Police search vast data files
quickly with an HP computer

The patrolman radios a descriptor back to
headcwarters.

The computer flips through its file of
offenders and identifies the susoect.

The Oakland, California, police
department has anew "detective" —
alow-cost HP 2120A disc operating
system. The computer system helps
identify criminals by comparing
known physical characteristics and
methods of committing crimes with
information in police arrest files.
The system can identify the vehicle
involved in acrime— given apartial
license number and the automobile
make, model, year or color. It also
matches fingerprints found at the
scene of acrime with those on file.
A fingerprint search that used to
take 4to 5hours is now completed
in only 15 or 20 minutes with the
HP system.
The computer interfaces with two
microfiche viewers. One displays
photographs so that police and
witnesses can identify offenders; the

Later, a fingerprint search is pc -'
---71ed.

other displays fingerprints. During
the first few weeks of testing,
eight burglars were identified and
arrested through computer-directed
fingerprint searches, while six
robbery suspects were identified
from photos.
You don't have to be alaw
enforcement agency to have the
same problems that the Oakland
police did: voluminous files,
inadequate information retrieval,
and time-consuming manual
search techniques when you need
the answer immediately. The
solution: an HP disc operating
system that holds vast amounts of
data, automatically analyzes it, and
presents the information in seconds
rather than hours.
For more information, check D on
the HP Reply Card.

The HP- 35: a better way to solve
problems like these

Three in one: counter,
D/A converter, DMM

Unlike your slide rule,
the HP- 35 automatically
positions the decimal
point.
A multimeter and a D/A converter are the
most recent in a growing line of " snap- on"
modules for the 5300 counter.

Are you still using your old college
slide rule? Step up to an HP-35,
the 9ounce computer calculator
that handles logarithms, exponents
and trigonometric functions within
seconds. Four registers and asolidstate memory hold intermediate
solutions to problems, then
automatically bring them back later
for further processing. Answers are
shown to ten significant digits.
Just for the fun of it, we
compared the HP- 35 with aslide
rule. Here are two problems that
show the relative time advantage
and the significant advantage of
greater accuracy.
Problem 1: Collection solid angle
from apoint source.

Problem 2: Great circle distance
between San Francisco and Miami
a.60ARCCed[Coo bCode+ 4vebdbiee

etweisco
7r7.6 °P1
I2.4' W

Memel

25:1• W
eat w

b= 90-376
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HP-35 solution:
52.4 cos
42.3 cos
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x

—
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x
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52.4
cos 60

64.3
X

Slide rule solution•

HP- 35 solution:
2.5 •

64.3 cos

1

+

•

1 +

eon

x

2254.093016

3245

""

Time on HP- 35: 65 seconds
Time on slide rule: 5minutes

Al

When is acounter more than a
counter? When it's a multimeter
and adigital-to- analog converter as
well. Now, you can get two new
snap-on modules— afive-digit
multimeter and aD/A converter—
to increase the versatility of HP's
5300 Measuring System. Time
interval and frequency ( 10, 50 or
525 MHz) modules and abattery
pack are also available.
The 5306A multimeter module
measures frequency to 10 MHz;
ac and dc voltage, from 1mV to
> 99V; and resistance, from 0.1f2
to 10 M SI. Accuracy depends on
what and where you are measuring;
for example, accuracy of the lower
dc ranges is 0.03% of reading +0.003%
of scale. Two sample rates let you
trade off between speed and
resolution.
The 5311A D/A converter fits
between the counter display and
any function module. You can
make expanded-scale analog
recordings of frequency, period,
time interval, ratio, dc and ac volts,
or ohms.

x_I—e-.1772825509

re
Slide rule solution: .
Time on the HP- 35: 20 seconds
Time on slide rule: 3minutes,
15 seconds

The HP-35 consistently performed
computations in 10%-20% of the
"slide rule time." Isn't your time
worth it?
For more information, check A on
the HP Reply Card.

There's more. Check K on the HP
Reply Card.
HEWLETT"! PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

Cesium beam standard now
more accurate than ever

The HP cesium beam standard
has long been recognized as the
world's most accurate commercial
instrument. Now, the 5061A cesium
beam primary frequency/time
standard is even more accurate—
±7 parts in 10 12 — thanks to anew
optional high-performance tube that
took five years to develop.
Short-term stability of the 5061A
was ±5x10 - 11 ( 1sec. average);
the new tube improves that
stability by afactor of ten. It's the
only instrument with the long-term
stability of aprimary standard and
the excellent short-term stability
associated with rubidium standards.
We've also further improved
immunity to the effects of external
magnetic fields and reduced
sensitivity to acceleration, vibration,
rotation and temperature change.
No wonder HP's cesium beam
standards are used for navigation,
communications, and tracking
satellites.

Multi- faceted new tape drive for
OEM and end- user alike
The versatile 7970E tape drive
features fast data transfer
—up to 72,000 characters/second.

For more information, check H on
the HP Reply Card.

HP cesium beam standards undergo
extensive environmental testing. Here, one
is being tested at high altitudeand high
and low temperatures.

HEWLETTre PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

HP's new digital magnetic tape
drive can handle virtually any
recording problem- 200, 556 or 800
cpi NRZI; any speed from 25 to
45 ips; or 1600 cpi phase-encoded
recording that is ANSI/IBM
compatible. You get 7and 9track,
multi-density, NRZI and PE
capability—alt in one read-only
tape drive, model 7970E. •
The 7970E is simple, reliable, and
accurate. There are no gears, belts,
or complex linkages. Direct drive
motors handle the tape precisely
and gently. Yet, all major transport
assemblies are easily accessible for
service, and all data electronics are

on plug-in cards. Many of these
features are usually found only in
higher priced and more complex
tape drives.
For the end- user, complete 7970E
subsystems include the tape drive,
interface controller, and all
software required for operation
with either HP 2100 or 3000 series
computers. For the OEM, several
configurations and options
customize the tape drive to any
application. ( OEM discounts are
available.)
For more details, check 0 on the
HP Reply Card.

New bit error rate test set
for digital communications

Besides testing PCM equipment, the
3760A/3761A tests computer memories,
disc storage, digital recorders, and highspeed logic circuits.

Now, there's anew bit-error- rate
test set to check the performance
of digital communications systems,
particularly those that use pulsecode- modulation. The test system
consists of a3760A data generator
and a3761A error detector. Using
psuedo random binary sequences

(PRBS) with bit- by- bit comparison,
the system measures bit error rate
and total error count at rates from
1.5 to 150 megabits/sec. The bit error
rate is automatically ranged on the
LED readout, and the test set catches
both random and systematic errors.
It's extremely flexible. Data and
clock outputs and their complements
have adjustable levels and offsets;
synchronization and gating are
compatible with almost any PCM
system condition; and PRBS length
is variable. Data delay and phasing
controls let you equalize the effects
of cable length. Attach aprinter, and
you can let the system run
unattended. The system also checks
itself through deliberate introduction
of errors.

To learn more, check Fon the HP
Reply Card.

Switch to HP's new high
efficiency power supplies
Nine voltage outputs most often
used in system, computer and buried
OEM applications are available in
the 62600J series of switching
regulated power supplies. Output
voltage ratings range from 4V, 160W
to 28V, 300W. The 5V, 40A model is
especially popular for TTL logic
power applications.
The supplies feature an advanced
20 kHz transistor switching design
with up to 80% efficiency. You get
more power in asmaller, cooleroperating package, with 0.2%
combined line and load regulation,
20 mV rms/30 mV p- p ripple and
noise ( 20 Hz to 20 MHz). And, HP
thinks ahead to give you all the builtin protection you need: overvoltage,
overcurrent, overtemperature,
reverse voltage, and protected
remote sensing.
For systems applications, the
overvoltage protection circuit can
be tripped by an external trigger

These regulated power supplies are
packaged in half- rack width cases.

pulse. The circuit will also generate
an output pulse when activated
internally. Turn- on and turn-off
sequencing of several supplies can
be accomplished by external
contact closures.
OEM and quantity discounts are
available.
For more information, check Lon
the HP Reply Card.

Now, measure microwave
power more accurately

Fc' microwave power measurement, this
system has hign accuracy with wide dynamic
race and broad frequency coverage.

Mismatch uncertainty, usually the
largest single source of error in
microwave power measurements, is
now greatly reduced when you use
our new thermocouple power meter.
The HP 435A power meter/8481A
power sensor measures power levels
over a55 dB range from 0.3 M W to
100 mW in the frequency range
from 10 MHz to 18 GHz. The
thermocouple sensor boasts a
VSWR < 1.2 for 30 MHz to 12.4 GHz,
and < 1.3 for 12.4 GHz to 18 GHz —
less than half the reflection specified
for most other microwave power
detectors.
The thermocouple power sensor
is unique: it's asilicon- integrated
device that is sensitive yet rugged,
small yet precise. Advanced silicon
technology accounts for the sensor's
low VSWR and broadband
performance.
Other important features include:
• Built-in precision RF power
reference which permits the user
to verify calibration anytime.
anywhere.
• Optional internal battery for
field applications.
• Sensor can be placed up to 200
feet from the meter for remote
power monitoring.

For details, check G on the
HP Reply Card.
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New limiter protects microwave
instruments against overload
Now, you can protect sensitive
instruments from external signal
overloads— without affecting lowerlevel measurements or inhibiting
the dynamic range. HP's new 11693A
microwave limiter typically
introduces less than ±1
/ dB variation
2
in frequency response from 0.1 to
12.4 GHz.
Limiting action begins around
5mW. Even if 1W CW or 75 W peak
power is applied, the microwave
limiter's output stays well below
100 mVV.

Use it to protect amplifier front
ends, mixer diodes, and sampling
circuits. The limiter is especially
valuable if connected to areceiver
or spectrum analyzer input when
an antenna could be picking up
strong signals, unbeknownst to the
operator.

The unobtrusive 11693A limiter can help
protect your microwave instrument
investment.

For details, check C on the HP
Reply Card.
11111111•1ffl

HEWLETT-PACKAR
New fast- switching
PIN diodes

HP's new combination:
resistor and LED
This new 5082-4860 resistor- LED is ideal for
panel- mounting.

LED

HEWLETT 11 PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

The 3305 comes in a ceramic pill- type
package ( shown here); the 3306, in a
ceramic double- stud package.

Now, HP has added two resistorLEDs to its popular line of LED
lamps. Because of the integral
current- limiting resistor, the new
LED can replace 5V lamps directly.
Choose model 5082-4468 with
clear diffused lens and . 125 in. (. 3cm)
diameter, or model 5082-4860 with
red diffused lens and . 200 in. (. 5cm)
diameter. The latter, has long leads
for easy wire-wrapping.
Both resistor- LEDs are TTL
compatible with atypical forward
current of 16 mA at 5V. Luminous
intensity is . 8 mcd typical.

Two new PIN diodes provide the
unusual combination of fast RF
switching (< 5ns, typical) and low
residual series resistance (< 1(2). At
the same time, the 5082-3305/3306
series have high power limiting
capability ( 50W peak power).
The new diodes control and
process microwave signals up to Ku
band. You can use them in single
and multi- throw switches, pulse
modulators, amplitude modulations,
phase shifters, duplexers, diplexers,
TR switches and limiters.

For more information, check Ion
the HP Reply Card.

For complete specifications, check I
on the HP Reply Card.

A fast, efficient way to troubleshoot
digital circuits

One major difficulty in troubleshooting digital circuits is observing
the results of long, complex
waveforms on several nodes
simultaneously and detecting a
single shot or intermittent error.
HP offers the 10529A logic
comparator to do this task. Using a
component comparison technique,
it makes in-circuit functonal tests
of suspect ICs. By paralleling the
IC under test and areference IC,
the comparator checks the responses
of both ICs to the system's operating
waveforms and indicates differences
as errors. Intermittent errors as

To use the logic
comparator, merely
select the IC to be
tested

short as 200 ns are "stretched" to a
0.1 sec. indication on the LED
display.
This portable, hand- sized
instrument is ideal for field service
and production tests where you
have to repair complex circuits
rapidly. By focusing attention on the
area of malfunction, the comparator
eliminates time-consuming tests on
areas that are operating properly.
You thus apply your skills solving
the problem, not looking for it.
Another challenge in digital
testing is large feedback loops. The
only effective method is to see that

Select a reference
board with a good IC
that has the same type
number.

HEWLETTà

Insert the reference
board into the logic
comparator.

PACKARD

Measurement, Analysis, Computation

each component in the loop
responds properly to the signal
received, regardless of signal
validity. By looking for bad
components instead of expected
waveforms, the comparator
eliminates wasted time and energy
chasing around the feedback loop.
An HP logic comparator soon
pays for itself through decreased
repair time and increased user
efficiency.
For more on digital troubleshooting,
check Bon the HP Reply Card.

Attach the clip to the
suspect IC and check
the comparator
display.

The suspect and
reference IC are
compared automatically. Indicator lights
signal which pins are
faulty.

East— W. 120 Century Road, Paramus. N.I. 07652,
Ph. ( 201) 265-5000.
South—P.O. Box 2834. Atlanta, Ga. 30328,
Ph. ( 404) 436-6181.
Midwest- 5500 Howard Street. Skokie, III. 60076.
Ph. ( 312) 677-0400
West- 3939 Lankersheim Boulevard, North
Hollywood. Ca. 91604. Ph. ( 213) 877-1282.
Canada- 275 Hymus Boulevard, Pointe Claire,
Quebec. Canada. Ph. ( 518) 561-6520.
Mexico— Adolfo Prieto 622. Co). del Valle.
Mexico 12. D.F., Mexico, Ph. 543-4232 or 523-1874.
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Deltrol's New catalog lists 1570 relays,
232 solenoids and 218 timers ... and
it's yours, free!
One of Deltrol's relays, solenoids or timers may be just what you're looking for.
You'll find engineering specs and prices for 5, 10, 15 amp AC and DC general
purpose relays, including the popular new 160/165 series...25 amp heavy duty
power relays with or without auxiliary switch...magnetic latching relays up to
6PDT...low, medium and highpower intermittent and continuous duty solenoids
with optional buzz trimmer that eliminates AC hum...medium and heavy duty
clappers with adjustable stops...and interval, pushbutton, repeat cycle, fixed or
adjustab;e automatic reset timers. We'll send you this catalog free if you circle
the number below or write to...

DELTROL
cantruis
D,,s,or, Of Datrc:0 Coro
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2745 S. 19th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53215
Phone (414) 671-6800 Telex 2-6871
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SIEMENS

Quality all the way. The advanced components
yoJ buy from Siemens are the result of our almost
fanatical attention to quality. And that goes for the
se ection of raw materials all the way to production
suoervision ard finW procbct testing.
Investment in the future. For many years
Siiiinens has embarked on large-scale investment
p-ograms to cope with the demanc for more
components. Were constantly looking for new
ways to eliminate order backlogs, without sacrificing
product quality.
Research and development. Siemens spends
cover one minion dollars every day on R & a much
o il in the component field. Its no wonder, then,
that qs0% of the components we offer today were
unknown 10 years ago..
Wide product spectrum. Last year Siemens
produced over 700 million components in more
than 50,000 different shapes and sizes. These
inc uded capacitors, ferrites, transistcrs, diodes
and microwave tubes. Plus a large variety of relays
and surge voltage protectors.
Siemens Corporation., 186 Wood Avenue South,
Ise in, New Jersey 08830. ( 201) 494-1000.
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Meetings

Dear Gabby

"They laughed when I
sat
down at the TTY. Until
I
started programming
our New Automatic
Test System!" Datatron's Girl Gabby
EAR GABBY: rIrl an ordinary
beautiful
and 36/23/36) and what Iknow
about computer programming you
could put on the head of apin,
Yesterday,our Datatron 4400 Auto-

D operator (blonde,
test

puter. As you well know, programs
are assembled into machine Ianguage while being generated, editing is done on line, and new programs can be generated while tests
are underway.
GABBY

matie Test System was installed, * * *
and I spent this morning with DEAR GABBY: rIll mad. When
your people learning how to pro- our firm bought one of your IC
gram. After lunch they said: "Go testers I thought I'd get a two
"A bunch of weelc trip to your plant to learn
'
ahead and run atest.
how to program the beast. That s
the guys in our dep artment started what your competitors promised
laughing when Isat down at the me. And Iwas looking forward to
Teletype. That is, until Istarted
visiting Disneyland.
BROKEN
op
er ating your beautiful tester.
HEARTED TEST OPERATOR
Believe me, Ihad the last laugh.
NOT APROGRAM MER
BROKEN: Sorry about
that. But it's wise to beware of the
tester manufacturer who insists on
operators taking two or more
weeks of intensive factory software
training. Your company might
have ended up with a programmers' nightmare instead of afunctioning system. And your IC tester
might have turned into an IC-berg
with thousands of added dollars in

DEAR

EAR NOT: Your experience submerged software charges.
Datatron's IC testers * * * GABBY

D
is typical.
are

the easiest of a
ll to p
rogram.
We train operators in the morning
and by afternoon they're running
tests and writing new programs in
simple English merely by responding to questions from our corn-

Send your questions — either
straight or humorous — to Gabby.
We'll mail a Flair pen for all received and pay $/ 00 if we use
question in future ad.

International Magnetics Conference
(Intermag): IEEE, Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C., April
24-27.
ElectroOptics Principles and Applications: SPIE, OSA, Sheraton, Boston,
April 30-May 1.
Electron Device Techniques Conference: IEEE, United Engineering
Center, New York, May 1-2.
National Relay Conference: NARM,
Oklahoma State U., Stillwater,
Okla., May 1-2.
Electronic Components Conference:
Statler-Hilton, Washington, D.C., May 14-16.
IEEE, EIA,

Naecon: IEEE, Sheraton, Dayton,
Ohio, May 14-16.
International Symposium: SID, Statler-Hilton, New York, May 15-17.
Electron, Ion, and Laser Beam
Technology: MIT and IEEE, MIT,
Cambridge, Mass., May 21-23.
Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium: ISA, Frontier, Las Vegas,
Nev., May 21-23.
National Aviation System Planning
Review Conference: FAA, Washington Hilton, Washington, D.C., May
21-23.
Electronic Component Show:
RECMA, Olympia, London, England,
May 22-25.
Conference on Laser Engineering
and Applications: IEEE, OSA, Hilton,
Washington, D.C., May 30-June 1.
International Microwave Symposium: IEEE, U. of Colorado, Boulder, June 4-6.

1562 Reynolds Ave/Santa Ana, Calif. 92711
(714) 540-9330

10:1:11
r
o
-tatal
Automatic
Test

Systems
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Timing
Instrumentation

Circle 30 on reader service card

Shelly Indicators
and Readouts

Vulicue
TV Editor

National Computer Conference and
Exposition: AFIPS, New York Coliseum, June 4-8.
International IEEE G/AP Symposium
and USNC/URSI Meeting: IEEE, U. Of
Colorado, Boulder, Aug. 21-24.
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Fluke problem solvers

Two new digital
multimeters with
price and performance
you can't refuse
8350A

5% digits, autoranging
0.005% accuracy
5ranges dc volts
5ranges of ohms
4 ranges ac volts
$1495, complete DMM

8375A

5% digits, autoranging
0.003% accuracy
Functional self-test
5ranges dc volts
7ranges of ohms
4 ranges true RMS ac volts
Powerful systems options
$1995, complete DMM
Both instruments use Fluke's patented recirculating remainder a- to- d converter for low parts count. low power consumption and boast a calculated MTBF of at least 10,000 hours.
Either instrument gives you more multimeter for your money.
Now isn't that an offer you can't refuse?

I
FLU K
For details call your local Fluke sales engineer. In the continental U.S., dial our toll free number, 800-426-0361 for his name and address. Abroad and in
Canada, call or write the office nearest you listed below. Fluke, P.O. Box 7428, Seattle. Washington 98133. Phone ( 206) 774-2211. TWX: 910-449-2850.
In Europe, address Fluke Nederland ( N.V.), P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg, Holland. Phone 13-6T0130. Telex: 884-55237. In the U.K. address Fluke International
Corp., Garnett Close, Watford, WD2, 4TT. Phone, Watford, 33066. Telex: 934583. In Canada, address ACA Ltd. 6427 Northam Drive, Missisauga, Ontario.
Phone 416-678-1500.
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EE
SERIES 898-41 — 2.0 VOLT TERMINATORS contain eleven resistors for ECL
line termination to a — 2.0 volt bus. Each
unit includes a0.01 /IF decoupling capacitor to bypass the — 2.0 volt bus. Standard
R values of 50, 75, and 100 ohms are available and are designated 898-41-R50, 89841-R75, and 898-41-R100.
Price ( 1,000-4,999) $ 1.25
TTL INPUTS

SERIES 898-42 — 5.2 VOLT TERMINATORS contain twelve resistors for
pull-down to the — 5.2 volt bus. Each unit
contains a0.01 ILF decoupling capacitor to
bypass the — 5.2 volt bus.
Price ( 1,000-4,999) $1.25

JP"
180Ç

820SZ
27°12

O ECL

E

SERIES 898-45 TTL TO ECL
TRANSLATOR contains six identical
three-resistor sections for direct translation from TFL to ECL, both operating
between a + 5 volt supply and ground.
Price ( 1,000-4,999) $ 1.25

Butterfly
Diurnal insect of the order Lepidoptera, characterized by clubbed antenna, aslender body, and large,
broad, often conspicuously marked wings. Often
found fluttering about the design engineer's stomach.

Our Bugs
will get rid of your
Butterflies
32
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SERIES 898-43 THEVENIN EQUIVALENT TERMINATORS contain four
Thevenin equivalent terminator sections.
Each terminator section consists of two
resistors connected as a divider from the
ground bus to the — 5.2 volt bus providing
a Thevenin equivalent voltage of — 2.0
volts. Each unit contains a 0.01 11F decoupling capacitor to bypass the — 5.2 volt
bus. Series 898-43 units are available with
Thevenin equivalent impedances of 50, 75,
and 100 ohms.

0
M odel

RI

R2

810
1210
1629

1300
1950
2600

EN LINES

FROM ECL OU

SERIES 89844 SERIES LINE TERMINATORS contain six series terminator
sections. Each section is designed for ter
mirating a line at the driven end with a
series resistor value equal to the line impedance minus the 7 ohm output impedance for 10,000 series ECL. The second
res:stor in each section is a pull-down
resistor to the — 5.2 volt bus. Each unit
contains a0.04F decoupling capacitor to
bypass the — 5.2 volt bus.
Series 898-44 Rs and REValues
M odel

Series 898-43 RIand R2 Values

898-43- Z50
898-43- Z75
898-43- Z100

TO

898-44-S43
898-44- S68
898-44-S93

Rs
432
68 :
93'..1

RE
4579
682‹.?
907.2

Price ( 1,000-4,999) $ 1.25

litzillp-4,999) $ 1.25

ilrerminde7C©

Dependable Beckman ECL terminator
networks are specifically designed for, and
compatible with, the following Emitter
Coupled Logic families:
•Motorola MECL 10,000 Series
•Signetics 10,000 Series ECL
•Fairchild 95K and Fl OK Series ECL
•Texas Instruments Series
SN 10000 ECL
•National Semiconductor 10,000
Series ECL
Each Beckman ECL terminator network utilizes thick film resistor materials

with layouts specifically designed for low
inductance and the high speed requirements of ECL systems. Where possible,
the terminator networks include 0.01 pF
decoupling capacitors.
Each network is capable of operating in
a + 85 C still air environment at standard
ECL voltage levels and tolerances without
heat sinking.
For complete technical data, contact
your local Beckman/ Helipot representative or write to Beckman Instruments, Inc.,
Helipot Division, 2500 Harbor Blvd.,
Fullerton, Calif. 92634.

Beckman: HELIPOT DIVISION
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Try our
straightforward
method
of reducing
fixed resistor
costs.
giro

Uniform manufacturing process
results in consistent quality that
lowers your installed cost. And
cuts down unnecessary afterpurchase expenses. As aresult,
some of our customers have
been able to discontinue incoming inspection. The unique

Allen-Bradleyhot-molding process minimizes the variations
that make ordinary resistors
noisy, thermally sensitive, and
poor on power handling ability.
If you think all resistors are
the same, read: " 7 ways to tell
the difference in fixed resistors:'

Free from your A- B distributor,
or write to: Allen-Bradley Electronics Division, 1201 S. 2nd St.
Milwaukee, WI 53204. Export:
Bloomfield, NJ 07003. Canada:
Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Cambridge, Ontario. U. K.: Jarrow,
County Durham NE32 3EN.

A-B Allen-Bradley
\

\f_iu,yr

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
EC72-9A

eAllen-Bradley

1972
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Electronics newsletter
IR thermal tester
finds auto market

Rockwell to build
n- channel RAM
on sapphire

Consumers Union
sued for microwave
safety stand

H- P opens retail
sales offices in
major cities
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Infrared thermal monitoring, a technique developed to improve the
quality of IC wire bonds, already is beginning to justify the promises
made for it late last year [
Electronics, Jan. 4, p.36], and in markets far
removed from ICs. Vanzetti Infrared and Computer Systems Inc., Canton, Mass., has delivered eight specialized infrared-radiation-detection
systems to the Cadillac division of General Motors for use in controlling induction heat-treating of valve seats in automobile engines. The
firm also has completed the first of an anticipated 10 sales of dual
monitoring units to Chevrolet's Vega assembly plant, where the systems will monitor induction- heating of camshafts. Chrysler has also
purchased two units to monitor the small welds made in the windings of
fraction-horsepower motors such as those used in power equipment and
windshield wipers. A minimum system is priced at about $2,000.

The Microelectronics division of Rockwell International Corp., going a
step beyond the silicon-on-sapphire read-only memories it has announced [
Electronics, March 15, p. 25], will soon enter the fast-moving
random-access memory market with a 1,024-bit n-channel RAM on a
sapphire substrate. First evaluation devices are scheduled for late spring
availability, says Robert L. Doty, vice president for engineering. Rockwell officials are conservative about performances at this time, saying
that access time will be less than 100 nanoseconds with power dissipation of about 250 mftliwatts. It's no secret, though, that an SOS RAM
could be specified at twice that speed. To date, the only SOS RAM on the
market is Inselek Co.'s 256-bit complementary unit, although Inselek
soon plans to add a 1,024-bit device as well. RCA and Motorola also
have developmental efforts in SOS.

Reversing the usual roles, Amana Refrigeration Inc., Amana, Iowa, has
filed a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission against Consumers Union, publishers of "Consumer Reports," concerning statements in the current issue about microwave-oven safety. The action
also names Ecometrics, charging that amicrowave-emission- measuring
device made by the California-based firm has been found unreliable by
the Bureau of Radiological Health for oven-compliance testing.
The complaint against Consumers Union alleges that the oven report
[Electronics, March 29, p.62] falsely holds cu to be an expert in microwave-oven technology; indicates that the U.S. standard permits 500
times as much microwave leakage as the USSR standard; and it states
that most ovens have one-year parts and labor warranties, plus an additional year of magnetron-replacement coverage, less labor costs.

Hewlett-Packard Co., the Palo Alto, Calif., instrument house, has
opened combination sales-showrooms in the business districts of New
York, Chicago, and San Francisco. The company expects to begin selling pocket calculators over the counter in about two weeks. The full
H- P calculator line— including the 9800 series—will be on display. Stanley Pedaris, district manager of the New York office, explains that the
company's latest marketing effort is aimed principally at the business
community, as H-P tries to add to its engineering-customer base.
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Multiwire market
claimed to increase
at 30% aquarter

Seamans seen
healing engineers
after split with NAS

DEC wins bid
to automate tolls
on Ohio Turnpike

Now that conventional circuit-board deliveries are stretching out, multiwire—a point-to-point wire system that looks like a printed-circuit
board but is fabricated with speed and flexibility approaching wirewrap— is taking off. Shipments are climbing at the rate of 30% each
quarter, says Allison ( Duke) Danzig, marketing manager for the Photocircuits division of Kollmorgen, Glen Cove, N. Y. Multiwire has also
been helped by the user who stays with multiwrap even though his production has passed the crossover point where the conventional pc
board becomes cheaper ( anywhere from 20 to 200 boards, depending
on complexity), Danzig adds. The manufacturer can be assured of fast
delivery, and he can make circuit changes inexpensively. Multiwire deliveries can be made as quickly as six weeks, Danzig says, while acomparable multilayer board would require 18 to 26 weeks.

Outgoing Air Force Secretary Robert Seamans faces a new challenge
when, as expected, he becomes the new president of a separately incorporated National Academy of Engineering, now that NAE'S governing council has recommended to its membership that it split with the
National Academy of Sciences. Seamans will have to revitalize the image of the organization, upset over losing its long civil war with the NAS
over influencing National Research Council policies. First fireworks
are set for May 3, when NAE members vote on separating, but the
battle will be long: if they vote to separate this spring, they must vote
again Oct. 24 to make it stick under NAE by-laws.

Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass., has beaten IBM—originally
expected to be asole source—in competition for automating toll collection on the Ohio Turnpike. DEC staked its PDP-11/05 against unspecified small IBM computers, and prime contractor Electron Inc., Cleveland, picked DEC for the $2.6 million installation. Two DEC minis will
go into each of 17 toll plazas with one unit on-line and one in aback-up
mode.
Electron is making toll- booth terminal equipment, which includes a
magnetic-card reader and a 16-character alphanumeric display. Toll
data is to be stored in local disks and dumped daily into acentral computer at turnpike headquarters. All toll plazas are to be automated by
early 1974.

Addenda
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Watch for abargain- basement- priced Naked Mini to come soon from
the people who coined the term. Computer Automation Inc., Irvine,
Calif., has dubbed the 16-bit computer the Naked Mini 16/LSI. It will
include acentral processor, 4,000 words of memory and some options on
a single board, and it is expected to sell for about half the price of the
company's present Naked Mini 16, priced at about $ 1,995 in OEM
quantities. The 16/LSI will use moS in the CPU. . . . Meanwhile, Applied Computing Technology Inc., also of Irvine, has offered a 4bit
1,280-word one-board processor for $695, and Motorola Semiconductor Products division expects to introduce an n-channel silicongate
microprocessor chip kit in early 1974.
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A CURE FOR STRIPLINE AND MICROSTRIP HEADACHES

RUGGED, HERMETICALLY SEALED PIN DIODES ALSO PROVIDE
CONTINUOUS RELIEF FROM MICROWAVE CHIP PROBLEMS.
as avariable resistance controlled by aself generated
or externally applied bias circuit. The unique construction allows remarkable acerndly flexibility,
withstanding temperatures up to 400°C when solde-ing or brazing " Micro Pill" PIN diodes to various
circuit media. They're as low as $4.00 each in 10K
quantities. Switch to UM7900 series " Micro Pills"
and feel better all day long.
For free samples, call or write Howard Kaepplein
at (617) 926-0404 collect, Unitrode Corporation,
Dept. 3Y 580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.
For the name of your local Unitrode distributor or
representative, dial (800) 645-9200 toll free, or in
New York State (516) 294-0990 col c‘ct.

They're immune to shock, drt, moisture, scratches
and other handling hazards, because they're vo=dless,
metallurgically bondec and fused-in-class for
optimum reliability. Though small enough to ,
_
se like
ordinary chips, Unitrode " Micro Pills" can dssipa:e
15 watts of average power aid 60 kilowatts cf peak
power. And they can withstand thermal cycling fro -n
-195'C to -,300cC without permanent degradatioi.
Carrier lifetimes exceeding 2.5 ysec assures low
distortion performance. They're ideal for stripline
and microstrip applicatons. Usec as sw.tcnes,
duplexers, phase shifters, attenuatoes, amplitude
modulators, or receiver prot
ey operate

UNITRO
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-UNITRODE CORPORATION

Dept 3Y , 58C Pleasant St, Watertown. Mass. 02172.
Plaase tend teciinical data oil the following PIN diode'
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We cut one diode's
delivery time 50%
so an OEM could meet
his deadline.
Fighton, Inc., Rochester, N. Y., makes electrical power
supplies and transformers. Production schedules are tight.
Their suppliers weren't always able to deliver the thyrector
diode they needed on time. Until General Electric Sales
Assistant Kathy Calkins heard about it from one of our
industrial distributors.
She began phoning Fighton and offering our services.
They're not a huge company. In fact, they're minorityowned and managed, and fairly young. At first they
seemed alittle skeptical about GE's direct interest in them.
But Kathy kept at it. Finally she convinced them to
give us a try. Our delivery schedules looked good.
Prices were fine. Best of all, we seemed sincere. \
Kathy then began to get things moving for Fighton.
Normal delivery time for the diodes was 8-12
weeks. Our plant cut it to four weeks. And
GE got the order through the distributor.
Fighton got their components on time. And
GE gained agood customer. As Kathy said,
"If Ican identify what a customer really
wants and solve his problems, then I've got
an order."
Kathy and others like her at GE want to
keep you happy. Because you're acustomer.
And keeping customers happy by providing
better service is how to keep our business
healthy.

690- 13

GE won't leave you alone.

GENERAL
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Electronics review
Significant developments in technology and business

White House halts
political screening of
East-West trade advisors
Commerce Department
exempted after appeal
of obstacle to forming
of new committees
The Commerce Department has
gained an exemption from political
screening by the White House of industry candidates for six new advisory committees set up to reduce export controls. The committees,
mandated by Congress last year, include one on semiconductors, another on semiconductor-manufacturing and test equipment, two on
computers, and groups on telecommunications and machine tools.
The exemption, obtained March
28 by former White House aide Jeb
Stuart Magruder, now aCommerce
Department official, was disclosed
the same day to aWashington meeting of top-management members of
WEMA, the California-based association of electronics and information-technology companies.
The disclosure was made by the
Commerce Department's Steven
Lazarus, director of the Bureau of
East-West Trade, who noted that
until the White House exemption,
the " whole process had been
agonizingly slow" in getting the
committees formed and active.
EDP tops. The two semiconductor
groups conducted their first meetings on March 26 and 27, and Lazarus said he expects to have the remaining committees formed by the
end of April. The first meeting of
the computer committees is scheduled for April 23, said Lazarus, who
expects their 16 members to be
equally divided between makers of
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central processors and peripheral
equipment. "The computer committees are of maximum importance
to me," he told WEMA, "as is the
committee on telecommunications."
After the session, in corridor conversation with Tektronix president
Earl Wantland, Lazarus listened to
an appeal for what Wantland later
said is an effort led by his company
and Hewlett-Packard to set up a
similar technical advisory group on
electronic instrumentation.
Members of the semiconductor
panel include Ray M. Brown, Rockwell International; J. Fred Bucy Jr.,
Texas Instruments; Roger C.
Damm, Motorola; James V. Diller,
National Semiconductor; John C.
Hey, General Electric; and Harry
Sello, Fairchild Camera and Instrument. The semiconductor manufacturing and test equipment group include
Bucy; Vito Di Mucci
Fairchild; Frederick T. Van Veen
Teradyne Inc.; Ewald R. Werych,

China traders meet
Besides helping to set up the
East-West trade committees, the
Commerce Department's Steven
Lazarus recently attended the
first meeting of those organizing
the new National Council for
U. S.-China Trade. Expected to
hold its first formal meeting in
May, the Council will be private
and self-sustaining, with membership open to interested companies. Westinghouse Electric
Corp. chairman Donald Burnham
heads the Council, which already has 19 top U.S. industry
leaders on its executive committee.

Sola Basic Industries, and Burton T.
Wheeler Jr., GCA Corp.
Controls. Lazarus told the WEMA
executives that his Bureau of EastWest Trade is " here to help you
make deals." The aim of the committees is to accelerate the shipment
of exports of electronics to Eastern
Europe, Russia, and China as a
means of countering the mounting
U.S. trade deficit. Among the priorities outlined by the young and articulate Lazarus is areduction in the
number of U.S. unilateral export
controls to between 25 and 50 by
the end of May. The unilateral
lists—separate from those imposed
by the Paris-based Coordinating
Committee (Cocom) for Strategic
Western Export Controls, of which
the U.S. is a member [
Electronics,
Oct. 9, 1972, p. 76]—has already
been "scrubbed down" from 550
items to 190 items.
Citing complaints of semiconductor manufacturing and testequipment makers that they have
been unable to obtain licenses for
overseas shipment of trade-show exhibits, much less salable hardware,
Lazarus said he wants "to do away
with that [licensing process] entirely." Eventually, he said, he expects to make U.S. licensing procedures no different from those of
other Cocom countries. He called on
the WEMA membership to assist in
furthering the elimination of controls by submitting documented examples of export-license denials to
Communist countries where comparable electronic products can be
shown to have been obtainable on
the open market from other freeworld countries.
Lazarus indicated that Cocom
controls are beginning to diminish
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in their effectiveness, noting that
"the U.S. is now the heaviest submitter of waiver applications."

Government electronics

Study shows rise in
Federal R&D funds
Electronics companies can take
heart from trends on Federal research and development funding
documented by the National Science Foundation. Estimates covering fiscal 1971 to 1973 indicate
that, despite budget-cutting pressures, the Federal R&D dollars are
growing slightly. This is mainly due
to an increase in applied research
that overshadows a so-so performance in basic research and adownward trend in development programs.
Preliminary estimates of $ 17.4
billion in total R&D for fiscal 1974
show "continuation of a slight increase," says Ben Olsen, study director of the foundation's Government
studies group. Defense programs
show the biggest absolute gain, and
NASA has dropped a bit, according
to projected spending levels, Olsen
says.
Measured in 1967 dollars to account for inflation, Federal R&D
funding established an upward
trend during 1971 to 1973, following
the downturn in the late 1960s. Basic research grew 11% annually, applied research and development 6%.

In fiscal 1973 basic research is slated
for arecord $ 2.6 billion, applied research for an all-time high of $4.7
billion, and development for $ 10.5
billion. However, there is some bad
news. Taking inflation into account,
Federal R&D for fiscal 1972, for example, is 18% below 1967's $ 16.5
billion and about equal to 1963.
The Department of Defense will
use about $400 million of the
planned $950 million R&D increase
for fiscal 1973 for missile programs,
aircraft development projects, the
Airborne Warning and Control System (Awacs), and sensor and surveillance systems. NASA, alarge contributor, is holding its own.
Electronics managers who believe
that development hardware contracts stem from applied research
will be interested in a significant
trend: during the 1963-1973 decade, funds for all research increased
strongly, whereas development
monies did not. As the chart below
shows, applied research is where
most of the money goes. It uses all
but $ 30 million of total fiscal 1973
research funds in electronics-related
engineering categories.

Companies

Lockheed division
moves to diversify
The introduction of a data-entry
and management system designed
for business applications takes

FEDERAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH SUPPORT
In electronics- related fields by biggest agencies
.fin mollions of dollars)
TOTAL RESEARCH
Aeronautical Astronautical
Electrical
334 ( 219)

76 ( 88)

174 ( 257)

APPLIED RESEARCH
Aeronautical Astronautical
Electrical
DOD total

332 ( 217)

27 ( 24)

50 ( 50)

Army

26 ( 23)

16 ( 14)

37 ( 35)

Navy

15 ( 13)

69 ( 81)

46 1481
37 ( 35)

290 ( 180)

74 ( 84)

48 ( 126)

Air Force

290 ( 180)

67 ( 77)

305 ( 288)

186 ( 192)

48 ( 64)

NASA

279 ( 248)

182 ( 187)

24 ( 31)

23 ( 24)

DOT

2 ( 2)

17 ( 15)

NSF

665 ( 539)

263 ( 282)

278 ( 371)

All government

24 ( 31)

38 ( 116)
45 ( 55)
23 ( 24)
5 ( 5)

635 ( 496)

252 ( 269)

Note Figures are FY 1973 estimates, FY 1972 figures are in parentheses.
Source: National Science Foundation
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247 ( 334)

Lockheed Electronics Co., until
recently adefense-oriented contractor, another step toward its goal of
diversification. With the new LEC
3200 system, Lockheed hopes to
build "a company within a company," asserts a high-level executive.
At the center of the data-management system is Lockheed's own
MAC- 16 minicomputer which, with
some 1,500 in the field, has already
helped expose the company to the
industrial-commercial marketplace.
With 32 kilobits of core, the LEC
3200 is one of the largest and most
flexible systems on the market for
formatting, verifying, sorting, printing, storing, and transferring information to and from acentral computer, says James P. Scheer, general
manager for data-management systems in the Products and Systems
division.
Altogether, the system accommodates as many as 31 data-entry
stations plus a typewriter-equipped
supervisory terminal. A 24-station
system, for example, is priced in the
$185,000 range. Both acathode-raytube terminal and a simpler keyboard replacement unit employing
gas-discharge tubes are available.
Also included from outside vendors
are a 5-megabyte disk, magnetictape drives, an 1,100-line-per-minute printer, and acassette for loading diagnostics and formats.
At Lockheed's helm during this
diversification effort is William A.
Stevenson, a 54-year-old veteran of
the nation's missile program who
became acting president in June,
1971, and president ayear later. His
goal is a50-50 split between defense
and commercial-industrial business;
right now, Lockheed's $ 100-million
per year business is 60% military.
Systems and software are strong
Lockheed suits. For example, the
company is building the sophisticated Mark 86 gunfire control system for the Navy and has just received a follow-on $ 31 million
contract for more. In addition it has
been marketing an air-traffic-control
system suitable for most of the
world's airports [
Electronics, July 31,
1972, p. 24] and offering it on a
turnkey basis.
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But Scheer was brought into the
picture precisely because of his application experience with similar
systems as a regional manager at
Mohawk Data Sciences Corp.
As for the company's other prod-

ucts, business is good although there
is heavy pressure on prices in two
prime areas— minicomputers and
add-on core memories. Lockheed's
printed-circuit business is running at
capacity, and the company is ex-

panding its capacity for computer
memory cores. Also getting started
is an electronic system that monitors
sales at gasoline pumps.
But to implement Lockheed's diversification plans will be no mean
feat, since the company has been
pegging away at a steady $ 100 million sales level since 1968—even before the recession struck the electronics industries.

Meetings

IEEE's lntercon
called asuccess

Adding acommercial line. A major step in Lockheed's goal of product diversification is its
new LEC 3200 data-entry management system designed for business applications.

IEEE's Intercon, held this year on
two floors of New York's Coliseum,
was probably more successful than
the raw statistics of attendance and
exhibit space would suggest. Be-

Rockwell adds SOS
and watches to line
The consumer- calculator market
has been good to the 'Microelectronics division ( formerly
NRMEC) of Rockwell International
Corp., but while continuing to expand their calculator business, officials are beginning to put some
eggs in afew other baskets.
R.S. " Sam" Carlson, division
president, points out that calculators " have been a great base to
build on, and they're still growing
great, but by 1976, they'll account
for less than half our business." The
division's two newest business commitments are to silicon-on-sapp'hire
products [
Electronics, March 15,
p. 25] and solid-state-watch development.
Robert L. Doty, vice president for
engineering, says the Microelectronics division is shooting to
have evaluation quantities ot a
1,024- bit n-channel read-write random-access memory on asapphire
substrate late this spring ( see
p. 35). The device will have an ac-
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cess time of less than 100 nanoseconds and a specified power dissipation of 250 milliwatts. It will also
be compatible with bipolar input and
output logic levels.
Charles V. Kovac, vice president
for marketing, indicates that both
the SOS and solid-state-watch efforts " are solid business plans with
large commitments." Kovac says
that, " with the promise of a twotimes markup, the watch market
looks attractive, and we want to be
selling at $25 for a retail price of
$50. What attracts me to the watch
market is the distribution channels
offered by a Lloyds or Sears." Both
those companies buy the division's
calculators. The Microelectronics
division will probably sell watch
components, in addition to complete watches.
Meanwhile, there's no ae-emphasis on calculators. These products
are near;ng the market:
• A single chip that calculates fractions for stockbrokers will probably

be used in machines selling for
$150.
• A four-function eight-digit machine, using a transmissive liquidcrystal display that is illuminated by
ambient light focused behind the
display, will probably sell for $69
and be marketed first by Lloyds; it
will have a guaranteed continuous
operating life of 40 hours on two 9volt batteries.
• An eight-digit, four-function machine, combined with the division's
teaching calculator, could be on the
market this summer at under $200.
• A single-chip and acomplete calculator that are electronic slide
rules. The chip will begin moving to
customers by June, and the complete machine, by September.
With all this activity, it's no wonder Rockwell Microelectronics is
running at asales level of $5 million
a month, and Carlson predicts that
by the end of September it will top
$50 million in sales for the fiscal
year.
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cause exhibitors were confined to
two floors, there was a bit more
bustle—a welcome contrast to last
year's roomy empty spaces.
Also, those attending the conference (25,000, compared with 24,300
in 1972) were potential customers,
rather than lookers. Milton J. Lichtenstein, vice president of Ballarttine
Laboratories Inc., Boonton, N.J.,
says his only regret is that he didn't
take a bigger booth. A HewlettPackard Co. spokesman says that
H-Preceived 2,500 requests for additional data and that company officials are well pleased. A Burroughs
spokesman called the show a success, and he said it was attended by
more knowledgeable people than in
the past. Burroughs had twice as
many inquiries as last year.
Generally, the show's businesslike atmosphere was applauded by
many who felt that the festive holiday aura of the big shows of past
years had done more harm than
good. However, anumber of exhibitors contended that big shows like
the IEEE can no longer serve indusShow time. IEEE's Intercon ' 73 was more
businesslike with attendance up over ' 72.

try's needs best. The electronics
marketplace is rapidly becoming a
meeting place for experts, and the
big show is giving way to the
smaller, specialized conference.
While attendance figures are
about 700 higher than last year, the
number of exhibitors dwindled from
268 to 226 and the total area of exhibit space went from 48,300 to
43,000, according to the IEEE.
fl

Computers

Now National's put
computer on card
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Card exposed. National Semiconductor's
IMP- 16C is the size of amagazine page.

memory (
CROM). Each RALU is a
complete four-bit processor; the 16bit data path of the IMP- 16C is
made of four RALus working in parallel. All four RALus are controlled
by one CROM, which implements the
42 instructions and can address up
to 65,000 words of memory, most of
which, if used, would be packaged
on a separate pc board. The RALU
and CROM, taken as a pair, are
called the general-purpose controller/processor (oPc/P). The name is
somewhat misleading because it is
not general-purpose at all, but
GPC/P is more easily and inexpensively tailored to a specific purpose
than a minicomputer can be. The
company also plans to announce
microprocessor boards of larger and
smaller capacities than the 16C, and
acomplete system, consisting of the
16C, a chassis, power supply, console, and enclosure.
The system is microprogramed,
and the customer can specify his
own microinstruction set for his particular application. The RALU and
CROM are not yet separately available, although National will announce them later this year. The
IMP- 16C is priced at $ 1,380 in
single units.

Until now, designers of systems for
industrial monitoring, control, or
data collection often had only two
alternatives: to build a system
around aminicomputer, or to "haywire it," starting at the component
or printed-circuit-card level. Such
systems are usually dedicated,
meaning that neither system, once
installed and operating, is ever
loaded with a new program, except
for debugging and maintenance.
Since minicomputers, even in such
dedicated applications, are nevertheless general-purpose machines,
much of their capability is wasted.
The other alternative, a custom design from scratch, requires large
sums of money and long design and
development times.
Now a third choice is available:
the IMP- 16C microprocessor from
National Semiconductor Corp. Basically, it is a single printed-circuit
card measuring 81
/ by 11 inches—
2
the size of a magazine page. It includes a 16-bit microprocessor, a
256-word read-write memory, a512word read-only memory (which may
be programable or not, depending
Markets
on the application), input-output
bus drivers, and aclock system. All
the integrated circuits on the card
are standard off-the-shelf components except those that make up the
microprocessor.
The microprocessor has at least
one of each of two types of ICs; a Total U.S. sales of domestic and imregister and arithmetic-logic unit ported electronics climbed to nearly
(RALU) and a control read-only $30.6 billion in 1972, a 9.6% in-

U.S. sales hit peak
in 1972, up 9.6%
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the TEKTRONIX
DIGITAL
PROCESSING
OSCILLOSCOPE...

...fingertip selection
of entirely new waveform measurements.
The popular 7704A laboratory oscilloscope now has
digital processing capability. The Acquisition unit
A7704 and Display unit D7704 have a new look with
a P7001 Processor unit inserted between them forming the APD unit. The Processor together with a PDP11/05 minicomputer brings the power of computer
processing to the signal display and acquisition capabilities of the Type 7704A.
The A7704 accepts more than 25 7000-Series plug- ins.
Signal dimensions range from microvolts to kilovolts
in amplitude, and from picoseconds to seconds in
time, with bandwidths from DC to 14 GHz. The Digital Processing Oscilloscope is more than just a computerized oscilloscope. It is offered in packages complete with POP- 11/05 computers, computer terminals,
computer peripherals and measurement software.
TEKTRONIX offers two software packages APO
BASIC Ifor the POP-11 with 8 k core memory and
APD BASIC ll for 16 k core machines.
Using APD BASIC you store desired measurement programs in the computer. You may then fill ir the User
For ademonstration circle 42 on reader service card

Definable Program overlay as shown above and your
routines are available at the press of a button. The
range of possible measurements is almost unlimited.
You may have measurement operations which range
from simple addition or multiplication to sophisticated
integration, FFT and many more. A complete program
involving many operations is easily stored and assigned to a desired push-button.
To learn the complete Digital Processing Oscilloscope
story urite for a copy of "The Digital Processing
Oscilloscope", and "The 7000-Series Oscilloscope Catalog", or check the reader service box.

1E.W.

TEKTRONIX®
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97005
in Europe — TEKTRONIX LTD.
Guernsey, C.I., U.K.
Circle 43 on reader service card
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Typical applications for the taskoriented processing systems (TOPS)
include preprocessors for electronic
Consumer
Communications
Government
Replacement
Year
Total
products*
and industrial**
products
components
countermeasures (Ecm), navigation
computers, fire-control processors,
1972
6,610
12,270
11,000
710
30,590
and use with aircraft multiplex con1971
5,525
11,063
10,700
634
27,922
trollers. Unlike many other small
processors, TOPS has bipolar memo1970
3,940
11,051 ( 7,996)
11,295
667
26,953 ( 23,998)
ries and uses Schottky TTL for high
4,829
1969
10,843 ( 7,913)
12,287
718
28,677 ( 25,747)
speed-600-nanosecond
execution
1968
4,619
9,941 ( 6,693)
12,563
time. With optional hardware mul675
27,798 ( 24,550)
tiply/divide, Lowe says the unit can
Entries for 1971 and 1972 include production and purchases by U.S. manufacturers plus dealer and
distributor imports for resale. Prior years exclude foreign- label imports. Statistics for imports are adjusted
perform about 1million operations
to U.S. factory values, including duties, freight to the U.S., and insurance.
per second with 4% of its time deParenthetical values represent totals prior to inclusion of telephone- equipment sales in communications
and industrial- products category.
voted to multiplication and division.
Source: EIA
This compares to under 400,000 operations per second for popular
crease on the $27.9 billion recorded the year before. At $6.6 billion, the small minicomputers now used in
the year before. The new record ex- total of domestic and imported con- airborne applications.
ceeded the previous high of $28.6
sumer products rose 19.5% from
Other advantages of TOPS include:
billion set in 1969. Sales turned out
1971. Sales of replacement compo- • Minimized cabling and weight reto be slightly higher than the year- nents of all types also improved dur- duction analogous to savings from
end estimate of $29.8 billion for ing 1972, expanding by 12% to $ 710 multiplexing,
1972 by the Electronic Industries million. This is slightly under the • Reduced electromagnetic interAssociation, Washington, D.C., but
1969 record of $ 718 million. By per- ference,
very close to the $ 30.2 billion Elec- centage shares, the communications • Simplified system integration and
tronics predicted in its annual mar- and industrial category led with 40% standard interfaces,
ket forecast [Jan. 4, p. 69]. The fig- of the total, followed by the Gov- • Self-testing capability, and
ures are contained in EIA's ernment's 36%, the EIA says. The • Reduced price through standard"Electronic Market Data Book," to consumer market accounted for ization.
go on sale near the end of April.
22%, while replacement components
Lowe estimates that in a typical
Part of the surge in the EIA figures accounted for the remaining 2%. D 16-bit configuration,
production
can be attributed to the inclusion for
costs, now about $ 1,800, should
the first time of distributor imports
drop to under $300 by 1980.
Peripherals
of consumer products and telephone
As the name indicates, TOPS conequipment for resale. U.S. Comsists of microprogramed modules
merce Department data shows, for
that can be adapted to different uses
example, that the country recorded
by choosing appropriate elements.
its first electronics trade deficit in
Two basic configurations have been
1972. Imports of selected electronics
developed. One uses afew small cirand related products reached $ 3.5
cuit cards compatible with the stanbillion last year—or $ 1.3 billion
"Smart" computer terminals, which dard aircraft air transport rack (ATR)
more than the $2.2 billion in exinclude minicomputers for partial system; acomplete computer fits in
ports. In 1971, the situation was reprocessing to reduce necessary com- a half-ATR unit, and the other uses
versed: U.S. exports were $ 3.5 bilmunications and machine time on asingle-card hybrid version.
lion and imports $ 2.5 billion.
the host computer, have begun to
The hybrid packaging uses
Industrial tops. Communications
make a big impression in commer- Northrop's beam-lead interconnect
and industrial electronics sales
cial applications. Now it looks as package, which puts the leads on the
reached nearly $ 12.3 billion last
though the military may adopt an substrates, rather than on the chips,
year, up 10% from 1971 levels and
analogous technique—"smart" sen- making any standard lc chip usable.
topping Government business as the
sors. Northrop Electronics has de- This overcomes the problem of obleading U.S. market for the second veloped a family of fast micro- taining an appropriate range of
straight year. Nevertheless, sales of processors that occupy less than 10 beam-lead circuits.
Government products rebounded cubic inches and weigh 11 ounces.
Lowe says the TOP/20, the basic
slightly, rising 2.8% from 1971 to These can be placed throughout an microprocessor, uses about 1,200
reach $ 11 billion, ending afour-year aircraft, reducing the load on acen- gates, compared with 2,000 to 5,000
decline from the 1968 high of $ 12.5
tral computer, and especially reduce gates for a typical minicomputer.
billion.
the software problem, says research The 8-bit machine is expandable to
Consumer electronics scored the engineer Rodger R. Lowe at the 16, 24, or 32 bits, and uses 16-bit inlargest percentage gain in 1972 from company's Hawthorne, Calif., plant.
structions. Typical programs use 512
U.S. FACTORY SALES OF ELECTRONICS
(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

Northrop moves to

'smart' sensors
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elutonepted Systems
Softiere

The TEKTEST Tm Ill Software operating
system developed for the Tektron'x S-3260
Automated Test System is dEsigned to enable
maximum device throughput /
Mile permitting
engineering studies when 7' ecuirec.

TEKTEST Ill

is a new test language written by Tektronix
Software Engineers.

The language was designed

to be easily understood by systems engineers
yet powerful enough to control the full hardware testing capabil ties oe the S-3260.
The TEKTEST III Executive disc operating
system permits interactive test program
preparation.

Other features permit on line

editing, on line debugging and functional
test pattern editing.
All commands are as descriptive as
practical and are ertered in Engl sh language
format.

TEKTRONIX®

For more inforrnatior on TEKTEST Ill

and the S-3260 contact ycur Tektronix Field
E7gineer and ask fcr a cop" of S3260 Automated
Test System Control Througt TEKTEST Ill Software
and the S-3260 Brochure.
Fo- a dernenstration circle 44 o•ri reader ser ice card

IMO

P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon
97005
in Eutope — TEKTRONIX LTD.
Guernsey, C.1., U.K.

,;e.r..c
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SCIENCE/SCOPE
A domestic satellite system for Brazil which would provide substantially greater
telephone, teletype, TV, educational TV, and commercial broadcast communications
services has been proposed by Hughes.
The satellite antenna's beam would be
shaped to serve vast regions whose populace is separated by dense jungle and mountainous terrain.
International communications traffic with Western Europe, Canada,
Africa, and the U.S. has more than doubled in the four years since Hughes designed
and built Brazil's first satellite ground station at Itaborai, near Rio de Janeiro.
A corona pulse counter for high- voltage components, developed by Hughes, provides
a far more sensitive method of measuring corona intensity than previously achieved.
It makes quantitative measurements of the corona spectrum under DC or AC voltage
possible for the first time.
Corona, commonly observed as the faint glow around
the surface of a high- voltage conductor in air, is the most important cause of
By accurately measinternal degradation of transformers, capacitors, and cables.
uring the corona discharge energy, manufacturers will be able to improve the energy density, reliability, and lifetime of high- voltage components.
A new data terminal display console developed by Hughes to monitor and control the
Naval Tactical Data System ( NTDS) computers was delivered to the U.S. Navy recently.
Designed to make functional changes in NTDS equipment assignments as required, the Monitor Control Console ( MCC) combines a data terminal with a CRT display and typewriter keyboard.
It is one of more than 1700 varying types of NTDS
consoles built by Hughes.
The MCC is the first to incorporate microprocessing
techniques made possible by MSI/LSI technology.
NTDS uses radars, computers, and
communications equipment to gather, process, and exhibit action within tactical
combat zones instantaneously on the display consoles.
A prototype series of portable ground stations which Hughes is developing for the
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare will be used in experiments designed
to relay TV for medical assistance and educational programs via satellite to isolated areas of Alaska and the United States.
The 300 lb. stations, using 10- footdiameter dish antennas, can be carried by small van or helicopter and easily erected by two men.
They are forerunners of low-cost stations that could be used for
television distribution and two-way telephony by developing and emerging nations.
Hughes has immediate openings for Field Engineers.

Qualifications include U.S.

citizenship, BSEE degree, willingness to travel, and experience in any one of the
following systems: electro -optical, infrared detection, laser ranging and target
designation, or low- level- light TV detection.
Please write: Professional Staffing, Hughes Aircraft Company, Field Service & Support Division, P.O. Box 90515,
Los Angeles, CA 90009.
Hughes is an equal opportunity M/F employer.
Quicker turn-arounds for jetliners and substantial improvements in aircraft and
manpower utilization are being achieved by Eastern Airlines on aircraft circuit
tests made with a Hughes- built Flexible Automatic Circuit Tester ( FACT).
Based at
Miami International Airport, Eastern's FACT system is housed in an air-conditioned
van which rolls up to the jetliner, where technicians attach cables from the aircraft's connectors to the six portable remotely- operated FACT switch modules.
Tests are performed automatically by computer- generated punched- tape programs.

Cresting • new world with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

Circle 46 on reader service card

Circuit
Components?
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For short runs using double-sided
boards, PSW eliminates the need for
artwork, and configurations are easily modified. Beck says that users
find PSW most economical for fewer
than 30 boards, and for 30 to 75
boards, smaller companies prefer
double-sided, larger PSW.
The planar-stitch-wire approach
uses a special glass-fiber-epoxy
board with stainless-steel pads to
permit welding to nickel wire. Copper, of course, cannot be welded.
The boards are supplied by APAC
with appropriate pads and mounting holes for Ics and other components. They are manufactured by
applying layers of a proprietary
stainless steel 5 mils thick to each
side, drilling holes, copper-plating
the hole after a nickel flash, then
selectively etching to leave steel
Production
pads of 80 by 100 mils connected to
solder pads for the components.
ics can be wave-soldered before
wiring, or sockets or socket pins can
be wave-soldered in place for later
lc- insertion after wiring. Packing
densities are comparable to circuit
Stitch-welding, although well ac- boards of six to eight layers, and the
cepted in military programs as an completed boards are much thinner
alternative to multilayer boards or than wire-wrap boards. The wire is
wire-wrapping, hasn't had much resistance-welded by pressing awire
commercial use because of higher against the pad through its Teflon
insulation, then applying apulse of
costs incurred by the need for specurrent. A big advantage over mulcial terminals. But that situation
tilayer boards is the ease of making
may be changing fast. A new technique, called planar stitch wire changes; modifications can even be
(Psw) developed by APAC (
Accra- made with a soldering iron in the
Point Arrays) in Santa Ana, Calif., field.
The wires are run point-to-point
makes possible welding directly to a
circuit board and the choice of ei- with minimum length, and they lie
ther soldering in ICs or using stan- close to the ground planes on the
dard low-profile sockets or socket boards. Beck says they are suitable
for rrL, Schottky rrt, DTL, and ECL
pins.
The new PSW boards, permit with frequencies up to 80 megastitch-welding to compete with both hertz. The weld is typically 85% of
multilayer boards and wire-wrap the strength of the wire.
systems in breadboarding, as well as
of the prototyping and production
Communications
of many complex boards, says G.N.
(Mike) Beck, vice president of marketing at APAC.
He says that PSW is an attractive
alternative to hand- soldering or
wire-wrapping for etched circuit
breadboards because it is three
times faster, permits ICs to be Exxon Enterprises, the venture-capplugged in, and has the same card- ital arm of Exxon Corp., New York
to-card spacing as etched boards. City, is developing what promises to

16-bit instructions in bipolar readonly memories, with 256 16- bit
scratchpad bipolar random-access
memories. The TOPS system is expandable to 65,536 words of main
mos or core memory.
One consequence of distributed
microprocessing like TOPS, points
out L. (Roy) Kaufold, vice president
and manager of Northrop's Avionics department, is that systems will
start being viewed as sensor-frontends and digital processors. For example, an Omega system will be an
rf front end with acomputer. Kaufold goes on to say, "We'll see a
whole new line of smart sensors and
also be able to solve problems you
couldn't approach with a shared
real-time system."

Stitch-welding ready
for commercial use

Exxon developing
low-priced fax

Call Hughes
(714) 548-0671...

Ext.
305

MOS integrated circ:uits ( RS 222)

Ext.
204

Bipolar/LSI technology arid
Hybrid circuits ( RS 221)

Ext.
522

Electrical connectors ( ES 2231

Ext.
Flat Flexible Cable
and etched circuits ( RS 224)

535

Ext.
207

Quartz crystals, ciysta fil-ers
and crystal oscillators (RS 227)

Ext.

s „Afro

204
Special assemblies ( RS 225)
Telephone the extension numbers !shown
for immediate informatiwn. F.r product
literature, circle reader service IRS)
numbers, or write to 500 Sup arior
Ave., Newport Bead- CA 923.
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be the lowest- priced facsimile unit
on the market. When it becomes
available, the unit will lease for
about $ 20 to $ 25 a month, says an
industry specialist. This is about
half the price of present units.
The man now behind the facsimile push at Exxon is Peter S. Philippi, formerly vice president and
general manager of Magnavox Systems, Fort Wayne, Ind., who joined
Exxon last month. His charter, says
Richard Nelson, vice president of
Exxon Enterprises, is to " manage
market studies in data communications, including facsimile."
Harrington Research of Florida
Inc., in Orlando, is carrying out the
technical and product development
of' the facsimile unit. Using a basic
concept developed at Exxon, Harrington is building prototype machines for initial testing at Exxon installations.
The Exxon facsimile is expected
to be compatible with all machines
of other manufacture. Its low price
will result from the use of improved
low-cost modems and elimination of
most optional features. The machine's basic task will be to scan and
produce in six minutes asingle copy
in shades of gray.
Exxon is itself amajor user of facsimile for both domestic and international traffic. Success with its first
units and the company's own experience and needs could herald later
development of faster facsimile machines that would transmit digital
data, that could store data signals in
mass memory for delayed transmission, and that could cryptograptically scramble data to preserve its security. At Magnavox,
Philippi was an advocate of the oneminute fax and had an interest in
special fax scramblers.

Packaging

Low- melting glass
seals hybrid circuits
Usually, all components that form a
hybrid assembly—active and passive
devices—are bonded to a substrate
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News briefs
AT&T applies for its domsat
AT&T plans to build five earth stations and lease three stationary satellites
from the Communications Satellite Corp. for a domestic communicationssatellite system that could be operating as early as 30 months after Federal
Communications Commission approval [
Electronics, Jan. 4, p. 33]. The
system would serve all the U.S., Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands with a
capacity of 43,200 telephone circuits. AT&T estimates the system will cost
$70 million, plus $ 272 million in payments to Comsat over seven years for
the two operational satellites and one backup in space and one spare on
the ground. Comsat says its investment will only be $ 150 million.
Pertec's printer hammers down price
With its new low-priced medium- speed line printer for the OEM market, Pertec Corp. has branched out of its line of magnetic-tape drives and disk storage units. The P7330 sells in quantities of 100 for $ 3,990 to $4,370, depending on options selected. It prints 300 lines per minute when using a full
64-character set in a 132- column format. At the touch of a button, it can be
slowed to 160 lines per minute for higher resolution. Technical novelties include the use of a steel- band font with the characters embossed on its surface and stored energy to drive the hammers.
'Total' banking system goes on line
While automated bank terminals have been installed at many banks [
Electronics, March 27, 1972, p. 64], the impact of the cashless and checkless
society has only just begun. Now nine Illinois banks and six Korvette stores
are linked so that as soon as a customer makes a purchase, his account is
automatically debited. The banks are equipped with TRW's automated
banking systems that maintain checking and credit-card accounts on line
and use 100 teller terminals serviced by Heritage Bank Corp. of Chicago. At
the stores, 120- point-of-sale terminals and four Docuteller automatic terminals have been installed.
Leadless packages to get standards
Manufacturers of leadless packages and connectors for integrated circuits,
undaunted by the lack of large-volume sales as yet, met in New York in late
March to establish standards for leadless packages and their companion
sockets. Robert Foster of Xerox Corp. and Max Peel of Texas Instruments
initiated the project under auspices of the IEEE manufacturing technology
committee. Their goal is to develop aworking standard within the year.
H-P calculator can analyze data
Any engineer who has waded through a series of statistical calculations to
evaluate test data will welcome the data- analysis calculator being introduced by Hewlett-Packard Co. The 9805A desktop calculator operates on
the same principles as the company's popular HP- 35 and HP-80 pocket
machines, which execute fairly complex computations at the press of a
single button. The 9805A sells for $ 1,295 to $ 1,975, depending on options.
The machine can generate histograms, calculate means and standard
deviations, and fit curves. It can also drive asmall XY plotter.
Data General's 840 features upward mobility
With its introduction of the Nova 840, Data General Corp. says it is marketing a machine that incorporates more hardware and software capabilities
than any other model. An expanded version of the Nova 800, the 840 provides those features necessary for building larger computer systems. The
computer chassis can hold up to 64,000 16-bit words of core, and expand
to 128,000 words. The cycle time is 800 nanoseconds. A basic Nova 840
costs $ 16,530; but Data General expects the average system prices will be
from $40,000 to $ 70,000.
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"Putting aminicomputer
inside your new product?
You've got problems."
1. You've got to get your product on the market as fast
and economically as possible.
2. You want lots of money left over for profit.
3. Your product ( and all components) must be reliable.
4. You have to deliver on time.
5. You have to start out and stay price competitive.
6. You don't want any surprise problems when
Version II is ready.
7. You want the right internal hardware, software, and
all the rest.
8. You have to have good technical service back-up
when you need it.
9. You're getting into bed with your major suppliers and
want to play it as safe as possible.
10. You need all the help you can get from your vendor.
11. You don't want suppliers who end up competing with you.
Big problems. And we have some unique solutions proven
by some of the biggest minicomputer buyers in the country.
Our customers ran us through some of the toughest competitive
bidding you ever saw. Against every name competitor you can
mention.
We solved their problems. Partly, because we're not
newcomers. Five years and thousands of minicomputers later,
we're still solving problems. Successfully. And economically.
How about yours?
Call or write me personally. I'll answer by phone
or by airplane.
Dave Methvin
President
COMPUTER AUTOMATION, INC.
the naked mini company
18651 Von Karman, Irvine, California 92664, ( 714) 833-8830, TWX 910-595-1767
Electronics/April 12, 1973
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and the whole assembly is sealed
under a metal lid or in a flatpack.
This can be expensive, and substrate
space is often wasted. To cut costs,
increase circuit density, and provide
additional advantages, Composite
Microcircuits Inc., Waltham, Mass..
has developed what it calls BlakPak—a black ceramic lid coated with
glass having alow melting temperature—enabling adesigner to seal the
components he selects.
The sealing glass was originally
investigated by researchers at Sylvania's microelectronics facilities in
Waltham. Composite completed the
development when it bought the facility three years ago. The company
won't reveal the composition of the
glass, but president William A.
Strauss Jr. says the major problem
with glass that melts at a low temperature is its excessive expansion
and contraction with temperature
change.
Strauss says Composite was able
to get glass with alow melting point
that expands and contracts at the
same rate as ceramics. Blak-Pak
forms a hermetic all-glass package.
The seal exceeds MIL-STD-883 requirements.
A different approach to the same
problem has been taken by Epoxy
Technology Inc. of Watertown,
Mass., which has developed a new
epoxy system that does not outgas,
fill the cavity with corrosives, or
cause dermatitis. It, too, exceeds
mIL-sTD-883 requirements. Neither
system requires compliant coatings.
How much? The cost of the BlakPak is 20 to 40 cents per unit, depending on size, configuration, and
quantity. A circuit can be sealed on
ahot plate, Strauss says, or conventional machines can be used. A final
hermetic seal is formed in about 30
seconds at 400°C to 425°C.
Blak-Pak can be used both in
thick- and thin-film hybrid circuits
and Strauss says they are especially
useful when resistors must be
trimmed actively. The hybrid can be
lidded, and the resistors can be left
outside to be adjusted without damage to the active device.
Options to the Blak-Pak include a
palladium-silver coating for electrical shielding and an uncoated lid
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surface for epoxy-bonding. BlakPak is also offered with aclear-glass
lid for use with light-emitting diodes
and liquid crystals.

Commercial electronics

Super phone set
for 900- MHz band
The land-mobile radio promised by
Motorola Inc. for the newly allocated 900- megahertz frequency
band [
Electronics, Feb. 1, p. 36] was
unveiled last week. It's a portable
telephone that weighs less than two
pounds and " plays" into the conventional switched telephone network.
Motorola calls the new system
Dyna Tac, and it includes, in addition to the portable units, a computer-directed control network for
coordinating the operation of the remote phones and providing the tiein to the phone net. The user within
range of the system, like the user of
the conventional car telephone,
could therefore place calls to and receive them from virtually anywhere.
The portable Dyna Tac phone set
is probably the most unusual part of
the system. It combines in a 28ounce package the control and
transmit-receive electronics that in
an ordinary car radio weigh some 45
pounds. A 14.4-volt rechargeable

nickel-cadmium battery powers the
unit and provides 1-watt rf output
over any of 380 duplexed channels.
Extensive use is made of both standard and custom complementarymetal-oxide semiconductors to keep
battery drain down, points out Martin Cooper, vice president of systems operations for Motorola's
Communications division, Schaumburg, Ill. Altogether, the battery will
last for 12 three-minute calls and,
with astandby drain of 10 milliamperes, 12 hours of standby operation.
Frequencies are generated with a
digital synthesizer referenced to a
quartz-crystal oscillator. However,
which 25-kilohertz-wide channel is
actually used for the frequencymodulated voice transmission is set
automatically by the central computer. The computer system picks
up the phone signals via a network
of receivers placed strategically
throughout the service area. It then
selects the frequency for the next
call that is least likely to interfere
with other users. Transmitters also
dispersed through the service area
relay the conversations to the appropriate portable units. A 380channel system in a city like New
York could handle 100,000 subscribers and permit as many as
4,000 simultaneous phone conversations, estimates Cooper.
Right now the signalling and dialing is done over aseparate channel
with conventional tone signalling in

Portable. Carry it anywhere within range of its computer- controlled network and dial up anyone in the world. Motorola's 28-ounce electronic telephone fits in a briefcase.
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nimo CRT
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SALUTE
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the Motorola prototypes; future
units will employ frequency-shift
keying.
Conversations are fully duplexed
as aresult of the wide separation between each transmit/receive pair
that is possible at the 900- MHz
band, points out design engineer
Don Linder. Thus, the transmit/receive frequencies are in 9.5MHz bands each 40 MHz apart and,
incidentally, separated by aband allocated for microwave ovens.
Motorola has applied to the Federal Communications Commission
for alicense to establish a $5million
experimental system in New York
City—atough place to design asystem for because of its many massive
buildings, Cooper says. An operational system could go on line by
1976. Cooper estimates rentals could
initially range from $ 60 to $ 100,
about the same as for a car telephone. Or the portable unit could be
sold for about $ 900.
E

First computerized
BOOM... big information in asmall
package. nimo®, a
1.5" MINI-CRT requiring no internal
or external focusing or deflection.
Each of 64 independent guns can
THE
display asingle letMINI
ter, number or symbol up to . 6" high,
CRT
or acomplete message of up to 3lines
of 6characters
> •.< :IL CRT
(.187" high). In effect, this ingenious
er 11. •à, • )- '%
display provides a
7,AZO9ebm
Read-Only- Memory
for your fixed data
z. LT ,
with extremely simple and inexpensive
T2Linterfacing; i.e.,
an 8x8drive strucF
ture requires only
ez$
CP%x#z
two SN 7442N decoders, and four MC
1820 PHex inverters
to complete the package.
Unmatched legibility
(true form characters),
and contrast ratio, boom
loud and clear, all on a
single plane.
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Don't restrict your
thinking about the
nimo 64's applications, they're great
for key- to-tape/
disc terminals for
character entry
verifications, digital
instrumentation,
annunciator systems, computer
prompters, optical
data scanning systems, teach'ing machines, and point of
sale terminals.
The price? At ease
men ... 60C a message. nimo 64, the
ultimate display—
GIVE IT A SHOT!

Give us a call.
Industrial Electronic
Engineers, Inc.,
7740 Lemona
Avenue, Van Nuys,
Calif. 91405,
Telephone: ( 213)
787-0311, TVVX 910-4951707. Our European Office: 6707 Schifferstadt,
Eicriendorff-Allee 19,
Germany, Phone:
06235-662.

gas station opens
The nation's first computer-controlled gasoline station with on-line
credit checking has opened in
Lawndale, Calif., a suburb of Los
Angeles. The self-service Atlantic
Richfield (ARCO) station dispenses
gasoline automatically under control from aminicomputer, accepting
cash or the customer's credit card.
If the card is used, it is read and
verified on-line with central computer files in Atlanta. If the card is
stolen or has expired, the computer
keeps the card. The system is expected to find wide use in view of
the rising losses from fraudulent
credit cards.
ARCO's station was developed in
cooperation with Docutel Corp.,
Dallas. Docutel makes automated
bank tellers for after-hours transactions.
Self-service and coin- operated
stations have been around in the
gasoline business for some time, but
none included the computer control
and on-line credit checking.
11]
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Multi-Point Comparison
Without Pain
VIDAC IV is here! This new interactive data acquisition method offers you easy multi-limit comparisons. It
is simple to set up, to use, to change. No programming!
• Multi-action alarm/control
• 550 dual limits are standard
• 1000-channel capability;
more as an option
• Compares preset limits
against temperature, strain,
flow, and other voltage
signals
• No application software
required
Its performance contrasts with
its modest price. Get the details
from VIDAR: 265 N. Whisman Road, Mountain View,
CA 94040. (415) 965-3050.
In Europe: VIDAR GmbH,
Kronbergerstrasse 5, Bad
Soden/Taunus, West Germany.

A Member of Continent& Telephone System
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Oscilloscope
plus
Digital Plug-ins
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Unique Solutions to Difficult Problems
Using the 7D15 Universal
Counter/Timer

Problem:

A Time Interval Counter, a

Accurately measure the time

Frequency Counter, aDMM, and
aDelay Unit make up the 7000Series Digital Family. These

between two nonadjacent pulses
in aword train ( displayed in
upper trace).
Solution:
Use the scope's delayed sweep

54

plug- ins bring the accuracy and
convenience of digital technology
to waveform measurements.

gate to selectively control the
counter's measurement interval

Both analog and digital
information can be displayed

(displayed in lower trace). A time

simultaneously.

interval of 29694.55 ns is
measured and displayed on the
scope's CRT READOUT.

Applications unique with the new
7D15 Universal Counter/Timer
include measuring: time intervals
Electronics/April 12, 1973

7000 Series Digital Family
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mode include: disc memory
skewing adjustments; computer
main storage or local storage
timing adjustments; lost bit
identification and location on disc
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Applications in the Events- Delay
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division multiplexing (TDM) or
pulse modulation ( PWM) in
communication and data
systems; and more.
The 7D13 Digital Multimeter with
its unique temperature probe and
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Counter are two more problem
solvers in TEK's digital family.
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DIOITAL DELAY

these digital measurement
capabilities with the scope brings
you many advantages over
separate test units:

of selected portions of complex
waveforms ( such as telemetry
and computers); time between
nonadjacent pulses; time
between desired events ( such as
radar)—while ignoring effects of
noise; frequency of burst—the
arming feature permits measurement inside aburst so that burst
turn on can't introduce possible
error; and frequency of events
—while ignoring signal ringing.
Teaming the 7D15 with ascope
gives you more solving power for
today's complex measurements.
This unique combination allows
you to: ( 1) Display on the CRT
the measured signal together
with the measurement interval, or
the counter Schmitt trigger
signal; ( 2) Precondition the
signal via the scope's vertical

amplifier to provide input
possibilities such as, 10,.N
sensitivity, Differential input, and
Current probe input; and ( 3)
Accurately Control.the start and
stop points of measurement by
selective arming.
The new 7D11 Digital Delay Unit
with its 100 ns-to-1 sdelay range

• measuring convenience and
confidence
• easier and faster solutions to
complex problems
• fewer dollars invested
• more bench working space
• signal conditioning

in Time- Delay mode and its
10,000,000 count range in

Add to these, the new dimension
of scope- controlled measurements and you realize why we

the Events- Delay mode, fulfills
many measurement requirements

just an oscilloscope."

for accurate delays.
Applications in the Time- Delay
mode include measuring:
accurate low jitter sweep delays;
propagation delays of delay
lines or delay devices; delay
path equalization in networks,
logic systems, cable systems, or
distribution amplifiers; oscillator

For ademonstration circle 54 on reader service card

say " 7000 Series . . . more than

For more information contact your local
TEKTRONIX Field Engineer or write:
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97005. In Europe write: Tektronix Ltd.,
P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands.

TEKTRONIX
communed

to

technical excellence

Circle 55 on reader service card
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The industry's first
LED-for- a- dime.

MLED500
19C 100- up
17c 1000- up

--MLED640 ' lee.„
2 mcd at 20 mils
90° viewing angle
Clear diffusing lens

MLED650
1.4 mcd at 50 mils
140° viewing angle
Red diffusing lens

MLED655
2 mcd at 20 mils
90° viewing angle
Red diffusing lens

-...

MLED660t
illiki,
1 mcd at 20 mils
90° viewing angle
Dark red diffusing lens

MLED665t
4
1110
3 mcd at 10 mils
30° viewing angle
Red diffusing lens
tavailable shortly.
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The 10 cLED.
Here. There. Everywhere.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Panel Indicators
Channel Indicators
Battery Indicators
Fault Indicators
Cameras
Stereo Indicators
Instrumentation
Calculators

We're geared up. We're ready to go.
And with aprice of 10e, how can you
afford not to design lots of LEDs into
your new equipment designs!
These new devices come off the same
high-volume, low-cost production lines
that made our transfer- molded, Uni bloc* plastic transistor outstanding the
world over for economical, low-cost
versatility. The result — the MLED500
series — now sets its own standard of
leadership where price is the 2-z 1
parameter.

•High luminous intensity — 0.3 mcd
typically at 20 mils
•Diffusing red lens — 110° field
of view
•IC compatibility — low power
consumption
You've tried LEDs produced by light
guys, bright guys and innovators. Now
try LEDs produced by aproducer.
Motorola Optoelectronics.
MAKE ME AN OFFER ICAN'T REFUSE!
Quote me a price on these LEDs in the quantities
I've filled in:
MLED500
MLED655
MLED640
MLED650
MLED650
MLED665
Application:

E

Immediate Ill Long- Term

Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Motorola Optoelectronics
Box 20912, Mail Drop TB209
Phoenix, AZ 85036
'Trademark of Motorola, Inc.

.44).0.94icutet,
From Motorola, the,\LED producer.
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It takes avery smart bird to make an electronic package design fly.
The kind of searching, sharp-eyed bird who beats his wings hard.
Who soars high with new ideas. And lands on anest of problems
with sharp solutions.
If you're that kind of electronic packaging design ergineer,
we want you to know about Winchester Electron cs 42 Series
Input/Output Connectors. What's so special about them?
They're not just advanced and reliable. They're the surest,
most convenient, most adaptable way to interconnect busy,
multi- wired cables. Even in tight places.
With 42 Series Connectors, you can plug in to aback panel.
To aprinted circuit board. To an instrument panel. Or to
another cable. And you'll plug in 50 or 74 high density irput/
output interconnects at one time. Anywhere, we repeat, in the
package you want. It all happens neatly. Compactly. With minimum
weight. In line w th MI L- E-5400 airborne requirements
Another point, now. In asense, you're really the designer of your own 42
Series Connectors. Because just about any variation you want, to suit your
package design, is possible.
Beginning with moldings of diallyl phthalate offering 50 or 74 . 100 centers
high density positions for pin and socket contacts. With 24 center row
positions to use for polarizing pins, if you want them.With polarized guides.
Circle 58 on reader service card

With fixed, short turning or long turning jackscrews. And witlanodized aluminum hoods.
You specify wnatever kind of pin and socket contacts your
particular design, prototype, production and field servicinç
require, too. Dip solder contacts for printed circuit boarc
interconnections. Solder cup for wire. Or crimp removable
contacts. For extra design freedom. Greater choice ir
circuitry. Ease in modification
And simple, lower cost field servicing
The 42 Series Input/Output Connectors from Winchester
E'ectronics. Great to help your design fly. Compute. Count.
Control.

Remember. Or do any job you want it to do. Great
to help you complete your design in one fell swoop.
Without getting into aflap.

Contact your locaF authorized distributor, now. For additiona
information, contact

Winchester Electronics Group, Main Street

& Hillside Avenue, Oakville, Conn. 06779. ( 203) 274-8891.

1:13 WINCHESTER ELECTRONICS
Litton

Washington newsletter
R&D for torpedoes
and mass transit
held related.

. . . since it's
'efficient use' of funds

DOD using F-15
to club Grumman?

Official confirmation that the Naval Underwater Systems Center, Newport, R.I., has taken on jobs for the Urban Mass Transit Administration
and other nonmilitary agencies has got Government electronics contractors suspicious. The assignments indicate to some that the Nixon
Administration program for accelerating technology transfer by drawing on Federal laboratories is being used as aploy to keep some labs
open by switching R&D appropriations between agencies.
Sensitive to the charge that they may be taking work away from industry, Newport officials contend the center is but one of 15 military
R&D organizations performing in areas where they are " uniquely qualified" under a year-old technology-transfer directive of the President's
Council on Science and Technology [
Electronics, Jan. 31, 1972, P. 42].
They add that the Center contracts work out when it can. One of Newport's jobs— to evaluate proposals for mass-transit-system safety guidelines, including computer and sensor requirements—will lead to ayearlong industry contract in May. Navy officials explain that assignment as
stemming from experience with underwater sensing and torpedo systems, reliability prognostication, and data- link techniques.

Federal boosters of the juggling of Government R&D appropriations
say it's no more than " an efficient use of available money." They trace
implementation of the effort to the increasingly powerful Office of
Management and Budget. Washington officials familiar with the program's management won't speak for attribution, though they vigorously deny any fiscal sleight-of-hand. "It is just the beating-swords-intoploughshares approach," argues one.

McDonnell Douglas Corp. may get acompetitive flyoff of its F-15 Air
Force fighter with Grumman Aerospace Corp.'s F-14 built for the
Navy, but the fleet is expected to stick with its Tomcat. This is the
unanimous, if prejudiced, view of military and industry officials surveyed at the April convention of the Navy League in the capital, following deputy defense secretary William P. Clements' disclosure that
he has ordered a " very serious" evaluation of the less costly F-15 as a
possible Navy substitute [
Electronics, March 1, p. 29]. Clements did
note that the outcome of the competitive evaluation will depend on
Grumman's ability to cut F-14 unit costs by $ 1.5 million to $2million.

DOT, OTP steam

The Department of Transportation and the White House Office of

toward fi ht over

Telecommunications Policy appear to be on acollision course over who
decides which of several maritime navigation communications systems
will prevail: Loran A, the follow-on Loran C, the Navy's Omega program, or Transit and proposed follow-on satellite systems. After a recent skirmish, DOT, with congressional prodding as well as backing
from the Pentagon and the airline and maritime interests, is expected
to rescind acutback in Loran A service imposed on it at OTP's urging
by the Office of Management and Budget. Meanwhile, OTP is asking
DOT approval for a policy statement in favor of Omega, and another
battle is likely to be over DOT's wish for an upgraded Loran C, also cut
from its budget.

navigation policy
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Washington commentary
An Administration without managers
Musing on the more than 20 senior jobs that
pected was that rising young management stars
are or soon will be vacant within the second
from friendly industries would happily kick
and third tiers of Pentagon management, one their $ 50,000-plus jobs, bonuses, and stock opofficial of a major Federal contractor recently tions for a tour of national service at $ 35,000.
asked an associate: "I wonder how long we This is clearly not the case.
could stay in business if we operated like that?"
No one knows with precision how many inThe question has a great deal of pertinence dustry leaders turned down the image-plagued
these days in Washington as the Nixon Admin- and troublesome DDR&E assignment. But it is
istration finds itself effectively stymied in its known that an extended meeting and reception
drive to recruit management and engineering for defense industry chief executives by Secretalent to fill a variety of key posts within a tary Elliot Richardson was designed to elicit
number of executive departments. While the from top corporate managers the names of posDepartment of Defense stands out because of sible candidates within their organizations for a
its relatively large number of openings at the variety of DOD jobs. Few names were forthcomlevel of under secretary and assistant secretary, ing. Though Beckman Instruments' Malcolm
as well as deputy levels, there are other departR. Currie is set to take over as Director of Dements with similar problems. Commerce, La- fense Research and Engineering from weary,
bor, and NASA are three that come quickly to longtime servant John S. Foster Jr., it is an
mind.
open secret that the new deputy defense secretary, William P. Clements, would have liked to
White House controls
have seen Foster depart earlier if a successor
How did the industry-oriented Nixon Ad- could have been found.
ministration paint itself into this management
corner? The view of one Johnson Adminis- Who will serve?
tration holdover who recently lost his superWhat is becoming obvious in the capital is
grade Government assignment—that is, a job that many industry managers who do business
not covered by the Civil Service Commission with and support many of the policies of the
grading system and therefore subject to presi- Nixon Administration are unwilling to go all
dential appointment—is a view that many less the way to become apart of it. A number of rebiased bureaucrats have come to accept. That cent conversations with electronics industries
explanation is simply that "in their zeal to keep officials holding jobs at several levels indicate
their fingers on everything, the White House
that not all the reasons for their disenchantstaff screwed up." What the complaint refers to,
ment with Federal service are monetary. Many
of course, was the surprising post-election who are accustomed to running their own
request by the White House for several thoushops—profit and loss centers, if you will—don't
sand letters of resignation by supergrade proat all like the idea of tight White House confessionals throughout the Government.
trols. Too, there is some rising concern with the
While cabinet members and other high-level declining Nixon image as aresult of the Waterappointees traditionally submit pro forma resig- gate investigation. More important to many
nations at the end of each Administration, the managers, however, is the disturbing prospect
number of politically sensitive jobs involved that their technical judgments—and even the
rarely exceeds a few hundred. Though some appointment of their own subordinates—will be
startled professionals who had held their jobs subject to political review by presidential aides
through several Administration changes were who are more often than not ignorant of many
told at the time of the requests that theirs, too, of the elements involved in the decisions. As
were merelypro forma, many soon found them- one recently departed Pentagon man put it,
selves out of work. Others quit before they "Who needs that?"
could be fired. Summarizes one Pentagon apThe Defense Department, for one, doesn't
pointee among many who have yet to hear on need that. It seems to do nicely creating trouble
their status, "The morale over here is lousy."
for itself on its own. At atime when the PentaNone of this backlash appears to have been gon's credibility may be at its lowest ebb, with
anticipated by the White House where the project costs continuing their upward spiral and
drive for greater control over the Federal bu- the demanding readjustments to apostwar enreaucracy is reportedly being directed by presi- vironment to be dealt with, it is asad commendential assistants Robert Haldeman and John tary that the second Nixon Administration has
Ehrlichman—dubbed the Katzenjammer Kids managed to make Government service so
by some of their lesser fans. What they ex- unappealing.
—Ray Connolly
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tlIT only?
For only $154150
eau get the
one 18611 iz box
that measures
everything:FM,
pulsed
and CM.

You're looking at the only self-contained single
instrument capable of measuring virtually
any microwave signal from 20 Hz to
18 GHz. It's Systron-Donner's 6057
frequency counter, which combines
S- D's Automatic Computing Transfer
Oscillator (ACTO) with an advanced
manual T.O. system.
CW and AM measurements are fully
automatic from 20 Hz to 18 GHz —simply
connect the input and read the final
answer. FM and pulse modulated carriers are measured using asimple
3- step operation which yields direct
readout answers, even with pulse widths as short as 0.1 psec.
A full nine digit readout with automatic decimal point and annunciator
is standard. Resolution down to 1Hz is selectable from front panel
pushbuttons. Options include digital outputs, remote programming, and
acomplete selection of extended stability time base oscillators.
The 6057 is priced at only $5,450, which is just about what you'd expect to pay for
comparable instruments without FM and pulsed RF capability. However, with
S- D you pay for only what you need. If it's CW only you need to measure, then choose
our Model 6016 at $4,575, or for only $3,695 you get a Model 6092 manual T.O.
measuring system.
Ask your local Scientific Devices offices for technical data or contact: Concord
Instruments Division, 888 Galindo St., Concord, CA 94520. Phone (415) 682-6161.
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DONNER

SYSTRON
The Systron-Donner Instruments Group:
Computer Systems

Cl

Concord Instruments
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Electronics international
Significant developments in technology and business

esucora reflects mild upswing
in Europe's instruments market
by Michael Johnson. McGraw-Hill World News, Paris

Instrument makers descended on
Paris this week for the city's second
major international electronics show
in a month. Hardly had exhibitors
at the Paris Components Show left
town when representatives of about
1,200 firms began setting up for the
triannual Mesucora (Measurement,
Control, Regulation, and Automation) Congress, held from April 11
through 18.
The wide variety of new products
introduced at Mesucora reflects a
market that is both on the upswing
and undergoing basic changes. Typical of the volume of new products
that will be flooding the market are
the exhibits of two French-based
companies, Schlumberger's Instruments and Systems division (SIS)
and Schneider Electronique, which
presented 10 and 12 new products
respectively.
Jean-Pierre Magnin, SIS president, is counting on custom-designed systems to bring in profits in
1973. "It will not be a fantastic
year," Magnin concedes, "but the
market should be up 8% to 11%."
Schneider Electronique president
Martin Birnbaum says the European market is improving, but it is
also being disturbed by fluctuating
monetary rates among the countries.
Price trend. He also sees afundamental shift in the multimeter and
digital voltmeter market away from
the low-cost instrumentation in favor of more reliable higher-performance products that can be guaranteed. " The market is still
dominated by professional people,"
Birnbaum says. "They need suppliers with reliable instruments."
Magnin and Birnbaum are both
losing interest in the low-cost instrument market because of the low
profit margins involved. "This area
of business requires new marketing
methods," says Magnin.
Birnbaum is more direct. "The
low-cost market is a dead end," he
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says. The future is not there." He recalls the early success that Schneider had in low-cost instruments, but
claims he went into it "when it was a
new option technically—with LS! circuitry."
ROM drive. Among the products
that Schneider introduced at Mesucora was the Digitest 610, a multimeter that incorporates a digital
thermometer using new technology.
Birnbaum says he believes users will
welcome the addition of the temperature probe capability to the
normal multimeter functions of
measuring voltage, current, and
resistance. The Digitest 610 has a
scale length of 11,000 points and operates on line voltage or with nickelcadmium batteries or ordinary drycell batteries. Readings are displayed on Sperry gas- discharge
tubes with digits 14 mm high.
Digital project chief Michel Barat
says that until now, components'
temperature could be measured
precisely only by thermometers in
the $ 600 range. The high cost was
due to the complex system of operational amplifiers and compensating
diodes needed to linearize each section of the temperature curve.
Schneider's solution is to build in a
read-only memory to drive the display. The ROM displays the correct
temperature at a given transducer
output.
Schneider is using standard Roms
from Texas Instruments, Fairchild,
and Siliconix. A separate ROM is
needed for each type of probe.
Synthesis. Another Schneider development shown at Mesucora was
in the field of function generators.
"We recognize market possibilities
in the area of circuit stimulation,"
Birnbaum says. The new OF 105
and 106, which provide the versatility of function generators and the
stability of frequency synthesizers,
can produce sinusoidal, square, sawtooth, and triangular waves, and

their frequencies are manually adjustable in steps of 10 -5 .
Maximum frequency drift with
temperature is one part per million.
Frequency range is 0.001 hertz to 1
kilohertz in steps of 10 microhertz.
Priced at around $ 700, the Schneider line will compete with frequency
synthesizers in the neighborhood of
$2,000.
Clip-on modules. Schlumberger's
Magnin says he tried to "consolidate the company's image" at
Mesucora by showing its full line of
activity in instruments for time and
frequency measurement.
Among them were the FB2600
automatic frequency counter series,
whose measurement range and
functions can be expanded inexpensively by " add- in" modules.
Three modules are now available.
The simplest version in the series
is equipped with a 50-megahertz
"add-in" amplifier and can measure
direct frequency and multiple time
periods with 30-millivolt sensitivity
and one-megohm input impedance.
When asecond 50-MHz module is
clipped in, the counter also can
measure time intervals, with 100-nanosecond resolution. The third module boosts the range to 520 MHz,
with 50-ohms input impedance and
50-mv sensitivity ( 10-mv sensitivity
is available as optional equipment).
The display is a seven-segment
light-emitting diode in 10- millimeter characters, with brightness adjustment control.

Great Britain

Glass switches with
temperature change
A glass that will switch from alowconducting state to a higher-conducting one when a threshold volt-
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age is exceeded has been developed
at England's Standard Telecommunication Laboratories Ltd., amajor center for development of glass
technology within the '
Tr group.
This voltage varies linearly and inversely with temperature, so that as
the temperature goes up the switching voltage goes down.
Cyril Drake, who's in charge of
the glass work, believes that it may
be used to make thermistor or
thermocouple replacements that
combine the temperature sensing
and electric switching functions in
one element. The present state of
Drake's art is on show at the Physics
Exhibition in London this week.
Structure. The glass is a vanadium phosphate compound. The
switches are glass droplets with two
wires protruding. Martin Regan, researcher working on the project,
says that capillary action in the molten glass draws the two leads together until they are only micrometers apart.
Thin-film switches have also been
made with glass, having typically a
1-micrometer thickness, on a metal
substrate. Film techniques allow the
spacing of the electrodes to be more
closely controlled. Drake says that
in some cases it may also be possible
to put a film down directly on the
item whose temperature has to be
controlled.
All devices are the same in that if
threshold voltage is plotted against
temperature the curve is a straight
line, which if extrapolated passes
through the temperature axis at the
point representing 68°C. However, a
dozen devices are likely to have
lines at a dozen different angles.
Thus, the percentage change of voltage against temperature is the same
for all devices- 1.4% per ° C—but the
absolute change may be very different from device to device.
A typical device with 10 volts applied to it might switch from the
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Something added. Multimeter introduced at Mesucora by Schneider Electronique includes a
digital thermometer that probes and displays temperature of component and assemblies.

capsulated ICs with atotal of 56 pins
and two resistance-capacitance networks, with nine resistors and capacitors each. They also say that
while Sony may not get the price
down that low, the rule of thumb for
linear consumer ics in the Japanese
OEM market is 4cents apin.
Pins. Specifically, the basic decoder IC has 18 pins and includes four
Japan
sets of six-pole, 90° phase shifters,
and associated resistive matrixes,
that are used with two outboard RC
networks. The six-pole phase shifters maintain a phase shift of 90°
±15% over the full audio range of 20
hertz to 20 kilohertz.
The full logic lc has 24 pins, while
Sony Corp. is making a concerted
effort to bring down the price of the gain control lc with four separate gain control amplifiers has 14
matrix-stereo-record playback syspins. While two of the three ic types
tems made both by itself and by
dissipate only very small amounts of
competitors. It has developed three
power, all three are mounted in
separate types of integrated circuits
standard dual in-line molded plastic
and one type of thick-film resistpackages with metal strips that are
ance-capacitance network designed
brought out at one end of the packto provide full logic decoding for SQ
age to form aheat-sink tab.
stereo, favored by Sony's joint venThe use of ics not only keeps the
ture with CBS. Design of the circuits
basic circuits small bat also makes
is such that a simple switch allows
reconfiguring them to perform a for small size and relatively moderate power drain for the entire desimilar function for regular matrix
stereo, favored by many other coder. It can be assembled in the
spare space on areceiver or amplirecord companies.
fier circuit board. saving the costs of
Change. In a departure from
an additional circuit board, power
practice, Sony says that it will supsupply, and cabinet that are often
ply samples of the circuits by June
needed for decoders made with disand begin deliveries by October. In
crete parts. Thus, a manufacturer
recent years, Sony has earmarked
should be able to offer a full demost of its semiconductor produccoder at between $ 20 and $40 more
tion for in-house use.
than a similar amplifier or receiver
The kit of OEM components to be
E
offered includes three plastic en- without adecoder.

low-current to the high-current state
when its temperature rises above
30°C. Maximum current in the high
state is a few milliamperes. If this
current is reduced below a certain
level, typically 100 microamperes,
the device reverts to the low-conducting state.

Sony to market

stereo matrix IC
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Design out hybrids and discrete assemblies.
Design in Monochip.
Here's why.
Monochip is aone chip custom bipolar IC. Nothing fancy or
expensive. But it gives the superior performance you need
without circuit tradeoffs or sacrificing reliability. Plus, you can
forget about huge development costs and long waits for evaluation parts. $ 1,800 gets you 50 packaged units in 3short weeks.
That's apromise. And no matter how many production units you order, they'll
cost less than hybrids or discretes of equal complexity. We can do it because we
inventory diffused wafers with only the interconnect metalization left unfinished.
Each Monochip die has hundreds of active and passive components that can
interconnect into afantastic variety of linear and digital circuits. Almost any
circuit configuration is possible, even with the most complex performance
requirements. Excellent component matching and tracking are present too. And
Monochip is available in any IC package or in dice form. There is an Interdesign
Design Kit that contains everything you need to breadboard and simulate exact
performance, including stray effects. Easy-design rules. Large Monochip drawings
to determine interconnect patterns. 16 DIP kit parts. All for $39. Or, we can do
all the evaluation work for you for free. Just send in your circuit drawing and
specs. Either way, Monochip makes alot of sense. ntrainiesiem
1190 Elko Drive, Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086
1408) 734-8666

INTERDLSIGN, INC.
1190 he() Drive, Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086
D Rus

-the complete Interdesign Design KU.
k for499 is enclosed.
0 Here's
circuit drawing/specs. Please evaluate as
stion as
ssible.
El Send me
ditional information on Monochip.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
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Britain's post office

The British Post Office has awarded contracts for development of two

takes ste to PCM
p

trial high-speed pulse-code-modulated telephone transmission systems
as the next stage in aprogram aimed at getting digital transmission into
Britain's trunk telephone network by the late 1970s. One trial system
will be developed by the ITT subsidiary, Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd., and the other by General Electric Co. Ltd. and Plessey Co.
Ltd. in cooperation. Both systems will use 120 megabits per second as
the bit rate and be compatible with existing 0.175- inch-diameter, 12megahertz-bandwidth analog coaxial-cable links. Capacity will be
1,680 two-way channels simultaneously.
The digital trunk network will be the third stage in the conversion of
Britain's telephone system to PCM. Since 1967, about 1,800 PCM links
between grouped local exchanges have been installed, using a24-channel, 1,536-kilobits- per-second system, and some 4,000 more similar
links are planned. For links between local exchanges and the group
switching center to the outside world, 30-channel PCM, operating at
2,048 kilobits per second will be used. Post office plans call for trials,
using equipment from five makers, to start next year. From group
switching centers into the trunk network, the 120- megabit system will
be used, with the slower signals multiplexed 56 times to produce the
faster bit rate.

AEG-Telefunken

PAL, the AEG-Telefunken-developed color TV transmission standard, is
well on its way to dominating the Arab nations now that the Persian
Gulf states of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, and the Bahrein Islands
have officially opted for the German system. A fifth country, Jordan, is
expected to come out for PAL shortly and to start color broadcasts with
this standard on atrial basis during the second half of 1973.
AEG-Telefunken officials in Frankfurt say that they are counting on
Iran and Turkey to also adopt PAL. A decision from Turkey, they believe, will be forthcoming once the Ankara government crisis has ended. With the four Persian Gulf states now firmly in PAL territory, the
lineup of countries having decided for the system totals 27 around the
world. Of these, 15 are already using that standard for regular color
broadcasts. Competing with PAL—which stands for phase alternating
line— are the French-developed Secam—for sequential and memory—
and, to a lesser extent, the U.S. NTSC standard, which is the basis for
Japan's system.

finds Arab backers
for PAL system

British work with

Researchers at Hull University are developing afamily of liquid crys-

liquid crystals showing

tais that look likely to combine useful electrooptic properties with
much better chemical stability than is usual. Present materials, for instance the commonly used MBBA types, deteriorate quickly if moisture
and other impurities are present. That means much care is necessary in
display manufacture, and sometimes precautions also have to be taken
against photochemical deterioration. In contrast, samples of one typical
new Hull material have been exposed to the atmosphere for weeks without apparent deterioration. For example, the temperature above which
the material loses its liquid-crystal properties and reverts to ordinary

improved stability
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liquid behavior has remained stable at 35°C, whereas MBBA materials
fall several degrees within minutes of exposure.
Electrooptic tests at the Royal Radar Establishment show that this
material has athreshold field voltage in the twisted nematic mode of 1.1
volts compared to 2v or more with established materials. This figure
means that applying afield of only 1.1 vwill produce ablack-on-white
display. Similarly, the threshold in the cholesteric/nematic phasechange mode— that is, the threshold at which the display changes from
cloudy to clear— is about one-third that of conventional materials with
similar visual properties. A typical value is 5.4 v on a liquid-crystal
layer 12.5 micrometers thick. Hence, the materials may be very good in
low-voltage displays.

Europe's color TV
sales to stay strong

Toyota invests
in Fujitsu auto
electronics arm

West German company
plans ac power
system for satellites

West Europe's high-riding television industry will chalk up continued
strong color-receiver sales during the next few years, according to market forecasts issued by Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken. Officials at the
giant Dutch electronics company, whose predictions have been remarkably accurate in the past, foresee West European color-set sales
reaching 7.2 million units in 1975, about 28% more than the 5.7 million
sets expected to be sold this year. Last year's sales amounted to 4.3 million sets. At the same time that color is rising, the Philips forecasters
say, the black- and-white receiver market will continue to decline, from
8.3 million sets in 1972 to 7.4 million this year.

A large sum of money just invested in automobile electronics by Japan's largest automobile manufacturer and its leading components affiliate may mean that the automobile electronics business in Japan is
getting ready to roll. The two—Toyota Motor Co. and Nippondenso
Co.—have invested $ 1.7 million in what until the end of March was a
wholly owned subsidiary of Fujitsu Ltd. Now, Fujitsu Ten Ltd., which
specializes in automobile radios, car stereos, and taxi two-way radio, is
owned 55% by Fujitsu Ltd., 35% by Toyota, and 10% by Nippondenso.
Fujitsu Ten will now broaden its boundaries to include various facets
of automotive electronics and their components, including systems for
improving automobile safety and reducing exhaust pollution.
Japan's second largest automobile manufacturer, Nissan Motor Co.,
is in the same industrial group as Hitachi Ltd., and these two companies
have done much joint development work on automobile electronics.
Fear of being left behind— as well as the ever-more-difficult requirements in the U.S. market, which lead to similar requirements in Japan— may have helped catalyze the new agreement.

Designers at the German aerospace firm Dornier GmbH are developing aspacecraft ac power-supply system that is to replace the dc versions generally used in space applications. The work, carried out under
contract of the European Space Research Organization, aims at harnessing the advantages that ac systems have in energy distribution and
at solving the problems relating to electromagnetic disturbances such
systems usually cause. The new ac system will be designed for vehicles
in geostationary orbits and is to have amaximum output of 350 watts.
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2Watts Levelled
Programmable

• High RF Output Power • Pulse Modulation • Synchronizable
• Precision Calibrated Attenuator • Excellent Frequency & Amplitude Stability
• Low Noise • Low Residual FM

• Drive frequency multipliers & power rrOcers
• Measure attenuation, propagation
• Plot antenna radiation patterns
• Measure radar equipments & radio links
• Ideal for EMI/EMR testing

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
111 LEXINGTON AVENUE, PASSAIC, N.J. 07055 • ( 201) 773-8010

TELEX 133310
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THE CHEAPEST
MINICOMPUTER
VS
THE CHEAPEST
SOLUTION
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Before you buy aminicomputer, do
yourself afavor. Make avery fundamental decision. Do you want the cheapest
machine you can find or the cheapest
total solution to your problem?
We think it's the latter.
Because the cheapest machine is just
that. It's raw hardware at arock bottom
price. And virtually every minicomputer
supplier offers aproduct like this.
Including us.
But your goal should be to get the
lowest cost total solution for your problems. And paying less now could cost
you more later if the machine you buy
has been designed for rock bottom price
alone. Be careful.You should look
beyond raw iron. You need acomputer
package that saves you money at both
ends. One that's been designed with the
total solution in mind. A powerful
blend of hardware, systems software,
and extensive peripherals.
You also should look for asupplier
that has built his business on fulfilling
this need.That's us.

8K memory board, heavy duty process
I/0 boards, A/D and D/A converters
and digital I/O boards.
And completely new asynchronous
communications multiplexer system.
Here's another reason for choosing us:

We've already had our tryouts.

Today all the big mini manufacturers
are announcing that they're " in the systems business:'
We've been in it from the start.
And while everybody else was churning out iron, we were building systems
and piling up applications know-how.
We got involved with our customers'
problems.We listened and we learned.
Then we rolled up our sleeves and went
to work.
As aresult our people don't have to be
retrained for this new approach because
it isn't new at all. Not to us.
Over the years we've supplied systems to solve some very tough problems
in the automotive industry, in production
machine control, in electrical testing and
communications. And this experience
The world's most powerful mini.
has built afund of systems expertise no
We've developed the most effective
mini manufacturer can match.
minicomputer package you can buy: the
There's agood chance we already
SPC-16. Six different models to choose
have asystem that fits your needs. If not,
from and the most powerful instruction
we have the know-how to design it for
set available anywhere.
you. Or with you.
The SPC-16 does more things in
In fact, we can probably utilize our
less time with less memory.That's why it experience to solve your system problem
can actually save you money on your
faster than others can deliver abid.
total system.
Read all about it.
And we've recently enhanced the
If you're determined to reduce systems
capability of our SPC-16 family with a
cost,
we have abook for you. It's titled
number of new products including:
"The
Value of Power'.' It covers everyMulti-user BASIC, and the real-time,
thing you'll need to know to make the
multi-programming capability of
right decisions, for the right
our RTOS-16 operating
reasons, to end up with
system. And our new
the right system for your
extended FORTRAN IV.
specific needs. It's free.
New peripherals like alow
Write
for acopy.The address
speed line printer, head per track disk
is 1055 South East Street, Anaheim,
and afloppy disk.
California 92804.0r phone ( 714) 778-4800.
High speed floating point processor,

General Automation
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Exce 1
on

Mark III.
It's more sophisticated than the Monomatic/7.
When it comes to p.c. drilling systems,

Program Control. The SPC-12/15, with

Table travel speed of the Mark Ill

nobody can compete with ExcelIon.

16K memory, handles avariety of code

is 400 ipm on each axis. A computer -

So we've decided to compete with

formats, and is plug compatible with

driven, high torque, low- inertia

ourselves. Our Mark Ill against our

central computers. It offers step and

servo motor provides instant accelera-

Monomatic/7.

repeat, repeat pattern, stored pattern

tion for unmatched production.

Which is best for you? Judge
for yourself.

(16 and 14 pin dual in- line, 8 pin

rates of 200 per minute. And we're

mirror image and automatic rewind.

talking about quality holes at . 25 -inch

The Mark Ill is the most

movement and . 002 chip load.

advanced p.c. drilling system

AC, variable- frequency, air- bearing

in the industry today, designed

IMILIIHRUILI III

to give you the highest pro-

Ili ell sus its I si st

duction rates possible for the

Automation SPC-12/15 Stored
70

spindle motors reach 80,000 rpm.
And spindle feed rates range from
20 to 250 ipm.

lowest hole costs possible.
It's directed by a General

The Mark Ill can produce drill hit

L package), automatic table offset,

If your application calls for high
OM

ZIP

The General Automation SPC-12/15

OOP

quality, high production rates and high
utilization, the Mark Ill is best for you.
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VS. Excel on

Monomatic/7.
It's more versatile than the Mark Ill.
can add more spindles and an extension

changer that permits you to drill up to

to high production, the Monomatic/7

table that increases the work dimensions

12 different hole sizes with one setup.

is best for you.

to 3 stacks of 12 3
4 "x25 1
/
/
2 " panels.

If your application calls for medium

Of course, it's a little less

Like the Mark Ill, the Monomatic/7

sophisticated than the Mark Ill. But

short runs and highly profitable

can be equipped with optional 80,000

then it's a little less expensive, too.

for long runs.

rpm air- bearing spindle motors.

It's designed to be economical for

growing production needs.

For acompetitive costs analysis of the

And like the Mark Ill, it can be fitted

Monomatic/7 and Mark Ill, and com-

with an optional Excellon automatic drill

plete specifications, call Dick Hogan,

And it's designed to grow with your

Sales Manager, at ( 213) 325-8000.

The NC- controlled

Or write him at the address below.

Monomatic/7 accommodates from
one to seven spin-

E

0 0 0

0 0 0 I

dles. You can start
out with one or two,

F

using the standard
work table. Then you

2 Sprees. 2 Sta kv 12 75

25.5"

3 SP ,ndles

Evtens.n Table.

3 Stacks 12.75" a25.5"
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ExCELLON

,NDUSTR ,ES

23915 GARNIER / TORRANCE
CALIFORNIA 10505
Rnpne ( 2131 3254300

reoes 674562— Cable

Q-1

I Spndle. 1 Sta k 25.5" e25.5"

• Active Spindle •

Excellon
ESCELLON T000ance

Excel's. Sales and Service on ENGLAND • FRANCE
SCANDINAVIA • W GERMANY • SPAIN • HOLLAND
ITALY • ARGENTINA • ISRAEL • AUSTRALIA • HONG
HONG • TAIWAN • JAPAN
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SMITH DESIGNS IN CANNON®
BACKPLANES. CITES FAST
DELIVERY, LOW COST.
PROJECT TEAM REACTS.
"FOR AIRPLANES YES,
FOR COMPUTERS NO;'
they exclaim.
That ticked Smith off:
"Don't keep bringing up
Cannon's old MIL-SPEC reputation. Hell, they're one of
the biggest backplane makers
and they can deliver in six
weeks normally, with three
weeks turnaround on prototypes. That's pretty damn
good:'
Somebody asked him why
he was so hipped on backplanes anyway. Smith took
him on: " Look, we can easily
machine-wrap abackplane,
it's astructural member,
provides acommon electrical
ground, functions as amotherboard and serves as an I/O
interface. What more do you
want?"
Then they brought up cost.
Smith was ready: " All right,
let's talk cost. Cannon can
either deliver conventional
backplane assemblies, and
save us alot of bread. Or

thought was why hadn't they
thought of Cannon first.
Instead of Smith.
Now, Smith always was an
innovative thinker, and we
can't claim that designing in
Cannon backplanes can do
as much for anybody else.
You, for example. But, on the
other hand, it couldn't hurt.
Write for our free catalog
today. ITT Cannon Electric,
International Telephone and
eir
Telegraph Corporation, 666
can handle the whole assem- East Dyer Road, Santa Ana,
bly And that should save us
Calif. 92702. Telephone
money and headaches in the (714) 557-4700. European
long run:'
facilities in: Brussels, BelNow he went for the jugu- gium; Basingstoke, Hants,
lar:''You know, for along time England; Toulouse, France;
I've felt that ° Ls performance 7056 Beutelsbach/i.R., Gerrequirements have just outmany; Milano, Italy.
grown our present suppliers'
C."
capability io satisfy them.
Maybe now we need the performance and quality that
Cannon can provide, as long
as they can compete in price,
and deliver on time. And
Cannon can. So, all of you,
what do you think?"
Well, what they mainly

deliver them with rack and
panel connectors like their
zero-force DL/CL; crimp,
snap- in Burgun-D; and
AdaptaCon for connecting
to 0.025" square posts. They

'else

«ftemi

CANNON

ITT
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At last.
Amonolithic multiplier
you don't have to trim.
•

AD532. Internally laser- trimmed
by us. No problems for you.
$16 in 100's.

Plus, you can take advantage of the inherently greater
reliability of amonolithic IC. We've eliminated off-the-chip
trim adjustments, so there are fewer connections and
less possibility that something will go wrong.
The PSRR is improved, too, because variations in the
power supply have aminimal effect on trim.
In addition, you get differential Xand Yinputs, because
the -Xand -Yinputs are no longer needed for off-the-chip
trimming. This gives you two instrumentation amplifierlike inputs with 70dB of CMR.
The AD532 is aplug-in replacement for our AD530,
which has been, until now, the industry standard for small
size, low cost, high performance multipliers.
Other features include amaximum error of less than
1.0% and an output swing of ±
-10V. An output null
terminal permits independent setting of the output
offset. The AD532 multiplies in four quadrants with a
transfer function of (X1-X2) (Y1-Y2)/10, divides in two
quadrants with a10Z/(X1-X2) transfer function, and square
roots in one quadrant with atransfer function of ±../10Z.
All that for only $ 16 in 100's. And if you'd like to see
for yourself, we'll sell you five evaluation samples at the
100's price. Just give us acall.
We still make our high-accuracy AD530 multiplier, and
you may also be interested in the AD531, the first
programmable IC XY/Z multiplier. They're two more of
the unique IC solutions we can offer to your design
problems. Ask for complete specs.
Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, Massachusetts 02062.

The AD532 is the first totally self-contained monolithic
multiplier/divider. Thin-film resistors are deposited
directly on the chip and trimmed during production with
acomputer-monitored laser.
The results?
First of all, you don't have to mess around with the
trimming yourself, which saves you time and money.

>ANALOG
DEVICES

Call 617-329-4700
for everything you need to know about multipliers.
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Probing the news
AnaIys ol technology and busIness developments

4,096-bit RAMs are on the doorstep
This is the year for MOS memory makers at home and abroad
to freeze designs for anticipated strong demand during 1974
by Howard Wolff, associate editor
The time for another showdown
among high-density memories is approaching fast, and the issue this
time is how to achieve the 4,096-bit
random-access memory, the semiconductor memory product that is
expected to be the death of cores.
The reason is that with 4,096 bits on
a chip, price per bit equals that of
core—with the added performance
that semiconductor memories provide.
But the mos makers primed for
the marketplace know they soon
must commit themselves to adesign
in order to meet expected demands
for the rest of this year and 1974.
Making those commitments will
be the more agonizing because of
the multiplicity of design options
that are open. The semiconductor
memory builder is free to:
• Stay with proven, though slow, pchannel metal-oxide semiconductors.
• Go to n-channel technology with
its increased speed but added process complexity.
• Use a standard metal-gate approach or try for the more difficult,
but space-saving, silicon-gate process.
• Opt for simplicity of cell layout
and smaller chips by adopting the
single- transistor cell with its
switched capacitor, even though
more sensitive sense amplifiers are
required.
• Go along with the standard threetransistor cell construction, accepting the penalties of larger cells and
bigger chips.
But whichever way the designs
go, the manufacturers have learned
from their experience with the
1,024-bit 1103 that any 4,096-bit
RAM will have to be compatible with

transistor-transistor logic in its I/Os volume production at MIL before
the end of 1973 or the first quarter
and, for the sake of simple timing,
will have to operate from a single of next year. One reason for this is
the time it will take memory-system
clock. The 1103 succeeded almost in
spite of itself—it was not TrL-com- designers to update their designs
with the new 4,096-bit chips.
patible and had three clocks— beFurthermore, he predicts that cost
cause it was the first 1,024-bit semiper bit of the 4-kilobit RAM will be
conductor memory commercially
available. But this time, there will roughly equal to that of the 1,024bit p-channel 1103 by mid- 1974, at
be no comparable period of excluwhich time the savings in the numsivity.
ber of printed-circuit boards and
Thus, the stage is set. As memory
power supplies accruing with the
designers mind their p's and n's,
larger chip will make them particjuggle their cell layouts, and try to
ularly attractive.
reduce chip dimensions, it appears
Although the Canadian company
that most will follow the n-channel
did the design work on the 4,096-bit
route in an attempt to cut access
device, it picked up a good deal of
time to the 300-nanosecond range.
RAM knowhow as a licensee of the
Canada first. That's been the case
1103 from Intel Corp., Santa Clara,
with Microsystems International
Calif. And Intel itself expects to inLtd. of Ottawa, Canada, which has
troduce two 4,096-bit RAMs this
the only 4,096-bit part that has
year.
made it to the market so far [
ElecThe first will be a relatively slow
tronics, Nov. 20, 1972, p. 131].
Peter D. English, memory-comIntel entry. This is Intel's version of the
ponents marketing manager, says
4,096- bit random-access memory.
the company is presently sampling
the parts, and an engineering program is under way to improve the
memory's manufacturability and
characteristics.
Access time for the three-transiske:ean
tor-cell part is 460 nanoseconds, but
..31Z
Y
English is confident this will be reduced to "significantly" below 400
ns, perhaps to 350 ns. Cycle time is
roughly 100 ns higher. English
—
points out, however, that the
changes being introduced are minor
,i/AllrAIWANIMIIIIWAWK.111"Z
and would not affect designers already using the new RAM.
miL's silicon-gate RAM is supplied
int
in a 22-pin dual in-line ceramic
package, that is like the standard
1103 package, but slightly longer. A
lower-cost plastic package is in the
....
.g
works. English doesn't expect high/Wild
.f•
»h. A 40,11.11W4
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Probing the news

MAINFRAMES

TOTAL RAM
60

device, with access time around 600
ns, intended as a refresh storage in
terminals, microcomputer memory,
and similar applications in small
systems that do not require a high
speed. Later in the year, a highspeed version will be produced for
large memories.
Both are n-channel with single
clocks, rfl compatibility, and onchip sense amplifiers for their threetransistor cells. This means that
even though they are dynamic
RAMS, they can be used in small systems with very few overhead circuits, much as static RAMs have
been used in the past.
A.C. Markkula, sales manager for
North America, says that Intel decided some time ago not to produce
a 2,048-bit RAM. The reason is that
in volume production, 2,048- bit
parts would probably have a production life of only six to eight
months, during which time they
would be cheaper than 1,024-bit
models, counting all memory system
costs.
Besides Intel, at least seven other
U.S. manufacturers are jumping
into the 4,096-bit RAM market—National Semiconductor, Electronic
Arrays, Standard Microsystems,
American Micro-systems, Signetics,
Mostek Corp., and Advanced
Memory Systems.
Both or neither. National Semiconductor, also of Santa Clara, is
hedging its bet. The company is developing both a three-transistor-cell
4,096-bit RAM and a one-transistor
version—yet it may introduce neither. As explained by Thomas Redfern, MOS RAM product marketing
manager, National may instead second-source another manufacturer's
design after waiting to see which
one is preferred for mainframe
memories.
In any event, the two memories
being developed are expected to
have access times under 250 ns.
They have high-voltage clocks for
high speed, though this requires
greater power.
Redfern maintains that RAMs will,
in the future, have current, rather
than voltage, outputs in order to
speed up large systems. The currentoutput style requires an external
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Crossover points. These graphs, from Signetics data, show semiconductor use ( blue) passing core in mainframes around 1974 and in total random-access memory the year after,

translator, but it does
the work of circuits that would be
needed anyway on the data output
bus. Also needed is a buffer on the
output.
As for potential prices on the
parts, Redfern would say only that
RAM prices these days are negotiated.
Next door. At another firm in the
San Francisco Bay Area, Electronic
Arrays, design of a4,096-bit n-channel RAM is completed, masks are
being cut, and prototype chips
should be ready in 60 to 90 days.
The product is scheduled to be introduced in the fourth quarter, says
Robert Cushman, standard products
manager.
There probably will be two versions, one with 7n-compatible inputs and outputs and one with current outputs. Both will have one
high-level mos clock. With rn input and output, access time will be
250 to 300 ns, and cycle time will be
about 500 ns. With current outputs,
the RAM will run about 30 to 50 ns
faster. Operating power will be
about 400 milliwatts and standby
about 10% of that, or about 40 milliwatts.
More refreshes. Electronic Arrays
plans a 64-by-64-cell configuration,
which is a departure from conventional refresh. That is, 64 accesses or
refreshes will be needed every 2
milliseconds, rather than 32.
Standard Microsystems Corp.,
also in the Bay area, has shelved its
original design but has developed a
quad n-channel version of the 11031, which is in turn, the high-speed
version of the Intel 1103.
The new RAM, intended as ahighdensity replacement of the 1103-1 to
current-to-TTL

enable it to go into existing mainmemory designs, uses the threeclock operating format of the 1103
and 1103-1. Access time is 180 ns,
read cycle 375 ns, write cycle 440 ns,
and worst-case power dissipation
600 mw.
On the verge. Standard Microsystems marketer Peter Schenck
says the device is " very close to introduction." A contract has already
been signed, but the company won't
name the customer.
Ask about 4,096- bit RAMs at
American Micro-systems, in Santa
Clara, and you get answers that reflect a level of confidence unusual
even for the chronically confident
semiconductor industry. Amt's
memory marketing manager, Frank
Rittiman, says he expects his entry
to become the industry standard because of its speed and power characteristics, its being second-sourced
(by Motorola), its single-clock design, and convenient pinout—the socalled "lovable" configuration, with
power supplies on the package corner and address inputs in sequential
order.
The AMI device has an access time
of 190 ns at emitter-coupled-logic
output levels and 230 ns at TTL levels. Cycle time is 350 ns, and power
dissipation is 350 mw average, with
5mw needed for standby.
George Vashel, manager of mos
products at Signetics, Sunnyvale,
Calif., says a 4,096-bit n-channel
RAM is "well along in the design
phase" and will be available later
this year. It will be 7n-compatible
and operate with asingle clock. "We
plan to be in the thick of 4-kilobit
RAMS," Vashel says. However, he
thinks that 2,048-bit RAMS will do
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well until the larger ones are available in quantity. What's more, he
labels predictions that the 4,096-bit
models will rapidly take over the
RAM market as "optimistic."
That view is reflected by the fact
that Signetics is pushing hard for its
model 2548 RAM, a2,048-bit model.
A p-channel dynamic part with
three clocks, it has an access time of
345 ns.
At Mostek in Dallas, the talk is of
an n-channel process that eliminates
all cell contacts within the array.
The results promise to be impressive: access time of 300 ns, active
power of only 60 microwatts per bit,
and TEL compatibility in both inputs and outputs.
Going abroad. While most semiconductor memory makers seem to
be taking the n-channel route, Advanced Memory Systems of Sunnyvale is going p-channel, while one
highly significant European competitor— Philips
Gloeilampenfabrieken of the Netherlands—has opted for p-channel. To make the new
AMS 6004, designers simply
doubled the capacity of the 6003, a
2,048-bit RAM. They also retained
the same reliable, high-threshold,
metal-gate p-channel process used
in the earliest MOS RAMs. Access
time is expected to be 350 ns, cycle
time 600 ns, and operating power
consumption about 50 microwatts
per bit.
Walter Steinmaier, head of mos
development at Philips, says samples will be ready this year, but
production won't start until 1974.
Philips' one-transistor design incorporates a sense amplifier—probably the most critical element—that
gives quite arespectable access time
of 300 ns. And the Dutch firm's British subsidiary, Mullard Ltd., has
just built the first development
batch of its own 4,096-bit memory
that also is p-channel. Target access
time is 280 to 300 ns, and cycle time
is 500 ns, a bit slow for new mainframes, so that its most likely initial
market is in add-on memory. International Computers Ltd. is thè major potential customer.
In West Germany, Siemens also is
developing 4,096-bit devices. The
company's sales and marketing
manager for ICs, Erich Gelder, says
that n-channel versions are now in
the development stage, with sam-
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pies due in 1974 and quantity production scheduled by the end of that
year. Siemens says its RAM will have
typical access time of 300 ns and
cycle time of approximately 500 ns.
Power consumption will be 200
Mw.
In Japan, Nippon Electric Co. expects to complete development of a
4,096-bit RAM by May or June. An
improved and enlarged version of

Nippon's n-channel, three-transistor-cell 1,024-bit part, the memory
should have afast access time of 180
ns. Hitachi, which has a 1,024-bit
p-channel RAM, hopes to start selling its 4,096-bit, 300-ns memory by
the end of the year. And Fujitsu's
n-channel models use three-transistor cells, though production versions
might have one-transistor construction.

You should know
about the real
cost advantages
of custom CMOS.
Most discussions concerning the use of custom
CMOS/LSI circuits acknowledge the obvious technical
advantages of this approach to implementing complex
systems—things like low power requirements, high
noise immunity and fanout, good transfer characteristics
and the ease of logic simulation.
What many people overlook, however, is the dramatic
cost saving often realized by employing custom
CMOS in place of multiple- package systems using
conventional logic circuits. The fact is this: one of the
most significant advantages of custom CMOS/LSl is its
ability to shrink system costs—even in moderate
production volumes.
We've just published aCost Analysis File on just this
subject. In it are four detailed examples of specific
systems in which dramatic savings resulted from the use
of CMOS/LSI. One example explains how asingle
CMOS circuit replaced a21- package logic system and
saved the customer over $200,000 on a run of only
4500 units. Another shows why CMOS/LSI is competitive
even with today's very low TTL prices.
A copy of this publication may help you understand
more about the very real cost advantages of the
technology. To get one, circle reader service
number 245.

We can help.

MICRO POWER SYSTEMS
3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara. California 95050

Telephone ( 408) 247 -5350

TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVES IN EUROPE AND THE FAR EAST

reston's A-D
Conversion Systems
Combine Higher Speed,
Lower Cost, and
All the System
Flexibility You Need!

OobOu0

From the " World's Fastest ADC"—
the GMAD-01—to any of the other wideranging models of Preston's GM Series of
A- D Conversion System, you can now choose
the precise resolution and conversion
times you've been looking for:

ANALOG 10 01411/.1 C01.0/1111.10N
1)

GMAD-01 from 9 bits in 100 nanoseconds
to 13 bits in 0.5 microseconds!
GMAD-1

from 12 bits in 1microsecond
to 15 bits in 1.5 microseconds!

GMAD-2

from 8 bits in 2 microseconds
to 15 bits in 5 microseconds —
plus 3- and 4-digit BCD in 10 microseconds!

GMAD-3

from 12 bits in 7 microseconds to 15 bits in 10 microseconds.
plus 3- and 4-digit BCD in 40 microseconds!

•••••••••
'
4 1111-VP'
ttI11111
0

00000

and the new, medium speed, high accuracy
GMAD-4

from 9 bits to 15 bits in 20 microseconds!

Precision
Amplifiers,
too!

And Preston's GM Series ADCs are designed with acomplete line of
sub- system components that let you specify the number and type of
analog input channels, plus the output, control and interface features
that match your system's operating requirements:
SAMPLE-AND-I-fOLD AMPLIFIERS— for both simultaneous and sequential
signal acquisition, with aperture errors as low as 1nanosecond!

;i)

DC COUPLED AMPLIFIERS— for broadband signal conditioning. Accuracy,
stability and linearity are each held to less than 0.01% of full scale!

Jr?

MULTIPLEXERS— High-Level, Low-Level, and Amplifier-per-Channel designs
can be intermixed, with crosstalk less than 0.01% for 100 channel systems!
LOGIC CONTROL CIRCUITS— Flexible, short-cycle programming from front
panel controls lets you select both first and last channels for
off-line " quick-looks" that increase system speed and efficiency.

le
Preston's

4

"Balanced
amplifiers
Precision'
deliver the

ott.'•

highest performance available ,
For complete information
circle Reader Service Number

DELIVERED COMPLETE— With an integral power supply and all the input
and output control signals to match your system's special " personality."
Only one company— Preston— has the experience and know-how to deliver all
these advantages That's why 99% of Preston's customers keep coming back for more!
This time, be sure to get the world's best ADCs into your system—
the A-D Conversion Systems from Preston Scientific Incorporated.
Write to us at 805 East Cerritos Avenue, Anaheim, California 92805—
or call us at ( 714) 776-6400.
We'll put all our years of experience on the line!
Circle 78 on reader service card
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Business boom creates parts pinch
Deliveries of discrete components as well as TTL stretch out:
suppliers quote 50 weeks, turn down orders
by George Sideris, San Francisco bureau manager

When the economists looked at their
indicators late last year and forecast
a 1973 upcurve for the electronics
industries, they were rewarded with
happy smiles. But something those
economists failed to see—that the
upcurve would become aboom—has
brought with it materials and device
shortages and changed many of
those smiles to nervous frowns.
Suppliers and vendors are talking
about delivery stretchouts that in
some cases are a year long. In discrete components and transistortransistor logic alike, would-be customers are facing a situation that
some of them have never seen before. The result has been turneddown orders, a rush to add manufacturing capacity, and accelerated
interest in medium-scale rm.
Good is bad. For Teledyne Philbrick, a20% increase in business has
brought problems—like lead times
of 16 weeks on delivery of critical
items, says Howard I. Chechik, president of the Dedham, Mass., firm.
Among the items affected are ICs,
resistors, and thin-film resistors. For
lc op amps the stretchout is 26
weeks. Product manager Walter
Patstone tells of one order for 1,000
field-effect transistors that had to be
spread among eight suppliers.
Clayton Ryder, director of marketing at Allen Bradley's Electronics
division, remembers fondly the
good old days last summer when his
company turned around an urgent
order for 1 million resistors in 48
hours. But times have changed: current delivery time on an OEM order
is six weeks. On variable resistors
and pots, the time is five to 12
weeks—and Allen-Bradley has three
shifts working six days aweek.
The company is taking care of
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long-term customers first, expanding capacity ( it will start shipping
this year from anew plant in Juarez.
Mexico), and trying to balance distributor and manufacturer sales.
At the Amphenol division of
Bunker Ramo in Chicago, Richard
A. Colt, marketing vice president, is
adding capacity as deliveries run
10% to 20% later than usual. On
printed-circuit boards, the number
is eight to 10 weeks instead of the
usual four to six, and capacity is
being doubled. Colt expects the situation to last through the middle of
next year.
Albert Wartchow, marketing
manager for electroceramic products at Centralab Electronics division of Globe- Union, says, "We've
got acertain amount of capacity allocated to distributors so that small
customers can continue to get capacitors through distributors, but
we've had amoratorium on new orders or certain types of capacitors
since Jan. 25—we simply haven't accepted orders instead of quoting a
year or 60-week deliveries." Those
capacitors are the "garden variety"
type—bypass-coupling and tempera-

ture-compensating types of disk capacitors. Wartchow says that Centralab doesn't expect to accept new
orders until June 1.
From Mexico. Centralab began
production last May at aplant also
in Juarez, Mexico, and has been
shipping asmall amount of product
back to the U. S. from its Hong
Kong facility. Plans at Centralab
called for the closing of the original
Milwaukee plant, but that is being
kept open to help meet the worldwide shortage of ceramic products,
he says. "Unfortunately, we're not
giving ()Ems the kind of service we'd
like to, but neither is anyone else."
Despite the upsurge in semiconductor plant expansion that started
last winter, Ili circuit suppliers
probably won't return to normal 12week delivery schedules until next
winter. Order books have become so
clogged that some deliveries have
stretched out to six months. And,
not averse to making hay while the
sun shines, sellers have driven gate
prices up 30% to 35%.
Some buyers have become so
hungry for standard gates that, in
addition to last winter's practice of

Silicon wafers in short supply
A major reason for the shortage of silicon semiconductor products of all
kinds is the shortage of wafers. The biggest supplier, Monsanto Co., is
quoting 12- to 16-week delivery to established customers. Potential customers will have to wait longer, a company source says, but adds that the
company's recent move to standardization of the mechanical specifications'
of silicon wafers has officials hoping to reduce lead times for wafers to four
weeks.
Monsanto is adding crystal pullers to boost capacity but is betting heavily
that the move to standardized wafers will be a big factor in easing the bind.
Instead of some 300 custom silicon wafer products, the company now has
only 12, with standardized diameter, thickness and crystal- orientation specifications.
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into line with rising production
costs.
The prevailing opinion in the San
buying distributor stocks at list Francisco Bay area is that the gate
prices, they are buying expensive shortage started in Texas. Vendors
military circuits and Schottky TTL to here say that above five months ago
prevent assembly- line shutdowns.
there was a sudden influx of new
Getting worse. "All the bad words customers pleading for gates.
you've heard are true," says Dan
However, Texas Instruments, the
Borozan, manager of advanced ma- prime source of most TTL circuits.
terials at Singer's Friden division. vigorously denies it cut back gate
"We've paid $ 3 or $4 when we production last year. M. Douglas
couldn't get 50-cent parts. The situ- Rankin, digital marketing manager
ation is continuously deteriorating. at Us Houston facility, says the mix
Commitments from suppliers are of small- and medium-scale ics is
tenuous at best." He says deliveries the same now as before the recesrun from 20 weeks to six months, sion- 80:20.
with low- power TTL in ceramic
Rankin says Ti forecast the TTL
packages the worst case. Friden surge early last year, started increashasn't been hit with price increases ing production capacity. and
on ordered parts, since Friden nego- warned its customers to place orders
tiated blanket contracts last year. early. Those that heeded the warnBut those contracts are starting to ings are getting deliveries, while
run out, Borozan says.
those that delayed bookings have
Some IC companies are using the encountered stretchouts. " We are
gate shortage to force contract rene- concentrating on not overgotiations, according to an official at committing. and we aren't overa large instrument company across committed vet." Rankin says.
the San Francisco bay from Friden's
Double booking? On one point,
San Leandro plant. "We negotiated there is agreement. Many bookings
contracts for a year's supply but
have probably been inflated by cuswhen we used up the orders in six to tomers anxious to re-establish their
eight months, we were told we'd
inventories. "We could all be buildhave to recommit. When we tried to ing capacity for the same customnegotiate, we were faced with longer ers," suspects Michael Hackworth.
lead times, missed deliveries, or no bipolar digital marketing manager
supplier."
at Signetics Corp. But Hackworth
Some comfort. Only military
doubts that overcapacity will result
equipment manufacturers appear to
because the real demand for circuits
have comfortable stocks. "Deliveries
appears to be growing at a rate caaren't bad," reports Steve Phillips,
pable of sopping up capacity as it is
buyer for Rolm Corp., a military
built. Hackworth is hopeful of norcomputer manufacturer. A few new
mal deliveries by year-end.
types of Schottky TTL have long deRobert Ulrickson, Fairchild's diglivery times, but most other parts
ital marketing manager. reads the
are shipped from stock or delivered
situation similarly. " We are faced
within 12 to 16 weeks. Military parts
with an unprecedented demand
prices have been fairly stable, Philrather than a shortage of supply—
lips adds, but he expects them to
the TTL supply has grown greatly."
rise since second sources no longer
Fairchild is being pressed partic"bomb" the prices set for new parts
ularly hard by buyers of diode-tranby prime sources.
sistor logic, turned away by comAt the other end of the pipeline,
panies who cut DTL production in
vendors insist they were losing
favor of TTL. " We can't supply the
money at the old gate prices. Sma llworld with DTL we have to give priscale Ks were used as loss leaders
'
ority to our traditional customers."
during the competitive recession
He doesn't expect the situation to
days to win profitable medium-scale
ease until additional plant capacity
orders. With gates and flip-flops
is ready and can be assigned to DTL.
comprising 75% or more of mixedLike Fairchild, most vendors are
order unit volumes, a nickel-perstriving to protect their primepart increase has generally been
source lines. National Semiconconsidered necessary to bring prices
ductor Corp. frankly admits it is
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"de-emphasizing" DTL in order to
meet TrL commitments. Gene Carter, lc marketing manager, explains
the industry expected TTL sales to
total about $ 130 million this year
but actual sales have soared to
around a $ 205 million annual rate.
Tom Thorkelson, National's ra
products manager, says the only circuits plentiful at National these
days are military ICs, Schottky TTL
and ECL. The waiting time at National runs over 20 weeks in some
cases and Thorkelson thinks it could
be four or five months before three
new plants "take hold."
Growing plants. Ti, which has
opened two overseas assembly
plants. is quoting an average of 16
weeks for sole-source circuits and up
to six months for other devices.
Fairchild is adding 100,000 square
feet to its Korean plant, while Signetics is building another 50.000
square feet at its main plant. And
everybody's going from 2- inch to 3inch wafers to increase diffusionfurnace throughput.
Whatever its origins, the shortage
of small-scale ICs was aggravated by
a sudden increase in orders for
older, gate- heavy equipment designs when the economic boom hit
last fall. In terms of functions per
chip, gates take a disproportionate
share of ic production capacity. In
the same terms, they are also more
expensive than complex circuits.
So sellers and buyers alike have
been striving to shift the emphasis
in equipment design to mediumscale integration. The effect hasn't
been noticeable as yet at national,
which has been producing msi
longer. Thorkelson says his mix is
still about 60% gates. 15% flip-flops,
25% msi.
Up with Nisi. However, Ulrickson
has noticed an upward trend in msl,
with new equipment designs using
as much as 30% Ms!. Hackworth expects the industry average to shift to
25% or 27% Ms! by early 1974.
The trend is expected to alleviate
the shortage as much, if not more,
than new ic plants. And, as if to
make mst more attractive, prices of
most Ms! circuits are still edging
downwards. "They've stabilized a
bit," Ulrickson says, " but since there
is more room for improvement in
Ms! than smaller Ic prices, they can
still continue to decline."
LI
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No-hitch
Schottky Comparators
11elle
.
t Compatible muhti-function plug-ins:
more speed— more output— more profits in the end.
Really bugs you,
doesn't it? Make your
move into ultra high
speed comparators— and
the penalty whistle goes
off. Currently available parts
just can't get along with TTL levels, and
input characteristics are much too stringent.
Start counting your blessings: 521, 522. Signetics'
exclusive linear breakthrough in extremely fast
trouble-free dual comparators. There's nothing else
on the market today that can touch 521/522 for
cost-conscious ease of use, over aunique range of
applications. You work with the remarkably high
speed that Schottky technology delivers, instead of
against it.
The 521 typically operates at 6ns, with 1Ons
guaranteed; 522, from 10-15ns. But you can't take
advantage of these major increments in comparator
speed if penalties keep cutting you down to size.
Use the 521/522 any place you'd snap your old
710/711/760 and you clear the board for maximized
action. Pin-for- pin replacements for 75107/108: but
Signetics' no-forfeit performance can't be matched,
while requiring fewer
auxiliary parts.
Absolutely TTL
compatible in both
strobes and output
structure. Rock- bottom
input characteristics
for industrial
applications. 20 rtA
max input bias current
guaranteed— so low you
won't load down your input
transducers. And you no
longer add apreamplifier to
detect more minute variations of input voltage.
We built in function flexibility too. You not only
reduce parts count, you save on stock variety needs
as well. These versatile Schottky-fast dual

comparators are smooth design-in's as zero crossing
detectors, Schottky line receivers, and for A/D and
DIA conversions. Plus the most popular alternate
application to date— as MOS RAM sense amplifiers.
NE522 COMPARATOR
USED AS MOS RAM SENSE AMPLIFIER
STROBE .
ENABLE711

OUT,

100

OUT

V REF
ENABLE 2

Optimized system performance, with lower costs
coming in and going out. That's our commitment to
you, the user. From one end of our linear line to the
other: from phase locked loops and the IC timer, to
these innovative 521/522 high speed Schottkyclamped comparators.
And they're all on the shelf at your distributor.
Now.

CLIP THIS COUPON TO YOUR LETTERHEAD
FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
D Please send us afree sample of 521/522.
D Include complete specs, data sheets and application
literature for ultra high speed 521/522 comparators.
Name
Title
Attach this box to company letterhead, and mail to:
Signetics-Linear
811 East Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 739-7700

Signetrcs Corporation. A subsidiary of Corning Glans Works.
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TI story: consumer and computers
Semiconductor giant's game plan for next three years includes
first bipolar, as well as n-MOS, logic and memory products
Texas Instruments is known as a
semiconductor company that likes
to keep its marketing plans quiet in
an industry known for pre-announcements. But TI also is known as acompany that, once it decides to reveal
those plans, comes on like aherd of
longhorns.
That, in effect, is what TI officials
did last month as they outlined their
view of the semiconductor market
over the next three years. The review. entitled "Technology Update
1973," indicates big pushes for TI to
develop and sell devices to OEMs in
the consumer and computer endmarkets. The breadth of the consumer- product push is new at TI;
computer-related devices aren't, but
the company is committing its resources to new technologies in that
market for the first time.
Besides redoubled efforts to make
its presence felt more broadly in
consumer products— from calculators through solid-state watches to
video tape recorders—TI is targeting
on digital logic and memories with
its first products that use the latest
bipolar and n-channel mos technology. And there are a number of
complementary-mos devices going
into production this year— the first
revelation of ac-mos effort by TI.
Memory products in the works include a 1,024-bit TTL random-access
memory scheduled for second-quarter introduction, afast programable
1,024-bit TL RAM, a 4,096- bit nchannel MOS RAM, afast I,024- bit nchannel dynamic RAM, a static
1,024-bit n-channel RAM, plus ahost
of new mos shift registers.
TI'S first entries in the fast-growing c-mos market are six small-scale
integrated logic chips in the 4000
series, developed for the military,
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that are now being offered for commercial use, plus c-mos circuits going into production for the consumer market. The latter include an
automobile-clock circuit, a chip for
watches with mechanical hands, and
a seven-segment clock chip. The
company is also developing c-mos
stop-watch circuits and custom cmos auto-seat- belt interlock devices.
Growth predicted. The consumer
push stems from TI estimates that
the U.S. electronic consumer endequipment market will grow from
$5.74 billion by year's end to $ 6.8
billion by 1976 ( see charts). The
semiconductor share will grow from
an estimated $276 million this year
to about $450 million by 1976, TI
forecasts. Computer end-equipment
is figured to go from $4.94 billion
this year to $6.4 billion in the same
period, with the semiconductor portions for 1973 and 1976 pegged at
$285 million and $ 355 million, respectively. In the industrial sector,
end-equipment sold this year is expected to reach $ 8.89 billion, ac-

counting for an estimated $274 million in semiconductor sales. By
1976, the semiconductor part will
grow to $315 million in an equipment market of some $ 11 billion.
Another prime TI target is the
semiconductor distributor market.
Charles dough, assistant vice president and marketing manager of the
Semiconductor group, says the distributor business is typified by
"small-quantity orders with fast
turnaround, but it's an increasingly
important and profitable market."
He says distributors had 15.6% of
semiconductor sales, or $ 193 million
worth, in 1969; those figures will
grow to 17.3% and $ 324 million, respectively, by the end of 1976.
The calculator-chip share of that
1973 consumer-equipment market
total will reach a staggering $ 100
million, Clough estimates. He also
predicts that U.S. color-Tv production will grow 15% by 1975 to 7.5
million units, with sales of all sets
totaling 9million.
TI didn't muster its forces for an

U.S. SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET
(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
Segment

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1976

EST.

EST.

Consumer

113

97

125

210

276

Computer

326

254

201

243

285

355

Government

275

244

217

225

235

270

Industrial

188

197

207

238

274

315

Distribution

193

165

176

245

270

324

1,095

957

926

1,161

1,340

1,715

140

165

140

155

160

160

1,235

1,122

1,066

1,316

1,500

1,880

Domestic
Export

SC TOTAL

450
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A Cambion Double "QQ" Product Line

Cambion Makes Millions.
You can build awealth of design ideas from
CAMBION's expanding line of digital products.
Our extensive variety makes even your most
advanced IC packaging concepts practical.
And, we can meet your needs with repeatable
Quality no matter how great the Quantity.
CAMBION produces literally millions of IC accessories. Advanced new Cambi-Cards", card files,
drawers, universal panels with and without premounted socket strips and power planes, specific
logic function cards, general purpose and discrete component cards, plus strip connectors,
cable assemblies, integrated socket strips, component socket adapters, cable cards and card
extenders. They're all featured in our new
Catalog 119.
Circle 83 on reader service card

We also offer expanded NC wire-wrapping service to speed economical production of your IC
system designs.
Make the most of your system ideas without component restriction. Get your copy of the new
CAMBION Catalog 119. It has 22 more pages
than its predecessor showing all the new products to enhance your designs. They all have the
CAMBION Double "QQ" approach: The Quality
stands up as the Quantity goes on. Order your
copy today. Cambridge Thermionic Corporation
445EM Concord Avenue Cambridge, Mass.
02138. Phone ( 617) 491-5400. In Los Angeles,
8703 La Tijera Blvd. 90045. Phone ( 213) 775-0472.
Standardize on

Camnsorr
... the guaranteed Digital Products.

TRW connects with Celanex.
At 1/3 the cost of DAP
Based on avery thorough
Celanex is faster cycling
material comparison, than all thermosets. By far.
Cinch Division of TRW
Easier to mold in thinElectronic Components walled sections. And
now molds these printed Celanex scrap can be recircuit edge connectors, ground and reused. Anshown below, in flame- other cost-saving.
retardant Celanex SE-0—
Celanex is rigid, for supreplacing DAP and glass- port of the printed circuit
filled phenolics. Why? board. It will withstand seCelanex cuts molded insula- vere shocks to thin-wall
tor costs by awhopping %. parts. It's dimensionally
And insulator properties and electrically stable at
in Celanex are equivalent elevated temperature and
or better.
humidity. And it resists
Fact is, for electrical/ strong chemical solvents
electronic connectors, glass- and cleaning solutions.
filled Celanex thermoplasMaybe Celanex has so
tic polyester combines all much going for it because
the advantages of DAP and
Celanese was the first to
phenolics. With none of market a thermoplastic
their disadvantages.
polyester. We have more ex-

Meïnese®

Celanex®
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-

CELANEX
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perience and far greater
depth of data to offer you.
It's yours for the asking.
Celanese Plastics Company,
Dept. X-602, 550 Broad
Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102.

Celanese Plastics Company is a division of Celanese Corporation. Canadian Affiliate. Celanese Resources, Ltd. Export: Arncel Co., Inc., and Pan Amcel Co., Inc., 522 Fifth Ave., New York 10036.

Celanex: the original thermoplastic polyester
CELANESE
PLASTICS
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Molder: Woodland Engineering Company, Libertyville, Illinois
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assault on the calculator business
until recently, but now that the firm
is in, the effort is prodigious, in both
calculator chips and complete machines. TI planners believe handheld calculator sales will explode
from 7 million units this year to 14
million by 1976 in the U.S. alone.
In the automotive market, TI
looks for U.S. factory shipments of
some 9.5 million to 9.7 million units
by 1975, with $ 13 worth of semiconductors per car by 1976.
Moving heavily into memory. Like
much of TI'S strategy for addressing
new-technology markets, its entry
into the memory race was delayed
until company planners were certain
they knew the direction of the market and sure of the proper technology with which to address it.
They now have committed to both
areas: they are going after the mainframe and peripheral-memory market with proprietary TTL and nchannel memory products.
In TTL, TI'S first entry for mainframes will be the 1,024-bit RAM,
made, not with some form of oxide
isolation like that of most other
manufacturers, but with an older
mask-compose technique. TI has
long maintained that passive isolation was not needed at the 1,024-bit
level. In any case, the performance
is very high: using a Schottky "
rn.
memory-cell design, this product

will have a typical access time of
only 38 nanoseconds, as fast as any
1,024-bit RAM on the market. And
the company plans to use this same
Schottky-TTL technology in the new
ROM products, as well, with a 1,024bit programable ROM having an access time of 30 ns, coming in 1974.
In mos memory, TI is planning to
augment its 1,024-bit p-channelRAM capability with a host of nchannel products. This year, the
company will enter the growing
4,096-bit n-channel market with a
300-ns memory design that incorporates many of the newest memory
techniques— switched- capacitor,
single-transistor cells, bipolar-compatible inputs and outputs, and
single-clocking ( two internal clocks
on chip).
TI is also planning to address the
fast- mainframe market with an
n-channel RAM having an access
time of less than 80 ns. The company is also planning to go after the
terminal market with aslow (600 ns)
but easy-to-use static 1,024-bit RAM
of the variety that has rewarded Intel with such success. New mos calculator chips are also in the works.
Coming soon is a power-down version of Ti's single chip for calculators and a two-chip calculator set
offering 12 digits and memory capability. Ti's 4000 c-mos series will include a high-reliability 4000A line
in a ceramic dual-in-line package
that meets full MIL STD- 883 requirements.

"THE
PRACTICALS"
... they make
systems engineers
cost-efficiency
experts!

SINGLE OUTPUT SERIES
designed for logic, op-amp, signal
and other commercial applications
From $39 80
DUAL OUTPUT TRACKING SERIES
designed for op-amp and
other commercial applications
From $64 80
TRIPLE OUTPUT SERIES
combines single and
dual output functions

U. S. SEMICONDUCTOR CONSUMPTION

From $ 124 60

100
MILITARY
80

MARKET SEGMENT

Acomplete family of
low cost, high performance
packaged AC-DC
regulated power supplies

COMPUTER
60

QUADRUPLE OUTPUT SERIES
combines triple output functions
plus output for indicator
or drive voltage
From $ 203 80
U.L. APPROVED

40

INDUSTRIAL

5- YEAR WARRANTY
All prices are based on 25 or more
combined units. Single unit and OEM
quantities quoted upon request.

CONSUMER

o

Ta-cHNIPOWER
A BENRUS IDIVISION

1970

19/1

1972

973
EST
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Benrus Center, Ridgefield, Ct. 06877
203-438-0333 TWX: 710-467-0666
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Wire-wrapping takes a new twist
Less expensive and faster, new machinery gives the technique
a more solid posture for doing battle with multilayer pc boards
by Stephen E. Grossman, Packaging & Production Editor

The advent of an automatic wirewrapping machine with a price tag
within the means of many more potential pin- and- board users has
manufacturing engineers taking a
new look at the advantages and disadvantages of automatic versus
semiautomatic wire wrapping, and
of both techniques versus multilayer
printed-circuit boards.
In the view of one consultant,
Jack J. Staller, president of Techstal
Associates in Norwood, Mass., automated wire-wrap machines have
caught on tremendously. Because
they were so very much more expensive than semiautomatics, "We
thought they would die," he says,
"but they have grown." The reason,
he believes, is that automatics can
be changed quickly to handle different types of ics, "and with the rapid
changes in ics you need this."
What could turn this trend into a
decisive victory is a new automatic
machine from the Gardner-Denver
Co.'s Electronics Products division.
The model 14FV has adramatically
lower price and higher throughput
level than earlier systems: it sells for
$70,000— the previous automatic
setup cost $ 168,000— and wraps

1,100 to 1,200 pins an hour, twice
the rate of its predecessor. Moreover, the new machine is smaller,
and the hydraulics are gone for easier maintenance.
What about the competing technologies—semiautomatic machinery
and multilayer pc boards? Each has
its advantages and drawbacks, and
each has its proponents.
Less cost, less work. Semiautomatic is, for one thing, less expensive—
$6,000 to $ 30,000 per machine.
However, you get less throughput,
typically 125 to 300 wraps per hour.
As for boards, once the copper is
etched, the circuit is cast in concrete.
Wire-wrap advocates point out that
it's simple to remove or add a
wrapped wire from the socket pin
on apanel board, and the panels offer plug-in mounting for devices.
Moreover, drawings are required to
prepare amultilayer pc board; routing for an automatically wrapped
board is directed by an easily
changed algorithm.
On the other hand, multilayer
boards have a low profile—no pins
sticking up. And no matter how
much data is presented to show the
reliability of wire-wrap—and there is

Subject and object. Gardner- Denver's new 14FV, aless expensive, faster, and smaller wirewrap machine, may make the pin- in- board shown below amore common sight.

a good deal of it—some engineers
just won't sleep nights unless they
know that every connection has
been soldered to its contact.
Still, wire-wrapping has piled up
an impressive reliability record since
it was developed at Bell Laboratories some 20 years ago. Richard
Grubb, marketing vice president at
Augat Inc. of Attleboro, Mass., a
major supplier of socket wire-wrap
panels, says, "Any doubts about its
reliability are groundless," Granted,
a marketing executive at a wirewrap house is bound to be enthusiastic, but an examination of the
way wraps are made shows why.
About seven turns are made
around each pin, which is usually 25
mils square. The wrapping tool
forces the wire to deform plastically
about each of the pin's four corners,
developing compressive forces of
about 80,000 psi. In addition, these
contact interfaces are gas- tight,
thereby maintaining a stable, low
contact resistance over the long
term. And since a contact forms at
each corner, there is a contact redundancy of about 7times 4, or 28—
hence, one bad apple won't spoil the
whole barrel.
Quality control is also simpler
than that required for multilayers,
says Gardner- Denver's Walter
Christian, sales manager, since there
are few in-process inspection requirements.
However, wire-wrapping doesn't
exactly lead to an electronic Garden
of Eden. Of the two wrapping techniques—pin in board or socket in
board—the attachment of sockets to
the board can create problems. Tolerances of the pin in the socket and
socket placement may accumulate
to the point where they will disrupt
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Qi What? An elastomer only 18 mils thick is UL SE-0?
Q2 It's ozone resistant too?
Q3 Can it take the higher 1973 voltages?
Where is it being used?

resistance to high volt-

Al You bet. Even in a
thickness of 18 mils,
General Electric's new
silicone rubber SE5559 is
rated SE- 0 by Underwriters'Laboratories.You see,
new stiffer industry flammobility requirements call

age breakdown and
have helped eliminate
"ticking Also, they withstand high temperatures
and meet all applicable
industry flammability requirements. Which is
enough to make most
designers of electrical'

for non- wire insulating
components to self- extin-

electronic components
think twice about

guish in 30 seconds during arc testing. SE5559
passes the test with

organic
plastics.

self- extinguishing

rubber or

times of 3to 8seconds
with a flame height of

M

lessthan114 inch.

ceivers are typical ap-

A2 That's right. After 28
continuous days of exposure to 200 ppm ozone, even while under tension,

plications for SE5559. It
has the right balance

anode caps for TV re-

there wasn't a trace of cracking in the SE 5559 sample
tested. And strong ozone exposure didn't affect the
rubbers self-extinguishing properties.
A3 Yes. Because of smaller TV receivers and the higher
voltages needed for sharp, clearer reception,
designers have turned to anode caps made of
SE5559. Silicone rubber anode caps have excellent

GENERAL

Corona rings and

ELECTRIC

of properties: excellent physicals, high dielectric
strength, resistance to ozone and thermal aging. It
adds up to long service life. Which opens the door to
a wide range of design possibilities in business
machines, appliances and other electrical/electronic
applications where flame resistance is required. Yet
SE5559 is easy to fabricate, and it's priced like the
average silicone rubber.
For all the details, write Section AY4384R1,
Silicone Products Dept., General Electric Co.,
Waterford, N.Y. 12188.
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OPEN WIDE AND SAY " Ahhh...
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Just what the doctor ordered: " instant access" and "tell- all data" on scores
of basic Cherry Snap-Action Switches and tens of thousands of variations.
Complete with the unique Switch Selector- Locator that lets you choose—
in seconds!— the right snap switch for any application. Plus engineering
drawings, specifications, operating characteristics and technical data.
Plus, never- before- published " inside" information on Cherry's plant
facilities, equipment, in-house manufacturing capabilities and worldwide
sales offices. All in a handsome new, easy- to- use 72- page format.
And it's yours for the asking: Just TWX 910-235-1572...
or PHONE 312-689-7702 ... and ask for Frank.

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
0
,
t%alai

er.•

3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, Illinois 60085

Cherry affiliates worldwide • Hirose Cherry Precision Co., Ltd., Tokyo • G. W. Engineering Pty. Ltd., Sydney
Cheoy Electrical Products ( U K.) Ltd.. St. Albans, Herts • Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Bayreuth, Germany
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ket with these machines at about the
the automatic wrap process. There
same time as a dozen other comhave been complaints that if the tip
panies that had made the same deciof the socket pin is more than 10
sion.
mils off center this will occur.
The new 14FV should eventually
To date, semiautomatic wirebring down the price of wrapping
wrapping has been the more popuby about 1cent per wire, Mancheslar technique. Raytheon Co.'s Wire
ter thinks— perhaps even to 5 cents
Wrap division in Waltham, Mass.,
per wire from the current 7.5 cents.
which offers wire-wrapping services
Raytheon has already ordered two.
and has 14 Gardner-Denver maThe new machine should also take
chines ( it bought the last three maback some business from the
chines in 1969 for $ 163,000 each),
semiautomatic market, since it will
surveyed the U.S. and Canada in
cut down on overhead.
April and May 1972 and identified
As for multilayer boards, Man234 companies that had automatic
or semiautomatic equipment. It chester says that if aproduct is well
tracked down 525 semiautomatics, designed, then wire-wrap is cheaper.
perhaps 90% of those in existence, In the past, Raytheon customers
have expected to use multilayers
and 285 Gardner-Denver machines.
Half day. "It appears that approx- only to wind up going with wireimately half of a 24-hour-day, six- wrapping, he says, "and with the introduction of the new machine we
day-week capacity was being utiknow of some people who had
lized" by all, manufacturing and
planned on using multilayers who
marketing manager Russell W.
are now reconsidering."
Manchester says, "and productivity
Some users, such as Hans
was shared about equally between
Schavemaker, manufacturing mansemiautomatics and automatics.
ager at Interdyne, says that though
There was more unused G-D capache has been quite pleased with the
ity than semiautomatic capacity,
partially due to the recession which earlier Gardner-Denver machines,
he is taking await- and-see attitude
had not yet turned around." He estimates that in the second half of '72 with the new ones. On the other
capacity went back to near satura- hand, Excel in New Brunswick, N.J.,
tion levels and remained there—"a will purchase four of the 14FV magood 75% to 80% of capacity is chines and is aggressively seeking
contract opportunities.
being utilized," he thinks.
At Standard Logic Inc. in Santa
The company has also tried
semiautomatic machines; it bought Ana, Calif., amaker of semiautomamachines from several companies, tic machines that sell for $ 5,000,
but was dissatisfied. "We reached executive vice president Bruce Bilthe conclusion that for our job-shop lington sees the 14FV as athreat to
the machine selling for $ 25,000 to
atmosphere these semiautomatics
were not up to what we were trying $40,000. "They'll be killed from
to do," Manchester says, so the com- both sides," he says. "They had a
place when G- D was at $250,000, but
pany decided to develop its own.
Unfortunately it came on the mar- not now."
He concedes
the new maPutting it together. Here's a typical installation of small boards,
chine " does a
shown with their rack, that can be wrapped automatically.
beautiful job,"
but says it's not
good for highspeed logic like
ECL where lines
must be short.
Also, he adds, it
won't do twisted
pairs and trios
and has a small
wiring area.
D

Procond is
sophisticated
(electronics
too)
Plastic film
and electrolytic capacitors
for entertainment
and professional
field.

PROCOND S.p.A 32013 Longarone, Italy.
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The world's smallest DPM
is also the world's finest.

Full four digits.

Automatic zeroing.

Less than 1" high.

Edgewise configuration.

Automatic polarity.

Programmable decimal.

Easy to stack.

MOS/LSI construction.

Low power: < 1/
2W.

LED digital display.

Only $ 170 each.
(Less than $ 100 in OEM quantities.)
The size of a DPM is important. That's why NLS designed the PM-4 to be less than 1 inch in height... less
than 8 cubic inches in volume...less than 4 ounces in
weight.
But other things are important, too; like reliability...
accuracy... convenience.., and price. That's why you
should try the PM-4... from NLS, originator of the digital voltmeter. The culmination of 20 years of NLS experience in developing and manufacturing DVM's, the
PM-4 provides the accuracy and versatility of four digits for the price of three. And the PM-4 is complete,
ready to go to work. All you need is a 5-volt power supply. No extras to buy. Choice of four ranges (from -±- . 0000
to
999.9 VDC). Decimal location is easily changed by
moving jumper on connector.
Dynamic scale can be expanded by screwdriver adjustment for readings of transducer
signals in units other than
volts. Rugged plastic case easily opens for inspection or for
changing range ( merely add or
remove one to three resistors).
The PM-4 mounts with clips to
eliminate screw holes in panel.
LED digital display ( Light- Emitting Diodes) eliminates light
bulbs and the need to replace
them.
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Circle 90 on reader service card

Simple construction, simple in operation, simple to
install. Backed by the 20-year NLS reputation for reliability and innovation.., plus an NLS warranty for one
full year. Try the PM-4 today. Call your local distributor.
If he's temporarily out of stock, call Bob Hager free for
additional sources: 800-854-2758 ( Californians call 714755-1134 collect).
The PM-4 is available off- the- shelf at your distributor...
along with these NLS DVM's.

MX- 1
$1,000

LX- 2
$550

The world's lowest cost 5- digit
multimeter ( with sixth digit overranging). Measures five DC voltage ranges from 0.1 volt full scale
to 1000 volt full scale, ohms, AC
volts, and multifunction ratios.
Auto- ranging included. Order offthe-shelf from your distributor.

Greatest value in four- digit multimeters ( plus fifth digit over- ranging). Standard model measures
DC volts, AC volts, resistance, and
multifunction ratios. Automatic
ranging included. No instrument
can match its quality for the price.
Order from your distributor.

Originator of the digital voltmeter

Non- Linear Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box N. Del Mar, California 92014
800-854-2758 or 714-755-1134 or TWX 910-322-1132
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Technical articles

Special Report: The new displays
complement the old
Don't let yourself be blinded to an application's over-all requirements
by concern with asingle display parameter: that's the message of this survey
of the merits of available displays, from tubes to liquid crystal types
by Michael J. Riezenman,
Never before have so many different types of display
devices been available. To the venerable shaped-character gas-discharge glow tube, the rear projection display, and the simple array of incandescent bulbs, have
been added the planar gas-discharge display, the
directly viewed filament, the vacuum fluorescent tube,
the light-emitting diode, and the liquid-crystal display.
Since, by and large, the newer devices supplement
rather than oust the older displays, the engineer today
has an unprecedented opportunity for finding exactly
the display he needs—or for fouling up royally.
The wisest way to set about the job is to put the main
stress on the application and to relegate display technology firmly to second place. Some designers like to
use the latest hot device, regardless of its suitability—
and about the only thing that can be said in favor of
that approach is that it sometimes appeals very powerfully to the final customer, too.
This brings up an important point. Unlike most engineering decisions, the choice of a display must take
psychology into account. The display is something that
is immediately visible, and the end user will almost certainly have an opinion about its looks. If the device is
part of an instrument being considered by a knowledgeable engineer, he may well have an opinion about
its reliability. And there is, of course, the user—espe-
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Instrumentation Editor

cially in the consumer area—who is impressed (or decidedly-unimpressed) by the latest stuff to come out of the
labs. Add these psychological headaches to the more
mundane considerations of cost, size, visibility, power
consumption, temperature range, driving characteristics, lifetime, etc., and the choice of adisplay becomes
abigger problem than many designers at first expect.
Starting smalr
To most people who make and use displays, a "small"
display is one that is suitable for use in ahand-held calculator. This typically means a character size in the
range of 0.1 to 0.2 inch. Devices with only one digit per
package would have a very tough time competing in
this area. and in fact none are made. Incandescent filaments and shaped-character glow tubes are thus not
even in contention. (Actually, a3/16-in, directly viewed
filament display is made by Pinlites, but at $ 18 adigit in
large quantities, or $29 in singles, it is clearly aspecialpurpose item.)
The choice in this size category is pretty much between light-emitting diodes and planar gas-discharge
devices. Both types are typically packaged with like segments of each numeric connected in parallel, making
multiplexed operation essential. In most applications
this is an advantage. It reduces the number of decoders
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and drivers that are required, thus lowering the cost of
the drive circuitry; and it reduces the number of interconnections that are required, thus enhancing reliability. A disadvantage of multiplexing—but one that seldom arises in small-digit applications—is that it makes
getting aparallel BCD output harder and more costly.
LEDs seem almost made to order for the small display. There are four important reasons why.
First, the cost of aLED display is largely determined
by the cost of the semiconductor material of which it is
made. The smaller the digit, the less it costs. Furthermore, small LED displays lend themselves well to the
use of molded plastic lenses that make possible a further reduction in materials cost by increasing the apparent size of the LED segments.
Second, LEDS thrive on multiplexing. In multiplexing
adisplay, each digit is driven at N times its usual drive
level for 1/N of the time. The result is about the same
brightness as if the normal level had been applied
steadily. LEDs made of gallium arsenide phosphide,
however, get more efficient as their drive levels go up, so
that the average drive level can be reduced substantially
with no loss of brightness. In the example shown in
Fig. 1, operating the LED at a33.3% duty factor with a
threefold increase in drive current boosts the light output by afactor of approximately 2.5:1. This property of
gallium-arsenide-phosphide displays is so effective a
way to reduce power consumption that pulsed operation is sometimes used in nonmultiplexed applications
for the increase in efficiency alone.
The third factor that makes LEDs attractive for small
displays is their ruggedness and ability to withstand extremes of temperature. Small instruments and calculators are likely to be dropped, banged around, left in
hot automobiles in the sun, or cold ones overnight in
the winter, and it's helpful if the display can stand up to
this sort of treatment.
The fourth point in their favor is that LEDs are
directly compatible with the 5-volt supplies typically encountered in digital equipment. Although the diode's
forward voltage drop is only 1.6-1.7 v, the drive transistors and current-limiting resistor make the 5-v supply a
good choice.
On the negative side, low-cost LEDs offer as much

color variety as Henry Ford's earliest cars. You can
have any color you want as long as it's deep red. Most
people find the thin bright line of adirectly viewed LED
segment to be fatiguing to the eye, so that in an application calling for prolonged viewing, color can be a
problem. Also there is asmall percentage of people who
have great difficulty in either seeing or focusing red
light—a problem that worsens with the observer's increasing age.
Colors other than red are possible in LED displays—
green and yellow are already being offered by at least
one manufacturer—but these other units cost at least
five times as much as equivalent red units and are
therefore not used in low-cost applications.
The only rival
Possibly the most important single difference between
LED displays and planar gas-discharge panels is that
there is only one domestic manufacturer of planar gasdischarge devices in the size range under consideration—Burroughs Corp.—and the display is the 0.2-in.
Panaplex II, made by the Electronic Components division, Mt. Bethel, N.J. (Fig. 2). This lack of second
sources, which characterizes much of the display business except for LEDs, is much mentioned by LED manufacturers as apoint to ponder.
Whereas small LED displays come in packages of
three, four, or five digits that can be stacked, end to end,
in various combinations to produce almost any size dis-

2. Panaplex II. Burroughs' solution to the one-digit- per- bottle problem of its Nixie tubes is this multi-digit planar gas- discharge package. Corresponding cathodes of each seven- segment digit are inter1. Efficiency booster. Light-emitting diodes are more efficient at

connected by a buried conducting layer, making strobed operation

high drive levels than low. Therefore, power consumption can be re-

essential. Each digit has its own anode— a transparent conducting

duced by operating the LEDs with large pulses of short duration.

layer of tin oxide deposited on the inside of the front plate.
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4. Closing the gap. Old-style LEDs used two chips in series and
produced a gappy-looking character ( a). New type uses a single
small chip and adiffusing light pipe to save material ( b).

3. Easy on the eyes. The electrons that are emitted by the filament
of the vacuum fluorescent tube are attracted to the phosphor- coated
anodes, which then glow with apleasant, soft bluish-green light.

play, the 0.2-in. Panaplex II is less flexible. The choice is
nine or ten digits, period. Obviously, this display is
aimed primarily at one market—hand-held calculators—
although a frequency counter could presumably also
use it to advantage.
What the Panaplex display has going for it is low cost
and apleasing appearance. An overwhelming majority
of the display users interviewed for this report stated
that both they and their customers preferred the appearance of planar gas-discharge displays to that of
LEDs. Perhaps underlying this subjective preference for
gas-discharge displays is the fact that they produce light
over a fairly broad range of wavelengths in the redorange region of the spectrum. Thus, they can be filtered to produce various shades of amber, orange, and
red, and few if any people have trouble seeing them.
Comparing costs is made difficult by the fact that
small digits are almost always used in high-volume applications, where prices are negotiated on an individual
basis. Nevertheless, it can be stated with some confidence that, in lots of 100,000, the gas-discharge display
sells for about $ 1.00 a digit, while the LED costs more
like $ 1.35 to $ 1.60 a digit. Of course, what the user is
really interested in is the total cost of the display, including limiting resistors, decoder/driver, power supplies, etc. It is even more difficult to evaluate the
tradeoffs in this area, but it can at least be noted that
gas-discharge devices, while they operate at very low
currents (on the order of 300 microamperes), need supply voltages on the order of 200 V. Thus, at the least, the
cost of asimple dc-dc converter must be included in the
price comparison.
Gas-discharge devices work well over quite a broad
range of temperatures, but two low-temperature effects
are worth noting. First, the voltage required to ionize
the gas and start it conducting increases somewhat, es-
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pecially in the dark. Thus it's possible for amarginally
designed power supply operating off a cold battery to
lose its zip just when the display needs it most.
The second effect is related to lifetime. Gas-discharge
devices are generally regarded as having lifetimes in excess of 100,000 hours. Behind this respectable number is
a tiny amount of mercury vapor that's added to the
panel's neon gas to inhibit sputtering of the cathode
metal. (The mechanism behind this inhibition is not
well understood, but John Pittman, manager of product
marketing at Burroughs Corp., favors the explanation
that the mercury vapor shortens the mean free path of
the neon ions in the tube and hence reduces their ability
to erode the cathode.) At low temperatures, the vapor
pressure of the mercury is reduced, and so is its protective action. The effect becomes noticeable at about 0° C
and is so pronounced at -20° C that the display then
acts as if it had no mercury at all. Translated into lifetime terms, this can mean areduction of 200:1, or from
100,000 hours to 500 hours. Of course, the panel and the
circuitry it's mounted with are self-heating to some extent, so that ambient temperature and device temperature are not going to be the same. Nevertheless, an external heater may be required under some extremely
cold conditions. This is no doubt out of the question in
small-display applications, but it is apossible approach
when larger displays are used.
One final problem that sometimes comes up with gasdischarge devices, regardless of size, is noise. Both the
switching transients generated by the display's drivers
and rf noise generated by the gas itself must be considered. If the circuitry near the display is strictly digital, as
in a calculator, noise will probably not be a problem.
But if the display is being used in asensitive receiver or
alow-level-signal generator, shielding will be essential.
And the cost of shielding may well tip the budget balance in favor of some other display technology.
A fluorescent

future

One display that has been omitted from this discussion so far is the vacuum fluorescent tube. The trouble
with these devices in their small, multidigit form is that
they are made only in Japan. And while the Japanese
are turning out something like 2.5 million to 3million
digits per month, their calculator industry is demanding
over 4million digits. So very few such digits are available for use in the United States.
This situation will not last indefinitely, however. The
Japanese are increasing capacity by building plants in
Korea and Taiwan, and domestic manufacturers of
single-digit vacuum fluorescent tubes are tooling up to
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5. No gaps. Sperry's planar gas-discharge display is packaged so
that all segments of all digits are accessible. Corners of seven-segment digits appear to fuse, eliminating gaps at corners.

make calculator displays. Industry insiders expect the
present shortage to end in about September, and what
will happen to prices at that time is anybody's guess.
So, recognizing that this is to discuss atechnology not
yet generally available in small sizes, let's examine the
characteristics of the vacuum fluorescent display. Basically, the device consists of avacuum container with
seven anodes and a filament. The anodes, which are
each coated with aphosphor, are arranged in the standard, planar seven-segment format. The filament, which
is so fine it's almost invisible, is placed between the
viewer and the anodes ( Fig. 3).
In operation, the filament is heated to just below incandescence so that it remains invisible, and apositive
voltage between 12 and 25 V is applied to the anodes to
make them glow. Although the filament of a half-inch
tube might take 40 milliamperes at 1.5 v, this current
need not be switched. What must be switched are the
anode currents, and as these are on the order of hundreds of microamperes, mos compatibility is obtained.
To save power in portable instrumentation, the filament
can be connected to apress-to-read switch.
Pricing of the vacuum fluorescent display is uncertain
in light of the Japanese position. Before the "Nixon
shock" and the recent dollar devaluation, small displays
were selling for as little as 85e adigit in large quantities.
The price has certainly gone up somewhat since then.
The large single-digit-per-bottle displays, which
range in size from 0.25 in. to 0.6 in. in standard sizes,
are more expensive. Prices run between $3 and $4 a
digit in small quantities, dropping to about $ 1.65 adigit
in quantities of 100,000.
When it comes to operating temperature range, the
vacuum fluorescent device leaves little to be desired. A
nominal range of - 55° C to + 100° C should cover just
about all real applications situations.
Ruggedness and reliability are another matter. Some
detractors point to the thin filaments as a weak spot.
Supporters, on the other hand, argue that the extremely
light mass of a fine filament allows it to take an
enormous acceleration without strain. Furthermore,
some manufacturers—Tung- Sol, for example, the Livingston, N.J., division of Wagner Electric Corp.—use
two filaments per tube, so that the failure of one does
not cause failure of the whole device.
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6. Old reliable. The shaped-character gas-discharge glow tube,
better known as the Nixie, has been around for over 15 years. Some
units have logged over 100,000 hours of continuous operation.

The expected lifetime of avacuum fluorescent display
is about 20,000 hours. At this point brightness will be
down to half of its initial level. If amore liberal definition of lifetime is used, as is done with other technologies where inability to read the device is taken as
the definitive symptom of death, much larger numbers .
—in excess of 100,000 hours—can be generated.
A big plus for the vacuum fluorescent display is its
color—asoft bluish green. Not only is this very easy on
the eyes and very easy to see, but its spectrum is broad
enough for it to be able to be filtered into just about any
color except deep red.
Some potential users have rejected fluorescent displays because of optical hot spots on the segments. Such
a consideration does not affect readability, but it may
turn some people off.
One final point, courtesy of Dick Du Bois of Tung-Sol
who introduced the vacuum fluorescent tube at the 1967
SID symposium: driving the vacuum fluorescent display
in astatic mode is easy, but multiplexing it may require
some tricks in the drive circuitry and should be approached cautiously.
In the middle range
In the medium-size range, covering roughly Vs- to 1
2/
in. characters, the picture is much broader and more
complicated. Just about every display technology can
compete economically someplace in this region, and applications include just about everything except the very
small hand-held calculator or instrument.
With LEDs, arevolution has just taken place in the 1
/4
in. characters. Until very recently, the segments of
GaAsP LED displays of this size and larger were made
of two or more sub-segments. The aim was to decrease
the amount of semiconductor material needed by adding small gaps as inoffensively as possible. In the popular configuration of Fig. 4a, this entails connecting two
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diodes in series for every segment in the display. But labor costs are increased, reliability is decreased for the
same reason, and appearance suffers.
The solution, which has been used with gallium-phosphide displays for several years now, is to replace each
of the multi-diode segments by asingle diffusing plastic
bar illuminated from behind by a single tiny semiconductor chip (see "LED displays mount new attack," Electronics, March 15, p. 65). If the optical interface between the chip and the plastic bar is properly made, a
great increase in light-gathering efficiency can result.
The benefits that then accrue are impressive: areduction of material usage of up to 85%, a halving of the
number of dice to be put down, ahalving of the number
of bonds to be made, and asignificant reduction in the
amount of heat to be dissipated in the package. All of
these factors combine to lower costs, and the last three

also directly increase reliability. Further, the soft glow
of the wide plastic segments is much more pleasing to
the eye than the older brilliant thin line.
Above the 1
/4
in, character level, LEDS grow rapidly
less attractive. Costs soar because of the increase in material, and appearance suffers because of the attempts to
save material. Power consumption also goes up from
200 milliwatts per digit for the new 1
/4
in. softlight LEDs
to about 500 mw / digit for the 0.6-in, units and to over a
watt for large dot matrix displays.
Not even the most die-hard LED supporter claims that
these devices can compete on an economic basis for
character sizes above about VIin. today. What they do
claim is that the devices provide the ultimate in ruggedness and reliability, as well as minimum size and compatibility with a5-v supply.
A display that does compete economically in this size

How liquid-crystal displays work
There are two kinds of liquid-crystal display. Each consists of two parallel glass plates, with conductive coatings
on their inner surfaces and a drop of liquid-crystal material sandwiched between them.
In the dynamic-scattering display, anormally clear material becomes turbid when a current flows through it. In
the field-effect type, the material either does or does not
rotate the plane of polarization of the polarized light passing through it, depending upon whether or not avoltage
is applied across it.
Dynamic-scattering displays are by far the more popular (Fig. A). They have two requirements: the liquid crystal must exhibit negative dielectric anistropy—that is, its
dielectric dipole moment must have a larger component
perpendicular to the molecular axis of the rod-shaped liquid crystal than parallel to it— and it must conduct enough
current to produce a readable display. This requires doping of the material since the pure chemical typically has a
resistivity on the order of 1012 ohm-cm and resistivities of
108 to 10 11 ohm-cm are needed.
As usual in engineering, choosing the doping level involves a tradeoff, for, while increased doping improves
contrast ratio and redtices response time, it reduces the
material's operating temperature range, and the lowered
resistivity increases power consumption.
Operation may be in either the reflective or transmissive modes. In both cases, the front plate of the display is coated with a conductive transparent material,

usually indium oxide, in a seven-segment or other pattern. The back plate may have either atransparent or reflective conductive coating depending upon whether the
display is transmissive or reflective.
In the field-effect display ( Fig. B), the basic package is
placed between a pair of polarizers. In addition, prior to
assembly, the inner surfaces of the front and back plates
are treated by being rubbed in two directions orthogonal
to each other. This causes the molecules of the liquid
crystal to line up along one face of the display cell at right
angles with the alignment adopted by the molecules
along the opposite face, and to experience a gradual
twist with distance from one plate to the other.
The dimensions of the twist are much greater than the
wavelengths of visible light, so that polarized light entering the display follows the twist of the material and
emerges parallel to the rubbing direction of the second
face. The key to the operation of the field-effect display is
that the material untwists under the influence of an applied electrical field, and thus can no longer cause rotation of the plane of polarization of light passing through it.
In the case of a transmissive display, the polarizers
would be oriented parallel to each other, leaving the display dark when no field is applied, and turning bright
when a voltage is present. For a reflective display,
crossed polarizers would be used, and adiffuse reflector
would be placed behind the rear polarizer. This display is
normally bright but turns dark with an electric field.
POLARIZING
FILTER

BACK PLATE
FRONT PLATE

BACK PLATE

FRONT PLATE

SPACER
IABOUT 10 TO 15 MICRONS)
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7. The brightest. Where high ambient-light levels are expected, the
directly viewed filament display can't be beaten. This RCA Numitron
can be made visible under 10,000 foot candles of Pumination.

arena is the planar gas-discharge type. In the '4- to 1
2/
in.
range under consideration, there are two types to consider, each being asingle-source proprietary product.
Larger gas-discharge units

consider this of great importance, others do not. The
real question is: what does the customer think?
Appearance and packaging flexibility aside, the
Sperry and Panaplex displays are very similar. For both
displays, power consumption is on the order of
35 mw/digit for the smaller size and 80 mw / digit for
the larger. Both require high-voltage power supplies,
and both use mercury vapor to get lifetimes in excess of
100,000 hours. As was noted earlier, the protective action of the mercury is severely degraded at low temperatures.
Another point to be borne in mind about mercury vapor is that it's very toxic. Should either of these displays
break while operating, asmall amount of mercury vapor would be released. Though that would be no problem under normal conditions, in aclosed environment,
like asubmarine, it could be very dangerous.
One final minor drawback of gas-discharge devices is
in the area of brightness control. Brightness can be altered over arange of about 5:1 by adjusting the current
through the device. Any greater adjustment must be
made by operating the display in a pulsed or strobed
mode and varying the duty cycle. For laboratory instruments, this consideration is of little significance. For an
automobile dashboard, it may be crucial.
No discussion of gas-discharge devices would be complete without some mention of Burroughs' venerable
Nixie tube (Fig. 6). Unlike the gas-discharge panels, the
Nixie uses a separate cathode for each character. The
cathodes are stacked, one behind the other, in a glass
envelope. The advantage of this arrangement is that
each character is well shaped. The disadvantage is arestricted viewing angle caused by the non-zero depth of
the stack of cathodes.
Because they are packaged one digit per bottle, Nixies occupy more space and cost more money than multidigit devices. On the plus side, however, some instrument makers find that the Nixie can save costs in
assembly because it can plug directly into the instrument's main mother board, when other displays would
require aseparate board and wiring. So although Nixies
and their look-alikes do seem to be on the way out, they
aren't dead yet. And the wise designer will not fail to
consider them in any new design he's planning.

Burroughs' Panaplex II, already mentioned, also
comes in the larger sizes of 0.25 in. and 0.4 in. High-volume prices for this product are not published, but one
example may give an idea of the kind of economic
muscle this technology can wield: a 16-digit, 1
/4
in.
Panaplex II Panel sells today in quantities of 100,000
for 90$ adigit. The key parameter in this equation is the
16 digits; since the manufacturing costs of a Panaplex
panel are not seriously affected by the number of digits,
the digit price goes down as the number of digits goes
up. This is unlike LED displays, where the cost is determined primarily by materials.
A major disadvantage of Panaplex II, for anyone but
acalculator or counter manufacturer, is the fact that its
smallest package contains eight digits—awaste if you're
only trying to build a 31
/2
digit voltmeter. Also, PanaIn favor of filaments
plex II must be strobed, as all of the like segments of the
various digits are connected internally.
In applications where very high ambient light levels
Both of these problems are overcome by the Sperry are expected, one readout device ranks supreme—the
planar gas-discharge display (Fig. 5). This display is directly viewed filament display (Fig. 7). Like LEDs,
packaged in groups of 11
/,2, 21
2
/,and 3 digits, and all these displays typically operate off a 5-v supply, and
2
segments of all digits are brought out on individual like LED displays of comparable size, they use quite a
pins. Made by Sperry Information and Displays divi- bit of power—say, 0.5 to 1watt per character for the 0.6sion, Scottsdale, Ariz., the display comes in two stan- in. size. Unlike LEDs, however, directly viewed filaments
dard character heights-0.33 in. and 0.55 in. ( Recently never wash out, even in direct sunlight. It may take
the company announced anew 1
/4
in, display that looks some fancy filtering, including the use of circular polarimore like Panaplex than the main Sperry line; it comes zers, to do it, but afilament display can be made easily
nine digits to the package and sells for $ 1.75 adigit in legible in an airplane cockpit flying above the clouds,
quantities of 1,000.)
where the ambient light level by day is on the order of
In addition to its more flexible paskaging arrange10,000 foot candles.
ment, the Sperry display has one other unique and atAnother way in which filaments differ from both
tractive feature: although made of seven segments each,
LEDs and gas-discharge devices is in their spectral conits characters appear to be all of apiece—no gaps show tent. Since the light source is a glowing filament, the
up at the junctions of the segments. Many designers output spectrum is broad and continuous. Virtually any
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color can be obtained by simply filtering out the unwanted components. These two areas—high brightness
.
and great color flexibility—are the two most outstanding
features of the directly viewed filament.
Cost has been anegative factor for quite awhile, although RCA Corp.'s Electronic Components division,
Harrison, N.J., recently announced price cuts on its Numitron line of displays that lower the cost to $ 1.95 each
without the decimal point and $ 2.10 each with the decimal point— both figures for quantities of 10,000 or more.
The RCA Numitron is packaged in astandard receiving-tube envelope and suffers the drawbacks of size and
fragility to be expected from such adevice. Drop aNumitron onto aconcrete floor and it will probably break.
But Pinlites, the Fairfield, N.J., division of Rejac Technology Development Corp., uses a much smaller, flatter, more expensive package that has the additional advantage of extreme ruggedness. The package consists of
a metal header with a glass window sealed onto one
face. Hurling this device against abrick wall has no bad
effects unless, as ill luck would have it, asmall projection comes squarely into contact with the glass window.
The price of this ruggedness can be considerable,
however. A 5/16-in, digit sells for over $6 in quantities

up to 10,000. And aminiature 3/16-in, display can cost
$18 each in similar quantities. Pinlites' new DipLite
package knocks the cost down to $3.45 adigit, and provides pin-for-pin compatibility with MAN 1and other
popular LED displays. Incandescent costs, then, would
seem to be higher than the competition but showing a
downward trend unexpected in atechnology as old as a
glowing filament.
The association of seven-segment filament displays
with ordinary household lamps has another unfortunate
connotation. Light bulbs burn out, goes the reasoning;
so incandescent displays are unreliable. What's omitted
from this equation is the fact that ordinary light bulbs
operate at temperatures on the order of 2,000° to
2,500°K, while filament displays operate in the range of
1,200 to 1,400°K. This difference translates into an average life expectancy of over 100,000 hours for afilament
display. Furthermore, despite the apparent fragility of
fine filaments, these devices are routinely used in aircraft cockpits and on board ships where vibration requirements are fairly stiff.
There's one more plus—and a possible minus— for
directly viewed filament displays. The plus is the operating temperature range: anything from - 50°C to

NOTES:
1. ALL RESISTORS ± 5%, 1/4 WATT
2. ALL DIODES ARE TYPE 1N270
3.

R2 = 1000 OHMS

4. R3 = 2400 OHMS
5. VeB = +5.25 VOLTS

8. Fall-safe. This circuit monitors the current through those segments of aNumitron display whose failure could cause ambiguity. lf the segment opens, the circuit blanks the entire digit. Segments whose failure would cause an obvious distortion are not monitored.
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+ 125°C causes no problems, and it's probably possible
to go alot further if there's any point to it.
The minus is the possibility of afilament burning out
and causing an incorrect reading. One way to deal with
this possibility is to periodically check the display by
means of a "display test" button. More positive action
would be the incorporation of afail-safe circuit into the
display design. Such acircuit ( Fig. 8) completely blanks
the digit being displayed if any of its segments should
fail and cause ambiguities.
Hope of the future
Whenever the subject of display devices comes up,
sooner or later the conversation turns to liquid crystals.
These devices, many people agree, are the displays of
the future. Their cost is potentially extremely low, they
use very little power ( in the reflective mode), and they
are directly compatible with mos circuits. The problems
with these devices have included limited lifetime, limited temperature range, unattractive appearance, and
sluggish response on turn-off. The question facing the
designer today is how soon these problems will be
solved.
According to Zoltan J. Kiss, president of Optel Corp.
in Princeton, N. J., lifetime need not be short. All that is
required to give a liquid-crystal display long life, says
Kiss, is: the use of only highly purified materials, atruly
hermetically sealed package, and operation from a
purely ac drive source. Making atrue hermetic seal on a
liquid-crystal package isn't easy because the high temperatures needed to make the seal will easily destroy the
liquid-crystal material. Optel's solution is to metalize
the edges of the glass cover plate that is to be sealed
onto the rest of the package—ahigh-temperature operation that can be carried out before the liquid crystal
comes into the picture. Then, after the chemical has
been added and the package assembled, an rf heating
technique is used to selectively heat only the metalized
portions of the package, leaving the rest of the glass and
the liquid-crystal material relatively cool.
Ac-only operation means designing special ics whose
outputs have no net dc component. If an existing circuit
must be redesigned to accomplish this, it can be expen-

9. Housing. Reflective liquid- crystal displays of the dynamic- scattering type can be difficult to read because of specular reflections.
But proper mounting can make them quite good-looking.
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sive, but if it's anew design, then the extra cost is negligible, Kiss says. Kiss is confident that his displays will
have alifetime of five to 10 years; he has close to three
years of nonaccelerated life-test data so far.
Expansion of the limited temperature range, however
awaits the development of better materials. Until they
are developed, extreme temperatures will make liquid
crystals unsuitable for certain applications. The picture
at present isn't as bad as some people think, however.
Digilin Inc. of Glendale, Calif., for example, is currently
making and selling adigital panel meter with aliquidcrystal readout. The operating temperature range of the
device is 0° to 70°C. That upper end figure is probably
good enough for most conceivable applications, but the
low end leaves something to be desired.
One way of improving the low-end performance is to
go to the newer field-effect liquid crystals instead of the
older dynamic-scattering type (see "How liquid-crystal
displays work," p. 95). At present, field-effect displays
work reasonably well down to about - 10°C. It's tough to
give an exact figure because these displays simply get
slower and slower as the temperature drops.
The look of liquid crystals
As far as appearance is concerned, there are four different "looks" that aliquid-crystal display can have, depending upon whether it's a field-effect or dynamicscattering unit, and upon whether it is operated in a
transmissive or reflective mode.
In the reflective mode—where the display has no internal light source, but simply selectively reflects ambient lighting— the dynamic-scattering liquid-crystal display has a problem with specular reflections. The
display looks like amirror except at those places where
asegment of acharacter is to appear; and there it takes
on a milky whiteness. Under normal lighting, this is a
difficult display to read. However, if the display can be
mounted in a housing with a dull black inside finish
(Fig. 9), the mirror will reflect the dull black background, and apleasant white-on-black look is obtained.
The reflective field-effect display has no such problem
because its back reflector is made deliberately diffuse to
make sure the light it reflects is not polarized. Thus, the
display presents dark characters on a dull white background. Its appearance is quite good when it is viewed
head on, but because the polarizers in the display cannot be mounted directly on the liquid crystal, parallax

10. Power saver. This Tekelec digital panel meter uses afield-effect
liquid-crystal display. Although it requires backlighting, it only needs
a0.5- watt bulb to obtain an excellent contrast ratio.
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11. Light wester. Much of the light emitted by adynamic- scattering
liquid-crystal display is wasted when it's used in a transmissive
mode; therefore, afairly bright light source is needed behind it.

problems creep in when the viewer is significantly off
axis.
In the transmissive mode—that is, when the display is
backlit by a lamp of some sort—both types of liquidcrystal readout produce glowing characters on a dark
background. The field-effect device excels in this mode
because it acts as a simple shutter and can get good
character definition with only a small bulb behind it
(Fig. 10).
The transmissive dynamic-scattering display is a bit
more complicated. In its unenergized state, this display
is transparent, developing scattering sites in regions
where it is excited. To effectively "hide" the illumination source from the eye of a viewer, the source is
placed off to one side and behind the display (Fig. 11)
and alight-directing film—asort of miniature, solid, Venetian blind—is used to make the lamp invisible except
from an extreme viewing angle. When asegment of this
display is energized, it scatters light in all directions and
thus becomes visible from the front. Because only a
small fraction of the lamp's output is scattered toward
the observer, this type of display needs a much more
powerful lamp than the field-effect type.
Liquid crystals are slow devices and will never compete with LEDs in high-speed data communications.
When used as displays, however, all they have to compete with is the human eye. And with turn-on times typically on the order of 5 milliseconds, this half of the
problem isn't a problem. The turn-off time is the
trouble, because instead of being driven to aparticular
state, as happens when it turns on, the liquid crystal is
now simply relaxing into its normal state. This can easily take about 100 ms—adiscernible length of time.
Eventually this problem will be solved by the development of better liquid-crystal materials. In the meantime, the solution is simply to drive the display off just
as it was driven on. What's needed here is ahigh-frequency erasing field of several kilohertz. With this approach, the turn-off time becomes about the same as the
turn-on time—about 5ms.
With these solutions in hand, all that's left are considerations of size, cost, power consumption, brightness,
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12. Low cost. The transmissive dynamic-scattering liquid- crystal
display in this Digilin digital panel meter costs only a dollar per digit.
And the economies of truly high-volume production still lie ahead.

supply voltage, and so on—in other words, the things
that make liquid crystals very attractive.
Since a liquid-crystal display is essentially two flat
glass plates with a little chemical compound between
them, the cost is low and not very dependent upon size.
Kiss of Optel says that, in the 10,000 to 100,000 quantity range today, a liquid-crystal display should cost
anywhere from $ 1to $ 1.50 adigit. He doesn't mention
size because he says it doesn't matter, at least for characters up to several inches high. E. B. Hibbs Jr., president of Digilin, confirms this price information. His
company is currently paying SI adigit for the display
used in its digital panel meter and made by American
Micro-systems, Santa Clara, Calif. (Fig. 12).
In power consumption the liquid-crystal display
stands alone. Where other technologies talk of tens or
hundreds of milliwatts, aliquid-crystal display uses only
microwatts of power. A complete electronic wristwatch
with c-mos circuitry and areflective liquid-crystal display uses less than 20 a.
In brightness, the liquid-crystal display is the only
real challenger to the incandescent display. The reason,
of course, is that the liquid crystal is an optical judo
player—it uses the enemy's strength against him. As the
ambient lighting increases, so does the readability of the
liquid-crystal display.
A corollary of this is that areflective liquid crystal is
about as easy to read in the dark as anewspaper. Some
form of illumination must be provided and, depending
upon the application, this may knock the power consumption completely out of the running. Of course, it's
always possible to provide alamp that's only turned on
when it's needed.
Last, but not least, the liquid-crystal display is the
only type today that is completely compatible with mos
circuitry and needs no other power supplies to drive it.
Dynamic-scattering liquid-crystal displays today run
very nicely off 13 V—avoltage that ac-mos circuit can
easily drive—and drive levels as low as 6to 7v are possible. For field-effect devices, the range is more like
1.5 v to 6 V. Thus, this display technology is directly
compatible with both bipolar and mos circuits.
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Teaming ascope and counter
clears up ambiguities
This combination of instruments, which displays what signals are triggering
the counter, can check frequencies, parts of waveforms, pulse widths,
timing between pulses, and bursts; the setup can also count errors
by Neil A. Robin,

Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore

El Most engineers have probably

pulse width and timing between
connected a counter to a circuit
two pulses, measure bursts, and
at one time or another and found
count errors. The user enjoys an
more than one stable answer.
added measure of confidence
There's something wrong, but the
when he can see on a scope the
question is—where?
true representation of the signals
The problem probably isn't in
in these situations.
the counter, but in certain charFigure 1, an example of a freacteristics of the signal that cause
quency measurement with the
the counter's trigger circuits to
Schmitttrigger output displayed,
fire at the wrong time. It would
shows how misleading an answer
help to be able to see what the
can be. It's one thing to know
signal looks like, and more imthere is something wrong, but
portantly, to understand how the
with the scope display, the user
counter's trigger circuits recogcan see what's going on and
nize it.
make adjustments to correct the
One of the best ways to solve
misleading counter reading.
this problem for most counter
Selective measurements are
measurements is to use adual- trace oscilloscope to dis- also easier to set up by combining the dualtrace oscilloplay certain signals from the counter, along with the inscope with the counter. When the user wants to check a
put signal. There isn't much of aproblem with an ideal
particular segment of the waveform with the counter,
source, such as a signal generator, but most measurethe scope is almost amust because it can verify the part
ments are far from ideal. In addition, counter specifica- of the waveform actually being measured. The upper
tions usually cover sensitivity, bandwidth, and impedtrace in Fig. 2 is from a timedivision- multiplex (rpm)
ance, but the engineer doesn't always know his pulse-width- modulation ( Pwm) system. If the width of
counter's overdrive characteristics or what happens un- the third pulse is to be measured, the digital counter is
der certain noise conditions.
"armed" by the delayedsweep gate, shown as an intenFor example, an input signal may have an amplitude sified zone. A glance at the lower trace, representing the
of 11 volts peak-to- peak with asignal-to-noise ratio of
counter-gating response, verifies that the measurement
40 decibels. If the counter has asensitivity of 100 milli- is, in fact, being made during the third pulse interval.
volts peak-to- peak, the counter will be sensitive enough
Not all counters have these signals available at the
to respond to the noise, as the noise level equals 110 mv
rear panel. For those that do, delays between input sigpeak-to-peak. The net result can be aserious malfunc- nal and counter signal should be matched when
tion of the counter.
presented to the oscilloscope.
Whether dealing with random or synchronous noise
Using the scope's delayed-sweep gate
or using the instrument in frequency- or time-measurement mode, the net result of the reading can vary conThe delayed-sweep gate of adual- time- base oscillo.siderably. One example is ringing on the baseline, scope is auseful signal that can be applied to counters.
which may be greatly exaggerated in the counter's trig- In most such oscilloscopes, the first time base is called
ger circuits, thanks to the counter's sensitivity. Such er- the main, or delaying, sweep. This is the normal sweep
rors can be overcome by adding a dual-trace oscillo- used for the majority of applications. The other time
scope to the counter.
base is derived from the delayed sweep, which obtains
For measuring frequency, the Schmitt trigger of the its trigger from acomparator circuit on the main sweep.
counter would be valuable as awaveform. In time-meaWhen the comparison voltage and the sawtooth voltsurement modes, the counter gate would be effective. age of the main sweep reach equal magnitudes, acomThis dynamic combination can selectively measure part parator circuit either triggers the delayed sweep to beof awaveform, use the delayed-sweep gate to measure
gin at that time or allows it to accept atrigger pulse that
100
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starts it from that period of time. Thus, by changing the
comparison through the front-panel control, it is possible to "walk" the start of the delayed sweep across the
entire width of the interval of the delaying sweep.
The delayed-sweep gate is the logic signal that corresponds in time to the interval of the delayed sweep. It is
used to unblank the CRT trace internally whenever the
delayed sweep is used, but it is often available externally, as well. On some scopes, its magnitude is + 5
volts unterminated, about + 0.5 V into a 50-ohm load.
The low state is about 0V.
Now the measurement in Fig. 2becomes clearer. The
figure shows aTDM/PWM telemetry signal. Each pulse
represents an individual channel of information, and its
width represents the analog magnitude of the modulating voltage for that channel.
To measure the width of the third pulse by adigital
time- interval counter, the main sweep for the scope
must first be synchronized with the framing pulse of the
telemetry signal so that it's possible to display the various channels of the signals at fixed points on the CRT.
By running the delay-time control of adelayed-sweep
time base over to apoint just ahead of the third pulse of
the sequence, it's possible to start the counter just before
that pulse; that is, if the counter has the correct input
circuits to perform this type of measurement. This requires a counter that can be armed by using the delayed-sweep gate to accept an input signal.
This arming method adds visual control to the measurement, while retaining the full accuracy of the
counter. For long intervals, analog methods of measuring time cannot compare to this digital method.
In addition, the intensification of the trace, caused by
the delayed sweep gate in Fig. 2, makes it easier to locate the gate's position. Because the start point of the
delayed sweep is arbitrarily selected by the delay-time
control, it's just as easy to select any other pulse. In any
case, the feedback to ensure that the measurement was
made in the correct place is the gating response of the
counter, shown as the lower trace on the CRT.
The example of measurement by a delayed-sweep
gate covers asignal only four channels long. For asignal containing hundreds of channels, lining up all the
pulses on one trace of the CRT would create a mean-

ingless blur. Instead, digital delay by events-counting
can be aworthwhile means to measure some characteristic of along sequence of pulses. The idea is to count
out the prescribed number of pulses to be measured to
the starting point.
For example, Fig. 3shows along sequence of pulses
for which the time elapses between two specific but nonconsecutive pulses. This is shown at the top of Fig. 3.
The middle trace (counter gate) has revealed that the
counter has indeed measured the elapsed time between
the two nonconsecutive pulses. The procedure is
similar to that of Fig. 2, but here aplug-in digital-delay
unit is used to delay the main sweep starting point.
The technique demonstrated in Figs. 2and 3suggests
another advantage in using the delayed-sweep gate to
control counter measurements. Because the width of
this gate and its corresponding sweep length are continuously adjustable, both the start and stop points of the
digital time-interval counter can be armed, thus providing a selective window for making a measurement at
any point desired, which can be identified on the scope.
To take advantage of this technique, it's necessary to
have acounter that is designed to accept apositive signal for arming the start point and anegative signal for
the stop. This means when the delayed-sweep gate triggers alogic 1, the counter is armed for anew measurement, and when the gate flips to logic 0, the counter accepts a stop pulse. Thus, the variable width of the
delayed-sweep gate gives added control.
This feature is especially important when the logic of
conventional universal-counter timers is not adequate
to perform an elapsed-time measurement. For example,
in Fig. 3, one pulse in the measurement is ignored. This
is because the width of the delayed-sweep gate is wide
enough to prevent arming of the stop circuits until after
this ignored pulse has passed. The width of the delayedsweep gate is adjustable so that it can determine start
and stop points, as in Fig. 3. Here again, the scope
shows exactly what the counter is measuring—that is,
that the counter is ignoring one pulse.
Besides the capability to arm acounter for time-interval measurements, the technique can determine the frequency and period of waveforms. An example is burst
measurements. Many electronic systems contain keyed

1. Counter ring ng. A lower trace, left, represents response of counter Schmitt trigger to the upper trace, and the frequency count2,233.16 kHz— is steady, but incorrect, because of double counting caused by the counter's sensitivity. After the trigger level disappears, and
the reading at the right- 1,116.62 kHz— is correct.
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2. Armed for counting. To measure width of third pulse, digital
counter is armed by delayed- sweep gate ( intensified zone). Lower
trace represents counter's gating response, which verifies measurement is made during third pulse interval.

tones or keyed rf signals, and it is often necessary to
know the frequency of the signal during the burst interval. Frequency measurement by conventional digital
counting is not always effective for this type of signal
because the duration of the burst is usually too short.
Computing counters of various degrees of sophistication that can measure the period of the signal and
compute the frequency have been on the market for
several years. Not all can be armed, however. For those
with arming capability, adual-trace oscilloscope makes
this type of measurement and computation comparatively simple. In the typical situation shown in Fig. 4.
the counter is armed well into the burst interval. This
helps to prevent any distortion of the signal at the turnon point from causing afalse answer. Of course, the period can be averaged, so long as the measurement is terminated before the end of the burst interval.
Another handy task the delayed-sweep gate can perform is error-counting. If the counter is gated to accept
an input signal for the width of the delayed gate, it is
possible to count events that occur during this interval.
This is agood feature when not only the number of error pulses is important, but also their timing.
Various comparison measurements can also be made
by measuring the width of the delayed-sweep gate with
the digital counter and displaying the counter-gate signal on the screen. This technique doesn't have nearly
the accuracy potential of the arming methods, but it is
convenient, and the results are probably better than
those obtained by simply reading divisions off the graticule, which may introduce errors caused by horizontal
time-base nonlinearity.
A slightly different approach is to measure adigital
time interval from the sawtooth waveform of the sweep.
The start and stop points can be picked off independently and smoothly, since the ramp waveform has a
gradual slope. However, noise can be asignificant factor in determining the start and stop points accurately.
On most oscilloscopes, whenever the main sweep is
displayed and the delayed sweep is running, an intensified zone on the screen corresponds to the period during
which the delayed sweep coincides with the main or delaying sweep. Some users have contended that the Z-
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3. Good timing. For determining interval between two non-consecutive pulses, measurement is made from negative edge of first
pulse ( intensified) to positive edge of second pulse following. Answer. an average of 1,000 samples, is 11.922.26 ns.

500 mV

1.2314

100 lIS

4. In a burst. Upper trace represents a typical burst waveform. The
counter is armed to measure the period of the burst signal— answer,
an average of 100 periods, is 1.2314 microseconds.

axis modulation could show timing relationships when a
digital counter is used. However, this method is not advisable because of the signal delays involved. The vertical-amplifier signal usually travels through adelay line,
while that of the Z axis does not. Also the Z-axis bandwidth is usually far short of the vertical channel's bandwidth.
The scope as preamplifier
Many overlook the vertical amplifier section of an oscilloscope. On ascope equipped with avertical amplifier, it's often easy to connect acounter to the "vert sig
out" jack and take advantage of the much more sensitive unit that results. Typical output levels run about 0.5
V per division unloaded. With ahigh-gain vertical amplifier, net sensitivities of the counter will amount to 2
microvolts if the counter has abuilt-in sensitivity of 100
mv peak-to-peak.
In aplug-in oscilloscope, such as the Tektronix 7000
series, a counter-timer that is available can, when
plugged directly into the mainframe, route the preamplified vertical signal internally to the counter. Usually
referred to as the trigger-source signal, this signal triggers the horizontal time bases in the internal mode.
D
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Designer's casebook
making one of the transistors achip heater, by connecting its collector to the supply voltage. Whatever heat is
dissipated in this transistor heats the entire chip. A
fourth transistor, with a forward-biased baseemitter
junction, can then act as a chip-temperature sensor. It
will have asensitivity of about -2millivolts/°C. When
by Mahendra J. Shah
the heater/sensor arrangement is used with the temUniversity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
perature-compensated zener of (a), the array exhibits a
temperature coefficient of merely -3.1 ppm/°C from
33°C to 50°C.
Monolithic transistor arrays make handy temperatureBy adding temperature-reference and temperaturecompensating devices. For instance, a highly temperacontrol
functions to the array (compensated zener, chip
ture-stable zener reference can be realized by employheater, and chip sensor), ahighly stable zener reference
ing one of the transistors as a zener diode, a second
transistor as aconventional diode, athird transistor as a is formed. In (b), an integrated voltage regulator provides these temperature-reference and temperaturechip heater, and a fourth transistor as achip-temperacontrol functions with its internal voltage reference and
ture sensor.
error amplifier.
A typical transistor array is shown in (a), RCA'S model
The potentiometer sets the circuit's temperature-refCA3046. Only two of the five transistors are needed to
erence voltage, which is compared with the voltage deimplement a temperature-compensated zener diode,
veloped by the chip-temperature sensor (transistor Q4).
which is also shown in (a). It is obtained by reverseAny difference voltage between the two passes through
biasing the base-emitter junction of one transistor (Q3 is
the error amplifier before being applied to the chip
used here) and then temperature-compensating this device with the forward-biased base-emitter junction of a heater (transistor Q5). The heater then brings the chip
sensor to the temperature that is set up as the temperasecond transistor (Q2 here).
ture reference, keeping the temperature of the entire
Since all the transistors make good thermal contact
transistor array constant.
with each other, good temperature compensation is proThe zener reference circuit, which uses only one
vided. For a zener reference current of 200 micropower supply, offers atemperature coefficient of + 4.25
amperes, the two-transistor zener develops 7.83 volts
ppm/°C from 33°C to 50°C for zener current of 200 µA.
and has atemperature coefficient of + 196 ppm/°C.
(Transistor Qiof the array is not used.)
Even better temperature stability can be obtained by

Using transistor arrays
for temperature compensation

Thermostat on a chip. Integrated transistor array can be made to
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input of the op amp, causes the voltage that drives the
motor to be just enough higher than what should be
needed by an ideal motor to satisfy the armature and
sampling resistances. The over-all effect is the same as
driving an equivalent ideal direct-current motor from a
firm voltage source.
by Leland N. Van Allen
Ideas Inc., Beltsville, Md.
The circuit's supply voltages should be about 3volts
higher than the maximum voltage to be • applied to the
motor, but less than ±-22 v, unless adifferent op amp is
An ideal permanent-magnet dc motor (or one with a used. After a reasonable value is chosen for input reseparately excited field) rotates at aspeed that is deter- sistor RIN ,Say 10 kilohms, feedback resistor RF can be
mined solely by applied voltage and is independent of determined from:
motor load. This is the speed at which the back-emf
RF = Rnv(rpm)/kEIN
generated in the rotating armature just equals the ap- where k is the motor "tachometer" constant, expressed
plied voltage. Since an ideal motor has no armature in units of rpm per volt. :The value of this constant can
resistance, the current drawn can rise to any value nec- be found experimentally by driving the motor at a
essary to support the load.
known speed and measuring its open-circuit voltage.
But practical motors do have an armature resistance,
Next, areasonable value must be selected for the curwhich degrades their speed regulation with increasing rent-sampling resistor, Rs. To minimize power waste,
load. This problem can be solved by placing anegative resistor Rs should be considerably smaller than the arresistance that is exactly equal to the armature resist- mature resistance, RA—for example, RA/10 is a good
ance in series with the armature.
choice. The value of resistor RB can then be computed:
With the motor-control circuit in the diagram, motor
RB = RINRFRS/(RARIN - RSRF)
rpm is linearly related to input control voltage, no mat- Resistor RB determines the size of the negative resistter the size of motor load. A high-power operational ance that appears at the output of the op amp. Its value
amplifier is used to drive the motor, and positive cur- does not affect the motor's rpm-per-volt response.
rent feedback is used to create the necessary negative
Capacitor CF,which is determined experimentally to
resistance.
find the best choice of values, should be as large as posA current-proportional signal is obtained by inserting sible, but not so large that the motor responds
asmall sampling resistor, Rs, at the return side of the sluggishly. An RFC F time constant of 50 milliseconds
motor. This signal, which is applied to the noninverting should serve for most applications.

Dc motor control circuit
cancels armature resistance

Making motor response linear. Permanent-magnet dc motor rotates at rate that is linearly proportional to input control voltage, no matter
what the load is. This positive- feedback circuit generates a negative resistance that is equal to the motor's armature resistance, allowing the
motor's rpm- per-volt response to be independent of the load. A sampling resistor is used to get current feedback.
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Three- mode network
is filter or oscillator
by Michel Baril
University of Quebec, Montreal. Quebec, Canada

A triple-function circuit can be built with standard inexpensive components to operate as a bandpass filter, a
notch filter, or a sine-wave oscillator. The operating
mode is switch-selectable; the operating frequency
range is 1hertz to 20 kilohertz. Both of the filters can be
separately adjusted for Q and center frequency.
The circuit ( a) functions as a bandpass filter when
switch Si is in the FLTR position, switch S2 iS open, and
switch S3 is closed. A notch filter is obtained by keeping
Sun the FLTR position, closing S2, and opening 53.
There are three possible oscillator outputs, one at each
amplifier output; they are 180° out of phase with each
other. For the oscillator mode, switch Si is in the osc
position, switch S2 is open, and switch S3 is closed.
The basic functional block of circuit (a) is the phase
shifter shown in (b). The transfer function for this network is:
e
o/ei = ( 1- RCs)/(1 + RCs)
where s is the Laplace transform variable. Although
there is no attenuation, the output lags the input by an
angle that varies from 0 to ir as frequency increases
from zero to infinity. Cascading two of these blocks

yields aphase-shifter whose angle is adjustable from 0
to 2e. Its transfer function is:
e./ei = [( 1- RCs)/ ( 1 + RCs)1 2
When avoltage divider made up of resistors Ri and R2
is placed across the two blocks, as shown in (c), the
transfer function is modified to:
ec,/ei = Ri/(Ri + R2) + [ 112/(Ri + R2)]
[(1 - RCs)/ ( 1 + RCs)1 2
If R1 = R2, output voltage e
0 is aminimum (or equal to
zero) when the phase lag is ir.
When circuit (c) is used as the feedback element of an
operational amplifier, the transfer function becomes
that of abandpass filter:
e0 /e, = ( Ri + R2)/[111 + R2(1 - RCs)/(1+RCs)1 2
The resulting circuit is the one shown in (a). Amplifiers
A2 and A3 are the basic phase-shifters in the feedback
loop of amplifier Ai.If amplifier A3 is used as abuffer,
the circuit becomes anotch filter.
The Q factor of either the bandpass or the notch filter
can be adjusted by changing the ratio of Ri:R2 ( theoretically, Q =- 00 when Ri = R2). Filter center frequency
(f.) can be varied by changing the values of resistor R
and capacitor C:
f. = 1/(2eRC)
For the circuit to work as an oscillator, the non-inverting input of amplifier Ai must be grounded and resistor
Ri set equal to resistor R2. Again, the operating frequency is set by varying the values of resistor R and capacitor C.
Circuit performance depends principally on the amplifiers, rather than the passive components. It is not

Choice of functions. Circuit ( a) has three switch-selectable operating modes— it can be a bandpass filter, a notch filter, or a sine-wave oscillator. The three oscillator outputs differ in phase by 180°. Two of the phase shifters shown in ( b) are cascaded and, along with the voltage
divider formed by resistors R1 and
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R2,

placed in the feedback loop (c) of athird operational amplifier.
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necessary for resistor R or capacitor C to be precision
components; resistors having tolerances of ±5% will do.
And the resistor labeled 2R in the diagram can actually
be much larger than 2 x R without impairing the per-

formance of the
Q or to use the
resistors R1 and
ances as tight as

circuit. However, to get very high filter
circuit as an oscillator, voltage-divider
R2 must be precision parts, with toler±-1% or ±0.1%.
EJ

V goes high. Voltage BV then exceeds the gate threshold voltage (
VT), or:
V is greater than VT/B = VH
where VH represents the high voltage limit. The output
of gate G2 is low, and the lamp stays on. A logic 0is apby N.D. Thai
plied at both gate inputs if voltage V goes low. Voltage
Huntec Ltd., Toronto, Ont., Canada
AV is now smaller than the gate threshold voltage, or:
V is less than VT/A =
where VI,is the low voltage limit. The two NOR gates,
A single lamp can monitor an unregulated voltage, for resistor R,3,and capacitor C form aconventional astable
instance from abattery, indicating whether that voltage multivibrator that drives the lamp with asquare wave.
is high, low, or normal. For anormal voltage, the lamp The flashing frequency (assuming VT = VDD/2) is apstays off; for ahigh voltage, the lamp stays on; and for a proximately equal to:
low voltage, the lamp flashes on and off. The low and
f = 1/( 1.4)R3C
high voltage limits are independently settable, and the
When voltage V lies between the low and high limits
flashing frequency is also adjustable.
(that is, if voltage AV is greater than threshold VT and
Two complementary-mos NOR gates perform the voltage BV is less than threshold VT), a logic 1is aplogic for the circuit. The voltage applied to the input of plied to the input of gate G1,while alogic 0 is applied
gate G1 is AV, where A is aconstant determined by the
to the input of gate G2.The lamp remains off because
setting of potentiometer R1.Similarly, the voltage ap- the output of gate G1 is low and the output of gate G2 is
plied to the input of gate G2 is By, where B is acon- high.
EJ
stant determined by the setting of potentiometer R2.
Constant B is made larger than constant A.
Designer's casebook is aregular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thorA logic 1is applied to both gate inputs when voltage oughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published.

One lamp can monitor
battery voltage

Lighting the way. Single lamp indicates when unregulated ( battery) input voltage is low, high, or normal by flashing, remaining on, or remaining off. The low voltage limit, VL, is set by potentiometer RI,the high voltage limit, VH ,is set by potentiometer
determined by resistor

R3

R2,

and the flashing frequency is

and capacitor C. Complementary-Moe NOR gates are used as the logic elements in this voltage monitor.

LOW : V <LV

FLASHING

HIGH : V > VH
NORMAL : VI_ < V < VH
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Since 1962, Siliconix has evolved FET technology and applied it to
acomplete line of singles, duals, arrays, and ICs. So hat's new?

Switch 10 MHz Signals with
better than 60 dB OFF Isolation
The Siliconix DG181-DG191 family
of FET switch/IC drivers is wellsuited for processing high-frequency
signals, and is directly compatible
with most computer logic. FET
switch/monolithic driver
combinations are available in SPST,
SPDT, or DPST functions.

Features include:
• Constant ON resistance with signals to
± 10 V and 100 MHz
• 60 dB OFF isolation at 10 MHz with
75 11 load
II too and toff = 150 ns typical
• 1nA max ( 100 pA typical) leakage from
signal channel in either ON or OFF state.
100
•
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Switch OFF Isolation vs Frequency — DG181

DG181-DG191 Functional Diagrams

The key to this exceptional performance is
the Siliconix concept of monolithic driver
design, with careful attention to critical details
such as low driver output impedance.
DG181-DG191 driver (switch OFF) resistance

to ground is only 200SI, providing good a-c
by-pass on the FET switch gate. Contrast
this with other driver circuits with impedance
as high as 26 Mil, which adversely affect
isolation characteristics.

The DG181-DG191 series of FET analog switches is an ideal solution to most
switching problems. If your case is unique— and whose isn't—our applications
people are eager to help. For complete information
is

write for data
Applications Engineering (408) 246-8000, Ext. 501

Siliconix incorporated
2201 Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, California 95054
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Who's Been Building
Function Generators
Longer Than Anyone?
Like To Guess Again?

In 1957 a group of
broad line of in people left Tekst rumen ts and
•
tr onix to form
years of experience
Exact Electronics
with anyone else
and Exact has been
and stand by for a
building the finest
surprise. Circle the
Model 129 AM/FM With Built In Modulation Source
function generators
bingo number and
available ever since. So don't miss a bet
we'll send you a catalog or better yet, call
when looking for a function generator.
the nearest sales office listed below and
Compare Exact's performance per dollar,
we'll rush agenerator over.

ion()

«in

®

Box 160 Hillsboro, Oregon
97123
TWX

EXACT
An Affiliate of

A subsidiary of Danalab. Inc

oRng

Chicago, Illinois 60645 — Pivan Engineering. Inc. — ( 312) 539-4838
Cleveland, Ohio 44126 — Carter, McCormic and Peirce. Inc. — ( 216) 333-5650
Dayton. Ohio 45414 — Carter, McCormic and Peirce. Inc. — ( 513) 278-5873
Denver, Colorado 80237 — PIS Associates. Inc — ( 303) 771-0140
Farmington, Michigan 48024 — Carter, McCormic and Peirce, Inc. — ( 313) 477-7700
Great Neck. N.Y. 11020 — Measurement Technology, Inc. — ( 516) 482-3500
Greensboro. North Caroline 27405 — BCS Associates, Inc. — ( 919) 273-1918
Hamden, Conn. 16518 — Pat Jenks Associates, Inc. — ( 203) 281-0810
Huntsville. Alabama — BSC Associates. Inc — ( 205) 881-6220
Indianapolis, Indiana 46260 — Pinas Engineering. Inc. — ( 317) 253-1681
Kensington, Md. 20795 — Electronic Marketing Associates — ( 301) 744-7700 ( Bait. area)
Kensington. Md. 20795 — Electronic Marketing Associates — ( 301) 881-5300 (Wash. area)
King of Prussia. Pa. — Ele. Ironic Marketing Associates — ( 215) 265-1600 ( King of P. area)
King of Prussia. Pa — Elertronic Marketing Associates — ( 215) 248-5050 ( Phila. area)
Manchester, Mo. 63011 — Pisan Engineering. Inc — ( 314) 227-3501
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910-460-8811

electronics, inc.

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 — PIS Associates, Inc. — ( 505) 255-2330
Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005 — Pivan Engineering, Inc. — ( 414) 786-1940
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Tel. ( 503) 648-6661

Laboratories

Inc

Minneapolis, Minn. 55422 — Pivan Engineering. Inc. — ( 612) 537-4501
Montreal. Quebec. Canada — Atlas Elec. Corp — ( 514) 489-8495
New Hartford, N.Y. 13413 — KIM Associates — ( 315) 735-8525
Newport Beach, Calif. 92660 — Feeger, Lucas. Wolfe. Inc. — ( 714) 540-4412
North Hollywood, Calif. 91601 — Feeger. Lucas, Wolfe, Inc. — ( 213) 877-5518
No. Syracuse. N.Y. 13212 — KIM Associates — ( 315) 458-6214
Orlando, Florida 32803 — BCS Associates. Inc. — ( 305) 896-4881
Palo Alto, California 94303 — Coherent Marketing Associates — (415) 327-2217
Phoenix, Arizona 85018 — PIS Associates. Inc. — ( 602) 957-9910
Pittsburgh, Pa 15235 — Carter, McCormic and Peirce. Inc. — (412) 824-3760
Rochester N Y 14600 — KIM Associates — ( 716) 442-0820
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 — PIS Associates, Inc. — ( 801) 272-3681
San Diego, Calif. 92117 — Feeger. Lucas, Wolfe, Inc. — ( 714) 277-0993
Seattle, Washington 98103 — Hayes Technical — ( 206) 763-2210
Shawnee Mission. Kansas 66202 — Pivan Engineering. Inc. — ( 913) 772-1030
Toronto. Ontario. Canada — Atlas Elec Corp — ( 416) 781-6174
Wakefield. Mass. 01880 — Pat Jenks Associates. Inc. — ( 617) 246-1590
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Part 2
MINIS IN ACTION

Hard-wired numerical controllers
yield to efficient minicomputers
Standard processors, easily integrated with individual NC mechanisms,
enable data-processing programs to control all machine tools in the shop;
modularity of hardware and software provide expandability for the future
by Marion Kosem,

Allen-Bradley Co., Highland Heights, Ohio

D Builders of numerically controlled machine-tool systems are turning to general-purpose minicomputers,
which can control all NC applications in their plants
merely by changes in software. However, until the dropping prices of minicomputers made them so attractive,
it was more economical to use hard-wired controllers
for each task.
But minicomputers have dropped in price by afactor
of three in only five years, and today's computerized numerical controllers (cNcs) far outperform the NC systems of adecade ago at much lower cost. The lower cost
of minicomputers is largely attributable to decreasing
costs of integrated circuits and other solid-state devices.
And fortunately, as these devices were decreasing in
price, their capabilities were increasing dramatically,
which has helped make minicomputers much more reliable and easier to use.
The major benefit of
o
computer control in NC-system design is that it permits
new features to be implemented easily just by
changing the software, instead of building new hardware. Software can be altered, removed, or replaced
at any time. Therefore, a
general-purpose system can
be turned into a specialpurpose system by means of
a standard program, which
can customize, or "softwire" virtually any off-theshelf minicomputer—without modification—to any NC
system.
And the CNC system can
be expanded as the plant
grows because most modern minicomputers offer
both modular software and
hardware, and most machines have adequate
power and flexibility to
control most CNC systems.
Minicomputers with 12-bit
words have been successful,
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but 16-bit machines are somewhat more efficient.
A standardized approach to interfacing minicomputers to NC functions results in a truly universal
controller. Standardization also offers many benefits to
the machine-tool builders, as well as eventual NC users.
For example, the machine-tool builder can use one control to satisfy virtually all NC applications, from athreeaxis milling machine to a five-axis machining center
with a tool changer and shuttles. When a purchaser
requests particular features, customizing the control for
the most part is only amatter of customizing software.
This drastically shortens the long lead time from the
NC builder, allows last-minute additions or changes to
be accommodated, and reduces the machine-tool
builder's spare-parts inventory. New technology can be
added to the system after installation, reducing obsolescence and extending the
system's useful life.
Having only one control
in the plant reduces the
training requirements because only one system
needs to be learned, and
only one kind of hardware
needs to be maintained.
Controls with different options are not distinguished
because their various features—positioning, contouring, offsets, and so on—are
all in software. Once it is
written and checked out the
software needs no maintenance. Documentation
costs are reduced, and efficiency of personnel in programing and maintenance
is improved.
Another factor contributing to the total cost of a
shipped product from the
machine- tool builder's
plant is the actual cost of
integration. The sequencing
logic that formerly needed
to be synthesized with magnetic or solid-state relays is

o
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no longer amajor cost factor. On the contrary, the machine builder's sequencing-logic costs are reduced to
zero because the control connects directly to the machine. Furthermore, because the number of components
is reduced, total system reliability is improved.
One attractive feature of any computer is the set of
diagnostic programs that comes with it. With these programs, even a relatively low-skilled technician can isolate any problem down to asubsystem or acard level.
By following asystematic procedure, he can easily correct most failures (usually by card-substitution) and
thus minimize equipment downtime. These computer
diagnostics, by themselves, provide afault-isolation capability that no hard-wired NC can have.
Conventional NC
The basic functions required of any contouring NC
system, shown in Fig. 1, also prescribe afunctional organization for the traditional hard-wired numerical controller. Designing such a system without a computer
and determining the internal functions it performs require adetailed consideration of the interfaces between
the machine, the control, the operator, and the program
input. All of these parameters, and more, make up the
specifications—in other words, adetailed description of
inputs and outputs.
Data input to the system originates typically on
punched-paper tape; the specifications must include the
data-coding format for this tape input. This data includes information for the feed generator, which controls the rate at which the machine-tool axes are to
move, and the contour-generator, which determines the
paths that they are to follow, with linear or circular interpolation, or both. Various feed modes may be required; for example, in alathe control, the cutting tool
may be directed parallel to the lathe axis, perpendicular
to it, or at any intermediate angle by combining the two
motions—and all in terms of inches per minute or inches
per revolution. Absolute or incremental input data may

be provided. Sometimes these options are designed to
be provided by simply adding new modules, but that
flexibility usually demands apremium price. However,
in every case, each additional feature of the control requires additional hardware.
The basic design parameters also specify the range of
feed rates, servo-following error limits, and word
lengths—the number of digits required to provide a
given range of motion with a given precision. In a
closed-loop NC system, usually having both position
and velocity loops, the following error is the difference
between the accumulated command and feedback signals. The NC system supplies the command signals for
the servo drives in the machine tool, which also contains
position and velocity transducers that reply with feedback signals to the controller.
The common-control area is a traffic-control center
for the entire system. It provides the basic interface between the operator's control panel and the rest of the
system functions and provides all the timing and coordination.
Custom design
Many of these parameters are standardized; but standards leave one remaining problem—to integrate the
control to a particular machine. Each machine has its
own custom requirements, such as control of tool
changers, pallets, spindles, and coolant. Usually, the
machine-tool builder and the NC builder must compromise; the former pays for a special design, or more
frequently designs arelay panel himself. Lately, solidstate controls have been substituted for relay panels, although this approach still involves expensive design, recurring costs, and limited field flexibility.
Every closed-loop NC includes the same basic functions required of hard-wired controllers. In addition,
many systems also offer optional features such as toollength offset, which compensates for the length of atool
that is different from that assumed by the tape; cutter

Efficient controller. Kearney & Trecker automatic milling machine is capable of multiple movements of both the object being milled and the
tool doing the milling—and changes its tools automatically. Computer control is in the two cabinets at the right.
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1. Basic functions. Any numerical control system, computerized or not, requires that its design account for all interfaces between the pro
gram, the operator, the control, and the machine—the sum total of which makes up the system specifications.

compensation, which allows for differing cutter diameters; fixture offsets, which aid the setup of the machine
tool; and thread-cutting and constant surface-speed capabilities on alathe control. Manual data input and displays help to check out the programs, and an additional
tape reader may be required in some systems.
All these functions and many more are synthesized
by the logic designer into an NC system. The hard-wired
control combines registers, counters, flip-flops, gates,
and other logic blocks, all permanently wired together.
An NC system designed this way can do nothing more
than it was originally designed to do without difficult
and expensive hardware modifications.
There is nothing wrong with this hard-wired NC design as long as all its ramifications are recognized. NC
will continue to be built this way. However, using the
new well-proven and well-established minicomputer in
NC not only will provide immediate improvements, but
more importantly, it will provide abasis for adapting to
future trends.
Interface is standardized
The first major advantage of asoft-wired controller is
that, in place of special-purpose hardware that implements control algorithms, the computer performs those
functions in software and permits use of standard interface hardware. For instance, alathe has different control requirements from a five-axis machining center.
The number of servo loops and the kinds of features are
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probably different. But all the servo interfaces can look
the same—at least in hardware—and all the switches can
look alike. Thus ageneral-purpose computer interfaces
with other general-purpose devices on the machine tool.
The latter may be switches, indicators, feedback transducers, digital-to-analog converters, servo amplifiers,
and so on. All of these are common to almost any type
of machine-tool applications, and they constitute the
building blocks of adedicated computer NC system.
Though the building blocks are still hard-wired to the
computer, they do not provide any of the control logic,
nor does special hardware perform any functions such
as data decoding and distribution, feed-rate calculations, or interpolation. Instead, these functions are reduced to their basic logical or mathematical equivalents, translated into a computer through the required
logical and mathematical manipulations, and coordinate the machine-tool elements in apredefined way.
Design approach
The soft-wired controller has four basic design objectives:
• Do as much as reasonably possible in software.
• Minimize the necessary hardware and design it for a
generalized use.
• Consider how improvements in related technologies
will affect the design.
• Leave room for growth.
Following these guidelines, the first task is to analyze
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2. Simplest. A digital differential integrator produces single output
pulses as increments are repeatedly added. An extended form produces multiple-bit outputs, and controls faster-changing processes.

all the functions to be performed by the NC system. The
basic question in this analysis is, what tasks are to be
performed, and should they be performed in hardware
or software? This approach is illustrated in an analysis
of the interpolation function.
A typical hard-wired NC system includes an interpolator and pulse trains that feed a phase-modulated
servo loop. The interpolator breaks down the departure
distances specified by the tape input into aseries of incremental steps for each axis of the machine tool. Then
the coordinate outputs from all the axes are algebraically summed with their respective feedback signals to
produce the generated contour.
Each pulse commands aspecific increment of movement—typically 0.0001 inch—along one machine axis.
Thus, to generate a movement along one axis at 60
inches per minute, requires apulse rate of 10,000 pulses
per second. A typical maximum feed rate is 300
in./min, equivalent to a pulse rate of 50,000 pulses/s.
These rates have been achieved in today's designs by
using digital rate multipliers or digital differential integrators (DDis).
With abasic DDI, an increment is repeatedly added to
an accumulator, which overflows from time to time; the
overflow is the desired output pulse. This pulse drives a
counter, but the servo feedback signal drives the
counter the other way, and the contents of the counter
at any time determine the motion of the servo, which
drives one of the machine-tool axes. Only the one pulse
is available from a DDI—the carry-out of the most-significant bit position of the accumulator—and its frequency is variable only by increasing the magnitude of
the repeatedly added increment. Therefore, the DDI is
limited to controls with a relatively slow output rate.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 2, and it represents a
commonly used technique in NC today.
This process is easily duplicated in software by using
registers within the computer and generating an output
pulse whenever the accumulator register overflows. But
to perform this operation for a typical application
would be a formidable task. For example, to handle
feed-rate and path-interpolation functions for two axes
of contouring, three Dims—one for each axis and one for
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the feed rate—would have to be simulated by a minicomputer. If the simulation is to match the speed and
resolution of hard-wired systems, each integrator would
have to be serviced every 6 microseconds. This is not
feasible with present minicomputers, especially since it
requires multiple precision arithmetic.
Clearly, new techniques are required. A solution to
the problem is to extend the concept of the DDI. In the
traditional DDI, the overflow is the carry from the accumulator's most significant bit position; if, instead, several bits from that end of the accumulator are monitored, the DDI'S output is a digital word rather than a
pulse. Thus high pulse rates are replaced by a significantly lower iteration rate of the interpolator.
This is the basis of asoftware interpolator. The servo
feedback is sampled at aconstant frequency at least 10
times the bandwidth of the position loop; this frequency
is the iteration rate.
The computer closes the position servo loop by algebraically summing the command with the feedback;
the accumulated value of the difference becomes the
servo-following error. In actual practice, asampling frequency of 100 hertz represents agood compromise between the servo response and the loading on the computer for the linear interpolation algorithm. The
resulting performance of such a system is indistinguishable from the conventional hard-wired interpolator and servo loop.
Hardware
The Allen-Bradley 7300 is a practical computerized
numerical-control system, made up from aset of modular functions (Fig. 3). Some of these functions reside
within the mainframe obtained from the computer
manufacturer, while other modules are designed and
built by Allen-Bradley.
The A- B 7300 uses an HP-2100A computer—a microprogramed central processing unit with a 980-ns cycle
time, hardware multiply and divide, pre-wired inputoutput section, up to 32,768 words of memory, and a
power supply. The computer is programed in assembly
language. The basic system, with a standard tape
reader, control panels, cathode-ray-tube display, six
servo axes, and linear and circular interpolation requires less than 8,000 words of memory. Many typical
applications with most of the mentioned options require
more memory. The system has been price-competitive,
mostly when used in the more sophisticated NC systems.
Hard-wired controllers for smaller and less demanding
machines are less expensive than CNC.
Other machines that are quite satisfactory for CNC
systems are the Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-11, General Automation Inc. SPC-16, Data General Corp.
Nova, Interdata 70/74, and Texas Instruments 980A.
Any off-the-shelf minicomputer can do the job without
modification. However, those with 16-bit word lengths
tend to be somewhat more efficient than the 12-bit machines.
Included in the equipment from the computer maker
are such computer peripheral devices as tape readers
and CRT displays. Optional equipment includes a tele-
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typewriter and a tape punch, which may be useful for
general maintenance and to generate software. The rest
of the modular hardware, which is connected to the
computer through the input-output multiplexer, is subdivided into discrete inputs, discrete outputs, axis feedback, and servo outputs.
Since the control performs not only the traditional
data distribution, interpolation, and closed-loop servo
functions, but also such machine-sequencing operations
as controlling the tool changer or shuttles, the system
design is standardized around a discrete signal interface, in which all signals are either on or off. All the discrete input/output signals are buffered and are available in either 115 y ac or 24 NI dc levels. Each signal
function is assigned by software, as is the automatic
10-millisecond scanning of their status. This provides an
optimum design flexibility and permits general application.
In the software-closed servo loop, the standard position-feedback element is an incremental photoelectric
encoder. Linear or rotary feedback devices are available
as options. The serial output from any of these feedback
transducers is accumulated in a bidirectional counter
during each 10-ms sampling interval. From the sum of
this feedback and the command, the computer generates the following error, which, via the digital-to-analog
converter, becomes an equivalent bipolar analog voltage. This voltage is sent to the axis servo drive, which,
in turn, may be either electric or hydraulic.
This hardware is about as general-purpose as it can
be— but more importantly, it is organized in away that
3.

facilitates further expansion when that becomes necessary, at no sacrifice in flexibility. Nevertheless, the system becomes an active, useful, working system only
with software.
Software
Since the software programs are stored in the computer memory, they can be easily altered at any time.
Physically, they exist as rolls of tape, punched with binary programs suitable for aparticular computer and a
specific machine-tool configuration. Thus, different
modes of operation, different capabilities, and new features or options are possible without changing hardware
or wiring.
The main software module is the executive program,
which, like the main controller in ahard-wired system,
controls the operation of the entire system and ties together the various software routines.
Under executive control, the software routines, each
of which performs a specific function, are called from
memory in an orderly fashion with proper priority. For
example, the input-output drivers control the operation
of the tape reader and the CRT display. When the datadistribution routine determines that more data should
be read into buffer storage, the executive program is notified; it, in turn, commands the tape reader to read
more data.
Feed-rate, interpolation and servo functions are examples of software programs. Feed-rate calculations are
easy for the computer. With the standard system, feed
rate is programed directly in inches per minute. Used

Computerized. Practical system comprises several modular functions, some within the computer itself, come in related equipment con-

nected to the computer. Latter includes discrete inputs, discrete outputs, axis feedback, and servo outputs.
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with the data input, in terms of absolute coordinates instead of incremental movements, this capability goes a
long way toward the possibility of manual programing
of relatively simple parts. Both linear and circular interpolation are available now, and higher-order interpolation can be implemented by changing only the software.

faced directly with the computer through analog-to-digital converters. Not only would this approach require
little additional hardware, but it would also facilitate
the development of the algorithm, since the latter could
be rapidly changed.
A part program for an NC system could be generated
by a digitizer scanning a model. The requirements for
digitizing are similar to those of numerically controlled
Computer effects on NC
machining. Instead of transmitting desired movements
All these capabilities of a computerized NC merely
from atape to acutting tool, the digitizer senses moveduplicate the traditional capabilities of hard-wired NC.
ments from a tracing head, transmitting them to the
But additional capabilities are also available. For excomputer through analog-to-digital converters. The
ample, most NC systems offer buffer storage for one or computer monitors the deflections and axis-position
more blocks of data ahead of the active data. The A- B transducers, and it generates a part program that can
7300 NC tape reader reads four blocks of data with one
reproduce the scanned part.
command, while the memory stores up to eight blocks
Finally, acomputerized NC system can include massof data. This relatively simple extension improves tape
data-storage peripherals to store an entire library of
reader reliability because fewer start and stop compart programs. Or the system can incorporate a data
mands reduce wear on electromechanical components.
base. It can automatically monitor up/down time, piece
An extension of buffer storage is the facility to store
count, malfunction alert, and other system-performance
the entire part program. Once it is read into the control,
parameters, and integrate the data into a larger manthe part program can be executed directly and comagement-information system.
pletely, obviating the need for tape reading and posThe trend toward more computerized numerical consible errors during execution.
trol is expected to continue and increase in the future.
A further extension of program-storage can allow
Minicomputers are becoming cheaper, more powerful,
space to edit stored programs. The desired changes to a and smaller in size. Their environmental specifications
tape program, stored in core memory, are correlated
are constantly being improved, thus making miniwith the data. The original program can then be run in
computers even more suitable in extremes of temperaanormal way, while the changes are automatically inture, humidity, vibration, and other demanding enviserted.
ronments. The replacement of core memories by
Another example is offset storage to compensate for
semiconductors should help widen the temperature
tool length and cutter diameter. Traditionally, this comspecifications of the computer even further.
pensation has been implemented by thumbwheel
The microprograming capability of some miniswitches, and it has been limited by the cost of the
computers offers exciting possibilities in increased perswitches and the physical space required to mount
formance, lower cost, and higher system reliability.
them. But cost and space limits have been overcome by
Some programs written for asoft-wired NC can be constoring offsets in the computer's memory. They can be
verted to microprograms, which, when stored in readeasily inserted and displayed on the system's CRT. Furonly memories, can be executed much faster than from
thermore, the actual computations for tool-length-offset
main memories, and which are more reliable since they
and cutter-compensation are performed in software.
cannot be erased.
The only system cost of these features is the memory reThe new microprocessors, when used with read-only
quired to store the programs.
memories, have the potential of becoming small NC sysA third feature is axis calibration in software, which
tems. A microprocessor, or "computer on achip," is imcorrects for known inaccuracies in the machine feedplemented entirely in asingle integrated circuit. Several
back loop, and thus eliminates repeatable errors in maof these could be used in a larger NC system. For exchine slides and feedback elements. The error profile is
ample, one such processor could perform the interstored in the computer memory, and the correction facpolation and the servo function for a single axis; five
tors are applied on-line during directed machine mocould control five axes, and a hierarchy of processors
tion. An analog equivalent is available in cam compenwould make up the entire system. Significantly, the
sation, but it requires expensive additional hardware.
trend is toward aset of general-purpose hardware that
can
be reproduced in quantity at low cost. The appliWhat's ahead for CNC
cations engineering is left to programing.
The list of potential features of a computerized NC
This may sound far away from the minicomputer apsystem is limited only by the imagination. Before long, a proach of today. However, the trend is evident. The tennew capability—adaptive control—may become availdency is to perform more functions in general-purpose
able in computerized NC. It will improve productivity
hardware to improve performance and ease the proby monitoring the machining process and adjusting
graming burden. It is safe to say that the numerical-confeeds and speeds on-line for optimum performance.
trol industry and the computer industry will follow conVarious adaptive-control algorithms have been provergent paths. This opens up additional challenges to
posed; a soft-wired controller could be programed for
the suppliers of equipment and continuing gains for the
one of them, and the machining sensors could be interuser.
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"We're at the state of
the art, and we
got there by using
proven, available
parts like MMI
PROMs:'
... JIM LEARD
Manager, Electrical Purchasing
¡TEL/ ¡SS

"We're using close to
10,000 MMI 1024 bit
PROMs aweek, now. Went
to PROMs over ayear ago, Id
when alot of other companies '
opted to go with RAMs. It
was ahappy decision for us. We
use almost 500 different patterns
in our systems, and there's along
debugging time inherent in new
equipment. The MMI 6300 PROM is
alogical intermediate step on the way to
low cost masked ROMs. This step has
saved us tons of junked ROMs.
"About the only serious problem we had
with PROMs was delivery. And MMI has
solved that for us."

Now: How about those
of you who are still hung up
about PROMs? We've got 256-bit,
1024-bit, and 2048-bit parts on our
distributors' shelves. Send aPO.
Need programming? No problem, either. Ask us
or your distributor to help. Or do it yourself.
(2 to 10 seconds per IK part) on our Model 530
Programmer. Our Model 531 tape reader
makes it even easier.

Proven, available NMI PROMs
MMI PROM CHOICES
P. ROM

Thanks, Jim. Rest assured. MMI delivers PROMs
IN QUANTITY. In point of fact, we are the largest
supplier of PROMs in the industry. We developed
and marketed the 1K and 2K PROMs ayear earlier
than any other supplier. As a result we have the
product knowledge and production capacity to
deliver to many companies like ITEL/ISS that
have volume requirements.
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Access

Size ( nsec)

6300
5300
6305
5305
6330
5330
6331
5331
6330N
6331N

256x4
256x4
512x4
512x4
32x8
32x8
32x8
32x8
32x8
32x8

60
60
90
90
50
50
50
50
50
50

Unit
Output

Price

(
ç_D 100

Oty.

Open Collector
$ 35.00
Open Collector $ 57.00
Open Collector $ 72.00
Open Collector $ 100.00
Open Collector $ 12.00
Open Collector
8 M.00
Tristate
5 12.00
Tristate $ 20.00
Open Collector $ 9.00
Tristate $ 9.00

ROMMATE
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM

6200
5200
6205
5205
6230
5230
6231
5231
6230N
6231N

If you need parts, call, TWX, or write Dale Williams today.

Monolithic Memories, Inc. RE
.
4

.... ,A ., ,nue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 • 14081 739-3535 • TWk 910.339.9229

memeries

..•.

EASTERN AREA SALES OFFICE ( 617) 653-3158 • NEW ENGLAND REGION: ( 603) 883-1520 • CENTRAL AREA SALES OFFICE: (317) 844-3241 • WESTERN AREA SALES OFFICE.
(408) 257-5424 • SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REGION: ( 714) 524-5754, (213) 530-1293
Representing your best buy in memories: ALABAMA, Huntsville ( 205; 539-1771; ARIZONA, Phoenix (602) 264-7971; CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles (213) 318-6239; San Diego ( 714)
747-3015; Palo Alto (415) 369-4671; COLORADO, Denver (303) 623-8713; CONNECTICUT, North Haven (203) 239-9762; FLORIDA, Orlando (305) 423-7615; ILLINOIS, Chicago
(312) 455-5100; INDIANA, Ft. Wayne (219) 744-4331; Indianapolis (317) 844-3241; IOWA, Cedar Rapids (319) 362-8155; KENTUCKY, Louisville (502) 893-7303; MARYLAND,
Baltimore (301) 825-3330; MASSACHUSETTS, Boston (617) 653-3158; Needham (617) 444-2484; MICHIGAN, Detroit (313) 358-2020; Grand Rapids (616) 451-8901; MINNESOTA,
Minneapolis (612) 929-6721; NEW JERSEY, Teaneck ( 201) 692-0200; NEW YORK, N.Y.C./L.I. (201) 692-0200; Utica (315) 735-5566; NORTH CAROLINA, Raleigh (919) 834-6591;
OHIO, Cincinnati (513) 521-2290; Dayton (513) 298-9546; Columbus (614) 888-9396; Cleveland ( 216) 228-7525; OKLAHOMA, Tulsa (918) 627-4159; OREGON, Portland (503)
292-5656: PENNSYLVANIA, Willow Grove (215) 674-3850; Pittsburgh (412)242-0100; TEXAS, Dallas (214)239-9148; Houston ( 713)721-1054; WASHINGTON, Bellevue (206) 455-2778.
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This is a
productivity problem.

This is what
we're doing about it.

WWI1111ffle
Increased productivity is an
important national priority. It can
mean the difference between a
higher standard of living and the
status quo. It can help stem runaway inflation too.
Use of Panasonic Data Entry
Terminals in payroll time recording systems is just one example
of how productivity can be increased. Workers carrying identification badges insert them into a
Data Entry Terminal when arriving or departing work. In each
case, the worker's identity and
the time of punch is instantaneously recorded in the CPU.
Time cards, the extensive work of
converting them to punched
Hollerith cards for computer use,
and the resultant errors, are
entirely eliminated.
Panasonic's Data Entry Termi-

nal is the device that can make
source- data acquisition apracticality almost anywhere. It combines aunique optical card reader
with advanced C-MOS ICs to read
punched cards or badges in the
stationary condition. So it's remarkably lightweight, compact,
reliable, and competitively priced.
Because it's manufactured in a
variety of specificat ons and options, Panasonic's Data Entry
Terminal lets you buy just the
amount of data handlling capability you need. What's more, it's
designed to interface with most
multiplexers orCPUs with no
need for aspecial polling device
or acontroller. It has the flexibility
to adapt to most user- designed
systems.
Panasonic's Data Entry Terminal. One of the more than 30,000

systems and components we
manufacture. Including one you
may be in the market for.
Or perhaps you need something
we aren't presently manufacturing. No problem. More than likely
we have the capability to conceive', design, and manufacture it.
With the speed, efficiency, and
qualty you expect from aworldreading electronics manufacturer. In fact, we may even be
working on anew idea or introducing are- designed system or
component that fits your particular specs right now.
Panasonic prides itself in its
ability to engineer virtually any
system or component you happen
to be in the market for. To your
exact specifications. We'd like to
help you. Call us. ( 212) 973-8216.

Panasonic
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our technology is all around you

Polysilicon-filled notch produces
flat, well- isolated bipolar memory
A space- saving way of isolating the active elements on a bipolar memory
is to etch a notch around them; in Polyplanar devices, that notch is lined
with silicon dioxide and filled in with polysilicon to smooth the surface
by Thomas J. Sanders and William R. Morcom,

Harris Semiconductor Division, Harris-lntertype Corp., Melbourne, Fla.

E Just about every semiconductor manufacturer is trying to develop aviable process for producing high-density bipolar memories, which have become the hottest
product area in today's technology. All their attempts
revolve about the notion of passive isolation— substituting some passive material for the active pn junction regions that electrically isolate active devices on aconventional bipolar memory.
The candidates include athermally grown oxide and
notched rings filled either with air or with some kind of
solid insulating material. One notch process is particularly attractive: the notch is lined with silicon dioxide
and then filled up with polysilicon backfill to keep the
device topography flat.
Called Polyplanar, the process achieves the desired
planarity and high yields of the oxide-isolation technique, and at the same time attains the sought-after
small cell size—as low as 6 square mils—of the notch
techniques. In production already is a 2,048-bit programable read-only memory [
Electronics, Jan. 4, p. 115]
that fits onto the same size of chip as an earlier 1,024bit
PROM. Coming soon are 256-bit and 1,024bit randomaccess memories having arrays that occupy only aguar-

ter the chip area of conventional devices. And most significant, the Polyplanar process is applicable equally
well to logic and linear circuits, pointing to subnanosecond LSI logic and smaller and faster multipliers, multiplexers, and analog switches.
Historically, lc technology has been dominated by
two isolation processes: junction isolation, and dielectric
isolation ( Fig. 1). Junction isolation, the older of the
two, is simple and inexpensive. Active pn reverse-biased
junctions form the sidewalls of each device, and the
substrate defines the bottom of the device. Unfortunately, chips processed in this way suffer from unwanted capacitances, which are temperature- and voltage-sensitive. Even more devastating to memories is the
side diffusion of the isolation walls, which makes it impossible to achieve high packing densities.
In an effort to escape from these design limitations,
dielectric isolation was introduced. Here an epitaxial
layer, normally of silicon dioxide, replaces the diffusion
process as a method for isolating devices. Because the
dielectric isolation forms both the sides and bottom of
each device, the process produces a low-voltage structure with better packing densities than junction isola-

Crowded plane. In the Polyplanar process, the active elements on a bipolar device can be packed closely together, being isolated by a
notch lined with silicon dioxide and backfilled with polysilicon for surface smoothness. V-shaped notch, magnified 10,000 times, is shown at
left; in middle is cross section of aluminum interconnect and Nichrome fuse, and on right is portion of completed memory.
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4. Two bits for every one. The two programable read-only memories shown above are practically identical in chip area. The one on the left
is a 1,024-bit PROM made with conventional bipolar techniques, and the other is a2,048-bit PROM made with the Polyplanar process. Like
its predecessor, the Polyplanar device, which is fabricated with Nichrome fusible links for programability, comes in a 16- pin package. It is organized as 512 words of four bits each and is available with either three-state or open-collector outputs.

much greater packing densities and smaller chip areas
were obtained with the Polyplanar process than could
be obtained with conventional processing. For example,
npn bipolar transistors were fabricated in an area as
small as 0.50 mil2,including the isolation which surrounds the device. An equivalent transistor required
over 7mil2 only afew years ago.
Figure 4 compares the new 2,048-bit device with a
1,024-bit device built with conventional process techniques. Although some variation exists in the XY axes,
both chips have exactly the same real estate. Similarly,
the new programable ROM dissipates the same total
power as the 1,024-bit device, has the same access time
(50 nanoseconds typical), and is also DTL/TTL compatible.
The more dynamic an lc is, that is, the larger the
number of active devices it contains, the greater its potential for saving on real estate if it is built by the
Polyplanar process. The HPROM-2048, with its large
static memory matrix, is therefore not the best demonstration of the process's capabilities. The natural
Polyplanar application is the RAM.
While target specifications for a RAM are still unsettled, it is fully conceivable that Polyplanar will soon
be producing a 1,024-bit RAM on chips of 100 mils per
side, almost half that of today's production 1.024-bit
bipolar devices. A comparison of memory cells available through junction isolation, diode isolation, and the
Polyplanar process is given in Fig. 5. A Polyplanar
1,000-cell array could fit in an area of about 4,000 mil 2,
compared to about 6,000 mil 2 with dielectric isolation
and 8,000 mil 2 with junction isolation.
Polyplanar is equally applicable to complementary-
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5. Denser yet. The goal of passive- isolation techniques is to put as
much memory on less chip. A 1,000- cell array, if made by the Polyplanar process, will fit in an area of about 4,000 mil 2 as against 6,000
mil 2 for dielectric isolation or 8,000 mil 2 for junction isolation.

mos and linear devices. Development efforts are under
way to couple this substrate isolation technique to an already existing diode-isolation/c-mos logic and linearcircuit line.

Closing the loop
Readers who want to learn more about Polyplanar can call
Tom Sanders on April 9 or 10 between 10 a.m. and 12 noon
or between 2and 4 p.m. at (305) 727-5407.
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HERMES
LOOP
ANTENNA
THREE SAMPLE SITES
ON THE NORTH AMERICAN
CONTINENT—
DIFFERENT LATITUDES
DIFFERENT CLIMATE

FROBISHER BAY, CANADA

444 ,
MARSH FIELD, MASS.

NEAR SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

Good
Listeners maintal
alow profile
Even in the solitude of the forest depths, from rooftops,
arctic tundra, swamps to sweltering tropics, ' neath snow,
sand or ice,
the Hermes Loop antenna keeps ar ear to the sky.
The amazing aperiodic antenna does away with vast log
periocic and rhombic arrays - tlose towering antenna
farms.
Excellent direc:ioral characteristics in rose'te
configuration, the Hermes loop antenna provides an
omniairectional broadband receiving array in space
merely 1/100th that of the traditional antenna farm.
More than 53 government agencies around the world have
pressed the loop antenna into service.
2-32MHz
A new, even more compact versior is available.
BROADBAND
Only Hermes Electronics makes it.

ASK US

Send for our Brochure

He -mes Electronics Limited
Suite 315
2020 F Street NW
Washington, DC 20006 USA
202-296 2978
TWX 710 822 1106
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Switching technology
vs. series-pass.
Now there's achoice.
Series-pass regulation offers great
advantages in compact size, established design technology and exceptionally clean output. While switching
technology is theoretically even more
compact, it's virtually impossible to
produce because of the inherent high
noise and RFI problems.
Right?

Specification

Sorensen
STMS-24

Brand "X"

Size

35/
16x51
/
8 x91
/
2

18x 71
/
2 x93
/e
415/

Volume

160 in 3

344 in 3

Price

$229

$235

Efficiency

58%

29%

Regulation ( line & load
combined)

0.05%

0.2%

Temperature Coefficient

0.01%/ °C

0.03%/ °C

Overload Protection

Current limitingadjustable electronic

Overvoltage Protection

Built-in adjustable,
all models

Optional @ $ 30
(except built-in,
fixed, on 5-volt
model only

Wrong. Sorensen's STM series of
modular power supplies prove the
Compare this point-by-point spec-check between Sorensen's
point. First, for agiven power rating,
STM5-24 and Brand "X".
STM's offer twice the efficiency, half
the size and lower price than equivalent series-pass units (and all STM's have built-in overvoltage protection). Plus abig plus. Low RFI and noise. We ran conducted interference tests
and fully met the requirements of MIL-STD-461A above 20KHz.
The STM series presently consists of 30 switching transistor power supplies — with
10 models to follow shortly. STM efficiencies approach 75% keeping dissipation low.
In many systems applications these high efficiencies obviate the need for forced air
cooling systems.
Switching technology is no longer abugaboo. It works. Beautifully. Send for our complete catalog and see for yourself (and see our great series-pass supplies too). Write
Sorensen Company, aunit of the Raytheon Company, 676 Island Pond Rd., Manchester,
N.H. 03103. Telephone (603) 668-4500. Or TWX 710-220-1339.

STM: twice the efficiency, half the size.

comma'
alPOWER SUPPLIES

122
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Engineer's notebook
Doubling the frequency
of switching regulators
by Leo Lehner
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.

A new breed of switching power transistors is making
possible smaller and lighter designs that cost less and
are more efficient. In some cases, one of these transistors
can replace a pair of older transistors and yet provide
better efficiency. Moreover, the frequency of switchingregulator power supplies can now be raised from the
audible 10-kilohertz region to the quiet 20-kHz region.
The devices even can handle kilowatt loads at this
higher frequency.
There are three of these triple-diffused 125-watt silicon transistors from which to choose—types 2N6306,
2N6307, and 2N6308. They have acollector current rating as high as 8amperes and abreakdown voltage rating ( BVc }30 )of up to 700 volts. Their switching rise time
is 0.6 microsecond, and their switching fall time is 0.4
its. Hundredunit pricing is $ 3to $ 5.
It is well known that operating on asignal at ahigh
frequency permits the size of inductors and capacitors
to be minimized. The benefits of this technique are particularly noticeable when the switching-regulator type
of power supply is compared with the dissipative seriespass-regulator type of power supply.
The switched supply is significantly lighter and less
bulky. It can use asmall high-frequency transformer instead of the large and heavy power transformer needed
to make voltage transformations at the 60-hertz line freDISSIPATIVE SUPPLY

quency. Filter chokes and filter capacitors can also be
smaller. And, because its efficiency is better, not as
much heat must be dissipated, allowing literally pounds
of heat sink to be trimmed from apower-supply package, as illustrated by the photos (Fig. 1) of two 500-watt
supplies.
An example of a power supply that operates at 20
kHz is shown in Fig. 2, both as ablock diagram and as a
detailed schematic. Of course, the heart of this inverter
circuit is the switching power transistors—two type
2N6308 devices. Since they can switch 220-v rectified ac
directly, there is no need for a bulky and power-consuming 60- hertz input power transformer. Additionally,
switching losses are reduced to a minimum because of
their submicrosecond switching speed.
The operating frequency of the circuit is determined
by the clock control circuitry, which consists of a temperature-compensated unijunction transistor and aJ-K
flip-flop that acts as aphase splitter. This phase splitter
is driven by an RC oscillator and produces the pushpull control signal for the switching transistors.
A pair of three-input NAND gates passes the complementary square-wave control signals from the flip-flop
to the Darlington drivers of the switching power transistors. These NAND gates process the complementary control signals, the pulse delay signal, and the crossover
sense signal for proper firing of the inverter.
A quad two-input NAND gate package controls the
on-time pulse width duration of the high-voltage
switches. Variable-duty-cycle regulation is accomplished in the feedback loop by introducing the proper
delay for the leading edge of the pulse delay signal,
which is applied to the three-input NAND gates along
with the other control signals.
Highly efficient low-voltage Schottky-barrier diodes
SWITCHED SUPPLY

1. Before and after. Because of its greater efficiency and higher
operating frequency, a switching- regulator power supply is smaller
and weighs less than a conventional dissipative line-frequency ( 60hertz) supply. Here, a new generation of fast-switching power transistors eliminates pounds of heat sinking for a500- watt supply. The
125-W devices switch up to 8A at submicrosecond speeds.
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DARLINGTON
DRIVER

GATE

1

A

TIME BASE

V
UNIJUNCTION
TRANSISTOR

PHASE
SPLITTER

PULSE-WIDTH CONTROL

GATE

DARLINGTON
DRIVER

lea R.

OPTICAL
ISOLATOR

501
PF +

ERROR
AMPLIFIER

2N5088

+10 V

+10 V

OUTPUT

•
PACIFIC INSTRUMENT CORP.
CUSTOM TRANSFORMER
1kVA 20 kFii SQUARE WAVE
30:1 TURNS RATIO

C663

ALL ICs: MOTOROLA

5.1 Id?
2001(12

50
pF

2N2647

+10 V

2N4265

2N6308
2.5 S2
TRANSFORMER'

500
PF

T

MC671

001

+300 V
dc

100 Li
2N6055

OUTPUT

0.01 pF
5V

—

-L
SCHOTTKY DIODES

1.5 kl2
MC668

2N6055
200 kS-2
+10 V
11/31
MC671
0.01 pF

100 kS2
2N5088

5V
5V
MOC1001

MC1723
VOLTAGE
TOR

2. Switched supply. New type of switching power transistors can
operate at twice the speed of older types, raising inverter switching
frequency from an audible 10 kilohertz to a quiet 20 kHz. This higher
frequency means better efficiency and a smaller transformer. The
20- kHz inverter shown ( in both the block diagram and the schematic) makes use of an optical isolator in its feedback loop.

are used to rectify the 20- kHz signal coming from the
transformer's secondary. For low-voltage ( around 5 v)
power- supply applications, the small forward voltage
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drop (approximately 0.4 v) of the Schottky diodes provides asignificant increase in over-all supply efficiency,
as compared to asupply employing conventional silicon
rectifiers.
A feedback loop containing avoltage regulator and
an optically coupled isolator supplies the regulation information needed for pulse-width control. The optical
isolator, which has a phototransistor output, also provides ground isolation between the output dc voltage
and the input control circuitry.
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Scope-face graticule
highlights 3-dB signal points
by Donald F. DeKold
Santa Fe Community College, Gainesville. Fia.

A number of standard laboratory oscilloscopes have
rectangular CRT graticules measuring 8by 10 centimeters. A little-recognized feature of the 8-by- 10 graticule
is the ease with which it allows rapid and fairly accurate
determination of the -3-decibel levels of ac signals.
Normally, the midfrequency voltage of asignal is displayed on the scope face at some convenient level.
Then, the 70.7% level of the displayed signal amplitude
is computed so that the signal's - 3-dB point can be
known. As signal amplitude drops, its level must be
constantly monitored by repeatedly positioning the displayed trace against one of the horizontal graticule lines

MaanaMMM
111111111111111111/111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111

to measure the magnitude of its amplitude.
This approach is inconvenient because it involves a
calculation and requires concentrated attention on the
scope display to observe when the -3-dB level is
reached. However, if the midfrequency level is adjusted
to span exactly 7cm peak to peak, then the - 3-dB level
will be indicated by a display trace that covers 4.95
units (70.7% of 7 cm) of vertical deflection. Now, the
horizontal graticule lines can be put to convenient use.
A "band of light" can be made to fill the screen (using aslow sweep rate) between the 0- and 7-cm lines, as
shown, by first adjusting the signal's midfrequency amplitude to be 7cm peak to peak and then vertically positioning the display. When the amplitude of the displayed signal approaches -3dB, the " band of light" will
just fill the space between the 1- and 6-cm lines, as
shown. Actually, this 5-cm-high display implies an attenuation of -2.92 dB, or anominal attenuation of - 3dB.
With this method, only one vertical-positioning operation is needed, no calculations are required, and the
signal's - 3-dB point is easy to spot.

•

MIDBAND
AMPLITUDE
17 cm pk-pk)

— 3-dB
AMPLITUDE
(5 cm pk-pk)

MIIMBIBM
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1111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111MIZZIIMI
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Measuring the midband. Graticule lines on scope face can aid in locating asignal's 3- decibel points. For 8- by- 10- centimeter grid, adjust the
displayed midband voltage to fill 7cm. The signal is down by 3dB when its display spans 5 cm, which represents 70.7% of 7cm.

Thermally adjacent diodes
balance transistor conduction
by Oliver C. Stanley
San Diego, Calif

When ahigh-power load must be divided between two
transistors, cigrent conduction between the transistors
must be balanced to prevent one of them from overheating due to mismatch. Generally, matched transistors, balancing resistors, or balancing circuits are used.
But the right corrective feedback can be obtained by
the judicious placement of two ordinary diodes. As
shown in the diagram, each transistor is mounted on its
own heat sink, along with a diode that is connected to
the emitter of the other transistor. This provides abalancing action because diode junction voltage drops with
increasing temperature.
For example, suppose more current passes through
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the path of transistor Qi and diode D ithan through the
path of transistor Q2 and diode D2. The excessive heat
generated by transistor Qi reduces the junction voltage
of diode D2, thereby turning transistor Q2 more fully
on. And the cooler heat sink of transistor Q2 lessens
diode Di's self-heating effects.
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts. calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published.

HEAT
SINK

Balanced conduction. Diode location prevents two load- sharing
transistors from overheating. A diode and a transistor are mounted
on the same heat sink, but the diode is electrically connected to the
other transistor. As temperature goes up, diode voltage goes down.
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When it comes to
regulation, listen
to your audio man

Designers of industrial control systems could take a hint from audioequipment designers, who for years have used unregulated power supplies to handle the large surges of power at an amplifier output, instead
of regulated supplies that must be called out at a system's highest
power rating. Regulation is expensive at these high average powers, but
unregulated supplies are cheap and well able to accommodate the
surges of power needed to drive motors and activate solenoids in industrial systems.
The output semiconductors won't blow out, since they are normally
designed to handle large current surges for several milliseconds without risk of damage.

A cheap shield
for atransformer

Thin-film resistors
come on silicon chips

How to keep
an even heat in
voltage regulation

Users of plotters,
displays, unite

1

Here's a tip from Ad-Vance Magnetics on a cheap way to shield a
transformer. Surround the transformer with aband of copper laminated
between two sheets of magnetic alloy. The copper forms an eddy-current shunt ring, which teams with the high-permeability alloy to provide the shielding. And the laminate is available off the shelf from
Ad Vance Magnetics Inc., 226 East Seventh St., Rochester, Ind.

Since the thin-film resistors required for high accuracy on hybrid circuits aren't too compatible with thick- film hybrid processes, users often
add their accurate resistor networks on separate, small ceramic substrates. This raises production costs, as the ceramic substrates require
different handling from the silicon chips. So now several companies,
including Hybrex division of Burr- Brown and Motorola, are supplying
thin-film resistors on silicon substrates, which can be bonded and handled just like the semiconductor chips.

Want practically the ultimate in temperature stability in voltage regulation? Take aquad transistor array, and set aside two of the transistors
for atemperature-compensated zener diode ( one of the transistors acts
as the zener, the other as aconventional diode). Hook the third transistor to the supply voltage and let it act as achip heater. Connect up the
fourth transistor as aregular diode for use as achip- temperature sensor. The result: azener-regulated output voltage, with the chip always
operating at the same temperature. For more detail, see p. 103.

If you use a graphic plotter and want to find out more about how it
works with computers, Hewlett-Packard has just the thing— a plotterusers' group. Join, and get afree catalog of user-contributed programs
and aquarterly four-page newsletter. If you're interested, the place to
write to is: Plotter Inquiries, Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd.,
Palo Alto, Calif.
And if displaying information is one of your concerns, Tektronix Inc.
may also be forming ausers' group to meet on anational and regional
basis and exchange information and ideas. Write: Users' Group,
81-872, Tektronix Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Ore.
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The “ Super Testers”
at AMI are testing more than 500,000
MOS/LSI devices every month...

controlled MD- 150 MOS/LSI Test
System, which tests RAM's, ROM's,
shift registers, as well as random logics,
and performs complete parametric and functional tests.

When the Production Test Department at American Microsystems
achieves new record highs in production
testing of LSI's, they have a little help from
Macrodata.
Testing at the rate of a million parts per quarter at the
Santa Clara facilities — AMI's Production Test really
pumps out the products and keeps the yields up too. Many
of the parts tested are 1024 x 1Si Gate RAM's.
Testing is on a 7- day-a week schedule, and throughput
gets up to 25,000 parts on many days. Through it all AMI's
quality control standards are consistently maintained.
To maintain production levels like that requires outstanding test equipment as well as motivated personnel. It
requires equipment like Macrodata's cascaded computer-

Also helping to maintain the high production levels at
AMI are aseries of stand-alone MD- 100 MOS/LSI Memory
Exercisers, some of which are used with probers for testing at the wafer level. Both Macrodata systems allow
testing at the wafer level or in the final package.
If you are testing without a field- proven Macrodata MOS/
LSI Test System — you are handcuffing your test department unnecessarily. So why not join the scores of other
users who are employing the industry's most ubiquitous
test systems? For more information, just use the reader
service card, or call us directly.

Macrodata
I.

o
o
u

2

Macrodata Corporation, 6203 Variel Avenue, Woodland Hills, California 91364, Phone: ( 213) 887-5550, Telex: 65-1345
Sales Offices: Northern California Area Tel. ( 408) 247-6633 • West/Central Area — Denver Tel. ( 303) 934-5505 • Scottsdale Tel. ( 602) 947-7841 • Albuquerque Tel. ( 505)
299-7658 • Dallas Tel ( 214) 231-2573 • Houston Tel ( 713) 621-0040 • New York Area Tel ( 914) 962-7797 • New England Area Tel. ( 617) 273-2450 • Southeast Area
Tel ( 205) 883-0140 • International: West Germany — Munich Tel. ( 0811) 34 56 00 Telex: ( 841) 521-5969 • Milan, Italy Tel. 871-988/899-248 Telex: ( 843) 34314 • Sweden
and Norway — Stockholm Tel. ( 08) 87 03 45 • Switzerand and Austria — Bern Tel. (
031) 22 44 81 Telex: ( 845) 33172 • Tel Aviv, Israel Tel. 25 55 69 • Tokyo, Japan
Tel. ( 03) 985-5266 Telex: ( 781) 272-2171 • Buckinghamshire, England Tel, High Wycombe ( 0494)36381 Telex: ( 851)837236
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We just outnumbered all the
other function generators.
They don't have numbers at all. Just marks on a
dial. The brand new Wavetek 147 has numbers.
Numbers like 4.53 kHz. Or + 2.83 V. Because it
has the first digital display ever to appear on the
face of a function generator. And those numbers
cover a sweep range to 10 MHz.
But numbers aren't everything. So the 147 has
more: precise resolution of sweep start and stop.
Manual as well as electronic trigger control. A single
dial for coarse and fine frequency control. And a
bargain price of $ 1,295. If you'd like more information, use one of your own digits... and dial Wavetek.
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P.O. Box 651, San Diego, California 92112
Telephone ( 714) 279-2200, TWX 910-335-2007

New products

3M cartridge steps up challenge
More U.S. companies adopt 1
/
2inch unit: but Philips cassettes enjoy boom
in Europe, and Netherlands firm plans two- track head, other improvements
by Marilyn Offenheiser, Assistant Editor

try practice is to call the Philips asWhen the giant Philips Gloeilamsembly a cassette and everything
penfabrieken adapted its audio caselse acartridge, technically the 3M
sette for use in computer readerunit is a cassette, a reel-to-reel
recorders, it also established astanmechanism enclosed in a housing.
dard that remained virtually unUnits such as those made by Trichallenged until the Minnesota
Data and Digitronics are truly carMining and Manufacturing Co.'s
tridges. Each has an endless loop of
Data Products division, Camarillo,
tape with one hub in the housing
Calif., put a new digital cartridge
into pilot production a couple of and the other in the hardware.
Filling the gap. Says 3M product
years ago. The result lias been fermarketing
manager Ed Crosby,
ment among United 3tates tape"We are aiming the cartridge at apequipment makers, and just recently
plications to fill the gap between the
a sizeable group of U.S. companies
Philips cassette and the nine-trackhave jumped on the 3M bandtype IBM computer tape. We see
wagon.
Philips units becoming paper-tape
It's a different story in West Eureplacements mainly."
rope, where Philips reports aboomCriticism of the Philips 1
4/
inch
ing demand for its cassettes.
tape has been that its audio grade
The U.S. companies that have
makes it unsuitable for computer
moved over to the 3M cartridge inapplications. Detractors say the unit
clude Brush Instrument Systems,
can't handle high bit densities or
Conrac, the Kennedy Co., Bell and
high tape speeds and that the tape is
Howell, Mohawk Data Sciences,
too thin and narrow, so that minor
and Omni Electronics Corp.
mishaps result in asalad of tape on
Making their own. Other comthe floor.
panies such as TriData Corp.,
Inside job. 3M's answer is a 1
4/
Mountain View, Calif., Digitronics.
inch tape in acartridge driven by a
Southboro, Mass., and Teletype
large capstan and an elastic band
Corp., Skokie, Ill., have developed
that contacts both reels on the petheir own cartridge systems with
riphery of the cartridge. Thus, in efsupport hardware [
Electronics, July
fect, the transport is in the cassette
31, 1972, p. 71]. Meanwhile, Philips'
mainstays in the U.S.
Compact. Mohawk desktop tape handler uses 3M cartridge.
remain Ampex Corp.,
Redwood City, Calif.,
and International Computer Products, Dallas,
Texas. In Loveland,
Colo., Hewlett-Packard
Co. is "evaluating" the
3M cartridge, which
Jack Dunn, factory
support manager there,
describes as " an interesting device."
Although the indus-
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and no external guidance, tension,
or handling is needed, and no deck
components penetrate the cartridge.
The only drive that is needed is a
constant-speed motor for the capstan. The company is also introducing its own deck, the DCD-3, which
comes in two versions and costs
about $ 350 in quantity (see p. 167).
The Conrac Co.'s Cramer division, Old Saybrook, Conn., has introduced a metal cassette, the CM300, which is a Philips- type precision cassette. However, says product
manager Ron McClure, "This cassette serves an interim need. In the
long run, we believe, the 3M cartridge will better serve the longerterm need; we plan to develop and
introduce a line of tape transports
for the 3M cartridge."
Four tracks. Mohawk Data Sciences, King of Prussia, Pa., introduced the model 2021 recorder for
the 3M cartridge last August and
this month launched the 2022
model. It carries the same specifications as the 2021 but, instead of parallel record, the unit offers serial
record on any combinations of the
one, two, or four tracks. Price is as
low as $ 135 in stripped-down OEM
quantities, and unit price of the
desk-mounted version
with four tracks is
about $ 880. Says marketing manager Jack
Koelle, "When we decided to go into this
business, we checked
both the Philips cassette and the 3M cartridge and found the
cartridge to be more reliable. In addition to a
higher packing density,
the 3M unit has a
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ROTEK'S
NEW Series 300
E/I/R Calibrator
This versatile, high-precision instrument introduces a new concept in
voltage, current and resistance calibration for the digital instruments
of the 70's, as well as for classic
analog meters. No other calibrator
on the market can match its combination of high accuracy, operating
speed and safety, and flexibility. It
gives you:
• High accuracy — 0.005% DC; 0.05%,
AC
• Broad operating range — 6voltage
ranges; 6resistance ranges; 7current
ranges; frequencies to 10 kHz
• Closed-loop operation — provides
instant, automatic response to dial
settings ... eliminates tussy manual
adjustments
• Four-terminal sensing
• Programmable operation available —
Model 310
• Unprecedented flexibility — ideal for
calibrating analog meters and panel
meters of all types, including 3, 4 and
4,
/4 digit AC or DC ammeters, voltmeters, multimeters and A- to- D
converters

Complete specifications and data are now
available on the Series
300. Send for your ...,
free copy today.'

ROTEK
INSTRUMENT CORP.
40 Guinan Street
Waltham, Massachusetts
Tel. ( 617) 899-4611
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New products
single- point drive, which is a great
plus."
Brush Instrument Systems, Cleveland, Ohio, and Bell & Howell,
Electronics and Instruments group,
Pasadena, Calif., have already introduced 3M hardware. So has the
Kennedy Co., Altadena, Calif., one
of the first to join the 3M parade.
Marketing manager Russell Bartholemew states, "The 3M cartridge
won't wipe out the Philips cassette
because it's not cheap enough. But it
will be used where there is a need
for data integrity. There will also be
abig market in point-of-sale equipment, other terminals, and for applications requiring storage but not necessarily IBM compatibility."
Kennedy model 330 tape deck exhibits typical specs for 3M cartridge
hardware- 25 in./s read-write
speed, and a data transfer rate of
40,000 bits at 1,600 cm/s recording
density—and a price tag of $ 1,075.
An OEM version costs $200.
Omni Electronics Corp., Woodside, N.Y., has recently developed
two versions of atape transport with
3M cartridges: the model 770S, a
1,600-bit/in., phase-encoded unit
with a 90-in/s search rate, and the
model 770L, an 800-bit/in., complementary NRz-encoded unit with a
search rate of 150 inis bidirectional.
Philips developments. But Philips
has not been standing still while all
this has been going on. The company has been making a precision
version of the standard cassette in
which the reel hub rotates on ball
bearings and the tape guides have
axles molded into plastic so the tape
remains on an even plane without
touching the case. Paul Weber, marketing manager at Ampex, says the
company has aPhilips cassette now
in the sample stage in which the
tape runs around three sides of the
cassette and all the way up the right
side, wrapping on the second wheel
at aconstant angle. Cost is $ 10 for a
single unit; $ 7.60 each for 200 to
499. "Competing units won't replace
us," Weber says, "there's too much
tooling built around Philips for
that." Adds Thom Harleman, marketing manager for Ampex Computer Products division, " Eventually
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the 3M cartridge will be used for
special applications and the floppy
disk for large systems and smallcomputer programs."
Boom in Europe. Anton Weyts,
head of Philips ElectroAcoustic division's professional recording department, emphasizes that there is
no dissatisfaction with Philips cassettes in Europe. In fact, the market
is booming. Weyts adds that the
company is constantly making improvements. For example, the current DCR recorder has athree- motor
drive: one for the capstan, one for
each wheel hub. And, a control
compensates for speed changes.
Weyt admits that there is a gap
between the Philips Vs- inch tape and
the reel-to-reel tape used for big
computer applications, and says
that Philips rejected a proposed
joint project with 3M to develop the
/4
1
inch cartridge in favor of filling
the gap itself. Weyt states, "The 3M
way is not the way to go at present
because, for one thing, the cost of
the cartridge is too high." Philips'
next step will be aDCR with atwotrack head and, further down the
line, recorders with 1,600-bits/in.
data density.
David Griffin, marketing manager at International Computer
Products in Dallas, says his company supports the Philips approach.
"We haven't seen an impact from
3M yet and don't expect this to
change until 3M liberalizes its licensing," he remarks. " Eventually
there will be a separate market for
each product: the Philips cassette
will be a paper-tape replacement,
and the 3M cartridge will be used
for high-performance minicomputer
peripherals."
In Japan, both TDK and Matsushita are sticking with Philips, and
the Japanese government's Ministry
of International Trade and Industry
is supporting the Philips standard
by sponsoring a project to improve
the Philips cassette. The improved
system will use areel drive to eliminate tape deformation.

Reporting for this story were Arthur Erickson, Paris;
Charles Cohen, Tokyo; Paul Franson, Los Angeles; and George Sideris, San Francisco.
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Until recently, if you wanted
broadband RF power, you had to
settle for bulky tube-type power
amplifiers. No more. Starting at
the top, we developed a full line
of all- solid-state Class A power
amplifiers, covering the frequency spectrum of 100 kHz to
560 MHz, with power outputs
ranging from 300 milliwatts to
over 100 watts. And we're still
climbing.
Driven by any signal generator,

tuned, our highly linear units will
amplify inputs of AM, FM, SSB,
TV and pulse modulations with
minimum distortion. Although all
power amplifiers deliver their
rated power output to a matched
load, only ENI power amplifiers
will deliver their rated power to
any load regardless of match.
We also designed our amplifiers to be unconditionally stable
and failsafe—you need never fear
damage or oscillation due to

put meter. Ruggedized amplifiers
capable of operating under severe environmental conditions
are available.
To find out more about our RF
power amplifiers write: ENI, 3000
Winton Road South, Rochester,
New York 14623. Call 716-4736900. TELEX 97-8283 ENI ROC.

severe load conditions ( including
frequency synthesizer or sweeper,
open or short circuit loads).
these compact, portable ampliENI instrumentation amplifiers
fiers are versatile sources of
come
complete with an integral
power for general laboratory
AC power supply and an RF outwork, RFI/EMI testing, signal
distribution, RF transmission,
laser modulation, data transmission, NMR, ENDOR, ultrasonics
and more.
Completely broadband and un -

R FAmplifiers.
We started at the top.
Then worked our
way up.
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Complete RF
Network Analysis with
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0.01-dB FLATNESS
IS 0.01- dB flatness to from 400 kHz to 500 MH2
called for?
IS magnitude resolution to 0.0025 dB
required?
IS phase flatness to 0.06° necessary?
IS ameans of rapid rf comparisons needed?
IS all this desirable — at the push of abutton?

WI

If so, its all possible with anew instrument
from General Radio — the 1716 Reference
Storage Unit.
This unique instrument reduces frequencyresponse errors in the 1710 RF Network
Analyzer by an order of magnitude, permits
automatic error updating in microbelling
applications, provides arapid means of rf
comparisons, and allows digital data logging
of awide variety of analog measurements.
Not bad for a $ 1600 investment!

•
•
•

•

te

The 1716 accepts the magnitude, phase, or
group-delay information from the 1710,
converts it to digital data, and stores the
data in memory. The stored data can then
be displayed directly or subtracted from a
second signal and displayed as adifference.
The 1716 thus provides the conversion
abilities of an A/D converter and the
memory and arithmetic abilities of asimple
computer — with all their benefits but at
afraction of their cost.
IS this what you've been looking for?

General Radio
NEW YORK ( N Y) 212 964-2722, ( N J.) 201 791-8990
BOSTON 617 646-0550 • DAYTON 513 294.1500
CHICAGO 312 992.0800 • WASHINGTON, D. C. 301 943.7071 • ATLANTA 404 457-2485
DALLAS 214 234-3357 . LOS ANGELES 714 540.9830 • SAN FRANCISCO 415 948-8233
TORONTO 416 252.3395 • ZURICH COI) 55 24 20
GR COMPANIES • Grason•Stadler • Time/Data • Techware Computing Corp.
GR ASSOCIATE • MicronetIc Systems Inc.
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New products
Subassemblies

Angle converter
resolves 21 bits
Aimed at rotary-encoder
market, unit operates at
500 ns, gives BCD output

BCD " speaking" parts of the system.
And while aimed at the rotary-encoder market, the units can manage
conversion from binary to scaledBCD in other applications areas.
Perhaps the largest military and
research application will be in conversion of optically encoded shaftposition data to BCD for display or
recording. One example might be
display of azimuth and elevation
positions of precision-tracking radar
antennas.
Device speed is a function of a
proprietary algorithm. The modules
operate with standard TTL. Translation from one format to another
takes only 500 nanoseconds. The
speed allows the modules to be used
in multiplexed applications, as well
as dedicated ones.
Packed in modules 3 by 4 by 0.4
inch, the devices are available for
delivery within one month. The 20bit DD 107-6 costs $ 270, and the
DD 107-7 with 21-bit resolution
costs $300. Prices are $230 and $255,
respectively, for 100-unit lots.

A converter with 21-bit resolution?
Yes, the DD 107-7 from Interface
Engineering is only part of an
analog-to-digital converter, but it
has enough resolution and speed to
make many users happy.
The DD 107-6 and -7translate binary-angle data to scaled-BCD output. "A lot of customers out there
using optical shaft encoders could
get 20-bit raw data off the shaft easily enough," says Thomas J. Scanlon, sales manager. " But many
weren't able to make use of it without computerized conversion. That
Interface Engineering Inc., 386 Lindelof
was not only costly, but it took time.
The DD 107s are fast at 500 nanose- Ave., Stoughton, Mass. [381]
conds, and they cost less than the
most inexpensive minicomputers."
Scanlon says the market is clusAnalog multiplier module
tered in military research and some
gives bandwidths to 10 MHz
commercial applications around resolutions of 19 bits—but resolution
needs keep climbing. Therefore, the The developer of aFET analog mulfirm decided to go to 21-bit resolu- tiplier module agrees that integrated- circuit multipliers satisfy
tion with the DD 107-7.
The DD 107-7 accepts 21 bits of run-of-the-mill requirements, but
adds that his version will appeal to
binary data, which is converted to
seven-digit, 23-line BCD, making for companies with more severe requirements. Allen Roth, president
readouts good to 359.9995 ° fullof Small Signal Laboratories, says
scale and accurate to within
the technique can give bandwidths
0.00035 °.Its companion DD 107-6,
to 10 megahertz and dynamic range
alesser device, accepts up to 20 bits
to 80 decibels. It uses two sets of
of input binary-angle data and proFETS in a balanced modulator arvides asix-digit, 22-line BCD output
ranged so that the nonlinearity in
with an accuracy to within 0.00055°,
one cancels the error in the other.
and afull scale of 359.999°.
Monolithic FBI's reduce offset drift
Buyers will be those with applications that are ultrahigh-accuracy to 3 millivolts/ ° C standard ( 1 mv
optional). The company has been
shaft-oriented—industrial users who
wish to know with high resolution making the multipliers for special
the angular position of a given application and is now bringing
them to the general market.
shaft, perhaps in nearly real time,
The standard model 314 multiand who would like to control this
plier, which sells for $99 in unit
in servo fashion with abinary outquantity, offers linearity within 0.3%
put device. The DD 107s act as
for variable X input, and 0.6% for Y
translators between the binary and

Electronics/April 12, 1973

input, with optional performance to
0.15% for X. Bandwidth is 100 kilohertz, with 1 megahertz optional.
Offset is ±-50 millivolts, scale factor
accuracy ±1%, and both short circuit
and reverse voltage are provided.
The multiplier operates at ±15 volts.
Standard temperature range is 0 to
85°C.
Signal Laboratories Inc., 187 N. State College Blvd., Orange, Calif. 92668 [ 382]

Transducer amplifier can be
used as signal conditioner
The model 611 transducer amplifier
is suitable as asignal conditioner for
high-impedance, transducers, and it
can also be used as a preamplifier
for oscilloscopes, oscillographs,
chart recorders, and voltmeters.
Specifications include an input impedance of 100 kilohms, an output
impedance of 1,000 ohms, atypical

broadband noise of 10 microvolts
rms, and gain ranges of 1, 10, 100,
and 1,000. Gain bandwidth is 106.
Operation is ac or coupled, and the
unit offers self-contained power.
Price ranges from $ 58.50 to $68, depending on quantity.
Mecca, 270 North 4th West, Hyrum, Utah
[383]

Wideband amplifiers
offer up to 60-dB gains
Each of two wideband amplifiers,
the models 161 and 162, makes a
complete optical receiver when used
with a light detector, and it can
drive alight-emitting diode for digital communications or multichannel amplitude modulation. Gain for
the 161 is 40 dB, and for the 162 it is
60 dB. Other specifications include
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50-ohm input and load impedances,
a size of 3.5 cubic inches, and 12-v
dc operation. Bandwidth is 10 kHz
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Gudebrod's New
Special Purpose
Nomex*
Lacing Tapes

H

olding a bundle of wires together
sounds simple enough, but when the
ties must withstand vibration, hydraulic
fluid effects, even be flame resistant and
still not weigh much or get in the way . . .
that's something else again.
Gudebrod has developed anew series of braided
Nomex* lacing tapes that meet all these requirements
and then some! These new tapes offer just the right
elongation characteristics for excellent tie making.
They make firm "no-slip" knots, are lightweight, nonfraying and non-flaking. If you're a "weight watcher"
or work under air age restrictions, our new special
series Nomex* tapes are designed just for you.
Gudebrod manufacturers over one hundred
other styles of lacing tapes and harness room systems,
boards and accessories. ... Ask aGudebrod salesman
about them!

Write for your Free copy
of our new NOMEX*
SPECIFICATION folder.
It's part of a continuing
Gudebrod Fact Folder
Program designed to
keep you informed.
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to 25 MHz. Price of the 161 is $43,
and the 162, $ 74.
Adaptive Systems Inc., Box 1481, Pompano
Beach, Fla. 33061 [ 385]

SCRs can be gated
with logic commands
All commonly used sats or triacs
can be gated with rn, or DTL logic
commands by the Isogate, which
can also operate directly from dc
signal of 10 to 15 v. The unit prolee

ir aherm—ase_
vides dc isolation greater than 2,500
between logic terminals and gating terminals and isolation greater
than 2,500 V between the gating terminals. The gating voltage supplied
by the unit rises to 90% of final
value in 200 nanoseconds. Price is
$32.
V

Research Inc., Box 24064,
Minn. 55424 [ 386]

Minneapolis,

Wide- range amplifier
includes own heat sink

*DuPont Registered Trademark
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The model AM- 101 amplifier covers
a wide dynamic range, operates
from 5 to 500 wiz, has 10-ds gain,

12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electronics/April 12, 1973
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Your
custom resistor
network is only
an Idea away?

and provides its own heat sink. It
comes in a subminiature flatpack
measuring 0.140 inch high and
weighs 0.09 ounce. The unit provides a typical output of 100 milli-

watts and power drain is typically
900 milliwatts. Typical noise figure
is 4.5 dB. The device uses hybrid
film techniques in conjunction with
a special method of feedback stabilization. Temperature range of the
amplifier is - 55° to + 85°C. Price for
one to five pieces is $ 125 each.
Anzac Electronics, 39 Green St., Waltham,
Mass. 02154 [ 384]

Universal active filter
includes extra op amp

CTS CORPORATION, a pioneer in cermet network packaging, HAS WHAT YOU NEED TO SOLVE " CUSTOM"
RESISTOR REQUIREMENTS! Complete thick film facilities save in-house investments: existing tools speed
production— cut costs... capabilities you can't afford to
overlook. Resistors and resistor networks are our business... not just asideline.

Operating from ±12- to 15-volt supplies, the model AR2000 universal
active resonator provides an output
swing of ±10 v from dc to 10 kHz.
Designed for oscillator timers and
active filters, the unit contains a
state- variable active resonator, plus
a fourth uncommitted operational
amplifier. When used as a filter, the
center or corner frequency is set by

Whatever your needs, from standarçi in- line and DIP networks to custom high power/high voltage packages, you
can rely on CTS experience and know-how.
Unmatched field reliability, high volume mechanization,
and over a decade of cermet thick film-technology make
CTS resistors "the engineers' choice". We have what it
takes for both standard and custom resistor packages.
Call on CTS EXPERIENCE...today! CTS CORPORATION,
905 N. West Boulevard, Elkhart, Indiana 46514, Phone:
(219) 293-7511.

CTS CORPORATION
Elkhart, Indiana

A world leader in cermet and variable resistor technology.
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For
real reliability
in rolled L
capacitors,'
buy
EXPERIENCE.

El-Menco Rolled Capacitor Types:
•
•
•
•

Mylar-paper, dipped ( -7,pe MPD)
Mylar, dipped, epoxy lype MDE)
Mylar, cipped, epoxy, fat (Type MDEF)
Mylar-paper, ceramic tube, epoxy end fill ( Type MPCE)

• Paper, ceramic tube, epoxy end fill ( Type PCE)
• Mylar, impregnate,d, aipped (Type MDR)
• Mylar, Mylar wrap, round (Type MWP)
• Mylar, Mylar wrap, flat (Type MWF)
••Dolypropylene, dipped ( Type PPD)

Electronics/April 12, 1973

The real measure cf rolled capacitor reliability ultimately comes down to one critical,
o'
controlling factor: the capacitor manufacturer's experience. And you can measure
El-Menco's rolled capacitor experience in the
hundreds of millions. El-Menco's experience in
design — in improved testing and manufacturing
techniques — in better quality and reliability
through closer control of purchased materials
and manufacturing methods — all combine
to give you, the customer, expeience in
failure-free equipment in the field.
Why settle for less than the priceless
assurance of continuous, trouble-free
operation?
A glance at some of the El-Menco rolled types,
shown here actual size, tes you the space these
compact capacitor packages can save. They are
available in several dielectrics, in capacitance
rarges from . 001 to 1C mF. in voltage ratings from
50 to 2000 V, with axial or radial leads, and in
operating temperatures as ! ow as — 55°C and as
high as + 125°C.
Write for comprehensive engineering data

El Menea

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO.,. INC.
Wiliimantic, Conn, 06226
Welt Coast: Collins and Hyde Co.
Nationwide: Arco Electronic Distributors
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TROUBLE?
finding components
to solve your
design puzzle ...
ADLAKE
has them!
-""
ADLAKE MERCURY
WETTED RELAYS
Single side stable or
bistable;
multiple
poles; sensitive form
C, D, or K, or neutral
form D; millions of
trouble- free operations; low, stable contact resistance; plugin or PC mountings.

ADLAKE
LOAD
RELAYS

ADLAKE
HYBRID
TIMERS

Light, medium, and
heavy load switching;
up to 3 poles. Screw
or pigtail leads. Ratings from 35 to 100
amp, non- inductive at
115 volts 60 Hz. U.L.
listed types. All popular coil voltages.

ADLAKE MERCURY DISPLACEMENT
TIME DELAY
RELAYS

ADLAKE

Highly reliable operation handles 35 amp
loads. 12, 24, 32, 48
and 115 VAC or VDC
inputs. Fast recycle
time, fixed or adjustable timing from 100
msec. to
minutes.
Wide selection of
N.O., N.C., On, Off,
Delay, or Instant Close
or Open switching.

Adlake components are ideal interface
timing and switching control components for the most modern and complete systems. Fast, stable, and reliable
operation are prime features. Dry circuit
to heavy current loads, input/output
isolation, excellent environmental features, choice of packaging, terminations.

1
1

I!

Time deiays from 0
to 20 minutes; N.O.
or N.C. slow " make"
and N.O. slow " break"
switching. AC and DC
operated units, — 37
to 200°F operating
temperature range.
0.5 - 15 ampere ratings, non- inductive at
115 volts, 60H:. Screw
terminal or pigtail
leads. U. L. listed
types.

DRY REED RELAYS
1, 2, 3, and 4- pole
styles, hermetically
sealed precious metal
contacts, extended
life, magnetic shield ing, high operating
speeds. Miniature, intermediate and standard sizes.

ADLAKE
Transfer timers switch
TRANSFER DC input to output
TIMERS,
with precise delay
times. Close tolerance
LATCHES accuracy, wide operating temperature
range, quick recycle,
1 amp rating. Pulse
latch switches 2 amp
(100% duty cycle)
"off" and " on."
Choice of packages.

New products
adding two external resistors. A
third resistor determines the filter Q.
Operation as an oscillator similarly
requires minimal external parts.
Price is $ 12.85 each in 100-lots.
Integrated Microsystems Inc., 16845 Hicks
Rd., Los Gatos, Calif. [389]

Display is aimed at
clock applications
A display for clock applications, the
model SP- 151, features four 1
2/
inchhigh numeric digits, acolon and alpha readouts, in a.m. and p.m. It interfaces with mos Lsi clock chips
and the planar gas-discharge unit
can be used in all dc or multiplexed
applications, with or without
blanked zeros. A keep-alive cathode
provides an internal ion source that
reduces re-ionization time to less
than 30 milliseconds. Character
height is 0.50 in. with centerline
spacing at 0.160 inch. The display
face measures 1.593 in. by 1.120 in.
Price is $ 1.75 per digit in 1,000-lots.
Sperry

Information

Displays,

Box

3579,

Scottsdale, Ariz. 85257 [388]

Programable oscillator
provides 13 frequencies
The model PCXO-116 crystal-controlled oscillator provides 13 frequencies, which are externally programable via binary- encoded
signals. Frequency-selection extends
from 1MHz down to 0.01 Hz in dec-

Let ADLAKE
supply the
missing piece!

USE READER SERVICE NUMBER FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE

COMPANY

ELKHART

INDIANA 46514
219 •
TELEX

264 1141
25 8458

CABLE ADLAKE

ades. Packaged in a dual in-line
case, the unit is radon-compatible
and operates over the temperature
range of from 0°C to + 70°C. Price
is $ 98 each in quantities of 100.
Solid State Electronics Corp., 15321 Rayen
St., Sepulveda, Calif. 91343 [ 390]
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Sperridisplays have more eye appeal!
•

Panel meters, DVM's, instrumerts, calculato•s, conhp.iters
b_sitness rnaciines ard other equipment have more " buy
acpeal" wth advaiced Sperry ilisplaystlbecause they have
more eye appeal where it really counts — right on the face
of your product. These a-ethe unique displays which produce conti -uous characters, with mo irritating gaps or
bineaks between segments. Spe-ry displays are also better
looking because character she was dete -mined by human facto-sengineering — with full corsideration given to
aspect at o aid form factors.

ciate thei• excellent appearance.. Compare them side- byside with any other display. You'll hind Sperry beats them Ell.
Sperry displays also come in colors — attractive, easy to
read orange or red. NO: atways : rue of other types. Aid
Sperry beauty is also nore thar skin deep. There's be
wider viewing angle, low power consumption and proven
reliability, not to overlock the cost — $ 1.00** per digit un
large OEM quantities for eitier the /
2 " or 1
1
/3" display.
See for yourself.
Find out how great .3oerry displays can look on yot -

Sperry iisprais a-e brighter, sharper and easier to read!
t-an tube-tyip.e displays and the much pLItlicized LED's.
rley have no screens
filaments or - cff rJrribers to impair
reaciabilly. In fact
they're et nJich better
looKing tia tt it is.im•
possiblie to show the
differerce on the
prînted page. You
thave to see the actual
display 7.c ftuldy appre-

Sperry /
2 "
1

Sper -y

product. For samp e 1
/
3 " and 1
/
2 " self adhesive,
printed displa strips and complete technical info-mation, phone or write: Sperry Information Disp ays
Divis:ont, PO Box 3579, Scottsdale, Antzona 85257. Telephone ( 602) 947-8_

LED V4"

"

COMPARE THE BRIC-H, NO.GAP APPEARANCE
OF SPERRY DISPLAYS WITH ANY OTHER DISPLAY.

j
--l L
r

S
I
PERa
ff
NFORMATION DISPLAYS

It's awhole new ball game in displays!
tPatent Pendit g
FOR THE FUME .3F YOUR NEAREST SPiRRY REPRESENTATIVE OR DISTRIBUTOR;
CALL TOLL=REE 8L0 645•9200 IN IN N.Y. STATE CALL COLLECT (51) 294-0990

-.

NIXIE is the registered t•Edematik of the Burroughs Corpor3tien.
"Price is $ 2.30 in 5,000 digit qucrubitty.

Eight

it,

.4

0

%.)
9C

14k
I

Marco-Oak
Presslites
qualify under
MIL-S-22885
tttttt
mon,100

TWO NeW SCRs
from NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
featuring
• Patented Regenerative Gate
• High di/dt with low power gate drive
F-390 850 A RMS, 500-1300 V. DC motor
control and power supplies.
F-395 700 A RMS,100-600V. Fast switch—
ing, high frequency for inverter use.

@

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
a varian

division

geneva, illinois 60134 ( 312) 232-4300
Circle

198 on reader service card

Who says a
tough switch
can't be bright
and beautiful?
iiial
1l

e

o

3.

Listed on QPL 22885
3to 15 amps, alternate and
momentary
Variety of pushbutton sizes,
shapes and colors
Complete specification catalog
now available

Lighten your decisions
contact . . .

MARCO-OAK
A Subsidiary of OAK Industries Inc.
P.O. Box 4011
207 S. He,ena Street, Anaheim, Calif. 92803
Tel. ( 714) 535-6037 • TWX — 910-591-1185
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NeW NL- 80 51
from
NATIONAL

ELECTRONICS

• Segmented Phosphor Display
• Low Cost • Low Power
• Direct Drive from MOS

®

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
a varian division
geneva

Illinois 60134 ( 312) 232 4300

Circle 199 on reader service card

New products
teries, and it can be operated while
the batteries are being recharged.
The meter has abattery-check position, and it automatically stops operating if the voltage drops too low,
to protect the batteries and prevent
incorrect readings.
The instrument has five functions
Portable digital multimeter
(dc and ac voltage and current, and
resistance), using ahigh-input fieldfor logic, industrial jobs
effect-transistor amplifier ( 1gigohm
has 3 digits, 500% overrange
on dc voltage basic range) and dualslope integrator. It uses the Sperry
/2
inch display and Mostek 5002
Data Technology's new portable 1
digital multimeter has 3 digits plus meter circuit. Dc voltage ranges ex500% overrange at aprice competi- tend to 1,200 v, ac to 1,000 v, resisttive to the usual DMM with 3 digits ance to 50 megohms, and current to
plus 100% overrange. But since the 2amperes. Range switches are goldterm " 31
2 /
digit" has been pre- plated wafers, rather than push buttons, often a nuisance in lightweight instruments, since the unit
must be held down to change range.
If the input exceeds the 4,999 count
capability, the display flashes, but it
continues to operate with reduced
accuracy to 5,999. Common-mode
rejection is aminimum of 100 decibels.
Dc and resistance response time is
empted by makers of the latter type 400 milliseconds, with ac response
of instrument, Data Technology 3.5 seconds. Worst-case accuracies
calls its model 30 a "true 3.5-digit specified for 90 days at 20°C to 30°C
meter." It displays to 5,000 counts are to within ±0.1% of reading plus
(4,999) instead of 2,000 ( 1,999), 0.06% of full scale on dc voltage.
which product-marketing manager Others are slightly poorer. CalibraJohn Dunn says will satisfy about tion takes only 15 minutes.
half the $ 10 million market for 41
2/
The instrument is packaged in a
digit instruments.
high-impact plastic case, with a tiltHis studies indicate that about
up bracket and handle. Only two inhalf of all measurements require a put jacks are required, and the infirst digit between 2 and 5, and to
strument, which is 2.5 by 6.25 by 9
get 4-digit resolution, it has been
inches and weighs less than 4
necessary to buy a4-digit meter. Expounds, fits in abriefcase.
Data Technology, Inc., 2700 South Fairview
amples of such applications are 5-v
Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 92704. [ 351]
and 20-v logic, 20- and 30-v telephone, 24-v industrial supplies, 28-v
aerospace and 230/440-v European
line voltages.
Trio of scopes stresses
Dunn also says the instrument is
price/performance ratio
competitive in price with present
31
/2
digit portable DMMS at $279,
In an instrument for making routine
with $ 20 extra for rechargeable batmeasurements, good performance is
teries. But it offers anumber of fearelatively easy to achieve. The trick
tures besides the extra display. For
is to get it at the lowest possible
one, the batteries can be added at
price. This is the aim of Ballantine's
any time simply by unscrewing two
new family of oscilloscopes, which
screws, and battery life is 10 to 12
don't set any records in bandwidth
hours with four C-size nickel-cador sensitivity, but do provide the
mium batteries. The instrument can
kind of performance that most oscilbe used with or without the bat-

Instruments

Meter displays

to 5,000 counts
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loscope users need, at prices that
most can afford.
The model 1066B best epitomizes
this high-value attitude. At $745,
this scope is not only $ 100 cheaper
than its predecessor— the 1066A—it
has greater bandwidth ( 20 megahertz vs 15 MHz), alarger display ( 8
by 10 centimeters vs 6 by 10 cm),
and more flexible triggering circuitry.
The 1066 B has two Tv trigger
coupling modes—TVF and TVL. The
TVF mode optimizes frame-rate triggering on video signals, while the
TVL mode optimizes line triggering.
This specialized Tv triggering capability will have particular appeal to
broadcasters, manufacturers of
video terminals, servicers of those
terminals, and the cable TV industry.
The top- of- the- line scope, the
model 1040A, is a 40-MHz instrument with a sensitivity of 5 millivolts/cm on each of its two identical
vertical channels. Its delayed- and
mixed-sweep capability makes it
ideal for working with complex
pulse trains like those encountered
in the design and servicing of computer peripherals. Like the 1066B,
the 40-MHz scope has abuilt-in delay line that allows viewing of the

leading edge of the triggering waveform, even at the scope's fastest
sweep speed. For the 1040A, the
fastest sweep speed is 200 nanoseconds/cm, expandable to 20
ns/cm with a10 x magnifier.
Sensitivity is also expandable. A
simple switch can expand the vertical sensitivity to 1 mv/cm for frequencies up to 10 MHz, or the two
vertical amplifiers can be cascaded
for an even greater sensitivity of 50
microvolts/cm with afurther reduction in bandwidth. The 1040A is
priced at $ 1,200.
At the low-cost end of the price

141
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New products

4% digits 4300% overranging
+3-yr. warranty= 3400 OMM

range, the model 1010A is a $495
dual-channel scope with abandwidth
of 10 wiz and a sensitivity of 5
mv/cm. This unit's price, performance, and low weight ( 17 lb) make it
suitable for many field servicing applications. It has amaximum sweep
rate of 1µs/cm, expandable to 100
ns/cm with a10 x magnifier.
Ballantine Laboratories Inc.. P.O. Box 97,
Boonton, N.J. 07005 [352]

Laboratory recorder
has 5- inch scale
The model A-5 potentiometric type
recorder with a5-inch scale operates
with a variety of laboratory instruments. Chart speeds are 0.5, 1. 2, 5,
10, and 20 cm/minute and

Its all relative in a
Hickok Multimeter...
You get more than 4 digits in

4- digit DMM prices.

the Hickok 3400 Multimeter.

In addition, Hickok backs up

You can also get 300% over-

the reliability of the 3400 with

ranging, so you can read to

a 3- year warranty. This devel-

39999 on all 5 functions. This

oped from Hickok's long ex-

is for AC/DC voltage from

perience as a pioneer in the

10

use of LSI circuitry in test

µV

to 1 kV, for resistance

from 10 mû to 40 Mu, and for
AC/DC current from 10 nA to
2 A.

equipment.
Price of the Hickok 3400 is
$595. Send for the 3400 Series

With the 300% option, you

Data Sheet for complete speci-

can read critical power supply

fications on the 3400, as well

outputs between 20 and 39

as the Microvolt Multimeter

volts to 5- digit resolution at

and the Multimeter Counter.

HICKOK
the value innovator

cm/hour. Full-scale ranges are 1,
10, 100 mv and 1V. Pen-response
takes 0.35 second, and accuracy is to
within 0.5% of full scale. Input is
single-ended, and floating and input
resistances are greater than 10 megohms. Price is $ 595.
Varian Instrument Division, 611
Way, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 [ 355]

Hansen

Digital test oscillator
generates 10 Hz to 10 MHz
The model 110 series of programable digital test oscillators are designed to fill all sine-wave source re-

Instrumentation 8 Controls Division
The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
10514 Dupont Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44108
(216) 541-8060 • TWX: 810-421-8286
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Why we think
the Brush 222 is your best
choice in a2-channel
battery-run portable recorder.

ACCURACY. With the 222, you get
linearity guaranteed to 99.5% with our
Metrisite® servo loop feedback system.
Of course, there are other recorders
just as accura1e. We know that.
Melr
Because we make most of them.
THE. CLEANEST TRACES. When
you say hello to your 222, you say
good-bye to smudging, smearing,
skipping and puddling traces. The
reason: pressurized inking that
forces acrisp, clean trace not just
Our traces
Thermal traces
onto, but into the paper.
REAL PORTABILITY. You don't have to he King Kong to take the 222 exactly where you
need it. Its completely self-contained and weighs just 25 pounds.
SOLID FEATURES, NOT FRILLS. Like: built-in preamps that give you measurement
range from 1mV per division to 500V full scale without
recalibration. Pushbutton-controlled chart speeds. Two
event channels. An ink supply that lasts ayear. And a
no- mess disposable ink cartridge, so your fingers
never look like part of aRorschach test.
LONG-LIFE BATTERIES. The iniernal battery
supply gives you 12 hours of continous operation.
Up to 6,000 hours of total operating life. And complete
rechargability in just 16 hours. Just plug the 222 into an
ac or dc outlet overnight and you're ready to go in the morning.
We think you may want to know more about the 222 and our
other recorders. So, write us. Gould Inc., Instrument Systems
Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44113 or
Rue Van Boeckel 38, Brussels 1140. Belgium.
A years supply of nk
I

BRUSH INSTRUMENTS

Electronics/April 12, 1973
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New products
quirements from 10 hertz to 10
megahertz. The unit features digital
frequency-selection and maintains
constant output amplitude throughout the full frequency range. Both
the 50- and 600-ohm outputs are
protected against short-circuiting.
As a voltage-controlled generator,
the oscillator features frequency
modulation and amplitude modulation, both inputs of which are dc
coupled. Price of the oscillator is under $ 1,000.
Progress Electronics Co. of Oregon, 5160
N. Lagoon Ave., Portland, Ore. 97217 [356]

Variable active filter
is accurate to within +2%
A digitally tuned variable active filter called the AF-420L has Butterworth and time- domain responses of 24 and 48 dB/octave, and
acutoff frequency range of 0.001 Hz

Type LS8 Metalized Polystyrene Capacitors
are Smaller and Lighter
with No Sacrifice in Performance
Type LS8 Metalized

alog and digital computer refer-

Polystyrene Capacitors are 1/
3 the

to 9.99 kHz, held to ±
2% error on all
ranges: high-pass, band-pass, lowpass, band-reject, and by-pass functions. All functions are performed
by front panel switches, eliminating
the need for patch cables. Attenuation is 80 dB minimum to 1MHz.

ence, timing and integrating cir-

Multimetrics Industries, Division of Daysam

size and /
4
1
the weight of their

cuits, and high- Q tuned circuits.

Corp., 120-30 Jamaica Ave., Richmond Hill,

Dearborn'

N.Y. 11418 [358]

"non - metalized" foil - electrode
counterparts.

Yet

their

perfor-

mance characteristics ( low negative

temperature

coefficient

of

capacitance, extremely high insulation resistance, freedom from
dielectric absorption) are every
bit as good, making them ideally

Capacitance values range from
.0027 pFto 2.2 pF. Voltage ratings
are 50, 100, and 150 WVDC. Ca-

Instrument helps diagnose

pacitance tolerances as close as

hardware, software faults

±1%

Operating

temperature range is — 65C to
+85C.

suited for applications such as
low- frequency tuned circuits, an-

are available.

For complete data, write for
Engineering Bulletin 401.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC

compnny

4'1,1 ' 1 31

SPRAGUE
THE

MARI(

OF RELIA ! IL TT

electronics division
P.O.
144

Circle

BOX

1076,

LONGWOOD,
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FLORIDA

The Register Recorder, which provides a trace of the hardware and
software operations of real-time systems, is used in much the same way
as aflight recorder carried on an aircraft. Subsequent computer analysis
of the information provided by the
Register Recorder allows failures to
be diagnosed. The unit can serve as
adebugging tool, and it provides se-

3 27 5 0
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Broad Product Line: Ferroxcube offers acomplete array
of sizes and shapes of ferrite cores. They're made in
Saugerties, N.Y. and stocked throughout the U.S.A.
Toroids for pulse transformers, pot cores or square cores
for precision filters, transformer cores in all sizes and
snapes— E, U, I, specials and read-only memoiy cores
—you can trust Ferroxcube to provide the optimum core
for your inductors.
Unsurpassed Materials Technology: Ferroxcube, the
acknowledged U.S. leader in ferrite technology, offers
a wide range of standard materials for your cores.
Chances are that one of them has exactly the right combination of characteristics for your application. And, you
can depend on Ferroxcube to deiiver the same uniform,

FERROXCUBE

product characteristics year after year for consistent,
optimum circuit performance in your designs.
24- hour Availability: Standard components are aval able fo- 24- hour deivery from any of seven warehouses
conveniently located in Boston, New York, Saugerties,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Santa Clara and San Diego.
If you're up on the advantages of ferrites, discover the
added values of dealing with Ferroxcube. Ask for the
new 1973 catalog. It you're new to ferrites and the design
possibilities they open up, talk to one of our applications
engineers. Call 914.246-2811, TWX 510-247-5410 or
write Ferroxcube, Saugerties, N.Y. 12477.
Ferroxcube linear ferrites — made in Saugerties, N.Y.
and stocked in seven U.S. locations.

CORPORATION, SAUGERTIES, N. Y. 12477

A NO ,OH AMERICA\ PHILIPS COMP.\ \ 1
Distributed throuhh North Amer can Philips Electronic Components Corporation with warehouses in Boston. 617-449-1406. New York 516.538-2300.
Saugerties 914.246-5861. Philadelphia 215.927-6262. Chicago. 312•593-8'20. San,a Clara 408-240-1134, San Diego 714.453-91'50
16402
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SOLID-STATE FET-INPUT

MULTIMETER
from
SINtr>uN
of course

New products
lected programs or functions to be
examined by type and quantity. A
modular semiconductor memory is

Solld Stale Elecironle Me- 0,-

PORTABLE,
LABORATORY
ACCURACY,

ELECTRONIC
MULTIMETER

available in 512-word blocks up to a
maximum of 8,192 words. Word
length is variable to suit a number
of different computers.
Logica Ltd., 31-36 Foley St., London 1.4/1P
7LB England [ 359]

• 68 Switch Selectable Functions:
13 AC and DC Voltage Ranges ( as low as 1 MV,
full scale)
14 AC and DC Current Ranges ( as low as 1 /LA,
full scale)
6 low power ( IC compatible) Resistance Ranges
6 completely self-contained Capacitance Ranges
II Plus 12 Output Ranges
• Circuit Breaker Overload Protection
• High FET-Input Impedance
• ±- 1e/( Accuracy for AC and DC

Receiving system made for
broadband spectral analysis
A receiving system, designed for
broadband spectral analysis of the
range from 0.5 to 18 GHz is designated model 3100. The unit covers
the octave bandwidths with parallel
instantaneous frequency measurement and sweeping tuned radio-fre-

• Negligible Voltage Drop

E±,

• Simple, Straight-Forward Operation
• Size: 8.07" High, 5.04" Wide, 3.94" Deep. Only
3.3 lbs.
2795 MULTIMETER supplied complete

with batteries, test leads and operator's
manual. Complete accessories available.

$250 00

WRITE FOR BULLETIN L-1010 . .
OR CONTACT
YOUR SIMPSON INSTRUMENTATION PRODUCTS
DISTRIBUTOR FOR OFF -THE -SHELF DELIVERY

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60644
Phone (312) 379-1121

EXPORT DEPT.: 400 W. Madison St, Chicago, III 60606. Cable Simelco
IN CANADA: Bach- Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario
IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private Ltd., International House,
Bombay- Agra Road, Vikhroli, Bombay
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quency subsystem. The 3100 consists of display, receiver-control, and
receiver units. It can detect simultaneous emissions, thus eliminating
spurious intermediate- frequency responses. Pulsed waveforms are displayed in an amplitude vs time format.
Probe Systeii.s Inc

665 N Pastona, Sunny-

vale, Calif. [ 360]
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General Radio Systems

If you buy or make digital circuits,
it will pay you to learn why
you get the best logic analyzers
General Radio Logic- Circuit Analyzers

from the folks who introduced
the first logic analyzers.

WE
SHIP
MORE THAN ONE
A WEEK

LI oñouid

911m7‘ VOWS
o

• General Radio
Sticklers for Accuracy
300 BAKER AVENUE, CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01742 • NEW YORK ( N.Y.) 212 964-2722, ( N.J.) 201 791-8990 • BOSTON 617 646-0550 • WASHINGTON, D C. 301 948-7071 • ATLANTA 404 457-2485
• CHICAGO 312 992-0800 • DAYTON 513 294-1500 • DALLAS 214 234-3357 • LOS ANGELES 714 540-983 ,
2 • SAN FRANCISCO 415 948-8233 • TORONTO 416 252-3395 • ZURICH IOU 55 24 20
•GR COMPANIES • Grason-Stadler • Time Data • Techware Computing Corp. • GR ASSOCIATE • Micronetic Systems Inc.
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New products
differential amplifiers, operational
amplifiers and comparators, constant-current sources, micropower
amplifiers and oscillators, controllers for lamps, light-emitting diodes,
relays and thyristors.
But RCA is looking even further
down the road. " It will expose sysThree transistor pairs
tems people to linear COS/MOS
technology and get them familiar
on one substrate designed
with it," says Richard L. Sanquini,
as system building block
manager of linear IC engineering.
"Then when we introduce real complex subsystems, they won't be hit
The art and craft of linear complementary circuitry, developed cold."
These could be complex largethrough the years around discrete
scale integrated circuits—entire sysbipolar devices, is being nudged
tems on asingle chip, similar to the
into the integrated-circuit realm
with the introduction by RCA of a calculator systems fabricated on
building-block array of linear comsingle digital p-mos chips, he says.
plementary-mos transistors.
Doing such things with bipolar ICs
The new array, the CA3600E would require too much power and
chip space, as well as cost too much.
[Electronics, March 29, p. 26], conA great advantage, Sanquini points
sists of three c-mos transistor pairs
out, is that RCA uses its standard
on asilicon substrate that have been
digital-device process to produce its
characterized for linear operation.
matched linear c-mos devices.
Although some linear devices are
The CA3600E is available in a14available in c-mos, the RCA array is
the first basic building block, analolead dual in-line plastic package.
gous to the bipolar-transistor arrays
The price for 1to 99 is $ 2.35 each,
and for 100 to 999, it is $ 1.55.
marketed by RCA and others, to be
RCA Solid State Division, Rte. 202,
available in the complementary
technology. Until now, c-mos has Somerville, N.J. 08876 [411]
made its impact almost exclusively
in digital applications.
The CA3600E array is operable in
Low-priced transistors
the same 3-to- 15-volt supply-voltage
range as its digital relatives, and
housed in steel TO-3 cases
RCA says that each transistor, which
A line of low-cost commercial
can conduct currents up to 10 milliamperes, is useful at frequencies
single-diffused power transistors,
up to 5 megahertz (untuned). The
type 2N3055, is aimed at applications in rugged environments. The
unit also features the characteristics
common to enhancement-type mos.
high-power npn silicon transistors
These include exceptionally high indesignated K3055 meet or exceed
put resistance- 100 gigohms is typithe characteristics of similar plastic
cal, RCA says—and a gate-terminal
devices, are packaged in steel TO-3
current of typically 10 picoamperes.
cases and are comparably priced at
And the array has none of the burst
up to 43 cents each in 1,000-lots.
Kertron Inc., 7516 Central Industrial Dr., Rivor "popcorn" noise common to most
iera Beach, Fla. 33404 [412]
bipolar arrays, RCA points out.
Other features are the square-law
characteristics of the mos transistors, and cross-modulation performMonolithic registers
ance and dynamic range better than
bipolar units can provide.
have low power ratings
The new array makes possible a
host of applications, including gen- Three successive- approximation
eral-purpose amplifiers with high registers are available with low
input impedance, preamplifiers and power ratings: the two eight-bit

Semiconductors

C-IVIOS array is
for linear tasks
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units dissipate 110 milliwatts, and
the 12- bit, 150 mw. Applications for
the monolithic devices include use
in successive- approximation a- d
converters. The model Am25L02 is
an eight-bit device with serial or
parallel data output, the model
Am25L03 is an eight-bit unit for
expendable parallel data output and
input enable, and the model
Am25L04 is a 12-bit device with
both serial and parallel output and
input enable. Operation is typically
at 5MHz. The eight-bit units make a
comparison in nine clock periods,
and the 12-bit version performs this
function in 13 periods. All units
have synchronous start and the capability for truncation. Price for
100- lots ranges from $ 7.10 to
$28.35, depending on type and
packaging.
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, Calif. [ 413]

C-MOS read-only memory
stores 1,024 bits
A 1,024- bit c-mos read-only
memory is the largest so far in
Motorola's mcmos standard logic
family. Designated the model
MC14524AL/CL, the unit is maskprogramable, therefore is available
as a factory-programed memory.
The ROM pattern is specified by the
user by punched cards or by atruth
table. Organization is 256 by 4 bits,
and dc operating voltage to the
memory may be in the range + 18
to + 3.0 V dc for the A-suffixed part
and + 16 to + 3.0 V dc for the C-suffixed part. Latches at data outputs
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Raytheon Semiconductor
announces
two super products
that just made us
No.1 in voltage regulators.
No gimmicks. Just proof.
Here they are. Adjustable and fixed
dual- tracking voltage regulators that
are so simple to design into your system you can forget about your slide
rule and calculator. They require

+Vout
Balance
-vi n
-Vout

fewer external components so they
take up less space. Compared to other
voltage regulators, they provide more
than twice as much current. Which
means you can supply alot more systems for alot less money in the long
run. And they are the first voltage
regulators to provide thermal shutdown protection for both outputs at
ajunction temperature of -+ 175 °C.

Adjustable 4194
With the 4194 you get both positive
and negative outputs from 50mV to
42V — the widest range available
today. All it takes is one external
resistor ( Ro )to ground for setting the
desired output voltage. And to find
out the value of Ro you just use this
simple formula: 2.5 x V, -= Ro

(
Km.

ing voltages for the popular 710, 711,
702, 106 or the like. And with external
pass transistors the 4194 can supply
output currents to 10A.

Fixed 4195
Check these features against competition. The 4195 provides positive and
negative 15V outputs at 100mA each.
And it does it with only two bypass
capacitors, compared to competition's six external components. That

outputs simultaneously, use one pot
calibrated for 2500 ohms/volt.
Depending on the application,
you'll only need from 4 to 6 external
components — compared to 8 to 12
for other regulators.
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The 4195 can be used as a
single supply with an output of up to
+50 volts. It comes in 3W and
900mW packages or — and this is
another first — an 8- pin plastic
mini-DIP!

4194
0.2% load regulation over the entire
voltage range. You need just one resistor to provide asymmetrical track-

Or if you want to program the

The 4194 provides 200mA at
both outputs simultaneously, with

means you can power a lot more op
amps for a lot less money.

+15V
100mA

RAYTHEON

Raytheon Semiconductor
350 Ellis Street
Mountain View
California 94040
Phone ( 415) 968-9211.
Send me information right away on di,
voltage regulators checked below.

D LM104/204/304
D LM105/205/305
D LM109/209/309

":23

D 4194
E 4195

NAN1E

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

4195

LLII1,5 IAI E/ZIP
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Pittsburg, CA.
Microelectronic
spoken here.

New products
are included on the memory chip as
well as full address-decoding circuitry. A chip enable is provided for
memory expansion. Price ranges
from $ 13.75 to $ 29.95, depending on
quantity and type. One-time programing mask charges are from
$700 to $ 1,400, depending on quantity.
Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Division, Box 20924, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 [ 414]

MOS LSI parallel processor
cuts IC equipment costs

By alarge, highly skilled female labor force
ready to help you in your new plant.
Lease Land Available
Build-to-suit leases
Heavy equipment financing
Low tax rate
Country club type industrial park
Excellent transportation facilities
Why Fight Silicone Valley?
Move to Pittsburg
Breathing is easy
Surburban living
Close to metropolitan area
Unlimited recreational facilities
1000 miles of delta shoreline
New community college
Help train work force
Process Gases
Produced in Pittsburg
Let us show you why you should select
Pittsburg for your plant expansion.
The City of Pittsburg wants to work with,
not against you.

ELde

PITTSBURG ECONOMIC &
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
398 Railroad Avenue Box 1397
Pittsburg, CA 94565
(415) 439-1056
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Reducing costs of lc electronic
equipment is possible with an mos
Ls! parallel processing system.
Model-change lead time can also be
reduced to weeks from a matter of
months. The unit performs arithmetic and logic functions of a four-bit
parallel microprocessor and is based
on a one-chip mos Ls! central processing unit that is controlled by

ROM microprograming and possesses its own input/output capabilities. Predesigned compatible mos
circuits and a crystal-controlled
clock generator circuit enable equipment designers to use buildingblock families of electronic systems
for machines such as programable
calculators, and terminals. Price is
$500. Assembler and simulator programs are extra.
Rockwell Microelectronics Co , Box 3669,
3440 Miraloma Ave., Anaheim, Calif. [ 4151

Dual differential amplifier
operates to 500 MHz
Designated the CA3102E, a dual
high-frequency differential amplifier is aimed at low-power appli-
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for CRT
DISPLAYS

For the CRT Display Designer who NEEDS everything, CELCO makes everything you need. CELCO
serves you in a unique capacity; we are the only

EFLECTION DRIVERS•CIRCUIT CARD

Noble metals for
Industry from

single source for all the most sophisticated precision
display components you'll need for building your

V/0 ALMAZJUVELIREXPORT
offering a variety of industrial articles
made of platinum, palladium, rhodium &
their alloys

ecatalyst grids
eengineering items
evarious wires
ebands

entire display system. All CELCO components are
designed to perform exactly according to the requirements of your particular display, are fully compatible

e foils

A range of articles
made to specifications by
individual orders

with each other, and create a harmoniously performing system.

RT CAMERA DISPLAY SYSTEMS
11111*.•

Exporter:
VIO ALMAZJUVELIREXPORT

MID

29, Kalinina Pr. • Moscow G-19
USSR • Telex 7125

CONSTANTIK1E ENGINEERING LABORATORIES COMPANY
UPLAND. CAL. 9E78e
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New products

LOW PROFILE, PLUG-IN

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
FOR DIP USE

The MF Model 5406 oscillator module is designed for
direct insertion into DIP sockets, or can be soldered
into PC boards if desired. Only 0.3" in height
when seated, it offers the advantage of allowing
standard 0.5" board spacing. Any frequency from
4 MHz to 45 MHz may be specified with astability
of ± 50 ppm or ± 25 ppm from 0° to 65° C. Temperature
range from — 55° to + 125° C is also available. Input
voltage is 5v and the TTL output sinks 16 ma up to
10 MHz, and 20 ma above 10 MHz ( 10 TTL loads).
Typical price, in quantities of 1through 4 is $35.00.
Delivery is within four weeks, and many frequencies
are available for immediate shipment. For information
regarding these and other MF crystal oscillators, contact:

/(ez.
'aee-eddyee,i,
118 East 25th Street, New York, NY 10010 • ( 212) 674-5360
Circle

cations up to 500 MHz. The device
consists of two independent differential amplifiers with associated
constant-current transistors on a
common monolithic substrate. The
six transistors that comprise the amplifiers are general-purpose devices
with a gain bandwidth product
above 1 GHz. Applications include
vhf amplifiers,
double-balanced
modulators, and synchronous detectors. Price ranges from $ 1.80 to
$2.75.
RCA Solid State Division, Box 3200, Somerville, N.J. 08876 [416]

Varistors provide up to
15-W power dissipation
Sixty-two models of the GE-MOV
family of varistors called the PowerMOV series are being offered with a
power dissipation of up to 15 w.
They are designed for chassis
mounting, and maximum energy

152 on reader service card

Megohmmeter and Hipot?
YES!• For true integrity in HV bench-

testing of electrical or electronic equipment
—you need both! Megohmmeter to test insulation
resistance ( IR)
Hipot to test dielectric strength.

HIPOTRONICS OFFERS
afull line of high
resistance megohmmeter —
sixteen
models with
ranges to
20,000,000
megohms and
high current
capability for
testing insulation
resistance to ASTM
specification D-257, MIL, and UL standards.
HIPOTRONICS ALSO OFFERS
a full line of AC/DC hipots — twenty-seven
models with ranges to 10KV AC and 25 KV
DC for non-destructive measurement of
leakage current, corona discharge.
AC and DC insulation strength.
HIPOTRONICS GUARANTEES
complete high voltage — high
resistance capability for thorough
testing of switches ... motors ... coils
chokes ... insulation
... transformers ... cables ... electrical/electronic assemblies
.. harnesses ... and more.
For more information write or call our marketing department
for brochures HP7101 and HP7107.

I

lei pcyrre..oxicei
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BREWSTER, N. Y. 10509
Phone: ( 914) 279-8091
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ratings range from 10 to 80 joules.
Ten input voltage ratings are available ranging from 130 y rms, 170
dc to 575 y rms, 780 y dc. Price in
10,000 quantities is $ 2.20.
General Electric Co., Semiconductor Products Dept., Syracuse, N.Y. [418]

Fast- settling FET op amp
packaged in low- profile can
Housed in a hermetically sealed,
low-profile TO-8 can, the model
1427 FET operational amplifier offers 7-megahertz bandwidth and a
900- nanosecond settling time of
0.01%. Performance features make it
suitable for analog-to-digital and
d-a converters, pulse height dis-
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Maximum
switching performance
comes in two sizes:
small and smaller.

Shown actual size

MICRO SWITCH SM and 1SX subminiatures offer electrical capacity normally found
only in much larger switches. The result is big
switch performance in asmaller package.
Since both devices are extremely versatile, they can be used whenever space and
weight are critical.
Choose from hundreds of versions, including some that meet MIL- S-8805. Our small
SM ( up to 11 amp capacity) and the
smaller 1SX ( up to 7amp capacity) are both
available with avariety of actuator and terminal styles. There's even a screw-terminal
SM as well as a sealed- plunger
version for wet or dirty applications. UL and CSA listings are
standard. Low operating force,
bifurcated gold contact and low
differential travel types are available for your application.
For more information, contact your
MICRO SWITCH Branch Office or Authorized
Distributor (Yellow Pages, " Switches, Electric").
No request is too small for them to handle.
MICRO SWITCH makes your ideas work.

MICRO SWITCH
FREEPORT

MICRO SWITCH products are available worldwide through Honeywell International.
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A

DIVISION

ILLINOIS 6 , 032

OF

HONEYWELL
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The long-billed
heat sucker.
Cool bird. Reaches into
tight places and sucks out heat.
Does it with Hughes heat pipes.
Nesting places include
transformer cores, solid state
devices, tightly stacked
circuit boards, electro-optica Isystems,
and other congested

New products

subspecies available: round and
flat pipe bills, flexible round
pipe bill, and the cold mounting plate bill. Strange bird, but
very helpful.
Write or call: Hughes Electron Dynamics Division, Thermal Products, 3100 West
Lomita Blvd., Torrance,

criminators, high-speed peak detectors, sample- and- hold circuits, wideband buffers, fast integrators, and
fast- response
current- to- voltage
converters. The low initial offset
voltage of ±500 microvolts eliminates the need for external trimming. Offset voltage drift of the

California 90509. ( 213)
534-2121, Ext. 451.

hot spots. Any place
the finned heat sinker
can't nest.
Only Hughes
has the long-biled
heat sucker. Several

HUGHES
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

ELECTRON

COMPANY

DYNAMICS

DIVISION

1427 is no higher than 50 is.v/°C.
The price is $ 19.50 in quantities of
100. Another model, the 142701, is
specified at maximum drift of 25
p.v/°C and is priced at $ 27 each in
quantities of 100.
Teledyne Philbrick, Allied Dr. at Route 128,
Dedham, Mass. 02026 [ 417]
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'Universal' analog module
Our single- chip concept:
Copper grid distributes current
most efficiently for lowest Vc(s .
t
)
Meet stringent MIL requirements best with the NPN silicon
transistor that's singleminded about performance.
The concept: aunique
One big ge r.
single-chip design that
beefier chip.
packs the highest current
rating in its class ... keeps
saturation voltage low and
eliminates second breakdown problems. VcE (sat) is
.60V max. @ 50 Amps, and
guaranteed at 90 Amps.
Es/b is 6joules. And
because its very simplicity
allows pre- rating
Void-free bonding
techniques eliminates hot spots

Integral solid copper leads and
heat sink make pre-bond chip test
and inventory possible.
and pre-testing, you
can order our
PT 7511
device off-the-shelf
for switching
regulators, motor
controls and other
hi-rel power circuits.
For tech. data and
application
assistance, write or
call, PowerTech, Inc.,
9Baker Ct., Clifton,
N.J. 07011; ( 201) 478-6205

PowerTech

BIG IDEAS IN
BIG POWER

Top of iteclass.
200v, 90A
silicon transistor
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combines IC and discretes
The CSH101 hybrid microcircuit
combines two separate FET analog
switches and an FET input operational amplifier in one 16- pin DIP.
All sections of the circuit are uncommitted, so that the three sections
of the circuit can be connected in a

variety of ways to meet awide range
of applications. A monolithic circuit
interfaces with standard logic and
drives discrete switching transistors.
Typical uses are two- channel
sample- and- hold, integrating
sample- and- hold, and voltage-sensitive latching relay. Price ranges
from $ 22 to $ 39.75 depending on
version and quantity.
Teledyne Crystalonics,

147

Sherman St.,

Cambridge, Mass. 02140 [ 419]
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The new 1-1/4- inch cermet trimmer
that replaces all these...
55
56
58
78
140
185

215
235
272
276
450
650

949
993
995
2855
3011
3012

3051
3052
3059
6011
6022
AB- MP

AB-MH
AB- NP
AB-NX
AB- RP
AB-RH
ET- 12

...with the most advanced features, too!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved wiper and unic ue slider block design
Excellent setability and stability
TEMPCO of 100 PPM / ° C
1W @ 85°C
Five configurations
Conforms to MIL- R-22097.

Send for data sheet and quantity price information, or contact
your local Spectrol representative or distributor.

spectroi
SPECTROL ELECTRONICS GROUP
UNITED STATES Spectrol Electronics Corporation
UNITED KINGDOM

17070 E. Gale Avenue, city of Industry, Calif. 91745, U.S.A. • ( 213) 964-6565 • TWX (910) 584-1314

Spectrol Reliance Ltd.

ITALY SP Elettronlca spa via Carlo

Electronlcs/Apri112 1973

Drakes Way, Swindon, Wiltshire, England • Swindon 21351 • TELEX: 44692
Pisacane 7, 20016 Pero ( Milan) Italy • 35 30 241 • TELEX: 32242
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New products
Packaging & production

Robot positions
chip capacitors
Machine for hybrid assembly
places up to 800 units

OPTIMUM
CORNER
FOCUS
Is afunction of...
• deflection angle
• light output
• yoke impedance
• display speed
• CRT neck diameter
• CRT length
• yoke production
capability
To produce one or one
hundred yokes having
optimum corner focus
requires athorough
knowledge of system
design trade-offs.
To see the difference
our 25 years of experience
can make, let us focus on
your yoke problem.

SYNTRONIC INSTRUMENTS, INC.
100 Industrial Road, Addison, IL 60101
Phone: ( 312) 543-6444
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an hour on substrates
Anyone working in electronics is familiar with robot machines that
learn their jobs by walking through
a process once, then repeating the
task at high speed on the assembly
line. Now, semiconductors have

made possible a $ 14,000 table-top
chip-handler that does the same.
The Dixon Automation chip-assembly robot automatically solder-dips
and positions up to 800 ceramicchip capacitors an hour on hybrid
substrates, says president Kenneth
Dixon, compared to 50 to 100 for
the typical manual operator. The robot also can handle other components.
Dixon's robot places up to 15
chips in an area 4 by 4 inches, with
0.002-inch linear and 2° rotational
resolution. Capacity can be expanded to 50 chips fairly easily, says
Dixon. The machine also dips the
ends of the chips in solder paste,
which holds them in place during
subsequent operations until reflowsoldering on ahot plate or infrared
heater. A detachable chip-tray with
acapacity of 15 rows of chips feeds
them automatically.
Five variable axes are provided.
Four control the position of the
chuck, and one governs the in and
out movement of the substrate
table. A single substrate, or up to 15,
can be placed on the table at once.
Approximately 41
/ seconds are re2
quired to position each chip. Four

Circle 156 on reader service card

of the axes are controlled by stepping motors. The horizontal carriage, which travels up to 15 inches,
requires a higher-speed, higherpower servo system. All position
data is digital, and it is logged by
digital counters. All of the axes have
reference positions that can be
checked visually.
The machine's controller, which
uses msf logic and mos memories, is
contained on two circuit boards.
Dixon has found no noise problems
with the mos memories. He points
out that a dropped or added bit
would likely cause few problems,
since it represents only 2mils of distance, and the chip dimensions can
run from 20 to 500 mils. The machine is programed by running it
through its motions, and the
memory is loaded by apush button
after making sure the program is
correct. Dixon says a skilled operator needs only 15 minutes to ahalfhour to load a program, but programs can also be stored on tape
cassettes for later use. For reliability, the storage is a frequency-shiftkeyed type using audio tones on
audio tape, rather than a digitaltype storage. Because no mechanical
adjustments are provided or necessary, any line operator can set it up,
and aself-test program is included.
Dixon says that the machine can
solve the production problem for
small-to- medium-size companies.
"It's tailored for relatively low volume per lot, and many different
lots," in contrast to the huge systems
that make millions of the same type
of subassembly.
Dixon Automation, 22 Esteban Dr., Camarillo, Calif. 93010 [391]

Systems test switching
of ECL, Schottky TTL
A small digital waveform analyzer is
the heart of two low-cost systems
that test the dynamic switching
characteristics of emitter-coupled
logic and Schottky rm. Equivalent
to a sampling oscilloscope integrated with digital control and readout subsystems, the analyzer was
developed last year by Automatic
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You supply the transducers
and the computer...
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NMI

System 620 takes care of the rest
AWORD

FRoM OUR
AMPLIFIERPEK-CHANNEL

OUR -HiGH LEVEL
MUX CHIMES

N

I'm FET & fast. I'm adThere's one of us for each
channel. We isolate transducer
signals right at the source. This
means lower noise, less
crosstalk, higher CMR,
high input impedance,
and continuous analog
outputs for each channel.
If one of us gets zapped
by atidal wave input,
the rest don't feel a
thing. You can set our
gain from 0.1 to 1,000
in the field with our
plug-in gain modules.

dressed sequentially or at rancom.
Then Izip data to our programmable
gain amplifier. It's your turn, amp.

OUF< ADC SPEAl.
HIS MIND
I'm responsible for the
50KHz throughput with 12 bit digital
output while my slower brother can
output 14 bits at 20KHz. And my
sample & hold amplifier insures
accuracy with dynamic signals.

OUR CoNTRoL LoGic
DEMANDS EQUAL -ne
Using DTL/TTL logic, I'm the
one that makes it so easy to interface your computer with System 620

IN UNISON ! !!
RSS
FILTER SPEAks UP
Anyone in the know will
tell you that the place to filter is after
amplifying the signal. No wonder
I'm so active. Ilimit the signal
bandwidth, which reduces noise
and eliminates signal components
which produce aliasing errors. Its
easy to set my bandwidth from 1Hz
to 1KHz in the field with my little
plug-in module. System 620 puts the
cart ( that's me) after the horse,
where it belongs.

_ETS -f-FEAR
FROM OUR
PROGRAMMABLE AMP
I'm fast loo.
And my gain is also under conputer
control. Ican increase the input
sensitivity of System 620 by 1. 2, 4.
10, 20 o' 40. This allows our input
amplifiers to accommodate
maximum signal levels, while your
computer programs me for best
signal to noise ratio.

Imagine, 64 amps & filters, a
MUX, a programmable amp, an ADC
& control logic in a7- inch rack cabinet for less than $ 150/channel. And
expandable to 256 or 2048 channels.
No wonder we're multiplying like
rabbits in installations everywhere.

EFF

INSTILIMINT ( ORPOIIATION

1088 E. Hamilton Rd., Duarte, Calif. 91010
Tel. ( 213) 357-2281 TWX 910-585-1833
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New products
Measurements
company,

Corp.

E- H

The

Research

parent
Labora-

tories Inc., has combined the analyzer with fast pulse generators and
test fixtures.
The results are the model 4850 to
test MECL 10,000 circuits and the
model 4875 to test Schottky TTL. E- H
calls

them

Minisystems—the

ana-

lyzer is only 83
4
/
inches high, and
each of the pulse generators is little
more than 5 in.

high. And since

each system is priced at less than
$30,000, E- H says they should bridge
the gap between bench- instrument
testers and large, computer-controlled test systems costing about
$200,000.

E- H

recommends

the

Minisystems for incoming inspection or assembly-line testing of medium volumes of circuits.
The model 4850 ECL tester is operated manually, the 4875 manually
or with a tape control. In the first,
the stimulant is an E- H model 120
pulse generator, which provides
pulses with rise times of less than
500 picoseconds and repetition rates
to 500 megahertz at ECL voltages.
The TTL tester drives at rise times of
less than 3 nanoseconds at up to 10
volts and at rates to 50 megahertz.
Model 4875 contains two pulse generators, an E-H 135A for timing and
an E- H 1501A programable generator for stimuli.
More than 30

measurements

a

second can be made with the model
1010
For optoelectronics, what's your choice? Clears or transparent colors...
liquid casting formulations.., or transfer molding compounds? Hysol
offers you achoice of them all. Epoxy encapsulating materials that exactly
meet the requirements of your opto devices.
Hysol transfer molding compounds offer you elevated temperature color
stability. Resistance to moisture and temperature cycling. Non-yellowing
of clears, non-distortion of colors. Low ionic and foreign particle contamination. Excellent moldability in automated production. Available in
sparkling clears and reds.
If your choice is liquid encapsulants, Hysol has low viscosity formulations
in clears and five bright transparent colors. Hysol casting formulations
have elevated temperature stability, moisture resistance, temperature
cycling resistance, high purity and long pot life. And no color distortion.
Liquid encapsulation of transfer molding, clear or colored, HYSOL is the
right choice.

analyzer.

=D

HYSOL DIVISION
THE DEXTER CORPORATION

OLEAN, N.Y/ LOS ANGELES and PITTSBURG, CALIF
TORONTO / LONDON / MUNCH / TOKYO / MEXICO CITY
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functions

as

onds

per

scope

division),

delays,

probe-selection, vertical sensitivity,
and measurement modes are programed in ASCII code through a keyboard,

tape

reader,

or

computer.

Among the measurement modes are
time or voltage relationships in
probe channels, full sweep or short
sweep of the scope trace, measurement start and stop points, and reference-voltage selection.
The dual- trace cathode-ray tube
displays

For more information, write Hysol Division, The Dexter Corporation
Olean, New York

Such

time range (0.2 ns to 100 millisec-

both

the

waveform

and

eight lines of alphanumeric data.
One line is the digital value of the
measurement, making interpretation of the waveform unnecessary in
production testing. The other seven
show the program codes.
Two probes are provided with the
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This minicomputer
memory dropped
2bits in 7days...
and failed.
Our final performance test is rugged, and
sometimes it takes guts to stick to it. But
we have found through experience that it
is required to be sure that you get a
working disc memory that will keep
working.
The test is simple: The disc is run
continuously for 7days; each day during
the test repetitive write, read, and check
operations are performed to verify error
free performance. If more than one bit is
dropped, the unit goes back for rework—
it's pass or fail with no compromises.
Every minicomputer disc memory we
ship is factory certified to have successfully passed this final test; the memory you
put into your system has been through it.
And we have a memory just right for
your system— memories with capacities
ranging from 32k to 4200k words for Data
General, for DEC, for HP, for Varian, and
for most other minicomputers.
To find out more about the disc
memories with tested reliability, call your
Data Disc representative or contact us at
686 West Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale,
California 94086; 408/732-7330.

DATA
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READER

basic system. An optional multiplexer allows up to 100 probes—
enough for five two-probe test stations—to share the analyzer.

- - - with 96 column economy!

Mum

-11M11111111111131111111111111r

It's the 9630 from Decision Data. A
1200 cpm demand reader that gives
you three output stackers with an
automatic overflow feature that permits operators to unload cards while
reading continues. An efficient, reliable performer for only afraction
of the cost of an equivalent 80 column
reader.
The 9630 -- one more reason why
OEM's are turning to Decision
Data ... for the wherewithal to
compete.

THE 9630: kluollier NuperMat him. from » et

E-I-1 Research Laboratories, 515 Eleventh
St., Box 1289, Oakland, Calif. 94604 [ 392]

LED numeric socket accepts
14-, 16 pin packages
A vertical-mount LED numeric display socket accepts 14- and 16pin
packages with flat leads or leads
0.016 inch to 0.021 in. in diameter.
The sockets consist of two-piece machined-contact assembly with inner
contact and outer sleeve. They are
designed for mounting components

iSifill Data.

DECISION DATA
100 WITMER ROAD
(2151874-3300

Circle

HORSHAM

PENNA

19044

TELEX 83-1471
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api

ULTIMETER:
The ultimate meter relay
Unique, state-of-the-art API Ultimeter! controls upgrade any instrument using separate meters and
setpoint pots. Ultimeters combine
precise 1% linear indication with
accurate potentiometer setpoint
— for control independent of meter
movement, for ultimate reliability.
Ideal building block for control, test
or monitoring equipment. Rectangular or edgewise package, 10 sizes
from 3" to 6".
Optical ( non-contacting) meter
relays also available with separate
control modules or as complete
controllers, for fast, fail-safe, reliable control. Contacting meter relays
come in locking-coil and magnetic
models.
Choose from 45 models. Write for
bulletins or phone ( 617) 890-2000.
LFE Corporation, 1601 Trapelo Road,
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.

Meg

CORPORATION

on 45°, 60°, and 90° angles, and the
units may be gang-mounted on centers 0.400in, or greater on printedcircuit boards or chassis. Price
ranges from $ 1.50 to $ 3per socket,
depending on style and quantity. Delivery is from stock.
Augat Inc, 33 Perry Ave., Attleboro, Mass.
02703 [
395]

Connectors offer selection
of contact terminations
A series of metal-to-printedcircuit
connectors offers aselection of contact terminating techniques and polarity. Keying is built-in to the connector bodies to prevent mismating.
Recessed pockets accept standard
hardware for perpendicular or parallel mounting on printedcircuit
boards. Low insertion forces result
from adecreased spring rate and in-

Process Control Division
160
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WHEN WE SAID VALOX FLAMES OUT
IN ZERO SECONDS,
A FEW PEOPLE MADE THE CONNECTION.
Introduced only recently. VALOX
thermoplastic polyester is already
turning up in electrical connectors
for everything from appliances and
cars to oil drilling and tv sets.
Why? Because in tough UL flammability tests, VALOX resin flames
out in zero seconds flat. So it surpasses UL SE- 0 and Group Iself extinguishing standards.
What's more, unlike nylon,
VALOX resin offers better dimensional stability, much lower water

absorption and better high- temperature electrical properties.
Unlike phenolic, it has better
electricals and overall toughness.
And unlike DAP, it provides
greater impact resistance and
higher dielectric strength at lower
finished- part cost.
VALOX resin has the rigidity and
dimensional stability to prevent
warpage, changing tolerances and
loss of critical contacts. Plus heat
resistance to over 400 F, built-in

lubricity and unsurpassed chemical resistance. And it usually molds
easier and injection cycles faster
than any other engineering plastic.
For full detailson VALOX thermoplastic polyester, The Connector
Material. write Section 176, Plastics
Dept., General Electric Co.. One
PlasticsAve.,Pittsfield,Mass.01201
World Leader in Engineering Plastics
LEXAN'' • NORYL" • GENAL • PHENOLICS • VALOX"

GENERAL

(
35 ELECTRIC
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Pushabutton premium.
Atmosphere. That intangible social, professional
or creative influence that you have been apart
of since you started your working career. We
don't have to tell you how important the right
working atmosphere is. Nor do we have to tell
you how often it's maligned in recruitment
propaganda through gross exaggeration. It's
an important part of packaged promises
designed to get you onto the payroll. We at
Fairchild don't discount the importance of
atmosphere. But, at the same time, we aren't
going to make any false claims about the
Fairchild atmosphere. Collectively, we are a
multi-division company comprised of thousands
of highly-skilled professionals. But, individually,
we are people. And as people we react

differently to different situations. Challenge to
some may be frustration to others. Some need
regimentation. Others won't tolerate it. Some
must lead, others cannot. Some companies can't
understand this. Fairchild can. That's the
Fairchild atmosphere. A place for the highlyskilled. But still aplace for people. If you're
interested, we would like to talk to you. Call
or send us your resume. Employment Opportunities, Fairchild Semiconductor Components
Group, Dept. 25,465 National Avenue, Mountain
View, California 94040. ( 415) 962-3401.
An Equal
Opportunity
Employer M/F.

FAI RC I—III— 1:1
CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT

A Fairchild career...more than apretty package.
162
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one piece price

New products

4%

itab.

creased deflection capability. Series
8223 connectors are available in
four sizes: 24, 48, 72, and 96 contacts.
Elco Corp., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 [ 397]

Step, repeat table increases
thick-film production rates
For manufacturers of small thickfilm circuits or components that can
be printed and fired in multiples on

Anzac
subminiature
double-balanced mixers
(5-500 MHz)

asingle substrate, aresistor- trimmer
modification that is attached to the
thick- film- trimming system can increase production rates. By eliminating the loading process, the stepand- repeat table can multiply
production rates up to two and four
times on snap substrates or ladder
networks.
S.S. White Industrial Products, 155 Old
Brunswick Rd., Piscataway, N.J. 08854
[398]

Special tool removes
subminiature lamps
For removal of subminiature lamps
in switches, pilot lights and other
components using T-1 1
4 units, atool
/
called P-2460 features three operations: slip tool over lamp, slide

Electronics/April 12, 1973

are available for one price. $ 7.00.
The MD- 108 low conversion- loss mixers, designed for
microstrip or stripline mounting, have a very wide frequency range. LO and RF port bandwidths are 5 to 500
MHz. The IF port extends from DC-500 MHz. The MD- 108's
are used as frequency converters, double side- band suppressed carrier modulators, 180° phase modulators, ease
detectcrs and as voltage or current variable attenuators.
Conversion Loss

Isolation ( db min.)
LO RF
LO IF
RF- IF
Max. Input Power

7.0 db max ( 5-150 Hz)
9.0 db max ( 150-500 MHz)

1-150 MHz
40
35
30

400 mw

5-500 MHz
35
25
35
Impedance

50 ohms

Although we did use our last $ 7 bill for the photograph,
we do have an admirable supply of MD- 108 double- balanced mixers. And, like all other ANZAC catalog items,
they are available for immediate delivery in any quantity.
Please call your nearest ANZAC representative or the factory at:
39 Green St.
Waltham, Ma. 02154,
Telephone: (617) 899-1900

anzac
Elf(

TRON

Division

of

or

Adams- Russell
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Excellent dimensional stability

Self extinguishing: SE-0 Rated

New products

Superior tensile strength
sleeve forward to engage lamp, and
pull or slide lamp free. Where access
is gained through the front panel,
the tool is especially designed for re-

Competitive price

This gives you an idea of why
electronic peop_e arepluggecl in
on Wellman FR resins— the SE-0
nylon that's also reinforced with
glass spheres and short glass
fibers. Result? Resins with
improved flow, excellent dimensional stability, superior strength.
and uniform and predictable
shrinkage. All this and SE- 0, too.
Whether you're in appliances,

Circle

autos, electr.cuii communications,
or consumes products, you can
get aworld of new ideas from
Wellman's World of Nylon Resins.
Write for Data Sheets. Wellman,
Inc., 75 Federal S:reet, Boston,
Mass. 02110. (Tel. 617-482 0102.)

WELLMAN
NYLON RESINS

moving lamps from push-button
and multiple-station switches and
other components. Price is $ 1.50.
Switchcraft Inc., 5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, III. 60630 [ 399]

Socket accepts devices
in 9- lead TO-66 case
The model A1369 socket accepts devices in the nine- lead TO-66 case,
and enables devices to be mounted
on, or removed from, heat sinks and

164 on reader service card

Is the 880
ROTASWITCH
the designer's
cure-all?
Yes!
1. Its an incremenial, optical- type shaft
encoder, ideal for high speed digital control
or rate sensing appl.cations.
2. It offers a select or of standard pulse rates
up to 2500 per revolution.
3. It uses ultra high rerability Light Emitting
Diode sources.
4. Hub and shafts are individually ground,
bearings are stainless steel for maximum service life.
5. Output is sine or square wave TTL with HTL
optional for high noise environments.
6. It's priced from $ 150.00 in single quantities
with quantity discounts available.
You want more? Phone direct or write for
Bulletin 880.

Disc Instruments, Inc.
2701 S. Halladay St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705
Phone ( 714) 549-0343
Disc Instruments Division
Finnigan GmbH
Dachauer Strasse 511. 8 Munchen 50
Phone: 10811) 142291 (
2)

Disc instruments Divrsion

Germany

Finnigan Instruments Ltd.
Parad se. Hemel Hempstead. Hen';. England
Phone: ( 0442) 57261

164
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chassis without soldering leads. The
device is plugged into the socket
and secured with two screws that
also connect the transistor case to
the solder lug. Price in small quantities is $ 2, and for 250 pieces, it is
80 cents.
Jermyn, 712 Montgomery St. San Francisco,
Calif. 94111 [ 400]
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Anew concept in
packaged power circuits
as convenient
as the TVdinner.

The International Rectifier PACE/pak" is the device behind this new concept.
They are power integrated circuits, made up of
SCRs, diodes, triacs, etc. which give you a complete
control circuit function in a single package. And like
the TV dinner, they take most of the shopping and
assembly times out of the job.
But that's just the beginning of the benefits they
offer.
Smaller size. PACE/paks ( Passivated Assembled Circuit Elements) are electrically isolated up to
2.5 kV. There's no need for a separate isolated heatsink, so you get up to 60% reduction in space requirements.
A better designed system. With the smaller size
of these power hybrid control circuits you get more
design and packaging flexibility. And since you don't
have to spend time designing with discrete components, you have more time to make othe, improvements.
One- fifth the assembly time. No more do you
have to assemble five to seven devices for single and
3- phase functions. With the PACE/pak there is just
one part to mount, one part to interconnect with pushon or screw terminals. Your system reliability is higher, too.
Just think of the other savings you can make in
testing, inspection and field servicing.

Lower inventory costs. We estimate a 7- to- 1
reduction in inventory, plus savings in procurement
time and costs. Standard PACE/pak circuits now
cover 90% of single-phase power circuit requirements, with more in development for 3- phase applications.
They are available as standards with 25 or 42.5
Amp current ratings, in either 120 or 230 Volt RMS
versions.
Find out how PACE/paks will revolutionize your
designs like dc motor controls, inverters. chopper
drives, generator exciters, solid-state circuit breakers,
battery chargers and variable dc power supplies.
Call your local IR sales office for details or contact the factory: International Rectifier • 233 Kansas
Street, Et Segundo, CA 90245 • ( 213) 678-6281 •
TELEX: 67-4666.

International
Rectifier
... the innovative power people
Circle 165 on reader service card

IOR

The distinct
difference!
More diverse
applications.
Our high performance multiplying
DAC's solve tougher, more interesting applications problems ... in
such areas as CRT character generators, nonlinear D/A conversion,
computer-controlled test systems
and machine tools, digital-to-synchro
and digital-to-resolver conversion, radar PPI displays, digital modulation
systems, polar-to-rectangular coordinate conversion, programmable output
pulse generation, vector generation, ratiometric analog-to-digital conversion,
digital modulation systems, to name afew.
The 8bit Model 4028 and the 10 bit Model 4029 feature an
exceptional combination feedthrough (-60 db at 10kHz, guaranteed)
and settling time ( typically 3,usec to 1
/ LSB). The external reference signal
2
may vary in amplitude from +10V to — 10V at frequencies up to 140kHz,
and may be any waveform such as asquare wave, ramp, etc.
Ask your local Philbrick representative for the details.
Or write, Teledyne Philbrick, Allied Drive at Route 128, Dedham,
Massachusetts 02026. For toll-free ready data, dial ( 800) 225-7883. In
Massachusetts (617) 329-1600.

Philbrick Data Converters
The best makes the difference.

166
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New products
can be used, and atape recorded on
one can be played on others. Record
and playback speed is 30 inches per
second with 15 in./s an option. The
drive is bidirectional, with rewind/fast-forward speed 90 in./s, and
the transfer rate is 48,000 bits per
second. A dc tachometer circuit pro3M system using cartridge
vides accurate speed control, and
Crosby says that, while most tachis aimed at OEMs, including
ometer circuits control only final
speed, the DCD-3 also has consmall-computer market
trolled acceleration and deceleration
ramps, so that it precisely controls
The company that developed the 1
4/
inch digital tape cartridge now at- inter-record gaps.
Two versions of the deck are
tracting the attention of the EDP
made.
One has a front door that
business, Minnesota Mining &
opens
for
drop-in loading of the carManufacturing Co. [see p. 129] is
also producing a tape drive. The tridge, and the other is lever-locked
for mounting with the cartridge on
top. The basic unit includes the
servo control, end- and beginningof-tape sensors, file-protect switch,
and cartridge-loaded switch. The
drive can be expanded by adding a
prewired card cage, read/write amplifier card, encode-decode card,
and direction-control card. These
options can be supplied either by
3M or by the OEM. All levels are
rrL-compatible. Power required is
+5 volts at 0.9 ampere and ±-18 v at
new DC D-3 drive, though offering
1.4 A, with 3.6 A surge for acceleraperformance much like 1
2 /
inch
drives, is priced more like acassette tion and deceleration.
The door load unit is 7 in. high,
drive, says Ed Crosby, product mar83
/ in. wide, and 12 in. deep. The
4
keting manager for the 3M Data
level-load unit is 61
/ in. high by 8in.
2
Products division. The unit is priced
wide by 8 in. deep. Weight is less
at about $350 in OEM quantities, inthan 11 pounds.
cluding heads, deck, and motorData Products Division, Minnesota Mining &
speed control. He says the low price
Manufacturing Co., 300 S. Lewis Rd., Camis possible because the cartridge
arillo, Calif. 93010 [ 361]
permits a simple drive, requiring
only a single motor. All tape tensioning and guiding is in the cartridge.
Computer offers 40,960
Crosby says that, in application,
characters of main memory
the drive fits between the 1
/2
inch
and cassette drives. In fact, he
claims that his competition will be An addition to the series 2000 commore likely to come from makers of puter line is the model 2030A,
which is apurchase-only unit at the
traditional reel-to-reel 1
/2
inch drives
low end of the Honeywell 2000 famthan from cassette makers. Users
ily. The computer offers 40,960
will include those in such classic
characters of main memory and
computer applications as small sysmultiprograming under the OS/
tems, rather than in such low-cost
2000 operating system, in addition
areas as paper-tape replacements.
to on-site modular capabilities. For
The 3M deck uses phase-encoded
users who wish to increase capacity
bit- serial recording at 1,600 bits per
of the system. the Datanet 2000
inch, proposed as standard to ANSI
front-end network processor is
and ECMA. One, two, or four tracks

Data handling

Tape drive
is simple

New AO 11-80
Illuminator
sheds intense,
cold" light
on y011t

subject.

This is the illuminator with
1001 uses. You can use it to
provide bright. shadowl ess I
i
gh t
for microscopy. To equally illuminate samples under stereo
comparison microscopes. To
illuminate miniature components under assembly. Illuminate hazardous areas. And in
many other applications.
The AO II-80 uses aquartz
iodine light source. Fan-cooled
lamp has 50- to 500-hr. life. A
4- level switch controls settings.
Unit weighs only 43
4 lbs.
The flexible two- branch
gooseneck light guides transmit
intense cold light— measure
21. ( Other light guides also
available.)
AO II-80 Illuminator
price: only S129.50
Gooseneck Light Guide
(shown) $75.00
V

AMERICAN OPTICAL
CORPORATION
fiber 09bcs.• Southb. dge..assacbusetls 01550
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New products
available. Purchase price ranges
from $ 101,3000 for a basic central
processor with acycle time of 2.0 i
us
to $ 230,480 for a central processor
with 196,608 characters. The basic
model 2030A system with 40,960
characters, typewriter-like console,
disk-drive subsystem to store and

retrieve 18.4 million additional
characters of information, card
reader- punch, and 650 line- perminute printer is priced at $209,110.
The 2030A is the third purchaseonly computer in the 2000 family.
Honeywell

Inc.

200 Smith St.,

Waltham,

Mass. 02154 [ 364]

For testing recorders,
now you can take it
or leave it.
Because now you can choose from our complete line of
portable and lab-type equipment for aligning, calibrating and
trouble-shooting your instrumentation recorders.
Compact, low cost equipment like the Mincom Model
6100 Test Set. It's acomplete lab instrumentation set-up, with a
built-in oscillator, ac voltmeter and tracking harmonic analyzer in
a5/lt" high package. With it, you can align and calibrate analog
and FM recorders, perform 2nd and 3rd harmonic analysis and
test frequency response from 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Or portable equipment like our rugged, reliable Model
6275 FM Test Unit. Use it for FM instrumentation recorder
calibration, independent 3-point alignment of modulators and
demodulators, or as asource for IRIG intermediate, narrow,
or wideband FM signals. It has everything you need for even the
most sophisticated instrumentation recorders.
And those are just two samples out of our line of easy-touse test and calibration equipment. Get the whole catalog today.
Instrumentation Products, 3M Company, 300 South Lewis
Road, Camarillo, —
California 93010.
Telephone
(805) 482-1911.
TWX: 910336-1676.
•,` 111

3

COMPANY
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data or document images
A dual-purpose terminal accesses either computer data or document images from the same keyboard for
display on the same cathode- raytube screen, eliminating the use of
two different retrieval terminals.
The new terminal can display the
information apage at atime. Users
ma%
retrieve, display, enter, edit,

and obtain hard copies in this mode.
The terminal is available in Videofile systems that combine videotape/disk recording and computer
technology for automated television
filing and handling of documents.
Recorded and stored documents are
immediately available as TV pictures, printed copies, or both.
Ampex

Corp.,

401

Broadway,

Redwood

City, Calif. 94063 [ 363]

Fast Fourier transform
processor has own memory

We've been there.
And brought the answers back.

168

Terminal accesses computer

A stand-alone unit operating asynchronously to external computers,
the model 1040 fast Fourier transform processor contains its own
memory and arithmetic processor
unit. It is also designed to perform
forward and reverse Fourier transforms and co-ordinate conversions
on data arrays stored in memory.
The algorithm for performing the

Electronics/April 12, 1973

A flexcircuit for electronic pocket camera control.

We did ft for
Kodak.
The Kodak Pocket Instamatic, one of the major marketing successes of the decade.
Many of the pocket InstamatiC cameras, Model 50 and 60 pack the Schjeldahl flexcircuit
you see above. One circuit containing two integrated circuits, all other electronics and flexed
into 12 planes. That's using flexcircuitry as it should be used.
But there's more to the Schjeldahl circuit than that. It is only 8mils thick yet it's fully insulated on both sides. Components mount directly to the flexcircuit and they can be hand or wave
soldered. It replaces all wire and all circuit boards and provides the entire interconnection function.
To help make its great new camera
possible, Kodak needed acompact,
sophisticated flexible circuit that could be
produced at the rate of thousands per week.
Schjeldahl did it for Kodak.

Schjeldahl Company
Electrical Products Division
Northfield, Minnesota 55057

The state of the art people in volume flexible circuits

And we can do ft for you.
Electronics/April 12,1973
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NEW GIANT
ECONOMY CARD
Up to 70 IC's per card
for more efficient functional
partitioning, lower
manufacturing
costs.

Larger card provides easier
maintenance, yet packs over
1000 IC's in a 7" H x 91
/
2" D
card cage.

Discretes easily
included in wire-wrap
schedule.

Test points brought
out to card edge for easier
checkout.

1-M4E
EllECC» MC
IPOICIICAGMeM
CE

F

ree We can save you time and money in design,
production and maintenance with the world's largest
selection of plug-in IC hardware. Our IC Packaging Package
tells all. Send for it today and save a bundle. L

aDe-

IC PACKAGING

EECO. 1441 E. Chestnut Avenue, Santa Ana. California 92705 • Tel: ( 714) 547-5651

Circle

transforms uses a nondestructive
readout table of sine and cosine values, which enables 256 complex

Delivery 1-2 weeks for
hardware, just 5weeks
for wrapped, debugged
and documented systems
from your logic diagrams
with our automatic
wiring service.

14- pin to 36- pin sockets
available to handle any
logic up to LSI.

1

New products
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point transforms in 3 ms and up to
4,096 in 64 ms. In addition, the unit
allows real-time spectral analysis.
Spectra

Data Co.,

18758

6 Bryant St.,

Northridge, Calif. 91324 [ 365]

1111111111111111111111131111
From the world's largest
manufacturer of

amimimmm

40 characters by 16 lines
The model 209 Telecomputer TV
terminal is aportable unit designed
to be compatible with model 33
Teletypes. The desktop CRT can be
acoustically coupled or hardwired to

High Voltage Diffused Silicon
Rectifiers
For industrial applications requiring high reliability at economical cost.
Typical
applications
include
microwave ovens, RF transmitters, CRT power supplies,
electrostatic copiers and precipitators.
Special configurations are avail-

Portable TV terminal displays

able for X- Ray applications.
Six versatile series are available in wide range of minimum
sized packages.
Ratings from 1 KV to 40 KV
(PRV) and 5 mA to 2A (
lo).
All are available with fast recovery characteristics.

Design us in; we'll stay there

VARO

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P.O. BOX 676, 1000 M. SHILOH, GARLAND, TEX

75040, 214/272 4551, TWX 910 860 5178
Distributed by:
ALLIED ELECTRONICS, Chicago, 111. 312/421-2400. THE ALTAIR CO., Richardson, Tex.
214/231-5166. BELL ELECTRONICS, Menlo Park, Cal, 415/323-9431. BLUFF CITY DUST.
CO., Memphis, Tenn. 901/725-9500. BRIDGEFIELD SUPPLY, Twinsburg, Ohio 216/425-4209.
CRAMER ELECTRONICS, Nationwide; Newton, Mass. 617/969-7700: Rochester, N. Y.
716/275-0300.
ELECTRONIC PARTS CO.,
Denver, Colo. 303/266-3755. FARWEST,
INC.
Bellevue, Wash. 206/747-1515. MERQUIP ELECTRONICS, Skokie. III. 312/965-7500. MERRILL
ELECTRONICS, Chicago, III. 312/286-2525. M ILGRAY ELECTRONICS, Freeport, N. Y.
516/546-6000. WESTATES ELECTRONICS, Chatsworth, Calif. 213/341-4411.
In Canada:
ELECTRO SONIC, Toronto, Ont. 416/924-9301. Ft A. E. IND. ELECTRONICS, Vancouver, B. C.
604/687-2621. WESTERN RADIO SUPPLY, Hamilton, Ont. 416/528-0151.
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Prove it to yourself
with the
HeathiSchlumberger
30-day trial offer
world's largest buyers of electronic components. That means
real purchasing power for us, lower costs for you.

• Auto-ranging
• 5 Hz to 30 MHz range
• 10 mV input sensitivity
• 6- digit LED readout with leading zero blanking
Heath/Schlumberger does it again...with the new SM-118A.
Compare features and price against the competition. The new
118A provides 5 Hz to 30 MHz guaranteed range...2 Hz to 40
MHz typical...10 mV sensitivity guaranteed over the entire range
...5-8 mV typical. Plus features not found on other low cost
counters: Autoranging with four automatically selected ranges
of 10 sec., 1 sec., 100 ms or 10 ms., plus switch-selected time
base ranges of 1sec. and 10 msec....1 MHz time base provides
stability of 1 part in 106/mo...plus a rear panel input to allow use
of an external time base oscillator for extreme accuracy or frequency ratio measurements. Other features include 6- digit LED
readout with leading zero blanking...combination carrying
handle/tilt stand...small size and light weight...120/240 VAC
operation.
A value? You decide. Check the details of our trial offer at right
and put one to work for 30 days. We think you'll keep it.
Factory assembled & calibrated SM-118A, 7 lbs.

And we're not a small company struggling with high overhead,
but a small division cf a very large company, getting the benefit
of sharing some other very important ( and expensive) facilities.
Again, this means lower costs for us...and for you.
Take advantage of our 30- day trial offer and prove it to yourself.
The Heath/Schiumberger 30-day trial offer.
We're so sure that our products can deliver on our claim of high
performance and low cost that we make this offer: try this or any
other Heath/Schlumberger product in your lab for 30 days. Just
send us your purchase order with the statement below typed on it.
"This order is placed for 30- day evaluation. The equipment
ordered may be returned within 30 days if, in the buyer's
opinion, it is not suitable. The buyer agrees to pay transportation costs in both directions."
If, in your opinion, the product is not suitable for any reason, just
return it to us within the 30- day limit and pay the shipping costs.
After the 30- day limit we'll process your PO and bill you for the
product. Send your PO now...and prove it to yourself.
HEATH

$225.00"
Heath/Schlumberger Scientific Instruments

ee6._

Send for our FREE 1973 Electronic Instruments catalog and get complete details on this

Schlumberger

Dept. 531-284
Benton Harbor, Michigan A9022
fLi Please send 1973 Electronic Instruments catalog •
U Enclosed is my ourchase order for a30.44 trial evaluation
Name
Title

How we can sell high performance instrumentation at low cost.
Heath/Schlumberger sells direct to you, through the mail. No
salesmen, no distributors. Result? Lower selling costs.. lower
prices. Heath/Schlumberger is a division of the Heath Company,
the world's largest manufacturer of electronic kits, one of the
Electronics/April 12, 1973

Company/Institution
Address
City

State

Zip

*Mail order prices; FOB factory.
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Are size, shape or weight considerations important?
Special mechanical configurations offered— Hermetically sealed or encapsulations for pcb installations
Low, high, band pass and reject designs— Butterworth, Chebishev, Bessel or elliptic response characteristics— wide range of source and load impedances
Low frequency actives, stable toroidal LC's, RC
twin-T's
No EXTERNAL components required
Unbiased recommendations on active or passive
filter selections for maximum economy

\z)Ldç,

instruments, incorporated

PHONE AREA 512/892-0752 • P.O. Box 698 AUSTIN TEXAS 78767
Circle
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New products
any communications line and displays 40 characters by 16 lines or
640 characters in all. The terminal
has a built-in acoustic coupler and
operates with any ordinary Tv set
for display, without modifications,
by clipping onto the TV'S antenna
terminals. The 209 may also be used
with a video monitor, and a single
209 display on up to 10 monitors or
Tvs. Data rates are 110 baud and
300 baud with up to 9,600 baud optionally available. Price ranges from
$1,295 to $ 1,095 depending on
quantity and options.
Digi-Log Systems Inc., 666 Davisville Rd.,
Willow Grove, PA 19090 [366]

Punched card reader
plugs into calculator
A fully automatic punched card
reader that plugs into the I/O connector of acalculator, requiring no
modification of the calculator, is

DIP REED RELAYS
Available in all standard configurations
From distributor stock
Elec-Trol's totally encapsulated DIP REED RELAYS can be
driven directly by TTL logic. Available in 1and 2 Pole
Form A, 1 Form B, 1 Form C with 5 through 24 VDC
standard coil voltages. Contact ratings up to 10 watts.
Available in . 225" and . 275" heights. Clamping
diode and electrostatic shielding optional.
Phone, wire or write.

designated the model IW-770. The
unit can handle jobs previously
done by data processing systems.
The reader mechanism can handle
up to 200 cards per minute and allows stacks of up to 500 cards to be
processed without operator intervention. Price is $3,850.
Digital Laboratories, 377 Putnam Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 [368]

ELEC-TROL INC.
26477 N. Golden Valley Road
Saugus, California 91350
(213) 788-7292
TWX 910-336-1556

Multiprograming computer is
aimed at on-line applications
Designed for on-line applications,
the model 251 multiprograming
computer is an addition to the Century series of processors. The unit is
designed as an intermediate step between the model 200 and the model
300 of the series. Standard features
include a CRT console and an input/output writer using thermal

172
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How to get it all
under control.

Looking for abetter engineering
document control program? Kodak
can help you put the pieces together.
There's anew concept in engineering
document control that uses microfilm as the
key element in the filing, retrieval, and
reproduction of engineering drawings.
You keep your engineering drawings as
well as support data—change notices, specifications, parts lists, standards, etc—on
microfilm, available for ready reference
with microfilm readers.
Modern Kodak microfilming and photoreproduction techniques let you go from the
original drawing to microfilm, and then
back to afull-size photographic blowback
for revisions or for the production of inexpensive diazo duplicates.
You'll save filing space, reduce retrieval

time, and still have the capability of producing full- or reduced-size drawings of
exceptional quality when desired. All it
takes is the right equipment, materials, and
know-how.
Kodak can help you with these. With
microfilmers, film processors, readers, and
reader-printers. With microfilm, and with
drawing reproduction films and papers.
And with the knowledge gained in more
than 40 years' experiencein microfilm.

Send for more information.
Just drop us aline for our brochure on the
engineering document control concept, or
request asales representative to phone for
an appointment. Eastman Kodak Company,
Business Systems Markets Division, Dept.
DP841, Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

Kodak products for engineering data systems
Electronics/April 12. 1973
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New products

A rinserdryer
Plus.

printing. Four memory sizes are
available: 96,000 words, 128,000
words, 192,000 words, and 256,000

This is our new K-120 automatic rinser- dryer. It comes
with a stainless steel bowl, heated stainless steel cover,
and heated ritrogen input — plus a two-cycle remote
control unit.
Plus, you can get it with a universal turntable that takes
2", 21
4 ", 21
/
2 ", and 3" standard in- line wafer carriers.
/
Also, with explosion- proofing.
And, with a ten- cycle programmer package that makes
the K-120 a spray processing
machine.

-r FLUOROWARE

The National Cash Register Co., Main and K
8

CHASKA. (,i1; NNESOTA 55318 • PHONE ( 612) 448 3131

In Swope: P.O. Box 7644 •

Circle

words. Cycle time is 1.2 its for each
four-byte access. Monthly rental for
atypical system is about $ 10,000.
Streets, Dayton, Ohio

4 5409

[ 367]

Schiphol-oost, Holland

174 on reader service card

Keypunching time recorder
has variable field lengths
The model 401 automatic keypunching time recorder with variable preset transaction field lengths
enables up to 14 separate transactions to be encoded on a single card.
Insertion of prepunched standard
80-column tab cards generates a

in
minimum
space

Write for Catalog
136 today.
174

General Time subminiature Elapsed Time
fndicators and Events Counters provide
maximum measurement of any critical function ... yet conveniently mount in minimum
space. Monitor starts, vibrations, overheats ... anticipate breakdowns, record
service life, count revolutions. Precise. Dependable. Proven reliability/30 million test
hours. 400 Hz or 28v DC systems. All meet
military specifications. We'll design or modify to your specific needs.

GENERAL TIME
ATALLEY INDUSTRIES COMPANY
SPACE AND SYSTEMS

DIVISION

3-7-digit time and date record immediately ready for computcr processing. The unit greatly eliminates
keypunching, handwritten records,
and manual calculations. Units can
be rented on a90- day trial basis or
purchased for $ 1,850.
Datron Equipment, aDivision of Data Access
Systems Inc.. 100 Rte. 46, Mountain Lakes,
N.J. 07046 [ 369]

1200 Hicks Road • Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008
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Distributors
Arizona: Hamillon/Avnet, Phoenix
1602) 269-1391
Kierulff. Phoenix
1602) 273-7331
Campar. Scottsdale
.602) 947-4336
California: Hami hon/Avnet
mountain View (415) 961-70%
San Diego (714) 279-2421
Hamilton Electra,
Culver City 12131 870-7171
kierulff, Palo Alto
.415) 968-6292
san Diego (714) 278-2112
Compar. Burlingame
.4151 347-5411
Gardena (2131 327-6550
Colorado: Hamilton/Avnet, Denver
.303) 534-1212
ierulff, Denver
303) 343-7090
Florida: Hamilton/Avnet, Hollywood
.305) 925-5401
Georgia: Harnilton/Avnet, Norcross
.404) 448-0800
Illinois: Allied, Chicago
13121 421-2400
Harnilton/Avnet, Schiller Park
.Chicago) 1312) 678-6310
KleruIII, Rosemont
)Chicago) 1312) 678-8560
Kansas: Hamilton/Avnet
Prairie VIllage ( Kansas Cay)
•913) 362-3250
Maryland: Harnilion/Avnet, Hanover
tralornorel ( 301) 796-5000
Pioneer, Rocky:Ile ( 301) 427-3300
Campar, Baltimore
(301) 484-5400
Massachusetts: Electrical
Supply, Cambridge 16171 491-3300
Gerber, Dedham 1617) 329-2400
Hartnhon/Avnet, Burlington
(6171 273-2120
Kierulff, Needham
Heights (6171 449-3600
Cornpar, Newton
Highlands 1617) 969-7140
Michigan: Hamilton/Avnet. Livonia
(313) 522-4700
Minnesota: Hamilton ,Avnet
Bloomington 1612) 854-4800
Missouri: Hamillon/Avnet,
Hazelwood Dr Louis) 1314) 731-1144
New jersey: Arrnw.
Totowa 1201) 256-7331
Harnilton/Avnet, Cherry Hal
(609) 662-9337
Cedar Grove ( 2011 239-0800
Haddonfield (6091 429-1526
Compar, Clifton
(201) 546-3660
New Mexico:
Century, Albuquerque
1505) 265-7837
KieruIff. Albuquerque,
(505) 247-1055
New York: Sent icondui lar
Concepts. Hauppauge
1516) 273-1234
Hamilton/Avnet. Syracuse
1315) 437-2642
Westbury, L.I. 1516) 333-5812
Arrow, Farmingdale 1516) 694-6800
Summit. Buffalo (716) 884-3450
Compar, Albany
(518) 489-7408
North Carolina: Pioneer,
Greensboro (9191 273-4441
Campar, WinstonSalem 19191 723-1002
Ohio: Arrow, Dayton
(513) 253-9176
RienziIf, Dayton
D13) 278-9411
Texas: Harnilton/Avnet, Dallas
(214) 638-2850
Houston (713) 526-4661
Kterulff, Garland ( Dallas)
(214) 271-2471
Utah: Hamilton/Avnel,
Salt Lake City (8011 262-8451
Washington: Hamilton/Avnet
Seattle 12061 624-5930
Kierulff, Seattle
am 763-1550
Compar, Kirkland
12136) 822-4191
Canada: Prelco, Montreal
(5141 389-8051
Ottawa 1613) 237-6150
Electro Sonic Ind. Sales.
Toronto (416) 924-9301
Hamilton/Avnet, Montreal
15141 735-6393
Toronto (416) 677-7432
Ottawa (6131 725-3071
L. A. Varah, Vancouver, B.C.
1604) 736-6411

Representatives

Alabama: Twentleth Century
Marketing. Huntsville ( 205) 772-9237
Ancona: Q. T. Wiles tri Assoc.,
Scottsdale (602) 947-5791
Catacomb:
Celtec, Inc.. San Diego
1714) 279-7961
Trident Assoc., Mountain View
1415)967-7031
Q. T. Wiles a, Assoc.,
Los Angeles ( 213) 649-1232
Colorado:
Parker-Webster, Denver
(3031 770-1972
Florida:
W. M. tr M. Assoc..
Altamonte Springs ( 305) 831-4645
Clearwater 18131 726-8871
Pompano Beach ( 305)943-3091
Illinois: Coombs AM,..
Des Plaines ( 312) 824-0104
Indiana: Coombs Assoc..
Fort Wayne 12191 747-0402
Maryland:
Mechtronic Sales, Inc.
Rockville ( 3011 622-2420
Massachusetts: Contact Sales,
Inc., Burlington (617) 273-1520
Michigan:
Greiner Assoc., Grosse Pointe Park
(313) 499-0188

THIS IS NO ORDINARY DISGUISED MAN,

IT'S THE SUPERMAN DIGIT.
Replaces everything else. The
Data- Lit 707 is designed in
the standard 14-pin dual
in-line package. It's
pin-for-pin identical with the
MAN-1and DL-10. The
Data- Lit 704 is pin-for-pin
identical to the MAN-4and
DL-4. And while it isn't
pin-for-pin identical with
tubes, the total system cost
will beat them
penny-for-penny.

The Data-Lit 707 second
generation LED display has
all the qualities you would
like to see in aSuperman
digit. Low cost, low power,
full solid segments with
minimum gaps, low cost,
availability, standard pins,
high reliability, low cost.

the
bright
guys

litronix

It's Cheap. Everyone wanted
us to say economical. But the
DL-707 is cheap compared to
what you've been used to for
LED displays and tube
displays. The total system
cost of power supplies,
drivers, digits and mounting
hardware is now less in the 2
to 8digit range using LED's
than any other display
technology.

DL-707
DL- 707R
DL-701

all happen.
Encapsulated Light Diffusion
(ELD) was developed in our
Krypton lab. We've produced
ahigh quality diffusing light
channel in asingle
encapsulating step. This
allows us to use 85% less
GaAsP material without
sacrificing brightness. The
only thing it cuts is cost.
Litronix, Inc. • 19000 Homestead Road •

Electronics/April 12,1973

This looks like ajob for
Superman DL-707. If you're
anywhere in the thriving
metropolis of desk top
calculators, POS equipment,
digital panel meters, small
instrumentation and so on,
you have to see the Data-Lit
707 and get our volume
prices.
Here's the first of our
Superman Data-Lit 700 Series:

ELD makes it

Minnesota: Comurand. Inc
MInneapolts (6121 560-5300
MiNouri: Coombs Assoc.
St. Louis (314) 567-3399
New Mexico: Electronic M.aketIng,
Albuquerque (505) 265-7837

5
5,

DL-704

Common anode,
left decimal
Common anode,
right decimal
Common anode,
polarity and overflow
Common cathode,
right decimal

So step into aphone booth
and call one of our
distributors. The Data-Lit 700
Series is going at $3.25 in
100-999 quantities.
No surprises, the Bright Guys
did it again.
Cupertino, California 95014 • (408) 257-7910 TWX: 910-338-0022

New York: Wln-Cor Electronics,
Manhasset ( 5161 627-9474
Tatech, DeWitt (315) 446-2881
Ohio: EMA, Inc., Centerville ( Dayton)
(513) 433-2»
Aurora (Cleveland) (216) 562-6104

Pennsylvania: G. C. M., Ambler
1215) 646-7535
Texas: Semiconductor Sales.
Richardson 1214) 231-6181
Houston (713) 461-4197

Washington: Campar.
Kirkland (2%) 822-4191
Canada: Cantronns, Montreal
1514) 733-0749
Downsview (416) 661-2494
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New products/materials
A glass-free gold conductor paste,
designated EMCA Gold 210, is used
for silk-screen printing of thick-film
microcircuits. Its fired composition
of 99% pure gold permits applications at microwave frequencies,
even above 10 GHz. Resistance is
less than 2milliohms/square at 0.5mil fired thickness. The material is
insensitive to firing temperatures
and may be fired at 950°C ±-50°C for
five to 15 minutes in air.

NEW
SHORTER
CASE!
SCHAUER
ZaTTIIS
160 MAX.

Electro Materials Corp. of America,

All welded
and brazed assembly
No fragile
High
nail
pressure
heads

.74
,,e
,cp;14
'.a2_0

605

Center Ave., Mamaroneck, N.Y. [ 476]

molded case
4/

A one- component silver epoxy adhesive is designed for all types of chip
bonding, including gallium arsenide
phosphide and gallium arsenide
light-emitting-diode chips to substrates. Material K01001 is curable
in one hour at 120°C, and it has the
viscosity of light thrixotropic paste.
In addition, the material gels in one
to two seconds at 260°C.

NOW$100,000 Term
Life Insurance
AGE 40: $ 380
Where's the catch? There isn't
any. We'll give you all the information you want for free.
That's right—just for the asking, we'll rush you all the facts
No cost or obligation to you,
so write us today.
Ordinary Sales Dept. T

BANKERS SECURITY LIFE
INSURANCE SOCIETY
1701 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
HOME OFFICE:
NEW YORK CITY

Hysol Division, The Dexter Corp., 211 Frank-

.028 DIA.

lin St., Olean, N.Y. 14760 [ 477]

GOLD PLATED
NICKEL CLAD
COPPER LEADS

U.S A. Made

ALKYD RESIN

_1_ •
18 —

1

16

CASE LENGTH
0.320" MAX.---e.
(Was 0.437")

SAME LOW PRICES FOR
1% TOLERANCE ZENERS
ANY VOLTAGE
FROM 2.0 TO 18.0
Quantity

Price Each

1-99

S1.07

100-499

.
97

500-999

.
91

1000-4999

.
86

5000 up

.
82

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
for rating data and
20%, 10%, 5% and 2%
tolerance prices.
Send

Semiconductor Division

SCHAUER
MANUFACTURING CORP.
4514 Alpine Ave , Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
Telephone 512/791-3030

Circle 208 on reader service card

A two-part epoxy adhesive for fastening transistors, diodes. integrated
circuits, and other heat-sensitive
electronic components to printedcircuit boards, radiators, and heat
sinks is called material 2153. It
mixes into a putty- like paste and
cures overnight at room temperature or in afew hours at 65 C into a
hard rigid finish.
Tra-Con Inc. 55 North St

Medford Mass

02155 [ 478]

A line of high- purity powders include
223 different materials, designated
the 539 series. Included are metal
powders, oxides, salts, special alloys,
cermets, rare earths, and special
blends. The materials include copper, glass, silica, tantalum, and
nickel. Many of the materials can be
used in spraying applications for
flame and plasma processes. Typical
prices are $ 6 per pound for 325
mesh, 99.8% pure aluminum powder and $ 2.50 per gram for 99.999%
pure gallium powder.

S.S. HOPE,

M.D.

Aremco Products Inc., Box 145, Briarcliff

Doctor ... teacher .... friend to
millions on four continents—
this floating hospital is a
symbol of America's concern
for the world's disadvantaged.

Manor, N.Y 10510 [ 479]

Keep HOPE sailing.

ceramic substrates provides surface

A fine-grain powder for smooth

PROJECT

Dept. A, Washington, D.C. 20007
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fact

This fully loaded, high-performance DM v
cost you 505 to 805 less

yet it equals or exceeds the performance
of any other comparable DVV
At $ 1295, Data Precision's
Tri Phasic Model 2540A1 is
the best buy in the entire
OMM field.
A fully loaded, high performance
precision instrument, our top of
the line 51/2 digit model provides
a basic accuracy of ± 0.001% f.s.
±0.007% reading ± 1 I.s.d. for
six months, documented by full
test data and Certificate of Conformance.

Functions include: DC volts, AC
volts, 2- wire and 4-wire resistance, DC/DC ratio, AC/DC ratio.

sion, IsopolarTm referencing and
RatiohmicTM resistance measurement design features.

1 V to 1000 VDC. 1 IN to 500
VAC. 1 milliohm to 12 megohms.
Autoranging, auto- polarity. Isolated BCD output. Remote triggering and remote ranging.

Performance equals or exceeds
other laboratory- grade instruments.

All of the Data Precision DMM's
— the 51
2
/
digit 2500 Series
models, and the 41/2 digit 2400
Series models — incorporate our
exclusive Tri-PhasicTm conver-

But at a fraction of their cost,
size, weight and price.
Data Precision Corporation
Audubon Road
Wakefield, MA 01880
(617) 246-1600

To arrange ademonstration phone your local sales office listed below.
AL ( 205)
AZ (602)
CA[NI ( 415)
CAls) ( 714)
CO ( 303)
CT ( 203)

883-2530
946-7252
321-7323
540-7160
449-5294
527-1245

FL(s) ( 305)

563 '
8056

FL(.) ( 305)
GA ( 404)
IL ( 312)
IN ( 317)
MA ( 617)
MD ( 301)
MI ( 313)

241-4445
457-7117
286-6824
253-2087
273-0198
588-7790
482- 1229

MN (612) 781-1611
MOi.) ( 913)
MC:4E) ( 314)
NC ( 919)
NJ ( 215)
NM ( 505)
NY(NJ (315)

236-6600
426-2331
787-5818
925-8711
265-6471
446-0220

NYisl ( 516)
01-1(N) ( 216)
01-11si ( 513)
TX(N) ( 214)
TX[sl ( 713)
WA ( 206)

482-3500
243-7430
298-3033
234-4137
461-4487
767-4330

VDATA PRECISION
...years ahead
"Our overseas representatives are listed in the International Section" on page 24E
Electronics/April 12,1973
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New products/materials
finishes of 4microinches or better as
fired. The substrates are thus suitable for thin-film applications. Designated Micro Surface, the material
provides substrate thicknesses ranging from 0.010 to 0.030 inch. A variety of substrate sizes are available.
Comco Inc., 9421 Telfair Ave., Sun Valley,
Calif. 91352 [480]

An asbestos felt, phenolic resin laminate is designed to make circuitboard carriers that can withstand
high temperatures without blistering, warping or deteriorating. The
material is molded in rectangles
measuring 11 by 71
/ inches and 3
2
/4
in. thick. They are machine- finished
so that the user needs only to place
the pc board on top of the carrier to
transport the boards through solder
baths. The carrier withstands temperatures to 450°C during the process.

with
Murata
Posistord
• Automatically switches starting
windings in and out.
• No complex hardware.
• No moving parts to wear.
• Can switch

to

2Amperes.

• Extremely long life with
exceptional reliabiLy.
Murata'u new line of solid state Posistors open
a new era in electric motor starting technology. These amazing positive temperature coefficient resistors can automatically switch
starting windings in and out as required without additional hardware or electronic components . . . one simple device that can
handle up to 12 amperes eliminates centrifugal switching and/or complex semiconductor circuitry.
Why not find out how Murata's new Posistors can help you take a gant step forward
in electric motor design? Write for detailed
specifications today!

¡t,

ulala

MURATA CORPORATION OF AMERICA
2 Westchester Plaza. Elmsford, New York 10523

Telex: MURATA EMFD 137332
Phone: 914/592-9180
A Subsidiary cf
Murata Mfg. Co., Ltd., Japan
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NEW POWER SERIES

60 Amp
200 to
1000 V
•

Geonautics Inc., Newburyport, Mass. [ 401]

Material 26-2 is an electrically conductive room- temperature- curing
adhesive designed especially for
structural bonding where rf attenuation is required. The silver-filled
brushable paste has a three-hour
work life and produces strong bonds
to avariety of materials. Volume resistivity is 0.005 ohm-cm with no
change after 100 hours at 85°C/85%
rH. It is available in one- pound and
four-ounce two-component kits, as
well as premixed or frozen in containers ranging upward from 1cc.
Ablestik Laboratories, 833 W.

182nd St.,

Gardena, Calif. 90248 [ 405]

A line of solder pastes, designated
Blend-Ohm- Solder- All is designed
for thick- and thin-film applications.
The pastes are available with three
flux activities and in 200 and 325
mesh. The screen- printable materials cover arange of alloys, and besides screening, the paste may be
applied by brushing, syringe, dipping, or mechanical dispensing. Reflow is possible in an infrared oven,
hot- plate, or soldering oven. The
material can be used to hold components into place prior to fusing. Delivery is from stock.
Methode Development Corp., 7447 W. Wilson Ave., Chicago, III. 60656 [ 403]

Hutson's advanced thyristor
technology has produced a new
power triac series in hermetically sealed 3
/ " press fit and
4
stud mount packages.
This series features:
• 60 Amps II
s-riRmsd
um 200 V to 1000 V (VDRom )
• 100 Witsec, (dv/dt) (min)
• 600 Amps ( I
Tsm )at Tc = 75 °C
Re x )
• 0.64°C/W (
• 42 W for 10 psec ( 6)
• Operating temperature range
(T c ) — 40 to + 125°C
• Center gate design for faster
turn- on, lower switching
losses and improved di/dt
characteristics
Call or write for
complete information.

HUTSON INDUSTRIES
BOX 34235 • 2019 W. VALLEY VIEW, DALLAS,
TEX. 75234 (
214) 241-3511 nix 910-860-5537

Distributed by:
In Canada: WEBERSEMAD ELECTRONICS, Downsview, Ont. 416/635-9880

Vice- President, European Operations:
30 Rue Pierre Semard, Yerres, 91
Paris 925-8258 • TELEX 21-311

France Tel:

Distributed in Europe by:
Belgium: C. N. ROOD S.A. Brussels 02-352135
• Denmark: E. V. JOHANSSEN A/S, Copenhagen
(01)• 295622 • Norway: INTELCO, Box 158.
47 2 207451, Sentrum, Oslo U Spain: BELPORT,
Madrid 234.62.62 • Sweden: ELEKTROFLEX, Sundyberg 08-28-9290 • Switzerland: D. LEITGEB,
Dubendorf 051 85 9666 • UK, CLAUDE LYONS,
LTD, Hoddeston, Hertfordshire (09924) 67161
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What's
wro
with this
picture
Recognize the unnecessary, out-of-date clutter, confusion, complexity and cost all these
separate test instruments represent? One ( 1) Systron-Donner VERSATESTER 1,m replaces
the lot with laboratory accuracy at home workshop cost.

VERSATESTER 1, the single instrument electronics test lab,
(a) Supplies dc power, + 5v, + 15 v, — 15 v, ± 30v
(b) Generates, 20 Hz to 20 MHz
(1) Pulses
(2) Sine waves
(3) Square waves
(c) Digitally measures and displays to four digits
(1) Frequency, auto ranging 20 Hz to 20 MHz
(2) dc volts, 0 - 500 yin 4 ranges
(3) ac volts, 0 - 50C yin 4ranges
(4) dc ohms, 0 - 5tilq in 5ranges
At $ 1,250, Systron-Donner's VERSATESTER 1 is the answer to the
cost accountants, as swell as the test engineer's and technician's,
prayers.
Call your nearest Scientific Devices Office for detailed specifications or ademonstration, or contact Datapulse Division, 10150 West
Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, California 90230. Phone (213)
836-6100; TWX 910/340-6766; Telex 67-3219. In Europe: SystronDonner GmbH, Munich, W- Germany ,Systron-Donner Ltd., Leamington Spa U.K.; Systron-Donner SA, Port Marly, France.
See the Systron-Donner VERSATESTER 1 in operation at IEEE,
Booths 2326-2331.

CATAPULSE
DiVISION

SYSTRON
The Systron-Donner Instruments Group:
Concord Instruments D Computer Systems

D

‘

Datapulse

11).
)
D

DONNER

Kruse Eectronics

D

Microwave

D

Trygon Electronics

e Systron-Donner Corporation 1973
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New literature

Presenting
in your
corner:

Spectrum analyzers. Quan-Tech Division, Kms Industries Inc., 43 S.
Jefferson Rd., Whippany, N.J.
07981, has published abrochure entitled "Applications of Modern
Tracking Wave and Spectrum
Analyzers." Circle 421 on reader
service card.

THE
ELECTRONICS
BOXER!
Why mess around when you
can have the ELECTRONICS
BOXER clean up your
copies— keep them in top
condition.

Alphanumeric terminal. Computek
Inc., 143 Albany St., Cambridge,
Mass. 02139, has available a users'
manual for the company's series 200
line of programable alphanumeric
terminals that use nondestructible
ROM program storage. [422]

And, it's easy and
inexpensive to keep the
ELECTRONICS BOXER in
your corner. Just complete
the coupon and mail. Your
order will be processed
immediately, postpaid.

DIP sockets. Specification sheet 5000
provides information on 14 and 18pin DIP sockets made by Aries Electronics Inc., Box 231, Frenchtown,
N.J. 08825 [423]

ELECTRONICS BOXER
Jesse Jones Box Corporation
2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137
Please send me:

D boxes @ $4.25 each;
D 6 boxes @ $ 22.00

r 3 boxes @ $ 12.00;

My check or money order is enclosed.
Name
Address
ity

State

Zip

NEW Heathkit 21
2 Digit DMM
/

only 7995*
A compact, solid-state multimeter with
digital readout — at afantastic kit-form
price. The new Heathkit IM- 1202 has four
overlapping ranges to measure voltages
from 10 mV to 1000 Von DC (either polarity), 10 mV to 700 Vrms on AC, 10 uA
to 2.5A on AC or DC current. Five resistance ranges measure from 1ohm to 2.5
megohms. Front panel polarity switch teverses inputs without changing leads.
6 lbs.

NEW Heathkit 30 MHz Counter
only

9 7 I3 2

169"*
The Heathkit 113-1100 gives 1 Hz to over 30 MHz counting on a
full 5-digit readout with 8-digit capability. The lighted overrange
indicator makes misreading virtually impossible. Stable time-base
circuitry assures accuracy better than ±-3 ppm from 22° to 37°
C. Diode protected J-FET gives improved triggering over 100 mV
to 150 V input range. Solid-state circuitry mounts on one large
board for easy assembly. 6lbs.

Send for FREE ' 73 Catalog
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 53-4
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
U Enclosed is
$
, plus shipping.
1.
Please send model(s)

I

MEAT-111W'

Schlumberger

. Name

I

Address
City

7ip
State
111
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.
TE27j

Sliding terminations. The models
450 and 480 sliding terminations
with miniature coaxial connectors
are described in adata sheet offered
by Maury Microwave Corp., 8610
Helms Ave., Cucamonga, Calif.
91730. [424]
Random-access memory. An application note from Advanced
Memory Systems Inc., 1276 Hammerwood Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif.,
describes the configuration, design,
and operation of memory systems
using the 6003 model 2,000-word
mos RAM. [
425]
Voltage regulator. Tele-Dynamics/Wanless Division of Ambac Industries Inc., 525 Virginia Dr., Fort
Washington, Pa. 19034. The Varax
C474 ac fine-voltage regulator is detailed in a two-page data sheet.
[426]
Cell applications. Codi Semiconductor, Division of Computer Diode
Corp., Pollitt Dr. South, Fairlawn,
N.J. 07410. A 12-page applications
bulletin compares the accuracy of
the company's Certa-Cell against
unsaturated standard cells of the
mercury-cadmium type. [427]
Solderless interconnect. RobinsonNugent Inc., 800 E. 8th St., P.O. Box
470, New Albany, Ind. An eight-

MI BIM BIM M ill IIIII MI IMIll M MI III
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When it comes to electronic alloys
we speak your language.
"Exactly," "Precisely," "Unequivocally,"
the properties you need.
We specialize in magnetic and
controlled expansion alloys
Ni -Fe. Ni -Co. Ni -Co- Fe. Ni- Mo-Fe. Ni + selected
additives. Complete nickel- iron families. Also
stainless steel, beryllium, copper, etc., in strip
down to 0.0005" thick. Or we'll custom- make
alloys to your requirements.
We pride ourselves on tight physical
property control
Rigid chemistry control of the alloy ingredients
assures exact lot-to- lot consistency of electronic
parameters—permeability, resistivity, saturation
flux, expansion, thermal conductivity. Impurities
concentration less than 0.005%.

You can get evaluation lots or production lots
Strip, rod or wire—order five pounds or five tons.
Also, consider photo- etching your parts. Send us
aprint and we'll send you aquote
We can produce any configuration in nearly any
magnetic or specialty alloy. With precision
replicas in pilot or production quantities. And
without expensive dies. Photo- etching is
especially effective—and economical—for
thicknesses of C.000125" to 0.030".
Circle 212 on reader service card
For information about other alloys
we make, Circle 213 on reader service card

Circle 181 on reader service card

aw

MRGIIETICS
A DIVISION OF SPANG INDUSTRIES INC

Butler PA 16001.
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

f!'in OPPORTUNITIES

Marine Applications
•SAN DIEGO •
The

EM PLOYMENT

Ocean operations division of a .. ...tonal firrn

an immediate need for an aggressive r.

', urns

engin ,

to take complete charge of anew and dynamic instruir
lation program The successful candidate will be
or equivalent with a rr

nimurn

of two years err..

ocean data acquisitiori. transmission and dint,.
tems An ability to deyelop rapidly with an

tNGINEEe

exciting

Design & Development of

challenge is more important tharilong years of e.I •
We offer a permanent ground- floor opportune .
sional freedom, excellent compensation,
bon to San Diego

HF

and pa,:

Pltase address resume and sa ,

history to

C. R. ISAACS

ADVANCED
STATE-OF-THE-ART

10306 Roselle St..
San Diego. Calif. 92121

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

a SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
USED OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

RADAR SYSTEMS GROUND AND AIRBORNE AUTOMATIC
TRACKING ANTENNA SYSTEMS NIKE AJAX
NIKE HER-

e
CULES

M-33

USO -1A

MPS- 19

MPS- 9

SCR

584

TPS-1D

TPS-2B FAA- ASR- 2 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS APN-84 APN-102.
APS-20
APS-27
APS-45
DPH-19
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
IBM 650 IBM 704
LARGEST INVENTORY OF RADAR AND
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO.
3 QUINCY ST., NORWAIK. CORP. 06850

12031 853-2600

SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITORS
FIRST QUALITY AT SURPLUS
PRICES. WIDE VARIETY,
immediate shipment

ARO

E. J. STURDEVANT, P.E.
Engineering Con.rullant: Verify- Optics
Applied research. development & design: systems, instruments, devices for product inspection, physical measurement, scanning, prolection. display; conventional or laser
optics & holography. Analog digital electronics & precision
mechanisms associated will optical problems
2306 Centerville Rd, Wilmington, DE. 19808
302 998-178-8

CIRCLE 953 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FREE ALARM CATA a r
• 'e
lino , if pmiilessii.mi,il burglar
fire alarm systems and supplies. 80 pages, 400 items. Off,
the shelf delivery, quantity
.., • ,
:prices.
• Ae

t

and

tumult:tin west alarm
N.f• . 1215 II. 16 th>1..

85 ,Ifi

CIRCLE 954 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"AUDION" FOR SALE

Auth De Forest "Audion" spherical shaped 1910 vintage
w-2 plates & 2grids, filament wired to candelabra screw
base, top plate & grid leads, in orig, labeled box This is not
an imitation Price $250.00. Write or phone G. J. Schulmerich, 1031 Coral Way, P.O. Box 10057, Riviera Beach,
Fla. 33404 Ph. 3051844-6117
CIRCLE 956 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Toe expedite personal nterview. please send
letter or resume— or phone to arrange appointment— to Roger Olsen. Communications Systems.
P. 0. Box 2351. Sunnyvale. CA 94087. 1408)
739-4498. An equal opportunity employer.

POSITIONS VACANT

.Box 6805. Greenville. S.C. 29606
, 803c277 3537

Ioil

This position will include detailed systems and circuit design. Experience required in the develop•
ment of HF receivers exciters- synthesizers.
front-end. IF strips and AGC systems, and or
related functions. Lovely Maryland small town
location.

NI>

GREEN TECH
CIRCLE 952 ON REAPF RSF ,VICE(

SYNTHESIZED
RECEIVERS/
EXCITERS

Semiconductor Engineers—S15-$25,000—
Immediate nationwide opportunities for
engineers with expertise in: Circuit Design, Logic Design, Device Design, Product Engineering, Process, Photoresist,
Epi, Photomask, Wafer Fab, Sustaining,
Industrial Engineering, Manufacturing,
Production, Packaging, Test, QA/Reliability, Test Equipment, Component Engineering, Applications, Marketing, and
Sales. Preferred backgrounds include:
MOS, CMOS, TTL, ECL, CM L, Memories, Hybrid ICs, Linear ICs, MICs, RF/
Microwave Transistors, Small Signal
Transistors, Power Transistors, CATV,
Thyristors, Diodes and FETs. For confidential consideration, rush your resume
including current salary to:
Dunhill
Search, 22 E. Mitchell Dr., Phoenix, AZ
85012 or 1922 The Alameda, San Jose,
CA 95126-100% Employer Retained,
REAL ESTATE
Ideal 5- Acre Ranch. Lake Conchas, New
Mexico. $ 3,475. No Dim,n. No Interest.
$29/mo.
Vacation
Paradise.
Money
Maker. Free Brochure. Ranchos: Box
2003YD, Alameda, California 94501.

&MC
fly_
with
us
Leading instrument company has
immediate openings for the following technical positions.
SR. DIGITAL SYSTEMS
ANALYST
Assignment: Develop advanced
digital based process control systems. Provide technical guidance
and direction in defining hardware- software interface, establishing basic credentials of aworkable
system and - application.
Responsibilities will entail reviewing and analyzing inquiries
and or initiating, planning, directing and coordinating investigations
relative to the feasibility of utilizing, complementing and improving our digital line of product, service, and systems.
B.S. Degree in engineering is required, with 7-10 years of applicable experience, or the equivalent
education and experience combined.
SR. DIGITAL SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMER
You will become proficient in conducting and/or coordinating the
development of universally applicable software requirements, as
well as software requirements for
industry application.
Projects will entail the definition and development of universally applicable systems, software
basics and strategies— executives,
utilities, drivers, handlers and language translators.
Education qualifications should
include a bachelor's degree in engineering. Professional experience
of 3-5 years in programming or systems work, or the equivalent education and experience combined.
Please send resume and salary
requirements* to
John Hawkins
Taylor Instrument Process
Control Division
95 Ames Street, Rochester, N.Y.14601
*All applications will be treated
confidentially

TMYLOR

Sibiturv LufittofiATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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New literature
page catalog describes the concept
and components of the Allochiral
solderless interconnect system.
Technical details and test data are
provided. [428]
Integrated circuits. Signetics, 811
East Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif.
94086, has published a handbook
and catalog on integrated circuits.
The manual covers digital, linear,
and mos circuits.
Graphics system. A four-page brochure describes an interactive
graphics system for preparation and
verification of NC tape. Systems Science and Software, La Jolla, Calif.
92037 [430]
Siliconix Inc., 2201 Laurelwood Rd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95054,
has published an applications note
that deals with techniques to use
field-effect transistors as voltagecontrolled resistors. The 16-page
brochure discusses the characteristics of junction-FETs as VCRs and
makes performance comparisons
between J-FET VCRs and conventional fixed-value resistors. [431]
FETs.

super 8
channel
recorder
D

O.E.M. CONFIGURATION — No : rills, no

fancy case, acomplete eight channel ecorder
at alow O.E.M. price. Ej COMPACT — LIGHT
— PORTABLE — 23" wide, 17" high and 6"
deep. Weighs just 59 lbs.

D

FULL 50 MM

CHANNEL WIDTH — Permits greater resolution and ease of reading. E AUTOMATIC CHART THREADING — Five second
chart loading. El CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE

CHART

SPEEDS —

ASTRO -

DRIVE provides infinite chart speeds
with Tachometer read-out.

D ASTRO -

TIP STYLUS — Rugged, long-lasting
tubular construction.

eew
AND LOTS
MORE!
PHONE OR
WRITE FOR
BROCHURE.

Pc-board relays. A line of relays that
allows spacing of 0.5 inch center-tocenter on rack-mounted pc cards is
described and illustrated in a twopage product bulletin from Siemens
Corp., 186 Wood Ave. S., Iselin,
N.J. [433]
Power supplies. Sola Electric, 1717
Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village, Ill.
60007. Catalog 617 is a six-page
foldout brochure featuring four dc
power supplies. [434]
Evaporation sources. Materials Research Corp., Rte. 303, Orangeburg,
N.Y., has issued a24-page brochure
on vacuum- evaporation sources,
and it includes information on electronic thin-film vacuum coating. Illustrations are provided in the brochure. [435]
Digital lock. A four-page data and
applications note from Telesis Laboratory, Box 387, Chillicothe, Ohio
45601, describes a digital lock system and operating modes. Also, pin

Plug it in arKI
put it to work
for only
$3388

Gentlemen:
Please send complete iterature.
Our application is

Telephone

ASTRO-MED

Ai

Name
ULAN TO
INDUSTRIES
INC.

A DIVISION OF A FLAN FOL INDUSTRIES. INC

Title
Organization

ASIAN TOL INDUSTRIAL PARK
WEST WARWICK

RHODE ISLAND 02893
R101, 828 ,1010

Street
City
State
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low cost, 60 watt,
24- hour delivery

New literature

POWER SUPPLIES
full- rated
performance

e

to 71°C

MODEL 55

Temperature
Operating -40 to + 71°C
Storage -65 to +85°C
Coef icient 0.01%/°C Max
Curren Limiting: Foldback
Overvo tage ( 0V): Optional
Size: 6x3.5 x3.13; Wt.. 4.25 lbs.

SPECIFICATIONS
Input: 105-125 V, 50-420 Hz
Regulation: Line: 0.005%
Load: 0.05%
Ripple: Less than 250 µV
Recovery: 25 Microseconds
MODEL

VOLTS
2.5 - 3.5

AMPS

3.5 - 4.5

5.0

55-5
55-6
55-7

4.5 - 5.5
5.5 - 6.5
6.5 - 7.5

55-8
55-9
55 - 10
55 - 11
55 - 12

7.5 - 8.5
8.5 - 9.5

55-3
55-4

9.5
10.5
11.0
13.0

55 - 14

-

5.0

10.5
11.5
13.0
15.0

QUANTITY
SINGLE
1-9
$59
10-24 $56

MODEL

VOLTS

AMPS

55 - 16
55 - 18

15.0 - 17.0
17.0 - 19.0

5.0
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.0
4.0
4.0

55
55
55
55
55

19.0 - 21.0
21.0 - 23.0

3.0
3.0

55 - 1515
55 - 1818

-

20
22
24
26
28

2.0

23.0 - 25.0
25.0 - 27.0
27.0 - 29.0

55 - 30
55 - 1212

WITH OV
$65
$60

3.0
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0

29.0 - 30.0
+11.0 - 13.0
+14.0 - 16.0

1.0

+17.0 - 19.0

DUAL
$69
$65

1.0

WITH OV
$79
$74

CALL FOR QUICK DELIVERY •
FREE POWER SUPPLY CATALOG
"Quality Power Supplies Since 1965"

lectrastatieseum.

plug programing of single and multiple codes is also described in the
publication. [436]
Power supplies. A 110-page catalog
from the Sorenson Co., 676 Island
Pond Rd., Manchester, N.H. 03103,
contains detailed information on the
company's line of power supplies.
Catalog 72 A includes dc modular
supplies, laboratory units, and high
voltage supplies. [437]
Power controllers. Vectrol Inc., 1010
Westmore Ave., Rockville, Md.
20850. An eight-page bulletin describes the VPAC 500 series of SCR
phase proportioning power controllers. [438]
Data systems. A two-page bulletin
briefly describes data systems and
signal- conditioning equipment
manufactured by B & F Instruments
Inc., Cornwells Heights, Pa. 19020
[439]

1k4., 7718 CLAIREMONT MESA BLVD. • SAN DIEGO, CA 92111 • (714) 279-1414 ,,

Circle 184 on reader service card

ALCCISINITCH
Unusual light touch
momentary pushbutton
switches designed for electronic equipment
data entry. 10,000,000
on-off life cycle. Mag-

PUSH ON/OFF

MoM ENTARN,

II
e4
4,

netic repulsion action
eliminates springs. Contains glass encapsulated
reeds. Shielded to avoid
interaction. Rated
mA @ 50 VDC.

100
MSPM
SERIES

ALCCI*

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
1551 OSGOOD STREET, NO. ANDOVER, MASS. 01 845

Circle 210 on rearior

r: r)

ALCCISIMITCH

Vertical or right angle mounted switches for low current use.
Designed for hand wired or P.C. applications. Choose from
17 models, from single to 8- poles. Except for Model STB012,

all

units have

a Make- Before- Break
action.

All

models

have identical baton
levers

and

the mating

include .10 amp it

power switch.

ALCO'

STB/STBR
SERIES

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.

1551 OSGOOD STREET, NO. ANDOVER, MASS. 0184 5
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Crystal oscillator. Data sheet
VCX0103 provides information on a
voltage-controlled crystal oscillator,
giving a general description and
specifications. Ferwalt Inc., Webb
Rd., Lapwai, Idaho 83540 [440]
D-aconverter. A data sheet is available from Sitek Inc., 1078 W. Evelyn Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086,
describing a digital-to-analog converter option for the company's
model 1420 linear Ic tester. The
two-page publication contains adescription and specifications for the
program board. [371]
Message display. Advanced Digital
Systems Inc., 146 W. Main St., Mohawk, N.Y. 13407. Bulletin ADS
721006 describes how alphanumeric
display VSN-1, a tape-mount message display of tape commands,
may be used. [372]
Digital controller. A technical bulletin from Brooks Instrument Division, Emerson Electric Co., Hartfield, Pa., provides information on
an electronic digital controller that
is BCDprogramable. Specification,
applications and design notes are
included. [373]
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Beautiful
New Babies

BOTH TRULY
REMARKABLE

CDI's New Baby: Series SL, Linear Slide Switch (Pat. Pending)

4 Single or multiple position

REMARKABLE BECAUSE:

selectors.

1 Up to 100 or more positions
(unique).

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
200 megohms min. insulation.

5 Over 1,000,000 detents life.
APPLICATIONS:
CATV channel selections.

2 Available with solder lugs or dip
solder termination for p.c. use.

Column measuring.

1000 volts min. dielectric strength.
2 amps @ 115 VAC current
carrying capability.

As an adjustable high & low limit
switch, etc.

3 Mounts EITHER left/right OR
up/down ( versatile).

125 ma @ 115 VAC current
breaking capability.

COI earns its reputation every day for Consistently High Quality, Consistently Good Delivery, Designing to Your Needs.

PRECISION PRODUCTS DIVISION
1725 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60614, Phone (312) 935-4600 TELEX 25-4689
Circle 185 on reader servict ,

the
Cham P
problem solver

Bausch & Lomb StereoZoom 7 Microscope with
Coaxial Illuminator is the answer to your need for full
field, full aperture illumination; full color, high contrast
imaging and better resolution.
This unique form of incident illumination eliminates
surface glare from highly reflective surfaces and also
effectively illuminates low contrast objects.
You zoom over amagnification range of 15X through
280X. Field diameter ranges from 0.55 in. through 0.03
in. Working distance is 3.0 in.-0.56 in.
Send today for our catalog 31-15
and our FREE DEMONSTRATION offer.
StereoZoom. Reg. T.M. Bausch & Lomb

BAUSCH & LOMB
SCIENTIFIC OPTICAL
PRODUCTS DIVISION

61416 Bausch Street, Rochester, New York 14602
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For literature circle Reader Service Card No. 214
For demonstration circle Reader Service Card No. 215
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kill
all the
lawyers!"
"The first thing we do, lets' kill all
the lawyers!"
—Henry VI, Part ll, Act IV

Jack Cade, in Shakespeare's play, was leading arebellion and looking for ascapegoat.
He hit upon a somewhat bloodthirsty, but
extremely popular, idea.
There is anew and different kind of rebellion in America today. An angry revolt against
the pollution and despoilment of our environment.
And some people, again seeking ascapegoat,
have also hit upon apopular idea.
-1
ut the blame, and the burden, on
business.
Indict U.S. industry as "The
perpetrator of an irresponsible
assault on the environment:'
Demand that industry immediately
_.
stop all pollution, end all depletion,
and forthwith "restore our natural heritage:'
And enforce these demands with new, harsh
and punitive, laws and regulations. Impose
criminal penalties on the owners and officers
of offending companies. Launch an onslaught
of "Citizens and workers' suits for environmental damages:' Attack, harass, threaten,
punish and compel.
The idea has its appeal. It focuses on aconvenient, conspicuous and vulnerable target.
It offers immediate action and immediate release for accumulated frustration and anger.
Most temptingly, it promises aquick, easy and
painless solution to the whole environmental
problem.
Against this attack, and in the face of this
appeal, industry is at acrippling disadvantage.
It has, to put it bluntly, been hit with charges
that cannot be denied— demands that cannot
be satisfied. And, backed into its corner, it is
in an awkward position.
A position in which anything it says is likely
to be taken as defensive or evasive, anything
it does is questioned in advance as inadequate.
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some things

First, that industry is guilty
of an assault upon the environment, and is responsible for
the consequences.
But, second, that the guilt
has long since been acknowledged, the responsibility long since accepted. Today, however
belatedly, U.S. industry stands firmly and fully
committed to the environmental cause.
The commitment is sincere. It is also specific
and binding.The U.S. Commission on Environmental Quality has designed a massive pro-
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gram to cleanse and restore the American
environment in the 1970's, at atotal cost of
$287-billion. Industry's share of this cost is
set at $195-billion.
Clearly, this assigned task and this imposed
burden will strain the financial, and test the
technical and managerial, capacities of U.S.
industry to the utmost. It adds an enormous
responsibility and a formidable challenge to
all of the other responsibilities and challenges
that industry must continue to confront in a
competitive and demanding world.
The responsibility has been accepted, the
job will be done. But beyond this assigned
task, beyond this designated goal, beyond
these outer limits of the possible, industry
probably cannot go. It is not a question of
will, but of capacity. The issue is not what
industry ought to do, but what industry can do.
To the extremists' premise that industry
can be threatened, harassed and driven to
exceed its utmost capacities— that it can somehow be made to do what it manifestly cannot
do— afrank and unequivocal response must
be made.
Industry cannot immediately stop all pollution, end all depletion, and overnight restore
our natural heritage. It is impossible. It is
financially impossible, technically impossible,
economically impossible, morally impossible,
and physically impossible.
It is financially impossible for industry to
immediately allocate and spend $195-billion.
There is not that much money to be had, from
any source, by any means, using any device.
It is technically impossible, at any price, to
totally eliminate all forms of pollution.
It is economically impossible to bring all
of U.S. industry to acomplete halt while pollution control is given absolute priority over
production.
It is morally impossible to close every offending plant, shut down every faulty operation,
and throw thousands of people out of jobs,
whole communities into bankruptcy.
And it is physically impossible, even if everything else could be done, to compress the
work of adecade into aday, amonth, or ayear.
To these obvious impossibilities, one more
must be added. It is impossible to separate
industry from the society to which it belongs
— and which it serves and reflects.
The environmental crisis is not an isolated,
but atotal, national crisis. The result of universal neglect and unanimous irresponsibility.
And of aprolonged, overwhelming, devastating mass assault on the environment, made by
millions of American citizens and consumers,
in ignorance or blithe disregard of the consequences.
Electronics/April 12, 1973

eare no longer ignorant.
We are no longer quite so
blithe. But the assault continues. Because the insistent, unrelenting pressure
of consumer needs, wants, desires and demands continues.
And this, ultimately, is the problem. Not
for industry alone, but for the whole of a
truly interdependent society. Any major solution to the environmental crisis requires a
profound change in the personal expectations,
habits, attitudes and actions of millions of
individual Americans.
But the point, with regard to industry's
responsibility, is simple. Industry cannot dictate change. It can control its own actions and
reform its own habits. But it cannot refuse
to meet needs, ignore wants, desires and demands, and reform the habits, attitudes and
actions of 200-million Americans.
Killing lawyers does not further the cause
of justice. Persecuting and punishing industry
will not advance the cause of abetter environment. The sacrifice of ascapegoat solves nothing and gets us nowhere.
Except off the track. A common, national
problem demands acommon, united, national
effort. The job belongs to us all.
It is time to forget the diversion and get on,
together, with the job.
We at McGraw-Hill believe in the interdependence of
American society. We believe that, particularly among
the major groups — business, professions, labor and
government — there is too little recognition of our mutual dependence, and of our respective contributions.
And we believe that it is the responsibility of the media
to improve this recognition.
This is the sixth of aseries of editorial messages on
avariety of significant subjects that we hope will contribute to abroader understanding.
Permission is freely granted to individuals and organizations to reprint or republish these messages.

p4
John R. Emery, President
McGraw-Hill Publications Co.
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Aflameless
heat tool for
every need
Master
makes them all
•
•

Master offers you the world's most
complete line of flameless heat
tools. Each one is precision built for
rugged dependability and versatile
performance. And every Master
heat tool features acomplete
line of attachments for every
production need.
Heat Guns and Blowers are available in
U.L. and L.A. approved models.
CSA approved in Canada. In Canada, contact
Martin Industrial Sales, P.O. Box 576,
4445 Harvest Road, Burlington, Ontario.
Send for your free 12-page catalog and price
list on the world's most complete line
of flameless heat tools.

!BAUER
app&DA42.e., Ceelia0VdieltRacine:Wisconsin 53403
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MINI-STEPS
MAXI-STEPPERS
PM and VR steppers—
responsive and precisewith slewing rates to
20,000 steps/sec.
and higher . We
offer an unlimited range of
step angles,
frame sizes
and configurations
And high
torque/size
ratios
Options include .dampers, heat sinks,
encoders, pulse
sources, drivers,
preset indexers,
gearheads, and
more
Standards and
specials - the best
of both

VIDEO

COMPRESSOR
cvi

FOR LAB AND
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

Send for literature

Eastern Air Devices, Inc.
Dover. N H 03820 • ( 603) 742-3330 • TWX ( 510) 297-4454

Syn & Ind Motors • Gearmotors • Fans • Blowers

The CVI Model 260 Video Compressor
samples conventional "real time" television signals to achieve a large reduction in bandwidth. The compressor
also digitizes the signals for computer
input and image analysis. A special
260 feature incorporates a -real time"
video output which allows users to
monitor the sampling process.

Circle 216 on rearka service card

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
• Computer data input, linear or
semi- random scanning
• Communications:

transmission of TV

images over voice grade circuits for
conference or data distribution purposes
• Environmental monitoring:

transmission

of TV signals for remote observation and
computer analysis
• Data recording:

utilization of conven-

tional audio cassette or reel-to-reel tape
recorders for image storage
• Biomedical image analysis

YOU'RE

WHISTLING IN THE DARK...

if you think that heart disease and stroke
hit only the other fellow's family.

• Industrial control
• Computer image enhancement

Video instruments for data acquisition, processing, transmission, and display.

GIVE ...

so more will live

HEART FUND
CaRtributed by the

Colorado Video, Inc.
P.O. Box 928

cvi

Boulder, Colorado

80302

1303) 444-3972
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MONEY MANAGEMENT

The pay- later
binge, and how
to live with it
Returniug from one of his frequent business trips aoroad,a 38- year-old executive of a large international company
recently rred to straighten out his
household bills. He made ashocking discovery. " Ifound we were carrying an average monthly balance of $4000 on
credit cards and charge accouots," he
says. " You know what that means? It
means we were paying 18% annual interest on a $4,000 ' loan' we didn't need
and never meant to make."
While his revolving balance of- $4,000
may seem uncommon, his experience is
not. American consumers, like it or not,
are a nation of borrowers. They are
some $ 150- billion in hock for automo@Copyright 1973 McGraw-Hill, Inc.

bites, appliances, personal loans and
whatever they can charge on credit
cards, and are going about $ 2- billion
deeper into the hole every month.
For the home-owning, steady-working
breadwinner in his mid- 30s earning
$10,000 to $30,000 the question is not
who will lend him money or how much.
The problem is how to handle all the
credit that's thrust upon him. If he's had
his job, say, seven years, owned his
house for five, and is firmly saddled with
two or three children, he's enough to
make mouths water in credit and personal loan offices across the U.S. In fact,
in Chicago, Los Angeles or Detroit, he
would almost precisely fit the profile
lenders welcome most.
Ironically, his greater disposable income is making him more of a borrower
than ever— primarily because it's
coupled with greater leisure time for recreation vehicles, boats, new cars, travel
This PERSONAL BUSINESS section is written by
McGraw-Hill editors to give you helpful information on the better management of your leisure
time and money. Personal Business covers everything from taxes and investments to education and travel. We feel that today, more than
ever personal-business planning is of prime
concern to businessmen and professionals.

and other time- payment expenditures. In
fact, James Ford, a personal banking officer with Chicago's Continental Bank,
predicts, " By 1985 personal loans will
probably overtake commercial ones."
Ford and some other bankers feel that
they detect a growing sophistication
about borrowing among their clients. It
comes from increasing practice, they
say, augmented by truth- in- lending laws
and consumerist movements. " The
American consumer," says Dallas
banker Homer L. Stewart, senior vicepresident of Republic National Bank, " is
the most disclosed-to, most protected
individual in the world right now."
Nevertheless, plenty get into trouble.
At least 30,000 will end up in personal
(Chapter 13) bankruptcy this year. The
primary causes will be over- borrowing
and/or careless use of credit cards and
revolving accounts. A Chicago family
counseling service, for instance, sees a
marked rise lately in middle-income-andup families sinking into the fiscal morass.
"And," says a spokesman, " many of
them can't even answer the question:
'How much do you owe?' "
A major contributor to the confusion is
revolving credit. The debtor is encouraged to pay a modest monthly amount

GET A
RUNNING
START IN
MISSISSIPPI
Read what Mississippi is doing

to

help new industry find and train
competent workers. Right now, more
than 108,000 Mississippians are being
prepared for full-time skilled employment through a state-wide Start-up
program of vocational and technical
training. These training centers are
located throughout the state, staffed
by skilled instructors and furnished
with a $ 20 million inventory of modem
machinery and equipment.
Your industry's requirements will
be analyzed and a tailor-made
program of pre- employment training
will be designed and scheduled to
match your start-up plans. And the
State of Mississippi assumes all costs
in finding and training your new
employee staff.
We have a new booklet that tells
the whole story. We'd like to send you
one. Just send us the coupon and
yourfree copy will be on its way to you.

Mr. Harry D. Owen, Director
Mississippi Agricultural &
Industrial Board
P. O. Box 849
Jackson, Mississippi 39205
111Please send me information on
Mississippi's Start-up program.
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CIW,

STATE, ZIP

MISSISSIPPI
State of Change

\

WILLIAM L. WALLER,

Governor
moo

CIRCLE 720 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"If you don't know
the value of money,
go and borrow some."
—Benjamin Franklin
toward his account, and is charged up to
11
/% per month ( 18% per year) on the
2
balance. A typical holder of an interbank
MasterCharge card in New York, for instance, recently received a monthly bill
asking him to make a " combined minimum payment" of only $26.01, although he actually owed a balance of
$445.84. It is easy to see how he might
feel that all he " owed" was the $26.01,
particularly if he had in mind charging a
weekend in Miami to his account with
Diners' Club ( which now, incidentally,
also offers members in good standing
the opportunity to borrow up to $ 25,000
through a South Bend, Ind., financial
service).
Bankers across the country say that
"wipe- up" loans—to consolidate a confusion of term payments into one
monthly bite— now rank third or fourth
among reasons people seek personal
loans. And the Chicago family counselor
lists failure to keep credit within bounds
an increasingly major cause of family financial trouble.
What are fair limits? A Personal Business survey shows that bankers generally draw the red- line on applicants
when their monthly payments reach 50%
of their monthly disposable income. The
rule, however, is often relaxed upward
as an applicant's income rises. In his
recently published The Money Book
(Scribner's) W.J. Reddin, a teacher of
personal finance, offers a commonsense control system: Compute total
monthly payment obligations as a percentage of income at quarterly or semiannual intervals. If the percentage
markedly rises, retrench on charging
things until it subsides.
The convenience of credit cards, bank
cards and revolving charge accounts
cannot be beat, but the interest users
pay can be. " Almost invariably," says
Assoc. Dean William J. Pierce of the University of Michigan Law School, who
helped write the consumer credit code
which served as a model for the Truth in
Lending Act, " credit unions and banks
will be cheaper than the consumer finance industry. A credit union is your
best bet for almost everything— if you
happen to belong to one."
Credit unions generally charge 1% per
month on the outstanding balance, or
12% a year, but some charge as little as
.5% per month, or 6% annually. " Not
many consumers are aware, either,"
says Dean Pierce, " that there are two
windows in most banks—the consumercredit window where a loan may cost
12% or more, and the commercial- loan
window where you can get a one- payment deal for perhaps 7%." The rates

vary from state to state, says Pierce, but
it generally pays to shop around.
Passbook loans, in which a borrower
uses a savings- account passbook as
collateral, are by far the least expensive.
A major Atlanta savings and loan association, for instance, will lend up to 90% of
the cash value of a passbook at 6%,
while the money in the passbook still
goes on earning 5% for its owner. Net
cost of the loan: 1%.
Why borrowers don't make more use
of such bargains puzzles Pierce. " There
are people," he says, " who will walk into
a personal loan company and pay, say,
22% on a $ 1,000 loan for their daughter's wedding, even though they have
$20,000 sitting in bank accounts. They
won't touch their nestegg, even though
economically it's foolish not to. Iguess
it's human nature."
Ready cash at low rates is also available to people who carry cash-value life
insurance ( not term or group). A policyholder can always borrow against his
current cash value at 5%-6%, and is under no pressure to pay anything but the
annual interest. But personal finance advisors suggest this source be tapped
only for the most important reasons— it
puts one's insurance plan out of whack
as long as the loan is outstanding.
For credit-worthy borrowers, counselors rank small loan companies far down
the list. " Try a commercial bank first,"
says Chase Manhattan's consumer affairs specialist Judy A. Gorman, " and, if
at first you don't succeed, try another
. and another." Small loan companies, because they assume risks
banks would reject, charge higher interest rates. They can range sky-high in
somes states ( Mississippi permits over
41%), and the least is 18% to 20%.
The oft- maligned pawn shop has its
own fans, but for reasons other than
economy (although rates in most states
compare with other personal lenders).
The attraction is privacy. Since goods
are pledged as collateral, there's no
searching credit check. The idea appeals as much to the very rich as it does
to the fly-by-night. Indeed, some uppercrust pawn shops, such as Paul Kaskel
& Sons, Inc., on Manhattan's fashionable 57th Street, do a rousing business
with jet- setters caught short between
trust-fund or alimony checks. They usually have grade-A collateral—minks, jewels, and fine art—and an aversion to having their private finances examined.
For most consumers today, a certain
amount of borrowing is almost essential.
Without acredit rating, they are lepers in
the market place. A $60,000-a-year
executive in Los Angeles found that out
recently when he was turned down flat
for a home loan. " He paid cash for everything," the local credit bureau manager recalls. " There simply was no
record on him anywhere." He ultimately
got the loan, but it took special handling.

TAX SHELTERS

The cozy shelter:
a fly-by-night
for little birds
"The big push behind tax sheltering,"
notes Sheldon Cohen, Washington lawyer and former Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, " is simply high tax-vulnerable
income that needs protecting. Sheltering
is for the birds—the rich ones—and the
middle-income man shouldn't let himself
get lured into the game."
Cohen, whose own clients would
mostly qualify for sheltering with ease,
has dispensed his share of advice on oil,
cattle, and all the rest. But he adds:
"Lately the whole shelter picture has
been marred by too many fast-dollar
promoters."
The fast-dollar people, according to
the ex-Commissioner and other top- rank
advisers, are invaders of the shelter
scene who have done two things, essentially, that have given the business a
black eye:
• Too often they have pushed shelter
plans (or " programs") on small investors who needed ordinary income, not
the array of tax deductions upon which
the shelter concept mainly rests.
• Too often they have treated themselves to oversized, ironclad profits
scooped " off the top" of risky deals, and
justified by neither the real prospects of
the business at hand, nor their own limited expertise as managers.
Thus, tax-sheltered investments have
begun to lose some of their luster, especially since U. S. Internal Revenue has
lately erased some of the flukier paperwork moves invented by the promoters.
"As long as the tax cost attached to ordinary income can go as high as 70%,
sheltering will stick," says Bernard
Greisman, New York lawyer and leading
tax writer. " But people have learned that
'tax shelter' does not guarantee success, far from it."
Some shelter deals not only are highly
speculative, but amount to just opportunities to " buy" tax deductions in one
year, with an uncertain hope of a return
of the money in another year. Says
Greisman: " You mix this with the fact
that some offerings are further burdened
by mànagement fees as high as 50% of
every dollar put in—and you quietly stop
to investigate."
The theme in comments from ranking
advisers in the field is beginning to dent
the ironclad attitudes of the shelter sell-

ers. It is, in two words: caveat emptor. It
makes good sense. One of the most successful shelter consultants is D. Bruce
Trainor of Tax Shelter Advisory Service,
Narberth, Pa. " If anybody is thinking tax
shelter in order to make money, somebody is going to have to do a lot of hard
work," he says. " You have to have an
independent expert—a mining engineer,
geologist, or cattleman— check the
procedure used. Then you have to study
the structure of the particular deal, because you could have the best oil well in
the world, for example, and not make
money if the deal has not been structured to benefit the limited partners."
The limited partners are, of course, the
outside investors who put up the cash.
Among the many and varied types of
shelters on the market today, some of
the best deals are private ones, put together by an accountant, lawyer, brokerage house, or consultant for a small
group of high-income clients. But since
1969, an increasing volume of public
deals have appeared, and their A-to-Z
quality spread has made it doubly hard
to spot awinner.
Brokerage houses now account for
80% of all publicly- held tax shelters, and
unhappily they aren't known for their

skill in handling real estate, oil and gas,
and cattle feeding—the three biggest
areas for sheltering. The sales-minded
brokers have tended to draw investors
into deals that have frequently been too
risky as well as lacking tax-bracket practicality.
In commenting on shelter deals offered to the public, Earl A. Samson, Jr.,
of Samson & Monier, a shelter advisory
service, notes: "The things the general
public is seeing are the things that private individuals don't want to do." And
consultant Trainor, in pointing out that
oil and gas are the best shelters around,
notes that fewer than 10% of them
amount to " reasonable" offerings.
Whether an investor wants to buy tax
savings often depends on how much he
is willing to gamble. A high-bracket man
may willingly take the risk. But as the tax
bracket drops, and the leverage provided by tax deductions decreases, the
allure of such a gamble should dim and
disappear. Many of the more reliable
ventures offered today will specifically
provide in the prospectus that the offering is solely for people in 50%-plus tax
brackets whose net worth is at least
$50,000, or, in some cases, as much as
$200,000.

What tax shelter does— for the man who can use it
In an oil deal, as much as 80% of the investment may be tied up in " intangible"
drilling costs which are fully deductible
from ordinary income. Thus, on every
$1,000 invested, $800 is deductible. For
an investor in the 50% tax bracket, this
cuts taxes by $400—and actual investment cost is $600. If the venture is afailure (" dry hole"), the taxpayer can then
deduct the remaining cost in full against
his other income. If it hits, percentage
depletion rules take over—and 22% of
gross income from the venture is taxfree ( up to 50% of taxable income). Finally, if the taxpayer sells out at a later
date, he gets taxed at the lower capital
gains rate.
In a real estate deal, the same basic
shelter mechanism— deductions- andcapital gains—applies. Lately the syndicators have turned their sights to
apartments and other residential properties because there they still can take depreciation deductions at the 200% declining balance rate, and this facilitates
the creation of high deductions, in excess of cash returns. Not only are the
deductions used, but they provide the investor with tax losses which can be offset against " other" income. (Two drawbacks: The building must be held for
over 16 years and eight months for the
investor to fully realize capital gains on

any appreciation. Also, the initial advantage of early loss deductions may be at
the price of having to report more substantial ordinary income in later years—
one of many points to check out.)
In a cattle feeding deal, a short-term
tax shelter is provided, and may be attractive to aperson who is presently in a
high bracket but who expects to be in a
lower bracket at the time he will realize
income from the venture. A man approaching retirement may fit the bill.
Similar deals are available in hogs
(riskier), eggs, and pullets.
In a vineyard deal, an investor seeks
tax benefits similar to those available
from citrus groves before the law revision in 1969. The investor deducts planting and " development" costs to rework
raw land, but some experts warn that
vineyard tax windfalls may be limited by
Congress in the future.
The pros' advice is to the point: " Don't
distort your investment decisions tor
pure tax reasons—don't let gimmickry
hurt your portfolio," warns Sheldon Cohen, the former Commissioner of Internal Revenue. And John Jones, tax lawyer with the Washington firm, Covington
and Burling, comments: " People don't
ask the same clear questions when going into a tax shelter as they do when
making a normal investment."

SOCIAL SECURITY ' 73

Young marrieds
and middle-agers
tap the cash box
The retirement planners agree that last
year was the year for Social Security
changes, with both benefits and costs
jacked up to proportions that would have
choked even New Dealers of the Roosevelt era. Indeed, some businessmen
choke up over the 1973 tax tab they
must meet for employees.
A benefit bonanza is going on, and it's
one that taps new-found resources for
infants- in-arms as well as 65- plus retirees. " What some ousinessmen fail to realize," says compensation specialist
Mario Leo of Towers, Perrin, Forster &
Crosby, the consulting firm, "- is the extent to which Social Security embraces
young families and middle-aged people,
including the businessmen themselves."
Today, 25% of all beneficiaries are under
age 60.
Disabled workers of all ages and income levels and their families may now
reap benefits that are widely misunderstood or simply not known. This holds,
too, for widows, widowers and their children, who get some amazingly liberal
benefits upon the death of the family
breadwinner. Even a surviving divorced
wife may pick up monthly checks.
A typical example of the new Social
Security at work might be this: A young
father dies in an accident this year, leaving a widow and two children under age
five. His average earnings covered by
Social Security amount to, say, $450 a
month. In such case, his family gets
$468 a month, or $ 5,616 a year- or well
over $ 75,000 by the time the eldest child
is 18, the usual cutoff date for such benefits. If the children attend college, the
coverage continues to age 22. And in
later years, the mother gets widow's
benefits.
When a father dies in 1973 at, say,
age 40, the maximum family benefit- assuming maximum coverage under Social
Security-comes to $ 530 a month. And
since the average monthly earnings covered will be as high as $ 1,000, starting in
1975, the top family benefit for death or
disability in the years following goes up
to $707 a month.
Disability payments gain importance
when it is considered that the incomewhich is tax-free-will continue as long
as the individual is unable to work. Here
there is no cutoff date. Moreover, under
revised law, the purchasing power of this

income will be maintained by cost- of- living increases.
Disability benefits can be paid to " disabled" workers under age 65; to young
people and children who become disabled before age 22 if a parent insured
under Social Security is entitled to benefits or dies; and to disabled widows and
widowers age 50 or older, if their disability began no later than seven years after
the death of the insured spouse.
But though the definition of who may
receive benefits is liberal, the spelling
out of when is somewhat restrictive. As a
general rule, a person is considered
"disabled" if he cannot work because of
a severe physical or mental impairment
that has lasted- or is expected to last12 months or more.
There is a waiting period of five full
months following the last work day before benefits can begin, though there
should be no delay in making application. It is important, in fact, to apply
promptly when it becomes apparent that
the disability will last a year or more- a
delay in some cases will cause the loss
of some benefits.
A new twist in the law is a boon to
those whose ailments have been long
and costly. For the first time, Medicare
hospital and medical insurance becomes
available to some people under 65.
Starting next July, disabled persons who
will then have received Social Security
disability checks for two years or longer
will come under Medicare's protectionregardless of age.
"Coverage" tests, too, are generally
far more liberal than most people realize.
To get full disability benefits, a worker
age 31 or older must be " fully insured"
(nearly all business and professional
people are), and must be credited with
five years of work in the previous 10year period. If a man becomes disabled
from age 24 to 31, he needs work credit
for only one-half the time between age
21 and the date of his disablement. If the

disability starts before age 24, he must
show 11
2 years of work in the previous
/
three years.
The formula for estimating possible
benefits is slightly arcane, at best,
though a bit of pencil work should turn
up some accurate forecasting. First, to
compute your " average earnings" for
disability or survivors' benefits- assuming the disabling event occurs in 1973:
• Count the number of years to be
averaged- begin with 1956 if you were
born before 1930, and with the year you
reached age 27 if you were born in 1930
or later. To get the 1973 estimate, count
through 1972 only.
• List your earnings for all years beginning with 1951, and include 1973.
Count no more than $3,600 for 1951
through 1954; $4,200 for 1955 through
1958; $4,800 for 1959 through 1965;
$6,600 for 1966 and 1967; $ 7,800 for
1968 through 1971; $9,000 for 1972,
and $ 10,800 for 1973. (Wage base for
1974 is $ 12,000.)
• Cross off your list the years of lowest earnings until the number remaining
is the same as in the answer to step 1,
above.
• Add up the earnings for the years
left on your list and divide by the number
of years used.
The result is your average yearly earnings covered by Social Security up to
and including 1973. Turn to the table on
this page- it should enable you to measure your possible benefits.
Paying the piper is part of Social Security, and living with the cost will become more onerous year by year. The
1973 tax is 5.85% of earnings up to a
"base" of $ 10,800, and this figures to a
maximum tax of $631.80 to be paid by
both employer and employee. In 1974,
the tax will go to a maximum $ 702 to be
paid by each, on a $ 12,000 wage base.
In later years the wage base will increase automatically with increases in
"average" wages.

MONTHLY CASH BENEFIT PAYMENTS

Average yearly earnings'
under Social Security

$3,000 $4,200 $5,400 $6,600 $7,800 $9,000 $10,800 $ 12.000

Disabled worker

$174.80 $213.30 $250.60 $288.40 $331.00 $354.50 $384.50 $404.50

wife under 65 and child
(added to above)

92.50

157.40

217.30

233.90

248.30

265.90

288.40

303.40

Widowed mother and 1child

262.20

320.00

376.00

432.60

496.60

531.80

576.80

606.80

Widowed mother and 2children

267.30

370.70

467.90

522.30

579.30

620.40

672.90

707.90

child of disabled worker

87.40

106.70

125.30

144.20

165.50

177.30

192.30

202.30

surviving child

131.10

160.00

188.00

216.30

248.30

265.90

288.40

303.40

Maximum family payment

267.30

370.70

467.90

522.30

579.30

620.40

672.00

707.90
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•
Because Its Stran

The other way to build

Stran's attention to detail in warehouse design adds up to a lot of
additional space. Our clear- span
buildings have no interior columns to
get in your way. Our wall units take
up less of your slab area than brick
or concrete, and still give you superior insulation. Stran buildings have
larger bays that require fewer sidewall columns inside. And our building
system has no cluttered structural
supports that rob you of vertical
stacking space. When you add up the
little things,they meana lot morespace.
Write us. Stran - Steel Corporation,
RO. Box 14205, Houston, Texas 77021
Stran-Steel Corporation
Building Systems Subsidiary of
National Steel Corporation
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"Dear Folks:
Here at camp
in Nigeria . . ."
The good old back-to-school essay on
"My Summer at Camp" is no longer
guaranteed to put the teacher and everybody else to sleep. This year, more
than ever before, the kids will be cramming in travel, adventure and education
that Dad never dreamed of in the days
when " summer camp" meant bathing
suits, baseball, sunburns and bugs.
Today's forward thinking camps might
better be described as oases of escapism, intellectual pursuit and psychological fulfillment for affluent young people.
They're that varied and fancy. For instance, the youngsters at Minnesota's
Kooch-i-ching camp will paddle their canoes on streams as far north as the
Arctic Circle; groups of Campfire Girls
will investigate the archeology of New
Mexico; " Y" campers will cross the U. S.
from New York to Disneyland, while high
schoolers go on work projects in places
as farflung as Nigeria and Israel.
Thus, a parent tackles a real problem
in picking one of the nation's 8,000 summer camps to suit both his youngster
and his pocketbook. One place to start is
the American Camping Assn.'s directory. It lists hundreds of quality camps,
and points out basics such as activities,
length of season, and costs (write to
ACA, Martinsdale, Ind. 46151, $3). The
directory assures a certain amount of
screening has been done beforehand;
ACA says that fully 15% of the camps it
inspects are rejected.
Parents should do some screening of
their own, and look over several camps.
They should especially eye the camp directors who set the tone. " If you want
just a babysitter, you'll find him," says
Ernest Schmidt, ACA's executive director. " But look further— remember that
kids get three times the exposure,
twenty-four hours a day, to the camp
than they get to school."
To match today's more sophisticated
youth, many camps now offer mindstretching, specialized programs. ACA's
listing covers some 30 different types of
learning camps— everything from science to farming. Besides camps offering
academic improvement ( reading skill is
big on the list), there are those that will
do such things as add charm (girls), reduce weight, improve the hitting of a
Little Leaguer, and refine the talents of
budding musicians.

But probably the most popular camps
today are those that concentrate on
travel and living in the rough outdoors.
Outward Bound Schools ( in a chip off a
similar program for executives) offer an
abundance of personal challenge and
physical stress, culminating in a " solo"
which amounts to three days alone in
the wilderness with the barest minimal
equipment. Standard 24- to 26-day
courses cost $450 to $550, depending
on whether the youngster is rafting down
the Rio Grande, backpacking in North
Carolina, or undergoing various tests for
himself at one of four other OB Schools
in the U. S.
Among travel-camp programs, those
run by the Experiment in International
Living ( Putney, Vt.) are hard to beat.
Here teenagers fan out to foreign countries all over the globe ( mostly Europe),
live with private families, and travel with
their foreign counterparts, sharing canoes and tents. Idea is to spend six or
seven weeks soaking up an overseas
culture ($575 to $ 1,425).
Scholastic International ( New York)
combines the study of such things as
ecology or archeology with travel overseas, mostly in Europe ($850 to $ 1,390).

To keep camp costs down,
shun the frills, cut
the season—or take
a look at the Scouts.
mountain rivers. About 100 Girl Scout
camps, too, are today putting more emphasis on living in what one camp director calls " the untouched environment."
Agency camp costs are generally
much lower than private camp fees. Boy
Scout camps run under $25 a week,
Campfire Girls about $50, and Girl
Scounts from $40 to $75. YMCA and
YWCA camps are a bit more—$ 75 to
$150 a week.
Unhappily, there is no short-cut to foreign travel camp charges. The best bet
probably lies in roughing it with such
groups as those sponsored by the American Yough Hostels. AYH has a wide
range of programs, from, say, 22 days of
cycling through France ($535) to a
seven- country, 30-day tour ($ 765).
Cycling in the U. S. is cheaper; for instance, 42 days in New England costs a
modest $385.
As in most other things, private camp
costs will vary a good deal, depending

'We tossed for it, and Igot the crocodiles this summer and my sister got the polar bears."

If the prices seem stiff, consider that
general-type private camps—those offering water sports and the usual campfire
routines—are charging $700 to $800
and more for eight weeks. Says school
and camp consultant Francine Foley of
New York: " There are just two ways to
cut the cost of acamp— pick an ' agency'
camp, or go for less than full season."
Luckily the agency camps— run by the
Scouts, ' Y' groups and churches—often
have standout programs in wilderness
camping, the very thing many campers
want most. For instance, many of the
645 Boy Scout camps are loaded with
what National Camping Director Russ
Turner calls " high adventure" in the outdoors. Campfire Girls, with some 200
camps, often take on rough terrain and

on quality and content. Some parents
wind up buying things that aren't really
needed. Paying for a camp that has
horses, for example, is a blunder if it's
for a teenager who would rather spend
the summer swimming.
Sending achild to camp for fewer than
the usual eight weeks is another way to
economize. For example, while Outward
Bound Schools aren't cheap, their $450
to $550 charge for just under a month
away from home is considerably below
most private full-season fees.
Many private camp directors prefer
the eight- week applicant, but frequently—as in 1972 when the economy
was soft—they will make allowances
toward summer's end. Says one: " If we
have empty bunks, we'll fill ' em." •

Winneba • o Brave $6,995
V" PI,

D-18 Brave F.O.B. Forest City, Iowa. Freight, local taxes, dealer prep and options extra.
Prices and specs subject to change without notice • Location: Portuguese Bend, California.

Makin' friends Winnebago style.
The Winnebago Brave was made for exploring
the back roads. It contains all you need for
motor homing comfort. Power steering, power brakes,
automatic transmission, kitchen, beds, bath, everything.
And its in a price range most families can afford.
That's why it's fast becoming America's
most popular motor home.
See the Brave for ' 73. It's a great year
for making friends Winnebago style.

We give you more.
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CROSS ... America's Finest
Writing Instruments.
Engineered for alifetime of
impressions.
A good reason to select
CROSS with your custom
emblem for business gifts,
awards and incentives.
Write for details and catalog.
A. T. CROSS Company
Special Sales Division
One Albion Road
Lincoln, Rhode Island 02865
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It's hard to hate
Chicago, a city
that loves itself
The story goes that although Irving Berlin wrote Alexander's Ragtime Band in
New York in 1910, Chicago made it famous. The story is rarely questioned by
Chicagoans. Unlike most contemporary
U. S. big- city dwellers, they unfailingly
want to believe the best about their
city— and some of their affection usually
rubs off on those who visit.
Despite the critics of Mayor Richard J.
Daley, few ever attack Chicago as poorly
run. Strikes are rare, the streets are
clean, and the vagaries attendant to every city government seem to have had at
least some positive influence in the
Windy City.
While the " neighborhood" quality for
which Chicago has gained some fame
and no little infamy still exists, the city—
like most others— is changing. The traditional heart of the city is the " Loop," the
downtown area so called after the elevated " L" Metro tracks that more or less
encircle it. While the " L" is considered a
landmark, Chicago has plans to tear
down that early 1900s structure and put
the trains .underground. In fact, much of
the glamor, glitter, and activity that once
typified the " Loop" has all but disappeared.
But Chicago's heartbeat hasn't
stopped. It's merely relocated to the
North Side of town where the " Near
North," " New Town," and " Old Town"
neighborhoods have collectively, if not
simultaneously, taken up where the old
"Loop" left off.
For the visitor, a hotel in the " Loop"
normally affords the most central location. However, it also means that he'll be
taking taxis almost everywhere— by day
to convention sites and by night to the
North Side. A hotel on the North Side
solves the evening problems by putting
him within walking distance of the restaurants and clubs, but by day the taxi
fares are likely to run a dollar or two
higher— to get to the LaSalle Street financial section, for instance.
Among North Side hotels that are both
conveniently located and well reputed
are the Drake ($ 30-$41 for a double;
$22-$39 single), situated on a tree- lined
walkway along East Lake Shore Drive,
and further north the Ambassadors East
and West ($ 35-$44; $28-$37 single)..
For something a little different— and
with more space—a visitor might try the

Hampshire House ($ 45-$60 double;
$35-$50 single) on East Delaware, near
Lake Michigan. The hotel has only 133
rooms, and all are suites. While the price
is high, the hotel has made its name on
service that covers the amenities up to
and including afriendly concierge.
If circumstances dictate a " Loop" hotel selection, two of Chicago's best
known establishments there are the
Palmer House ($ 30-$41, double;
$26.50-$34.50, single) on State Street,
only a block away from the North-South
dividing line of the city, and the Sheraton- Blackstone hotel ($ 31 to 45, double;
$28-$36 single), adjoining the Blackstone Theater, which is the unofficial
house of Neil Simon and company in
Chicago. In plush if not posh surroundings, the hotel offers proximity to the
"Loop" theater district.
Before settling for walking distance to
the theaters, however, there's something that should be noted about Chicago theatrical productions. Since Chicago is a convention town, show
operators often bring their Broadway offerings to it last. Often as not, two years
on the road can take some of the bloom
off the best of Broadway. Anyone who
saw the New York smash musical 1776
in Milwaukee, and thought it was lackluster, should have seen it in Chicago,
where it was worse. As a rule of thumb,
if you like Broadway, see it there, not in
Chicago.
That's not to say, however, that there
isn't any good theater. There is, but,
once again, it gravitates toward the
North Side, where cabarets like the
Happy Medium on Rush Street and the
Second City on North Wells Street offer
good improvisational and review entertainment. Best seats in the house can
set you back $ 10 or $ 11 each, but you'll
get more for the money than in the
"Loop" houses.
Other theaters on the North Side that
have a reputation include the Candlelight, offering Man of La Mancha in the
round while you dine, and the more conventional proscenium stage at The Forum ( next door, on South Harlem).
As for wining and dining, Chicago offers both the bland and the brilliant. The
Chicago Guide, a monthly available at
newstands, is a usually reliable source
on where to go.
The " Loop" in general is agood place
to lunch. Perhaps the most famous
lunch spot in town is Miller's Pub on East
Adams. Chicago's answer to Sardi's, it is
often visited by show-folk, where, at
modest prices ($ 17 dollars for an average dinner for two) they dine in busy but
comfortable surroundings. Or there is
the Palmer Steak House, in the Palmer
House.
If cuisine in the provincial style of the
south of France is your dish, try either of
two North- Side restaurants, Le Bastille
or La Cheminee.

"If you like Broadway
theater, see it there,
—not in Chicago . . .
For 1940s nostalgia, a drink at the
Pump Room in the lobby of the Ambassador East Hotel on N. State Parkway is the ticket. An in- place to be seen,
the Pump Room is primarily a restaurant,
but has a small bar area where drinks
are $ 1.70 and where a visitor can watch
the " celebs" dine, and take in some of
the elegance of a bygone era.
Chicago is also key-club country, the
home of Playboy and several of its cousins. Playboy keyholders, of course, can
dine or be entertained in the Playboy
Towers, where dinner in the VIP Room
can cost $ 50 dollars for two. Chicago's
other famous key club is the Gaslight
Club on East Huron. Located in a prestigious brownstone, it offers good food in
a number of different rooms. But, unlike
the Playboy, the Gaslight occasionally
shows its years. For anyone who has to
buy akey, best bet is probably Playboy.
Chicago, of course, has other attractions. The Chicago Lyric Opera is the
only U. S. opera company outside of
New York and San Francisco to offer a
full, September-December, season.
Both art and architecture are also big
in Chicago. The Art Institute on Michigan
Avenue is reputed to have one of the
finest French Impressionist collections,
and the city's architectural heritage
boasts the work of Frank Lloyd Wright,
William Le Baron Jenney, the inventor of
the skyscraper, and Mies Van Der Rohe.
Walking tours of the various architectural attractions can be arranged
through the hotels.
For more neighborhood roaming, Chicago's Old Town still merits a casual inspection. A number of years ago some
enterprising people began to refurbish a
dingy section bordering on North Wells
Street. The places were quaint, the
clientele young, the mood lively, and Old
Town became boom town. Over the
years, though, the mood turned gawdy
(then tawdry), prices skyrocketed, and
the place was nearly killed by its own
success.
Many of its original shops have migrated to New Town, an area bounded
by the Lake on the east and Halsted
Street on the west. New Town is also
singles country, evidenced by a plethora
of friendly bars.
If all else fails, avisitor to Chicago can
grab a fishing rod and take a bus down
to the lake front, Within the shadows of
the downtown area good coho salmon,
steelhead, and chinook salmon fishing
can be had. Even the most Thoreauesque will have to admit there's
something right about a city where a
man can still go fishing by bus.

ANNOUNCING ASERIES OF
COMMUNICATIONS UPDATES FOR
EXECUTIVES AND MANAGERS.
Today's management depends
more and more on good communications.
Because so many of your decisions involve information carried
over telephone lines in some way,
the Bell System is scheduling a
series of day- long conferences
planned especially for executives
and managers.
The sessions will cover such
matters as Management Information Systems, computer timesharing, and the use of modeling
in management.
We will bring you up to date on
services we offer today and plan
for tomorrow. You can learn,
through the latest in multimedia
presentations, how others are
using the newest communications
tools. And you will have ample
timeto exchange ideas with fellow
executives, both in discussion
sessions and informally at lunch.
There is no charge for attending
one of these conferences. The
Bell System Communications

Consultant who works with your
company can supply further details.
Or mail us the coupon below.
Bell System Seminar
Department D1
866 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
am interested in your Communications Updates for Executives.
ill Please have arepresentative
call me.
CI Please send abrochure and a
schedule.
Name
Title
Company _
Address
Telephone
City

State

Zip
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GM TIMIS BOOK
TO ACOMPANY YOU UKE,.
It's Georgia's 1973 Industrial Survey and your favorite company will get hours of enjoyment from it.
Because it tells you all about industrial living in
Georgia, the attractive profit po- Where acompany canlive like ahuman being.
tential here, and
Georgia Department of Community Development
all the things that Industry
Division, Dept. MH-9. Box 38097
make life so much Atlanta, Georgia 30334
Please send me acopy of the 1973 Georgia
easier here. To
Industrial Survey.
order acopy for
Name
Company
your company,
Address
simply mail the
City _
coupon. Or call
State
Zip
404-656-3572.
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find out how you can shoot
imotherprofessionaHooking photos.
Get the facts on the &wpm.
Pentax Spohnatic H.

Pentax incorporates the world's best metering
system, aunique flare- taming lens, classic
design, and many other technological advancements into the world's best-selling 35mm SLR.
You'll get crisp, clear, vibrantly colorful results
even under the toughest shooting conditions.
Write for FREE literature describing
our better- than-ever 35mm SLR's.
Honeywell Photographic,
Dept. 110-143, P.O. Box
22083, Denver,
Colorado 80222.

The new
super thin line
precision pencil
with exclusive
"floating lead
protector"!
New from Sheaffer — pencils leg
that use leads of just . 3mm
or . 5mm for ultra precise
writing or drawing without
lead repointing. Yet these
super thin leads don't break,
even under heavy writing
pressure. Exclusive Floating
Lead Protector absorbs all
side-to-side pressure. First
.5mm pencil engineered to
accommodate colored leads.
Metal or plastic models,
$2.98 to $5.98.

1
he reason you
dont see our lead
is the reason our
lead wont break.
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How would you like
to consult with the
finest financial brains
in the country?
Fee: $39 per year!
Now— a truly sensible financial service.
The Business Week Letter taps the minds
of the top financial innovators—each
issue!
The Letter winnows the few really good
deals from those that only sound good.
Real estate, tax shelters, income tax
wrinkles, estate planning ideas, insurance,
Wall Street recommendations. Ail this,
plus.
The Business Week Letter prints only
the information that makes sense to each
lawyer, accountant, tax mart and researcher we consult. So you reap the
benefit of the best thinking and counsel
available from any financial reporting service. All for $39 a year—and you can cancel any time and get a refund on the
unexpired portion.
Bonus: Act now and receive at no extra
charge " 18 Great Ideas from The Business Week Letter"— a sampling of the kind
of money- making and money-saving ideas
you get regularly in the Letter.

The Business Week Letter

A truly fine investment And it's tax-deductible.
.
----Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Mail to The Business Week Letter, 1221 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
h

BOOKS

On high finance
and some other
alien territories
DOING YOUR HOMEWORK: Right at the
outset in Understanding Financial Statements and Corporate Annual Reports
(Chilton, $ 5.95), author Louis O. Foster
lays it on the line. " At no time is the road
to this sort of learning presented as an
easy one," he writes in the preface,
" . it takes a bit of doing." Dr. Foster
is emeritus professor of accounting and
finance at Dartmouth's Amos Tuck
School of Business Administration. He
writes with authority, if not for easy reading, and his book focuses the beam of
scholarship on high finance for the individual investor and stockholder. His effort might easily have been subtitled, Understanding Capital. Using the actual
financial statements of major U. S. corporations, he introduces the investor to
the accounting tools to analyze a company's sources and uses of its capital,
and thereby draw the corporation's true
financial profile. This new edition also
covers mutual funds in clinical detail.
Understanding Financial Statements is
for the serious investor who wants to
comprehend the fine points of corporate
finance and accounting—and is willing to
do his homework.
AT HOME ABROAD: It happens a little
less frequently than it used to, but U. S.
corporations still shove their people
around the globe. For the family suddenly shifted abroad, Alison Raymond
Lanier has written Living in Europe
(Scribner's, $8.95). Mrs. Lanier, working
for the U. S. State Department and several large overseas companies, has long
taught Americans how to thrive on alien
soil. Her advice ranges nearly everywhere, from dining room etiquette to
shopping, schooling, health„ housing,
easing one's way through customs and
immigration, and some of the way-of-living quirks that distinguish one country
from another. For those who find themselves Europe-bound, it could be as
comforting a guide as Dr. Spock was for
ageneration of new parents.
WHEREWITHAL: For those to whom
personal finance is an untracked wilderness, there is now The Money Book
(Scribner's, $8.95). With A- B-C care,
author W.J. Reddin covers the ground
from budgeting to borrowing, saving, investing, and writing your will.

TAXES
ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
THE COMMODORE C-8
A Full Capacity,
8 Digit Instrument that:
X MULTIPLIES
A- ADDS
DIVIDES — SUBTRACTS

Deductions that
save you money
Now and again the Internal Revenue
people show a touch of compassion for
the weary taxpayer, and in some areas—
such as medical and casualty deductions— IRS seems to lean almost toward
indulgence.
Although even the American Medical
Assn. has failed to take a solid position
yet on acupuncture, IRS's stand is positive. Fees and related charges paid for
acupuncture are now fully deductible.
This is not so astounding when one considers how broadly IRS defines " medical." Such items as fees paid to Christian Science practitioners, the cost of
wigs— if MD- prescribed for mental health
reasons— and clarinet lessons advised
by a dentist for treatment of tooth defects, are deductible.
Generally, any cost of diagnosis, treatment or prevention of disease is subject

• Full 8- Digit Display
• Constant Factor Memory for
Series Multiplication or Division
• Automatic Decimal Function which
assures proper placement of the
decimal point at all times.
• Large, Easy-to- see Readout
• True Credit Balance with
Minus Indicator
• Algebraic Circuitry Logic
• Completely Solid- State-no mechanical parts to cause trouble
• Large, full-size console keyboard for easy,
fast operation
• Instant Answers— calculating speed of
0.5 Miliseconds
• U.L. Approved—A/C power cord
• Does Chain Calculations
• Does Complex Mixed Calculations

Plus Postage
NOW$ 59 95!

THE INSTANT SOLUTION TO—
• Tax Computations • Monthly billing problems
• Expense calculations • Estimating office
budgets • Balancing checking accounts • Plus
hundreds of applications at home
Dispense with tedious pencil & paper
computations forever.

Please ship me

Here's the Professional Solution to the numbers
problem ... in the office or at home.
It's no trick to usel This new Commodore Electronic Calculator can do everything an ordinary
adding machine can do— plus Multiply. Divide,
and Compute Compound Interest! It does it much
quicker and quieter too, because it is completely
solid-state without all the noisy, mechanical
moving parts of the old-fashioned office machines. There's nothing to go wrong— nothing
to jam up. If it's plugged in, it's workingl
WARRANTY . . . Your Commodore C-8 calculator
is of such high quality and precision workmanship that it is covered by a 1-year replacement
warranty against manufacturer's defects.

Commodore C-8
how many
Electronic Calculators at 859.95 (
plus $ 2.00 postage and insurance) each.
Illinois residents add 5% Sales Tax
D Chuck or Money Order Enclosed
D Please charge to my credit card
American Express #
Bank Americard
Master Charge #
Maxtor Charge Bank #
Charge Card Expiration Date:
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE
ZIP CODE
1019
PUT CARD IN ENVELOPE AND MAIL TO:
CONTEMPORARY MARKETING, INC.
607A COUNTRY CLUB DR.
BENSENVILLE, ILL 60106

CITY

CIRCLE 703 014 READER SERVICE CARD

to tax write-off. A rough rule of thumb: If
your doctor prescribes it, deduct it.
The casual4-loss deduction picks up
some liberal IRS treatment with the declaration that purely accidental losses can
now sometimes be fitted into the definition of " casualty," and written off.
IRS bends its back and— after a lapse
of several years—" acquiesces" to the
outcome of a case it lost in court. In that
case, an auto door slammed on a
woman's hand, crushing adiamond ring.
Clearly, the ring itself became a deduction— it was damaged in a " sudden"
event and thus fell within the definition of
a casualty. Now, in a change of stance.
IRS agrees that the diamond in the ring—
lost in the aftermath of the accident— is
deductible, too. The diamond's loss, after all, was the direct result of a " sudden" event, the slamming of the ring finger in the car door.
The case points to asizable list of possible new deductions— personal items
lost in the confusion of auto accidents.
On the job front, anybody who is
switching companies may find himself in
line for a modest tax- deduction break.
Clearly you can deduct any charge paid
to an agency or counselor that helps you
locate a new employer. Now, because of
a string of favorable court cases, it appears that adeduction may soon be possible to cover such a fee even though

Because you're successful...
A luxurious, quality built,
self-contained GRUMMAN
MOTOR HOME. A safe,
comfortable way to extend
your horizons or discover
tranquility. A motorhome
that can be achalet in winter;
afishing cabin in spring; a
mountain retreat in fall; or a
waterfront home in summer.
And, on weekends, mini vacations to satisfy your whim.
Because you're successful . . .
GO GRUMMAN.

Please send me literature on GRUMMAN
21'_
25'
28'
Motorhomes
and the name of my local dealer.
Name
Address
City _

State

GRUIVIIVIAN

Zip

meTcpc=egegez
GOO OLD COUNTRY ROAD
GARDEN CITY, N Y. 11530
Telephone 516-741-3500

GFtUNAIVIAN ALLIED INDUSTRIES. INC.

the agency failed to find a new job.
CIRCLE 718 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Healthy, wealthy and wise
by Joseph VViltsee

Are you " loose"
enough to swing
with a4-day week?

You may have to shake up your work- week timing, and leisure planning, as well.
The 4-day week is no joke— it may be just around the corner. . . . Hard evidence
comes from Opinion Research Corp., the Princeton, N.J., consultants whose experts personally interviewed 511 top and middle management executives in all industries. Over 70% think the 4-day week will soon become the modus operandi of
business, and believe that this will have taken place by 1980. The ORC report
shows the executives feeling strongly that the 4-day week will do a lot more good
than harm. . . . Besides creating vast new demand for leisure goods and services,
it will lead to closer family ties, more adult education, more traveling—and with no
foreseen decline in the commitment to work.
Executives, though, have aconsiderable amount of adjusting to do, according to
the psychologists. The one who fails personally to gear up for the 4-day week may
face some troubles at the office and some life-style shocks at home. . . . For example, Arnold Judson, a psychologist with Arthur D. Little, Inc., the consultants,
notes that " This may be the businessman's last chance to feel ' undriven' by his
work— if he's smart he'll plan on doing more of the things he's been promising him-

Je

self
yer,
the
life.

for 20 years." . . . The younger manager will fare best, in the view of Bill Meconsultant with Chicago- based Roher, Hibler & Replogle. " He's flexible. But
50- plus executive may have trouble— he'll need to force himself to round his
If he's the type who's overly concerned with ' proving his value,' he's apt to

view the long weekend away from the office as athreat." . . . Consensus: For most
executives, the 4-day week poses an opportunity, not a threat. But it won't go
away, and can't be ignored.

_
Changing jobs?
There's a right way
to use search firms

For the businessman changing jobs, it's a case of handholders galore. A new Directory of Executive Recruiters has been compiled by Consultants News, Templeton Road, Fitzwilliam, N.H. ($ 5). It lists some 560 firms across the country, including
the recruiting offices of the major CPA firms ( an added feature that should interest
mainly financial executives). The listing makes no effort to rate the recruiters ( a
weakness), but it does flag their operations in terms of job catagories and minimum
salaries. Some go as low as $ 10,000; others— such as the nationally known Ward
Howell, Heidrick & Struggles, Boyden, and Spencer Stuart—are listed at $ 25,000plus. . . . But the listing of 560 outfits is, in itself, part of the problem faced by anybody who wants to use the professional search firms as an aid in relocating. How
does one pick aworkable eight or 10 firms to which to mail resumes? It isn't easy.
Some recruiters are solid with track records to show for it; others are apt to
prove fruitless, at best. One approach— maybe the only sensible one— is to screen
local and regional firms by means of some careful inquiry, and then add to your list

e

the names of a few established national outfits. . . . Some tips: Bona fide recruiters are paid by management, never by the individual. They interview only with specific jobs in mind, and for the most part they do not even acknowledge resumes.
However, if you happen to have the specific qualifications for aspecific job, the ac-

Peter Pan Scarlet Zinnia

tion can come fast.. . . Don't attempt to fool a recruiter as to your age or earnings
or, indeed, anything on your resume. Frankness and straightforwardness are a
must. The recruiter, if he's a real pro, will respect the confidence of your situation—
and if you have any doubts on this score, then you've picked the wrong recruiter.

Breath of spring

Two 1973 All-America garden winners are Peter Pan Scarlet Zinnia ( new color) and
Happy Face Marigold ( deep golden yellow). The Peter Pan combines large, well
doubled flowers with dwarf plant size, a combination currently in vogue. Happy
face is an excellent " hedging" variety. Both grow easily from seed.

Do you face amake or buy decision on power supplies?

BUY
LAMBDA LX SERIES
Now LX series available in 54 models in 9 package sizes
... single, dual and triple outputs
Regulation: 0.1%
Ripple: 1.5 mV RMS
Temperature Coef.: 0.03% 1°C
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RACK, SINGLE OUTPUT "8" PACKAGE

LXS-8-5-0V

5 VOLTS 85 AMPS(WITH OV)

$560
listed in Underwriters' Recognized
Components Index
designed to meet MIL environmental specifications
in stock for 1- day delivery

WHETHER
YOU MAKE
OR BUY...

guaranteed 5years
AC input: 105-132 VAC; 47-440 Hz.

A LAMBDA

LX- 8available in 7models up to 28 volts

KLECTRONICS CORP.

Send for 1973 Power Supply Catalog and Application Handbook

A

Co,o,

LX -8 and LX -EE models presently undergoing qualifying tests.
MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746

515 Broad Hollow Road

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91605
PORTSMOUTH, HANTS, ENG.

7316 Varna Ave.

Tel. 516-694-4200

Tel. 213-875-2744

Marshlands Road, Farlington

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Tel. Co,ham 73221

2420 East Oaklon St.. Unit Q

100C Fiymus Blvd.. Pointe- Claire. Quebec- 730

VERSAILLES, FRANCE

Circle 901 on reader service card

64a 70 rue des Chantiers 78004

Tel. 312-593-2550
Tel. 514-697-6520
Tel. 950-2224

Photoconductors
Because Clairex makes them all, you can get exactly what you need.
Clairex will select the right photoconductive dAaterial and package it properly to give you
exactly the photoconductor you need for yOur
application. Clairex can provide cells:
1. With spectral response in the UV, visible
spectrum, or near infra-red range.
2. Hermetically or non-hermetically sealed.
3. In plastic, metal, or glass packages.

4. With low or high resistance.
5. In large or small diameter configurations.
Clairex can provide
cells specifically for
plete data or special
problerhs, call (
914)
560 Smith Third
New York 10550.

cells from stock or design
your application. For cornassistance with your "light".
664-6602 or write Clairexe
Avenue, Mount Vernon,

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF CLAIREX CORPORATION
'

Circle 902 on reader service card

